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PREFACE

The thirteen papers collected in this volume represent various aspects of the study of tone in Bantu. Except for the Asongwed and Hyman and the Batibo papers, these studies were carried out as part of a Seminar in Comparative Bantu Tonology offered at the University of Southern California during the 1975-1976 academic year. During the course of the seminar, participants worked closely with language consultants whose collaboration is gratefully acknowledged in the individual articles. The remaining two studies were indirectly inspired by this effort and are therefore also included in this collection. Together, the fourteen authors have covered much of the Bantu zone (both Grassfields and Narrow) and have addressed themselves to both noun and verb tonology as well as the relationship of tone to other parts of Bantu phonology and grammar (depressor consonants, noun classes, accent, left- and right-dislocation, etc.). In addition, the bibliography included at the end of the volume will, it is hoped, provide a further contribution to the growing field of Bantu tonology.

I would like to thank all of the twenty or more participants in the seminar for contributing to its success and for providing a stimulating environment in which this work could be carried out. I would like to particularly thank Prof. William E. Welmers of the University of California at Los Angeles, whose active participation most greatly benefitted our cause. Finally, I would like to thank Dean David H. Malone of the Division of Humanities at U.S.C. for his constant encouragement and support.

Research leading to this publication, as well as partial printing costs, have been supported in part by a National Science Foundation grant no. SOC 75-16487.

NOTE. Wherever possible in this volume, H(high) tone is marked by an acute accent and L(low) tone by the absence of a tone mark. The grave accent is used in potentially confusing cases or particularly complex descriptions only. Language names have been left to the discretion of the individual authors (i.e. with vs. without the prefix, e.g. Haya vs. Kinya-rwanda).

1. INTRODUCTION

Ngie is a language spoken in the following villages of the Bamenda area in Western Cameroon: Andek, Teze, Etui, Abebun, Ebang, Angong, Anjei, Timechong, and Ungom. The dialect described here is spoken in Teze. Williamson (1971:278) lists Ngie among the unclassified languages of the Momo Bantu subgroup of Bantoid. More recent work by the Grassfields Bantu Working Group (Hyman and Voorhoeve 1977) and especially by Stallcup (1977, in preparation) provides additional data allowing a more accurate classification of Ngie. Stallcup classifies Ngie as one of the Momo languages of Western Grassfields. The classification proposed by the Grassfields Bantu Working Group is represented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Genetic Classification of Ngie](image)

In this paper I shall be mainly concerned with the tone system of bisyllabic nouns. In order to facilitate our understanding of this complex tone system which exhibits 10 contrastive patterns on bisyllabic words, a description of the noun classes will be provided first. It will be shown that these 10 patterns have developed historically from a two-tone system.

2. NOUN CLASSES

The noun classes of Ngie are listed in Table I. As is the case in most Grassfields Bantu languages, noun classes cannot be identified from prefixes alone in Ngie. The pronoun 'my' is used in Table I in order to differentiate all the noun classes. As can be seen from these forms, only four prefixes are found in Ngie: 1-, 2-, 3-, and 0- (the latter is restricted to classes 1, 2, 9, and 10). It is interesting to point out that the initial vowel of
TABLE I. Noun Classes in Ngie

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>'my'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>T-</td>
<td>Thè 'friend'</td>
<td>òngù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>òbò 'lady'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ü-</td>
<td>òtò 'chief'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>wà 'person' [also analyzable as w-å]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>T-</td>
<td>Thà 'friends'</td>
<td>òmbùn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>òbù 'ladies'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ü-</td>
<td>òtôn 'chiefs'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>bà 'persons' [also analyzable as b-å]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>ü-</td>
<td>ükàn 'bed'</td>
<td>òngù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>T-</td>
<td>òkàn 'beds'</td>
<td>òñT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>T-</td>
<td>òkàn 'bean'</td>
<td>òñT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>òkàn 'beans'</td>
<td>òñT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>òwà 'bone'</td>
<td>òñT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>ü-</td>
<td>òwà 'bones'</td>
<td>òmbùn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>l-</td>
<td>òmù 'dog'</td>
<td>òñT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>bù 'dog'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>l-</td>
<td>òmù 'dogs'</td>
<td>òñTq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>bù 'dogs'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>T-</td>
<td>òfù 'fours'</td>
<td>òñTq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Ü-</td>
<td>òbà 'knife'</td>
<td>òñgù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a.</td>
<td>Ü-</td>
<td>ònù 'water'</td>
<td>òmbùn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The noun classes represented in Table I can be grouped by pairs to constitute the following genders in Table II.

TABLE II. Genders in Ngie

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>1/2</th>
<th>3/4</th>
<th>5/6</th>
<th>7/8</th>
<th>9/10</th>
<th>19/13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>19/13</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>5/13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few nouns do not have singular or plural forms and thus constitute single class genders such as 6a, 1, 13. Representative nouns from each gender are provided in Appendix A.5

Gender 1/2. Most of the nouns contained in this gender are human. In most cases the singular form is identical to the plural form. (When singular and plural forms are identical, one of them is given in Appendix A.) The tone of the prefix can be either L (low) or M (mid). It is interesting to notice that even in cases where the prefix of the singular form is different from the prefix of the plural form, the tone is not changed.

Gender 3/4. The prefix always carries M tone. There is only one exception: òmè demás 'bamboo'. This gender is very regular as far as prefixes are concerned (sg. ò-, pl. ü-). They clearly correspond to Proto-Bantu (PB) òm-/?m-.

Gender 5/6. The prefixes of this gender are also very regular (sg. l-, pl. ø-), corresponding to PB òl-/?m- and Proto-Benue-Congo (PBC) lí-/g-.

Gender 5/13. Both singular and plural forms carry a l- prefix. The only difference between class 13 and class 10 is in the tone of the prefix. Class 13 has a M tone prefix as opposed to a L tone prefix for class 10. Stallcup (1977) found that in another dialect of Ngie, the concords were different for these two classes ('my' was realized etìg for class 10 vs. etìg for class 13). Five nouns do not have a M tone prefix: òbà 'liver', òbò 'lizard', òò 'anus', òbùa 'face', and òkù 'pipe'. Note that three of these nouns have a rising (R) tone in the second syllable. We shall come
back to this point in section 3.2.

Gender 7/8. From its content, this class corresponds to PB kî-/bî- and PBC kî-/bî-. Although the change from bî or bî to ū is reasonable through the labialization caused by the consonant on the vowel, the change kî'â, attested in much of Grassfields Bantu, is much more difficult to explain by natural sound changes. Most of the nouns of this gender have a M tone prefix; however, four exceptions are found: Ḥâk ‘soap’, Ḥân’o ‘grasshopper’, Ḥâh ‘monkey’, and Ḥâh’o ‘gorilla’.

Gender 9/10. In both singular and plural forms the prefix is ū-. All the prefixes in this gender have L tone. Thus, it is impossible to make a singular/plural distinction in citation forms. However, one of my language assistants pointed out that it is possible (although it is not normally used?) to indicate the plural form by a slight lowering of the vowel quality of the plural prefix. This may or may not reflect an earlier distinction. Such a distinction between vowel qualities of class markers for classes 9 and 10 has been reconstructed for PB and is still found in certain Cross-River languages (de Wolf 1971:160). However, in these latter cases the vowel quality is higher for the plural class than for the singular class.

A number of 9/10 nouns can be uttered without any prefix, for example: Ḥîjî ‘back’, Ḥîjîw ‘pig’, Ḥâb or Ḥâb ‘dog’, Ṣî or Ṣî ‘animal’, Ḥâd or Ṣâ ‘fish’. Stallcup (1977) gives these nouns without a prefix for the singular form. If the addition of a prefix is an innovation, this may explain why some of these nouns exhibit a different tonal development from other nouns which had a prefix at an earlier stage. This point will also be considered in section 3.2.

Gender 19/13. Two nouns in this gender have an a- prefix for both singular and plural: Ḥîl ‘fly’ and Ḥâ ‘ant’. They are listed in this gender because of their concord (Ďîn/Ďîn ‘my’). /f/ is found quite often in Grassfields Bantu as the consonantal concord of the class corresponding to PB 19 (see Hyman and Voorhoeve 1977). Four nouns with the regular ū-/ū- prefix alternation have a L tone prefix: Ḥâh ‘pipe (to carry water)’, Ḥân-o ‘bird’, Ḥâh ‘branch’, and Ḥâ ‘twig (of tree)’. Considering the number of exceptions, it is not completely obvious that the regular prefix carries M tone. I will attempt to account for these exceptions when considering the historical development of the various tone patterns in section 3.2.

Gender 6a. This one class gender contains liquids such as oil, water, wine. Note that 6a is different from class 6 (the plural of class 5).

It is becoming clearer and clearer that an important problem connected with noun classes in Ngie is the tone of the prefix. Although there are a number of exceptions especially in genders 1/2, 7/8, and 19/13, the present investigation of the Ngie noun class system leads one to believe that prefix tones were once completely predictable. Since the tone of the prefix is in part dependent on the tone of the stem, I will first describe the tone patterns of bisyllabic Ngie nouns before considering the relationship between noun classes and the tone of prefixes.

3. THE TONE SYSTEM

We will limit our investigation of Ngie tones to bisyllabic nouns in isolation and in the associative construction.

3.1. Nouns in Isolation

Most Ngie nouns have the following shape: V₁-C₁(G)V₂(C₂). The first vowel, the prefix, can either be ū-, a-, or ū-; and can have either L or M tone. The second vowel can have one of the following six tone patterns: L [ _ ] (low), L [ _ ] (low with downgliding before pause), L [ _ ] (low level), M [ _ ] (mid), H [ _ ] (high), P [ _ ] (falling), and R [ _ ] (rising). Out of the twelve theoretically possible combinations, ten are found, as seen in Table III.° The two patterns which are lacking are M-L [ mid followed by level-low] and M-R [mid followed by rising tone].

The phonetic shapes of the ten tone patterns are presented in Figure 2. These curves were obtained by measuring the fundamental frequencies (F₀) values (averaged over two glottal periods) at the beginning, the middle, and the end of the two vowels of each word presented in Table III. Each point represents the average of five
TABLE III. Tone Patterns of Ngei Nouns in Isolation

1. L-L ʰõ̂ ʰ 'liver'
2. L-Lʰ ʰõ̂ ʰ 'monkey'
3. L-M ʰõ̂ ʰ 'dog'
4. L-H ʰõ̂ ʰ 'war'
5. L-F ʰõ̂ ʰ 'animal'
6. L-R ʰõ̂ ʰ 'anus'
7. M-L ʰõ̂ ʰ 'leopard'
8. M-M ʰõ̂ ʰ 'kolanut'
9. M-H ʰõ̂ ʰ 'excrements'
10. N-F ʰõ̂ ʰ 'chief'

repetitions of each word read by one speaker. Measurements were made directly on the digitized waveform (sampled at 10 kHz). Since vocal quality and consonantal environment affect the F₀ of a given vowel, we should be careful in comparing any two of these ten lexical items. As can be seen from Figure 2, a number of facts concerning the phonetic shapes of the tones are obscured by our tone marks. Especially two points should be noticed: 1) tone pattern 8, which is transcribed as M-M, is in fact realized as M-’M (mid followed by a lower-mid); 2) if we compare tone patterns 5 and 10, we can see that the F tone starts higher when preceded by M than when preceded by L. With respect to the first point, I have found two exceptional nouns, ʰõ̂ ʰ ʰ ‘man’ and ʰõ̂ ʰ ʰ ‘woman’, which are realized as true M-M, rather than M followed by ’M. Finally, it should be noted that verb tones permit different patterns from those reported for nouns, e.g. ’M-’M, M-R.

Let us now consider the possibility that this complex tone system derives historically from a simple two tone system.

3.2. Origin of the Tone Patterns

We shall first examine the tonal correspondences which can be established between Ngei, Proto-Bantu, and Proto-Grassfields. The forms given in Table IV illustrate very clearly the following three sets of correspondences:

a) L-L, L-F, and M-F Ngei tone classes correspond to an earlier L-L sequence on the stem.
b) L-Lʰ and M-M Ngei tone classes correspond to an earlier L-H sequence on the stem.
c) L-M and M-H in Ngei correspond to an earlier H-L sequence on the stem.

The corpus is too small and the correspondences too contradictory to allow any conclusion about the other three tone classes: L-H,
TABLE IV. Correspondences between Ngie, PG, and PB Tone Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone Class</th>
<th>Ngie</th>
<th>Proto-Grassfields (after Hyman)</th>
<th>Proto-Bantu (after Guthrie)</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>jn[ml,</td>
<td>-j[m'</td>
<td>-y[m'</td>
<td>'back'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1h</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>-j[1</td>
<td>-g[T</td>
<td>'fly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1k</td>
<td>jh[k</td>
<td>-b'</td>
<td>-q[k'</td>
<td>'liver'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1m</td>
<td>mng'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-ý[m'</td>
<td>'sheep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1n</td>
<td>m'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-ý[m'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-F</td>
<td>m'</td>
<td>-n'</td>
<td>-n'</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1p</td>
<td>înt'p</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'branch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-1q</td>
<td>înt'q</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'calabash'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-1r</td>
<td>înt'r</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-1s</td>
<td>înt's</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'goat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-1t</td>
<td>înt't</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'palmnut'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-1u</td>
<td>înt'u</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'salt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1v</td>
<td>înt'v</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'bee'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1w</td>
<td>înt'w</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'fish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1x</td>
<td>înt'x</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'war'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1y</td>
<td>înt'y</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'animal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1z</td>
<td>înt'z</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>-l'</td>
<td>'hair'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-R</td>
<td>jn'</td>
<td>-j[n'</td>
<td>-j[n'</td>
<td>'amus'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1c</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'ear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1d</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'face'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1e</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'pipe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1f</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'leopard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1g</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'brain'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-L</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'kola'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1h</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'navel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1i</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'spear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1j</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'tail'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1k</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'tooth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1l</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'bean'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1m</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'blood'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1n</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'body'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1o</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'bone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1p</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'breast'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1q</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'death'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1r</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'eye'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1s</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'fat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-1t</td>
<td>bT'</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>-b'T</td>
<td>'firewood'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-F</td>
<td>jn[ml</td>
<td>-j[m'</td>
<td>-y[m'</td>
<td>'head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-1m</td>
<td>jn[ml</td>
<td>-j[m'</td>
<td>-y[m'</td>
<td>'husband'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-1n</td>
<td>jn[ml</td>
<td>-j[m'</td>
<td>-y[m'</td>
<td>'oil'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-1o</td>
<td>jn[ml</td>
<td>-j[m'</td>
<td>-y[m'</td>
<td>'thief'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-1p</td>
<td>jn[ml</td>
<td>-j[m'</td>
<td>-y[m'</td>
<td>'throat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-1q</td>
<td>jn[ml</td>
<td>-j[m'</td>
<td>-y[m'</td>
<td>'mouth'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to check the validity of the correspondences established on historical grounds and to try to get data suggesting the possible origin of the three tone classes L-H, L-R, and M-L, the noun-noun associative construction (N1 of N2) was investigated. In this construction N1 keeps the same tone pattern as in citation forms, but the tone pattern of N2 depends both on its citation tone class as well as the noun class of N1. If N1 belongs to class 1 or 9, a floating L tone associative marker will be inserted between N1 and N2. If N1 belongs to any other noun class, a floating H tone will be inserted, which conditions a M tone on the first syllable of N2 regardless of its original prefix tone. Table V provides data relevant for our purposes here. The noun jn[ml 'back' is associated with the ten tone classes. Note that jn[ml belongs to class 9 and consequently is followed by an associative floating L tone.

TABLE V. The Associative Construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone Class</th>
<th>Phonetic Realization</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. L-L</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of slave'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. L-1h</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of slave'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. L-1k</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. L-1m</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of fish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. L-1n</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of animal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. L-1p</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of pipe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. M-L</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of leopard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. M-1q</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of kolanut'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. M-1r</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of body'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. M-1s</td>
<td>jn[ml jTs</td>
<td>'back of chief'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of interesting points can be seen in Table V.

(i) The tone pattern of N1 is not affected by N2.

(ii) The correspondences established in comparing Ngie with PG and PB tone classes are validated in the sense that they exhibit a similar tonal behavior. Thus, numbers 1, 5, and 10 in Table V give the same tonal sequence although they have different tone pat-
terns in their citation forms. It has already been seen that these three tone classes correspond to L-L stems at an earlier stage. Similarly, numbers 2 and 8, on the one hand, and 3 and 9, on the other, have the same tonal behavior, corresponding to L-H and H-L stems, respectively.

(iii) A new fact that we could not obtain from the correspondences appears in the associative construction: numbers 4 and 6 (L-H and L-R) have the same tonal behavior in the associative construction. Therefore, I would like to speculate that both L-H and L-R derive from H-H stems. This speculation is based on the following considerations. First, H-H is the only historical tone class which has not been identified with a modern Ngie tone class. Second, atəŋ 'ear' and ibet 'war' are reconstructed with H-H on the stem, and lindji 'cloth' should probably also be reconstructed with H-H. The reconstruction of lindi 'fish' is not absolutely clear and here too a reconstruction with H-H cannot be ruled out. Finally, in a closely related language, Ngamambo (Asongwed and Hyman 1976), proto *L-H-H is realized L-R.

The tonal correspondences between the PB and the Ngie tone patterns including prefixes and stems are summarized in Table VI. It is assumed that all prefixes were L in PB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ngie Reflexes</th>
<th>L-L-L</th>
<th>L-L-H</th>
<th>L-H-L</th>
<th>L-H-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. L-L</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. L-L*</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. L-M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. L-H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. L-F</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. L-R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. M-L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. M-M</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. M-H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. M-F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two questions can be raised at this point:

a) why should these specific tone shapes derive from the proto tone patterns?
b) why should two (and sometimes three) reflexes derive from a single proto tone pattern?

In order to answer these questions let us imagine the following historical sequence of events. First, the various stages involved in deriving bisyllabic patterns from trisyllabic proto forms are seen in Table VII (cf. Asongwed and Hyman 1976, Hyman and Tadadjeu 1976).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table VII. Derivation of Bisyllabic Tone Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four proto tone sequences on trisyllabic nouns are given in (a). In (b) the final syllable is lost and its tone is assigned to the remaining stem syllable to the left. In (c) L-L⁺ and L-H⁺ have become L-L and L-H by coalescing like tones. In (d) L-L⁺ has simplified as L-L⁺, and finally, in (e), L-H⁺ has simplified as L-M. The net result is that the modern tone patterns correspond more or less to those of the first two syllables of the reconstructed patterns.

As a second development, following the derivations represented in Table VII, certain prefixes became M, the others staying L. In this process of prefix-raising, the relationship between the two tones (i.e. the tone of the prefix and the tone of the stem) was maintained. This "bifurcation" of tone patterns is seen below in Table VIII. Although the first three categories are quite straightforward, the last category is not. (Also note that the exceptional M-L category is not explained at all.) Since the claim being made here is that a tone raising occurred on bisyllabic nouns with their original tone intervals/contours preserved, category IV can be explained in the following way. First, while L-M was free to go up by one tone level to become M-H, L-H could not do so without creating a new (super-) H level. In order to avoid creating a new tone level, tone-raising was thus blocked, with L-H remaining L-H.
TABLE VIII. Bifurcation of Bisyllabic Tone Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L-L</th>
<th></th>
<th>L-L</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ _)</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ _)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>L-L*</td>
<td>[ _)</td>
<td>L-L*</td>
<td>[ _)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>L-M</td>
<td>[ _)</td>
<td>L-M</td>
<td>[ _)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>L-H</td>
<td>[ _)</td>
<td>L-R</td>
<td>[ _)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the tone-raising environments (see below). Perhaps tied in with this inability to undergo tone-raising, L-H became L-R in the non-tone-raising environments (including N1 position, where all noun prefixes bear L tone, as we saw in Table V). 8

Let us turn now to the L-F sequence. Up to now we have only considered stems with prefixes, although it was mentioned that a number of nouns could be uttered without a prefix. It is possible that items without prefixes developed slightly different tone patterns. The fact that lai 'animal', lagga 'pig', lb5i 'dog', and lwa 'fish' can be pronounced ni, lagga, ba, and wa suggests the following development for stems without prefixes.

TABLE IX. Derivation of Monosyllabic Tone Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L-L</th>
<th>L*</th>
<th></th>
<th>F</th>
<th>[ _)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The L tone may have changed into [ _) to emphasize the falling contour in order to make it maximally distinct from L*. These tones were thus not subject to the modifications occurring when prefixes were raised. Recently, however, a L tone prefix was added. This resulted in merging stems without prefixes with stems with L prefixes in the case of L-L*, L-M, and L-H, but created a new pattern in the case of L-F [ _)_, which is different from L-L [ _)_].

It is obvious now that the problem of the tone of the prefix provides a key element in understanding the development of the Ngie tone patterns. Our complete understanding of this problem will, in addition, have important implications for the reconstruction of earlier stages such as Pg, Pb, and Pbc.

Considering the amount of data now available, the most likely historical scenario seems to be the following:

1) All prefixes were L (CV- prefixes for all classes except in 9 and 10, which had N-).

2) In certain contexts (e.g. citation forms), the tone of the prefix was changed from L to M except in cases in which the prefix was followed by a NC consonant cluster.

3) Nasals were lost when followed by a voiceless segment and they merged with the following segment when the latter was also a (homorganic) nasal.

There are at least five questions raised by this development.

a) why should the tone of the prefix go up in certain contexts such as citation forms?

b) why should this raising of L tone be stopped by NC clusters?

c) where would these NC clusters come from?

d) can the simplification of N [-voice, C] and NN sequences be justified?

e) can the exceptions to these historical developments be accounted for?

Unfortunately, at this point, I have only hints of answers to all of these questions. It is possible that the raising of the L tone prefixes to M can be attributed to the noun preprefix reconstructed for Proto-Bantu (de Blois 1970). Various papers in this volume have demonstrated that this preprefix carried H tone in the proto language. The reason why the H preprefix would have led to a M tone in all classes except 9 and 10, but to a L tone in 9 and 10 can be attributed to syllabification problems. The preprefix V1 followed by a CV2 prefix resulting in V2 after the loss of V1 and C (the change from Hl into M is attested in bisyllabic noun stems). In the case of a N- prefix, the consonant cluster N (from the prefix) followed by C (the first consonant of the stem) would have had a depressing effect on the fundamental frequency of neighboring
vowels which resulted in keeping a L tone on the vowel. Data from Chichewa (Trichart 1976) suggest that it is possible that NC clusters can have a more important depressing effect than N or C taken separately. This solution, which takes phonological shapes into consideration rather than, for instance, attributing a priori a L tone to class 1 and 9 and a H tone elsewhere, seems to be preferable for two reasons. First, in Ngamambbo (Asongwed and Hyman 1976), the shape of the prefix is also related to its tone. Second, the fact that 9 and 10 are paired together (that is, the two classes which have a N- prefix) rather than the usual class 1 and class 9 suggests strongly that the shape of the prefix was the determining factor. It is impossible at this point, however, to justify the loss of nasals before all voiceless segments (which is required in order to account for nouns which exceptionally take L tone prefixes), except by saying that this process is not uncommon in Grassfields Bantu. Thus, åtšo 'ear' may reconstruct with -nt-, the nasal later dropping out.

Other exceptions are answered in the following way. First, forms such as nda 'monkey' and nda 'cutlass' should not be found, since they reconstruct with a CV-prefix. We can speculate that these words were monosyllabic, and that the addition of a prefix is a recent innovation. (The only other alternative is that these nouns are borrowed from another language and keep their original tone properties.) Finally, such forms as nda 'bamboo' and nda 'bird' can be accounted for by assuming that they were originally in class 9 (rather than in class 3 and class 19), and since the initial consonant of the stem was a nasal, the nn clusters had the same depressing effect as other NC clusters. Subsequently, nn was simplified to n, and these nouns were shifted into other classes. Whether the above attempt to account for the various kinds of exceptions is completely correct is something which will have to await further comparative studies in the area.

NOTES

1 Also called Angie, Baminge, Mingi, Ngi, and Ugie.

2 Villages are ordered according to the number of speakers in each one (Andek having the greatest number of speakers).

3 Some phonological differences are found in the different villages (see Hombert, in preparation).

4 The pronoun 'my' has been selected because it differentiates more classes than any other pronoun.

5 The tone marks used in Appendix A are explained in section 3.

6 A list of words arranged by tone patterns is presented in Appendix B.

7 It should be borne in mind that the first tone in Ngie is the tone of the prefix as opposed to PG and PB, where the two tones belong to the stem.

8 The only other alternative is that the Ngie M-H tone pattern collapses both historical L-H-L and L-H-H by tone-raising, as has been demonstrated for Ngamambbo (Asongwed and Hyman 1976). In this case, Ngie L-H nouns would be treated as φ-H-H, i.e. underlyingly prefixless (cf. the discussion immediately below).

9 I wish to thank I. Maddieson and L. Goldstein for suggesting this explanation.

APPENDIX A. CONTENT OF NOUN GENDERS IN NGIE

In the following lists, lexical items are arranged by tone patterns rather than in alphabetical order.

Gender 1/2. prefix i- - a- - u- - φ / i- - a- - u- - φ

Concord ðang / ðam

wà / bà 'person' Tànq 'leopard(s)'

ląb / ɔdb 'slave' ðàbió 'vehicle(s)'

bìl / útil 'young girl' ðùm 'husband(s)'

ûd / ðd 'cutlass' ðúm 'chief(s)'

Tbì 'friend' ('paI') ðûbú 'lady/ladies'

Gender 3/4. prefix u- / i-

Concord ðagn / ÷n

ûbà 'bamboo' ðùf / T- 'thief'

ûwà / T- 'bed' ðùmn / T- 'territo mount'

ûfà / T- 'deaf person' ðɔk / T- 'witchcraft'

ûdìn / T- 'fever' ðɔk / T- 'message'

ûwìn / T- 'firewood' ðɔk / T- 'mouth'

ûkà / T- 'money' ðùk / T- 'brain'

ûdù / T- 'name' ðùk / T- 'cloth (to carry baby)'

ûdù / T- 'paint' ðùk / T- 'fire'

Gender 5/6. prefix i- / a-

Concord ÷n / ÷n

bàq / ðàq 'bean' Tàq / ÷n 'eye'

Tək / ðək 'broast' Təq / ÷n 'kola'
APPENDIX B. Tone Patterns in Ngie

1. L-L, notation VC[.] [ ]
   ñåm 'ant' 9
   ñåm 'back' 9
   ñåm 'bird' 9
   ñåm 'cloud' 9
   ñåm 'dream' 9
   ñåm 'elephant grass' 9
   ñåm 'fire' 19
   ñåm 'liver' 5
   ñåm 'small' 9
   ñåm 'maize' 9
   ñåm 'nest' 9
   ñåm 'steep' 9
   ñåm 'sleep' 9
   ñåm 'slave' 1, 9
   ñåm 'soap' 7
   ñåm 'slave' 7
   ñåm 'young girl' 1

2. L-L', notation VC[.] [ ]
   ñåm 'bambou' 3
   ñåm 'monkey' 7
   ñåm 'collective work' 9
   ñåm 'pig' 9
   ñåm 'pipe (to carry water)' 19
   ñåm 'pipe' 9
   ñåm 'goat' 9
   ñåm 'nail' 9
   ñåm 'calabash' 9
   ñåm 'palmtree' 9
   ñåm 'dog' 9
   ñåm 'salt' 19

3. L-M, notation VC[.] [ ]
   ñåm 'bee' 9
   ñåm 'branch' 19
   ñåm 'calabash' 9
   ñåm 'palmtree' 9
   ñåm 'fowl' 9
   ñåm 'fish' 9
   ñåm 'war' 1

4. L-M, notation VC[.] [ ]
   ñåm 'animal' 9
   ñåm 'cutlass' 1
   ñåm 'landslide' 5
   ñåm 'person' 2
   ñåm 'hair' 9
   ñåm 'salt' 19

5. L-F, notation VC[.] [ ]
   ñåm 'cloth' 9

6. L-R, notation VC[.] [ ]
   ñåm 'pipe' 5
   ñåm 'face' 5

7. M-L, notation VC[.] [ ]
   ñåm 'friend' (colloq.) 1
   ñåm 'vehicle' 1
   ñåm 'leopard' 1

8. M-M, notation VC[.] [ ]
   ñåm 'brain' 3
   ñåm 'cloth (to carry baby)' 3
   ñåm 'kola' 5
   ñåm 'egg' 7
   ñåm 'navel' 5
   ñåm 'fire' 3
   ñåm 'pot' 5

Gender/Class 6a. prefix u- concord ñômb
   ñôm 'oil'
   ñôm 'water'
   ñôm 'wine'

Gender/Class 1. prefix varies
   ñôm 'bird'
   ñôm 'boat'
   ñôm 'branch'
   ñôm 'church'
   ñôm 'hand'
   ñôm 'house'
   ñôm 'lalala'
   ñôm 'saw'
   ñôm 'water'
   ñôm 'wine'

Gender/Class 13. prefix i-
   ñôm 'war'
   ñôm 'excrement'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tàu</th>
<th>'spear' 5</th>
<th>Uông</th>
<th>'tail' 3, 19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uông</td>
<td>'spice' 19</td>
<td>Tàu</td>
<td>'tooth' 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. M-P, notation Việt [ - ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thùng</th>
<th>'belly' 5</th>
<th>Anh</th>
<th>'lamp' 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ươn</td>
<td>'chief' 1</td>
<td>Ênh</td>
<td>'message' 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ươk</td>
<td>'dyed (used for a bride)' 3</td>
<td>Ênh</td>
<td>'mouth' 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ươk</td>
<td>'fireseed' 5</td>
<td>Ênh</td>
<td>'sauce' 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ươk</td>
<td>'lady' 1</td>
<td>Ênh</td>
<td>'wine' 6a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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0. INTRODUCTION

Even on Grassfields Bantu standards, the Ngamambo dialect of Moghamo offers a bewildering array of tonal patterns and tone alternations. No fewer than 10 regularly occurring tone patterns are found on bisyllabic nouns, for instance, and at least two of these have to be further subcategorized with respect to their tonal behavior in context. The purpose of the present study is to outline the tonal properties of Ngamambo, determine the abstract underlying tone forms of nouns, and the morphophonemic rules required to derive the various tonal alternations. As we shall see, these rules will by and large parallel the historical changes which have operated on the tone system of the language. In particular, it will be shown how the two-tone system of Proto-Grassfields has developed into a system recognizing five phonetic pitch levels.

1. THE NOUN CLASSES

A typical Ngamambo noun consists of a prefix and usually one or two stem syllables. A certain number of monosyllabic nouns occur without a prefix (e.g. wán 'child', půn 'bushcow', sám 'elephant'), as do a very restricted number of bisyllabic borrowed nouns (e.g. màtìn 'mat', màlìk 'milk'). The noun prefix consists of one syllable, either a homorganic nasal (N-), a vowel (V-), or a consonant-vowel sequence (CV-). The choice of prefix shape, as well as the consonantal and tonal concords found on morphemes undergoing grammatical agreement, is determined by the class affiliation of each noun. These noun classes, which closely resemble those given for Batibo Moghamo by Stalcup (1976), are given in Table I for reference. The following observations can be made based on this table: 1) A few nouns in singular class 1 have a vowel-initial root and can be analyzed as beginning with a prefix w- (or perhaps u- at some abstract level), e.g. w-án 'child', w-ák 'person'. In their corresponding plurals in class 2, the same nouns begin with the consonantal prefix b-, e.g. b-án 'children', b-ák 'people'. 2) The only difference between plural classes 2 and 8 is that the latter consistently has nouns beginning with the prefix y- (I.P.A. [y]). These same nouns have a singular in class 7, as opposed to the class 2 plurals, which have a corresponding singular in class 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Noun Prefix</th>
<th>Consonant/Tone Concord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. 1</td>
<td>ə- (w-)</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. 2</td>
<td>ma-, (b-)</td>
<td>mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg. 3</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. 6</td>
<td>ə-</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- 6a</td>
<td>ma-</td>
<td>mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg. 7</td>
<td>ə-</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. 8</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg. 9</td>
<td>ə-, N-</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. 10</td>
<td>ə-, N-</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. 13</td>
<td>la-</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg. 19</td>
<td>fa-</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) The only difference between classes 6 and 7 is that the former is a plural class (with a corresponding singular in class 3), while the latter is a singular class (with a corresponding plural in class 8). 4) The only difference between classes 10 and 13 is that class 10 nouns (whose corresponding singular is class 9) do not exhibit the la- prefix of class 13 nouns (whose singular is class 19). Strictly speaking, one could refer to a 9/13 gender, with the proviso that class 13 nouns whose singular is class 9 maintain the ə- or N- prefix of the latter. We will continue to speak of class 10, however, since this will allow us to clearly distinguish which gender we are referring to without ambiguity. 5) The tonal concords are L (low) for classes 1, 6a and 9, and H (high) for all the remaining classes. What this means is that certain elements which agree with the noun they modify show lower tonal variants when modifying class 1, 6a and 9 nouns than when modifying other nouns. The exact context for these tonal differences will be seen below. 6) Finally, any noun which does not have a prefix can apparently be preceded by the vowel y- (with L tone). Whether this represents the historical noun class prefix which has dropped out in classes 1 and 9, or whether it is prothetic, will not be addressed here. We will have occasion to point out, however, that it does not normally exert any tonological effect.

We now briefly present the seven singular/plural noun genders
along with the one single class gender 6a.

1) Gender 1/2 consists primarily of a number of human nouns, e.g. ḥon 'chief' (pl. ḥon³), ḥif 'thief' (pl. ḥif³), ṭan 'child' (pl. ṭán). In addition, the noun kún 'monkey' (pl. mbúk) belongs to this gender, as do a number of borrowings from Pidgin English, e.g. mbó 'mat', kán 'cow', lám 'lamp', mbók 'milk' (plurals all with mbó).

2) Gender 3/6 is the modern reflex of Proto-Grassfields 5/6: ṭómb 'egg' (pl. ṭómb³), ṭóh³ 'tooth' (pl. ṭóh³), ṭóh 'breast' (pl. ṭóh³).

3) Gender 3/6a has a restricted membership. The following four nouns have been found to belong here: ṭóh³ 'bridge' (pl. mbómb³), ṭóh³ 'rope' (pl. mbómb³), ṭóh³ 'market' (pl. mbómb³), mbóh³ 'interstitine' (pl. mbóh³).

4) Gender 3/13 appears to be the modern reflex of both 3/4 and 3/13 in Proto-Western Grassfields. Its membership is considerably larger than that of either 3/6 or 3/6a: mbómb³ 'belt' (pl. mbómb³), mbók 'message' (pl. mbók³), mbóh³ 'mouth' (pl. mbóh³), mbóh³ 'tongue' (pl. mbómb³).

A number of nouns exist only in a singular class 3 without any corresponding plural, e.g. mbók 'sky', mbók 'money', mbóh³ 'fire', mbóh³ 'death'. It is of course not possible to assign them to any gender. They are instead treated as defective. A certain number of other class 3 nouns seem to be in a state of flux as regards their plural. Thus, the nouns mbók 'bed', mbók 'body' and mbók 'thigh' can apparently take their plural in either class 13 or in class 6a. There appears to be some uncertainty, which is typical for class 3 in most of Western Grassfields.

5) Mass-liquid class 6a constitutes a gender of its own: mbók³ 'urine', mbók³ 'wine', mbók³ 'water', mbók³ 'pus', mbók³ 'fat'.

6) Gender 7/8 contains a large number of inanimate nouns: mbók³ 'foot' (pl. mbók³), mbók³ 'bag' (pl. mbók³), mbók³ 'arm' (pl. mbók³), mbók³ 'trap' (pl. mbók³). A few animate nouns also belong to this gender: mbók³ 'leopard' (pl. mbók³), mbók³ 'slave' (pl. mbók³), mbók³ 'mouse' (pl. mbók³).

Three nouns have been found to exhibit a - prefix, but do not participate in a singular/plural gender: mbók² 'sun', mbók² 'blood', mbók² 'dust'. Since classes 6 and 7 are identical except for number (and therefore noun class pairing with either singular 5 or plural 8) we cannot determine which noun class to assign these nouns to. Comparative evidence from elsewhere in Western Grassfields suggests class 6, at least for 'blood'.

7) Gender 9/10 contains, on the one hand, a large number of animal nouns: mbók³ 'giant rat(s)', mbók³ 'goat(s)', mbók³ 'hen(s)', mbók³ 'dog(s)'. There are, however, also a lot of non-animals found in 9/10: mbók³ 'back(s)', mbók³ 'house(s)', mbók³ 'axe(s)', mbók³ 'nest(s)'. These nouns are identical in singular and plural.

8) Gender 19/13 seems to contain nouns somehow associated with smallness, e.g. mbók³ 'fly' (pl. mbók³), mbók³ 'bird' (pl. mbók³), as well as a few nouns which inexplicably have been transferred from other proto genders, e.g. mbók³ 'belly' (pl. mbók³) (Proto-Grassfields 5/6). In a few cases the diminutive nature of 19/13 is particularly clear, e.g. mbók³ 'knife' (pl. mbók³); cf. mbók³ 'cutlass' (3/13).

As will be seen in the following sections, much of the tonal behavior of Ngamambo nouns is tied up with their noun class affiliations.

2. THE PHONETIC TONE TONES

In this section we will outline the different phonetic tone patterns occurring on mono-, bi-, and trisyllabic nouns, as they occur in isolation. In the following sections we shall propose corresponding underlying tonal representations, and then justify these on the basis of tonal alternations taking place within the Ngamambo noun phrase.

2.1. Monosyllabic Nouns

Monosyllabic nouns are relatively rare in Ngamambo, and without exception belong to genders 1/2 and 9/10. (The one possible exception mbók³ 'fish' (pl. mbók³) belongs to 3/6 and has the regular variant mbók³. This also is the only known case of a monosyllabic noun bearing L° tone.) The commonly occurring tone shapes
of monosyllabic nouns are illustrated in (1).

(1) L: fən 'chief' 1/2 H: wän 'child' 1/2
    pəm 'hushcow' 9/10 qμf 'goat' 9/10

M: ləm 'lamp' 1/2
    nəm 'animal' 9/10

The above three tone shapes are found on monosyllabic nouns belonging to both genders, although it should be noted that all M tone nouns in 1/2 are borrowings (cf. kəm 'cow'). The falling tone involved in monosyllabic words begins at a M (mid) level and descends to L, although we shall treat it as M, which it is, underlyingly. The tone markings used in this study are given in (2).

(2) L : [ə] (low) M : [ɛ] (mid)
    L*: [ɛ*] (unreleased low) H : [ʌ] (high)

'M : [ʌ] (lower-mid)

With these five phonetic tone levels, all surface patterns can be described. Of the five levels, we have seen that only two are found on monosyllabic nouns (L and H). The one word pəm 'elephant' 9/10 exhibits M tone, something which we will account for below. The two contour tones [ə] (falling) and [ʌ] (rising) are introduced below.

2.2 Bisyllabic Nouns

The tone patterns on bisyllabic nouns are considerably more complicated than those on monosyllabic nouns. We will present these now according to the tone of the prefix, which can be either L, M (with one possible variant 'M') or H. Thus, in (3),

(3) a. hələm 'back' 9/10           c. hən 'horn' 9/10
    b. həməp 'rat' 9/10           d. həμf 'cloth' 9/10

the four tone patterns L-L, L-L*, L-M, and L-M are observed when the prefix is L. (In the case of (3d), although we use a single tone mark for the rising tone, it should be noted that the rise begins at a L pitch and normally goes up to a M. We represent it underlyingly as L.) With very few exceptions, all nouns having a L prefix belong to gender 9/10. Those exceptions we have found are given in (4) below. We shall return to these exceptions in our discussion of the underlying tone of noun prefixes.

(4) a. L-L: əbəm 'bag' 7/8; əfəj 'fly' 19/13;
    əbəm 'slave' 7/8; əbəm 'walking stick' (belonging to an irregular 1/10 gender)
    b. L-L*: əfən 'bird' 19/13; qμf 'fish' 3/6;
    əfən 'leopard' 7/8
    c. L-M: əfən 'salt' 19
    d. L-H: ətən 'ear' 7/8; əfə 'face' 3/13

The possible tone patterns found when the prefix carries M tone are given in (5):

(5) a. əsəm 'trap' 7/8
    b. əfə 'thing' 7/8
    c. ətsəm 'home' 7/8

Instead of four patterns obtained when the prefix is L, only three patterns M-M, M-M, and M-H are found when the prefix is M. A few remarks should be made. First, the falling tone in (5a) is usually realized as M, though it is possible that the variant ML is acceptable. Second, the tone of the prefix in (5b) was first recorded as M, making the sequence M-M. This was later revised, although it is apparent that other dialects of Moghamo treat this class as M-M (Stalicip 1976). Finally, although we have illustrated these tone patterns with 7/8 nouns, the same patterns are found in noun classes 3, 6, 7 and B—that is, in all classes whose prefix consists of a vowel. In the case of genders 3/6a and 3/13, where the singular noun has a vowel prefix (μ- and the corresponding plural a consonant plus vowel (μ- or long)), the plural noun begins with H rather than M tone, e.g. əkən 'message' (Μ-Μ) vs. əkən 'messages' (Μ-Μ). There are no nouns which belong to another noun class and exceptionally take a M tone prefix.

The final possibilities, when the prefix has H tone, are seen in (6).

(6) a. əfəm 'belly' 19/13
    b. əfə'yə 'pot' 19/13
    c. əfəf 'water' 6/13

As implied in the previous paragraph, these three tone patterns, corresponding directly to those seen in (5), are possible only when
a noun belongs to class 2, 6a, 13 or 19. It is these classes which have a CV- noun prefix. While some nouns having such a prefix exceptionally begin on a L tone (recall fal 'fly'), there are no exceptions where a noun from another class begins with a H prefix. Again, recall that tonal alternations on the prefix may result in the case of 3/6a and 3/13 nouns, e.g. tato 'navel' (M'-'M) vs. jato 'navels' (H-'M). We shall account for these alternations in section 3.

Finally, we must note at least a small set of words (including some borrowings) which are bisyllabic, but which do not have a prefix, e.g. mat 'mat' 1/2, kam 'monkey' 1/2. As seen in 'mat', some of these words have exceptional tone patterns (H-L is unattested on native words). We have also ignored possible tone patterns on a few words of uncertain etymology (perhaps involving compounding), of which our sole example is samb 'gorilla' 1/2, which may even be a borrowing as its gender suggests.

2.3. Trisyllabic Nouns

Nouns with three syllables do not offer as many contrasting tone patterns as bisyllabic nouns, but they do present problems of their own. As a whole, they are much less frequent than bisyllabic nouns. The attested tone patterns are given in (7).

(7) a. ο):d: 'belt' 3/13 o. ὕκαλε 'splinter' 19/13
b. hòb: 'mouse' 7/8 ὕκαλι: 'crab' 19/13
b. hòb: 'rat' 9/10
b. ὕλιον 'market' 3/6a

In (7) the possible tone patterns are organized by the tone of their prefix. When the prefix is L (7a), the sequences L-L-L, L-L-H, and L-M-L are observed. When it is M (7b) or H (7c), only two possibilities are found which, except for the prefix tone, correspond directly to each other. Alternations in prefix tone are observed also in trisyllabic nouns: ὕλιον 'market' (M-H-H) vs. ὕλιον 'markets' (H-H-H). Since some of these patterns are poorly represented numerically, it is not possible to determine whether L tone prefixes should normally be associated only with 9/10 nouns. It should be pointed out, however, that the pattern L-'M-L consists entirely of 9/10 nouns.

We can summarize all of the above by saying that there are three monosyllabic, ten bisyllabic, and six trisyllabic regularly occurring tone patterns for nouns. In the following section it will be demonstrated that all of the occurring phonetic tone patterns can be derived in a very general way from two underlying (morpho)tones, H and L, which by their position, and in combination with each other, undergo various tonal modifications to produce the five tone levels found on the surface.

3. UNDERLYING NOUN TONES

In this section we shall propose underlying tonal representations for all of the above phonetic tone patterns. Because the bisyllabic nouns represent the richest variation of tonal possibilities, we shall first address ourselves to them, and then turn to tri- and monosyllabic nouns.

3.1. Bisyllabic Nouns

As was seen in the previous discussion, much of the variation encountered in bisyllabic nouns can be attributed to the nature of the noun prefix. Putting aside for the moment the exceptional nouns in (4), the following generalization emerges: the prefix N- carries L tone, the prefix V- carries M (or 'M') tone, and the prefix CV- carries H tone. Thus, it is possible to predict the prefix tone by rule, beginning either with the prefix as toneless, or with the prefix having one tone which undergoes modification conditioned by its segmental structure. The choice between these two solutions is not particularly easy to make, since, as we shall see, whichever solution we adopt, one of the earliest phonological rules will have to be the one which spells out the tone of the noun prefix. Another alternative would be to start with L on nasal prefixes, but H on both vowel and consonant-vowel prefixes. This solution, in which a H would be lowered to M if on a vowel prefix, has the slight advantage of being able to capture the alternations between M and H tone prefixes seen in the case of 3/6a and 3/13. It thus correctly predicts that there is no alternation involving either M or H vs. L tone prefixes (the problem of predicting mi'fom, the plural of fom 'chief' 1/2, would still have to be addressed). We shall adopt this
position for the purpose of the present discussion, but return to it in section 4 below.

3.1.1. Perhaps easiest to account for are the four tonal patterns found on 9/10 nouns (whose prefix is L). The position we shall take here is that bisyllabic nouns are bisyllabic specifically because they have lost their final syllable. Exactly as has been demonstrated for the nearby Nkam-Nkam languages (for a general statement see Hyman and Tadadjeu 1976), Proto-Western-Grassfields nouns consisted of a monosyllabic prefix followed by a bisyllabic stem. In the case of Ngamambo, most bisyllabic stems have lost their final vowel (trisyllabic nouns have inexplicably retained their final syllable). However, the tone of that vowel continues to exert an effect, as we shall see.

The underlying tones which we propose for the nouns in (2) are given in (8).

(8) a. /hjîm/ 'back' (L-L-\(\ddot{y}\) \(\rightarrow\) L-L)
    b. /hbbp/ 'rat' (L-L-\(\ddot{y}\) \(\rightarrow\) L-L')
    c. /hâd\(\ddot{y}\)/ 'horn' (L-H-\(\ddot{y}\) \(\rightarrow\) L-'M)
    d. /g\\(\ddot{w}\)/ 'cloth' (L-H-H \(\rightarrow\) L-\(\ddot{u}\))

That is, starting with two underlying tones, H and L, where \(\ddot{y}\) and \(\ddot{u}\) represent "floating" tones, the four phonetic tone patterns in (3) are captured by the four logically possible sequences of L followed by bisyllabic combination of L's and H's. In the forms in (8), only the tones are to be taken as underlying—we shall maintain a broad phonetic transcription of the consonants and vowels so as to facilitate the task of associating underlying and surface representations.

Comparing (8) with (3) we see that the following must be accomplished by morphonemic rules. (i) A L-L-\(\ddot{y}\) sequence must become L-L. This is accomplished very simply by dropping the final tone, which is identical to the preceding tone. (ii) A L-L-\(\ddot{u}\) sequence must become L-L'. This sequence differs from the L-L derived from L-L-L in that L' is realized on a low-level pitch, rather than undergoing the downgliding process which is typical of L tones before pause: h\(\dddot{b}\)h\(\ddot{p}\) [ ___ ] vs. hjîm [ ___ ]. It follows from this conceptualization that the opposition between L and L' is possible only before pause. What is involved in deriving the L' tone is that the historical H prevents the preceding L from downgliding, and then drops out.

(iii) A L-H-\(\ddot{y}\) sequence must become L-\(\ddot{u}\). It is clear that there is a general rule in Ngamambo by which an underlying H becomes 'M when it occurs between L tones (cf. hjîbl 'cane rat', which is underlyingly L-H-L).

(iv) A L-H-\(\ddot{u}\) sequence must become L-\(\ddot{u}\). This rising tone derives from a process of horizontal tone assimilation (Hyman 1973) or tone spreading (Hyman and Schuh 1974). One conceptualization might be that L-H-\(\ddot{y}\) becomes L-\(\ddot{u}\)-\(\ddot{y}\) and then the final \(\ddot{y}\) drops out. An alternative is that the final \(\ddot{y}\) first drops out, and then L-H becomes L-\(\ddot{u}\), much as it does in languages such as Yoruba and Gwari.

In Hyman and Tadadjeu (1976) it was shown that from a historical point of view the following steps are involved in deriving bisyllabic tone sequences from proto trisyllabic ones. (i) A final vowel drops.

(ii) Concomitantly, the tone of that vowel is assigned to the preceding syllable. In the case of L-L-\(\ddot{y}\) and L-H-\(\ddot{y}\), since the final tone is identical to the preceding tone, tonal "absorption" is obtained, and the result is L-L and L-H, respectively. In the case of L-L-\(\ddot{u}\) and L-H-\(\ddot{u}\), by assigning the final tone to the preceding syllable, contour tones are created, i.e. L-\(\ddot{u}\) and L-\(\ddot{u}\).

(iii) The contour tones \(\ddot{u}\) and \(\ddot{u}\) undergo various modifications, such as the development of L' (from \(\ddot{u}\)), or some kind of M or downstepped H from \(\ddot{u}\).

We will not be able to justify these three stages in Ngamambo, since we have not carefully studied the closely related dialects. However, it should be noted that if we recognize a L-\(\ddot{u}\) stage for the development of present-day L-L', which would contrast with L-L-L, then we could say that downgliding was operative at that stage. Otherwise we are forced to say that the middle tones of L-L-\(\ddot{y}\) and L-L-\(\ddot{u}\) were downglided and non-downglided prior to the loss of the final syllable. This could only have been the case if
a multiple sequence of L tones before a pause downglided, one after the other.

While it might be possible to confirm the underlying tones in (8) as historically correct by comparing cognates from related languages, two kinds of internal evidence justify these forms: (i) the tonal alternations these tone patterns undergo as they occur in context; and (ii) a comparison of these alternations with those characterizing the corresponding trisyllabic tone patterns. Thus, if in some context a /ld/ undergoes the same kind of tonal alternation as a /jibl/, this provides evidence for recognizing the two nouns as having the same underlying sequence of tones.

We have already suggested that the H of /händ/ is justified on the basis of the 'M in trisyllabic /jibl/ (/hjibl/). When these two nouns occur in the context of a following word beginning with a vowel, the final [i] of /jibl/ elides and the remaining bisyllabic sequence is indistinguishable from nouns occurring as L-M in isolation, e.g. /händ/ 'the horn of the slave', /jibl/ 'the cane rat of the slave'. The derivation of L-L from L-L-M is straightforward and can be accepted without discussion. Thus we remain with demonstrating the correctness of the underlying forms for nouns whose surface tones are L-L-M and L-L-M.

In the case of L-L-M nouns, first note that in context these nouns often have the same tonal shape as L-M nouns; cf. /händ/ vs. /händ/ 'the rat of the slave'. The 'M observed in this phrase can be derived from the underlying /händ/ in the following way: first, the [i] of the associative construction characteristic of class 9 nouns (see below) sends the final [i] of /händ/ onto the main syllable; and second, the same rule converting /hjibl/ to /jibl/ and /händ/ to /händ/ produces the 'M. This rule can be formalized as in (9).

\[
(9) \quad H \rightarrow 'M / L \rightarrow L
\]
Whenever this rule produces a L-'M sequence (from L-'M), the contour tone is at the same time simplified to 'M.

In the case of underlying L-H-¶, which was said to be the representation of L-L-M nouns, we have evidence of three kinds. (i) There are no trisyllabic nouns with the sequence L-H-H. This sug-

gests, first, that this underlying sequence, which doubtless was present historically, is somehow modified, and second, that a likely way for it to be modified is for the L of the prefix to spread into the stem syllable, changing L-H-¶ to L-L-M and then L-L-M by loss of the final syllable. In trisyllabic nouns we would claim that at the L-L-M stage, since the final H is to stay, an "absorption" process (Hysen and Schun 1974) simplifies the L-M contour to L. Some instances of L-L-H derive from L-H-H and others derive from L-L-H.

(ii) Corroborating evidence is observed in the case of the noun /kând/ 'monkey' 1/2. This noun is exceptional in that it is bisyllabic without a prefix. Its plural form is /mbkând/, where the change from L-H-H to L-L-H (via L-L-M) is evident.

(iii) The final piece of evidence derives from the fact that in the associative construction nouns such as /lťōn/ 'leopard' (underlying L-L-¶) and /lťōn/ 'ear' (underlying L-H-¶) both have the same tonal properties as trisyllabic L-L-H nouns such as /händ/.

\[
(10) \quad \lambdańōn \, \lambdałōn \quad 'the leopard of the slave'
\]
\[
(11) \quad \lambdańōn \, \lambdałōn \quad 'the ear of the slave'
\]
\[
(12) \quad \lambdańōn \, \lambdałōn \quad 'the mouse of the slave'
\]

In the case of 'the ear of the slave' we start with the underlying representation /ńōn/ + /λłōn/, with rule (9) operating twice, as seen in (11).

\[
(11) \quad \lambdańōn \, + /λłōn/ \quad (underlying)
\]
\[
(12) \quad \lambdańōn \, + /λłōn/ \quad (by rule 9)
\]
\[
(12) \quad \lambdańōn \, + /λłōn/ \quad (by rule 9)
\]
\[
(12) \quad \lambdańōn \, + /λłōn/ \quad (by other rules)
\]

The additional rules required to derive the correct output are discussed below, as is the associative marker (/\ for class 7 in (11)).

3.1.1. We now turn to the question of setting up underlying tones for nouns whose prefix is either M or H on the surface. As we said above, we consider these nouns to have either underlying or intermediate H tone, and propose the rule in (12):

\[
(12) \quad H \rightarrow M / \mid / \{ ~ / \}
\]
A H tone vowel which occurs after pause is lowered to M (or to 'M
in the case of nouns such as ʰyʰ 'thing'). Given that this prefix has H tone instead of L, it would be advantageous if we could show that at the underlying level the nouns in (5) and (6) differ from those in (3) only in prefix tone. This is in fact possible, although we shall first have to address ourselves to the problem of why there are only three instead of four tone patterns when the noun prefix is underlyingly H.

The answer is that nouns which have surface M-H and H-H tone (differing only in that the former have a V- and the latter a CV-prefix) must be subcategorized according to the tonal alternations they undergo in context. A preview of the differences which characterize the two subclasses is seen in (13).

(13) a. ʰtsám ʰbóʔ 'the home of the slave'
    ʰbáŋ ʰbóʔ 'the airplane of the slave'

b. ʰmáŋp ʰbóʔ 'the water of the slave'
    ʰmáŋš ʰbóʔ 'the fat of the slave'

In (13) the two nouns ʰbáŋ 'airplane' and ʰmáŋš 'fat' have been added to contrast with the previously illustrated nouns ʰtsám 'home' and ʰmáŋp 'water'. In (13a) it is observed that 'slave' carries a H tone previous after 'home' but a M tone prefix after 'airplane'. In (13b), 'water' remains H-H, while 'fat' becomes H-M. In order to capture these differences observed in the associative construction, we propose the underlying forms /ʰtsám'/ vs. /ʰbáŋ'/ for (13a), and /ʰmáŋp'/ vs. /ʰmáŋš'/ for (13b). The corresponding underlying forms for the phrases in (13) are given in (14).

(14) a. /ʰtsám' + ʰ + ʰbóʔ'/
    /ʰbáŋ' + ʰ + ʰbóʔ'/

b. /ʰmáŋp' + ʰ + ʰbóʔ'/
    /ʰmáŋš' + ʰ + ʰbóʔ'/

In the second form of (14a) it is seen that the final ʰ or 'airplane' provides the crucial part of the environment for rule (9) to change the class 7 associative /ʰ/ to [ɾ]. This rule of course cannot apply in the first form since 'home' ends in a ʲ.

With M-H and H-H nouns having been divided in two, we now can present the four possible tonal sequences for nouns with an underlying H tone prefix. These correspond exactly to the underlying stem tones given in (8) for nouns with L tone prefixes.

In order to obtain the correct surface phonetic tones, the following must be accompanied by morphophonemic rules.

(i) The H of the prefix must spread onto the following L of the stem in order to create the H-L falling tone of 'trap' and 'belly'. In the case of 'trap' this spreading process must precede the lowering of the prefix from H to M. Otherwise we would incorrectly obtain a M falling tone.

(ii) Somehow underlying H-L-ʃ must come out 'M-M' when the prefix consists solely of a vowel. It is not clear how this is obtained, except that it is possible to conceive of an intermediate H-LN which becomes H-LN (since a rising tone only rises to M), and then, in the case of vowel prefixes, this becomes M-LN. What is interesting is that this does not become M-L ʰ (parallel with L-L ʰ), nor do the nouns with a CV-prefix become H-L ʰ. Apparently, a contour simplification process changes L ʰ to M when preceded by a nonlow tone. The resulting forms are M-M (which later becomes M-M) and H-M.

(iii) For underlying H-H-L and H-H-ʃ nouns, by assigning the floating tones to the left we obtain H-HL and H-H. The falling tone then simplifies to H. This is exactly parallel to underlying L-H-ʃ, which first becomes L-HL. The one difference in the latter case is that rule (9) converts the nonlow tone to M before the contour simplification takes place.

It is interesting to note that in several instances involving both L and H tone prefixes, the tone rules discussed above interact in such a way as to create a "musical chairs" effect. In the derivations in (16), the underlying tonal sequences are given in (a).
The bisyllabic patterns seen in (b) are those which are obtained when the final floating tones are assigned to the preceding syllable. In (c) we see that L-L$^*$ has simplified to L-L$. This leaves open the possibility for L-H to undergo tone spreading to become L-L$^*$ in (d), thereby filling the slot vacated by L-L$^*$ nouns. In the second pair in (c) we observe that H-H-L has simplified to H-H. This leaves open the possibility for H-L to undergo tone spreading to become H-H-L in (d) again filling a slot, this time the one vacated by H-H-L$^*$ nouns. Although we have described this phenomenon as a "drag chain", the alternative interpretation of these events as a "push chain" is also consistent with the data.

3.2. Trisyllabic Nouns

Having sorted out the underlying tones of bisyllabic nouns, trisyllabic nouns are relatively straightforward. Since all three syllables are intact, there is no question of final floating tones. Rather, the underlying tones are given below in (17), corresponding to the nouns seen earlier in (7).

(17) a. /škóbà/ 'belt' (L-L-L)
    /lšóbà/ 'mouse' (L-L-H)
    /hjóbl/ 'cane rat' (L-H-L → L-M-L)

    b. /dšábà/ 'wing' (H-H-L → M-H-L)
    /dýwín/ 'market' (H-H-H → M-H-H)

    c. /fókánÀ/ 'splinter' (H-H-L)
    /fókáni/ 'crab' (H-H-H)

As can be seen, relatively few modifications are needed to bring the underlying tonal representations to the surface. Rule (9) operates on underlying L-H-L to produce surface L-'M-L, as in 'cane rat' in (17a). In (17b) rule (12) has lowered an underlying H tone vowel prefix to M. Otherwise the surface tones are equivalent to their underlying counterparts.

A few interesting points should be made, however. In dealing with /tšóbà/ in (17a), we have decided to treat this as underlying L-L-L, although underlying L-H-L would also have become surface L-L-L by rule. Since this particular noun does not undergo any alternations, we have stayed as close to the surface as possible in setting up the underlying tones. This is to be contrasted with /mǎkhán/ 'monkeys', pronounced [mǎkhán], where we know that we have underlying L-H-L because of the corresponding singular kán.

In the case of /fókánÀ/ in (17c) it could be argued that this form is underlyingly H-L-L with the H-spread rule converting the sequence to H-H-L. In this case we are further justified in staying close to the surface by the fact that there are no clear cases of either underlying H-L-L or H-L-H on three syllables. Since nouns such as 'belt' and 'mouse' occur regularly in genders other than 9/10, it would appear that the V- and CV- prefixes are assigned low tone in such cases. Thus, we can summarize the distribution of tone on noun prefixes as follows:

(i) A nasal prefix will always carry L tone. This includes a few nouns which have two prefixes, of which the second is nasal, e.g. ṭlàgwañ 'salt'.

(ii) A vowel prefix will carry L tone, if it occurs with a bisyllabic stem having the tones L-L or L-H. Otherwise a vowel prefix will carry M tone ('M if the stem is 'M').

(iii) A consonant-vowel prefix will carry L tone, if it occurs with a bisyllabic stem having the tones L-L or L-H. Otherwise a CV- prefix will carry H tone.

This brings us back finally to the so-called exceptions in (4) above. Dismissing ḃhàn 'walking stick' and ṭlàgwañ 'salt', since they contain a nasal in their prefix, these nouns are exceptional in that they have either a V- or CV- prefix, but their prefix takes L tone. While we cannot dismiss the possibility of some of these being borrowed (possibly, ḃbò? 'slave' from ḃbàm-Ákàm), a more likely explanation is that these nouns once had a nasal in their prefix, which kept the preceding V- or CV- low, but which later dropped out. Comparative evidence from other Grassfields languages shows that these nouns sporadically have nasal prefixes, e.g. Nga-
mambo lâmâ, Njen âmbla 'bag'; Ngamambo fâji, Babanki fônjinjî 'fly';
Ngamambo lâto, Mundum I ântôm'nê 'ear'.

3.3. Monosyllabic Nouns

In section 2.1 we saw that monosyllabic nouns exhibit the tonal shapes L, H, and ÂL, with one exceptional noun, sin 'elephant' having 'M' tone. On the basis of the foregoing as well as comparative evidence, we can be virtually certain that monosyllabic nouns once carried a prefix and also had a second stem syllable. Since all monosyllabic nouns belong to either 1/2 or 9/10, their historical prefix consisted either of the vowel u- (class i) or the vowel i- (classes 9 and 10). (Class 2 has a ma- prefix to which we shall return below.) If we assume that u- and i- carried H tone, and N- carried L tone, and if we accept the bisyllabic origin of monosyllabic nouns, then eight possible tone patterns should be found, as in (18). These are shown with our proposed surface reflexes.

(18) a. 1-L-L → L, e.g. fin 'chief'

b. 1-H-L → H, e.g. sin 'elephant'

Not attested are reflexes of L-û stems having lost their prefix, or 1-H-û nouns (which would have merged with 1-L-û). These presumably have either remained bi- or trisyllabic, or have merged with one of the other monosyllabic tonal shapes. We now take each of the attested tonal shapes in turn.

(i) Nouns with L tone are found in both genders. It is clear that they did not involve a vowel prefix, because their L tone would have become a falling tone by the H-spreading rule. With the exception of wât 'person' 1/2, all nouns in this category begin with a voiceless consonant: fin 'chief' 1/2, pîn 'bushcow' 1/2, gô 'friend' 1/2, fûn 'heart' 9/10, kwî 'maize' 9/10, kân 'nest' 9/10. Since a nasal prefix is possible in Ngamambo only when the following consonant is voiced (with the one exception mûk 'cloud'), it is likely that these nouns once had a nasal prefix (with predictable L tone), which has since dropped.

(ii) The one noun sin 'elephant' 9/10 represents this tonal shape. It too begins with a voiceless consonant, one which is likely to occasion the loss of a preceding nasal. Since we have independent evidence that 'M derives from a H surrounded by two L's, we do not hesitate in positing the underlying form /sin/.

(iii) The tonal shape ÂL consists, on the one hand, of 1/2 nouns in the singular which are borrowings, e.g. lâm 'lamp'. These nouns take this tonal shape presumably because this most closely duplicates the pitch characteristics of (Pidgin) English stressed monosyllables. The other ÂL nouns are to be found in 9/10 and re-construct with an earlier i- vowel, if not also with a nasal, e.g. pâm 'animal', pîn 'hair', dôk 'spear-grass'. In deriving the ÂL falling tone from underlying u-L-û, the final û is first absorbed to the left and the H of the prefix spreads to the right and then drops out. The expected ÂL is modified to ÂL in initial position.

(iv) Most H tone nouns belong to the tonal class which we have represented as underlying û-H-û. Whether a H tone noun has a final floating û or û can be established only in context, as we saw for bisyllabic H-û vs. ÂL-û nouns. Thus, /'gô/ 'goat' develops a falling tone in [gô kanû] 'the goat of the monkey', whereas /'wàn/' 'child' does not: [wàn kanû] 'the child of the monkey'.

(v) The noun wàn 'child' is the only attested noun we have with underlying û-H-û tone.

Nouns with H tone without exception begin with a voiced consonant, e.g. dzâm 'axe' 9/10, dzôk 'bee, honey' 9/10, dzôk 'devil' 1/2, bôk 'dog' 9/10, gô 'goat' 9/10, nôp 'house' 9/10, dzô 'snake' 9/10, jî 'thief' 1/2 (cf. wàn 'child' which differs from the preceding in that it has a final û rather than û). These nouns may have once had a nasal consonant (cf. Stallcup 1976), or even a vowel plus nasal (e.g. in- for 9/10).

Monosyllabic nouns in 1/2 form their plural with the prefix ma-. (9/10 nouns are identical in singular are plural.) The tone of the class 2 prefix is predictable as follows.
(i) Nouns with L tone take a L tone plural prefix, e.g. fôn 'chief', pl. mbôň; gôb 'friend', pl. mêsôb.

(ii) Nouns with H tone (which in 1/2 are all borrowings) also take a L tone plural prefix, e.g. lâm 'lamp', pl. mbîâm. This applies as well to the borrowing màtâ 'mat', whose plural is mêmâtô (not exceptional failure of rule (9) to apply). The tone on the plural prefix is, of course, exceptional in that surface falling tones only when there is a preceding H prefix, e.g. fôbâm 'belly' (underlying /fôbûm/).

(iii) Nouns with H tone take a H tone plural prefix, e.g. jî 'thief', pl. mâjî; zêk 'devil', pl. mîzik.

The final point to be made with respect to monosyllabic nouns is that they can optionally occur with the prefix à-. This vowel is peculiar in that it takes a L tone before all nouns, including H and ãl nouns, e.g. wàm or à wàm 'child'. However, in the case of nouns such as /'gwi'/ 'goat', this L tone vowel does not satisfy the environment for rule (9). We thus obtain à gwi? and not *à gwi. Because this vowel does not take the same H tone as other vowel prefixes, and because it does not feed into rule (9), we separate it from its noun by a space. This also allows us to unambiguously distinguish true monosyllabic nouns from bisyllabic nouns.

4. TONE ALTERNATIONS

In this section we shall investigate and attempt to account for the tone alternations characterizing the Ngamambo associative construction ("noun of noun").

4.1. Anticipatory Register-Lowering

Before beginning, however, it is important to take note of an overall tendency in the realization of surface tones. In the preceding sections we have recognized five surface tone levels. (The difference between L* vs. L, however, was said to be one of level vs. downglided realizations of L tone before pause.) What this means is that Ngamambo speakers must, for example, differentiate four different drops in pitch after H: from H to M, from H to 'M, from H to L*, and from H to L. What we have discovered is that while a H-M vs. H-'M sequence should be distinguished by a drop of one vs. two steps from the highest level (H), what sometimes occurs in fact is that H-'M may actually start lower and involve the same interval as H-M. The possible realizations of these sequences are represented in (19).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-M</td>
<td>H-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-'M</td>
<td>H-'M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or M-'M</td>
<td>M-'M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assigning each of the five pitch levels an integer (where 5 = the highest pitch), these sequences should be realized, respectively, 5-4 and 5-3. However, the intended 5-3 sequence may actually come out 4-3, which one would transcribe perhaps as M-'M, except that a "real" 'M tone, e.g. shîm 'elephant', would be realized at a still lower pitch after M-'M, giving the impression of a sixth tone level.

A similar problem is that a H followed by a L* or L can also be lowered. We have already seen this in the case of ãl monosyllabic nouns which, recall, are realized as ãl on the surface. It is also possible for màtâ 'mat' to be pronounced métâ, and fôbâm to be pronounced fôbům (with the falling tone being ãl instead of ãl).

Since these perhaps "intonational" adjustments of a H followed by a 'M, L* or L level do not affect the number of possible tone contrasts (the whole phrase is affected by the lowering process), we will not transcribe these tendencies when they occur. We shall in fact not even deal with this "anticipatory register-lowering" process as a tone rule, but rather as a tone strategy. Given the opposition between H-M and H-'M, Ngamambo speakers can focus (1) on the nature of the interval difference, in which case we obtain 5-4 vs. 5-3; or (2) on the level difference of the second tone, in which case we obtain 5-4 vs. 4-3 (with the intervals being exactly the same). If we had to indicate the different strategies which are responsible for the two realizations of such intervals, we would transcribe them as in (20).

(20) a. ṑômôg l mâmîp 'the place of the water' 4-5-5-5-4
    b. ṑômôg l mêtîm 'the place of the fat' 4-5-5-5-3
    or: [ţômôg l mâfôm] " " " " 3-4-4-4-3
In the second realization of (20b) we have placed a † mark to indicate that the whole phrase is affected by the anticipation of the final drop from H to M. This phenomenon is responsible for the fact that it is extremely difficult to find a 5 level syllable early in a long phrase. We have yet to investigate this aspect of Ngamambon tonal in a systematic fashion.

4.2. The Associative Construction

In this section we shall address ourselves to the tonal alternatives observed in the associative ("noun of noun") construction. In so doing we shall refer to the possessed or head noun as N₁ and the possessed or specifier noun as N₂. The most important distinction which will be relevant to our discussion is that between noun classes 1, 9, and 6a, which take a 5 tone associative marker. This difference can be seen in (21), where ṇjîm 'back' (class 9) and ṇfjîl 'fly' (class 19), both L-L-5 nouns, represent the two possible associative tones.

(21) a. ṇjîm jî 'the back of the thief'
   b. ṇfjîl jî 'the fly of the thief'

In (21b) ṇfjîl acquires a rising tone which is due to the 5 associative marker occurring between the two nouns. The corresponding underlying tones are seen in (22).

(22) a. /ṇjîm/ ' + 'jî'/
   b. /ṇfjîl/ ' + 'jî'/

In order to obtain the surface tones in (21b), the 5 of (22b) must be assigned to the left. Then rule (9) applies to /'jî/' 'thief', which we shall discuss is characterized here by a 5 rather than by a 4 tone prefix.

The associative marker thus depends on the noun class of the possessed nominal N₁. If this noun belongs to classes 1, 9, or 6a, the associative marker is 4. If it belongs to classes 2, 3, 8, 13, or 19, the associative marker is 5. As seen in (23).

(23) lămâm 'k + 'jî'/ → lămâm 'l jîl' 'the bag of the thief'

classes 6 and 7 are characterized by an underlying /k/ associative marker. Finally, class 10 is not distinguished from its singular in class 9 in the associative construction. Thus, in the absence of a demonstrative showing class 13 concord (recall that class 10 = class 13), a phrase such as ṇgâmân jî could either mean 'the whip of the thief' or 'the whips of the thief'. This is one more indication that class 10 really doesn't exist synchronically in Ngamambon.

The most striking characteristic of the associative construction, as far as tone is concerned, is the fact that all of the nouns which had underlying H or 5 prefixes in isolation, take a corresponding L or 4 prefix in N₂ position. This has already been seen in (22), where we observe /'jî'/ instead of /'jî'/. In (22b) we see that this 5 is clearly needed in order for 'thief' to be realized with an H tone (via rule (9)). Recall that this noun is realized 5 in isolation. Other clear indications that all N₂ noun prefixes are L are seen in (24).

(24) a. ṇjîm 5hb' 'the back of the trap' (5h8?)
   b. ṇjîm 5y'â 'the back of the thing' (5yâ)
   c. ṇjîm 5bâm 'the back of the airplane' (5bâm)
   d. ṇjîm 5tâm 'the back of the home' (5tâm)

In section 3.1.2 these nouns (whose surface realization is given in parentheses in (24)) were argued to have the underlying tonal representations H-L-5, H-L-5, H-H-5, and H-H-5, respectively. In (24) we must accept that they have (directly prior to the operation of the tone rules) the representations L-L-5, L-L-5, L-L-5, and L-L-5. By "replacing" the H tone by a L tone on the prefix, we notice the following alternations on N₂.

(i) In (24a) we obtain L-L instead of M-M. This means that the prefix of 'trap' in N₂ position must be specified as L prior to the operation of the L-tone spreading rule which creates the falling tone of the citation form 5hb'.

(ii) In (24b) we obtain L-L instead of M-M. Again, this means that the prefix had to be L prior to the simplification of H-L, which yields the citation form 5y'.

(iii) In (24c) we obtain L-M instead of M-H. What this means is that the prefix had to be L prior to the operation of rule (9), by which /5bâm/ becomes 5bâm in N₂ position.

(iv) In (24d) we obtain L-M instead of M-H, which means that the prefix had to be L prior to the operation of the L-tone spread-
ing rule which then changes \( N_2 /\text{tšám}' / \) to \( \text{ltšám} \).

The above can be summarized by saying that the prefix of the \( N_2 \) noun must be specified as \( L \) prior to the operation of all known tone rules. That this \( L \) could not have come from the \( \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} \) associative marker for \( \text{šjim} \) (class 9) is clearly established in (25).

(25) \( /\text{tšám}' + \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} + \text{tšám}' / \rightarrow [\text{tšám} \ \text{ltšám}] \) 'home of home'.

Since we know that 'home' has H-H stem syllables, and that class 7 takes a H tone /\( / \) associative marker, the only way for the final tone to have come out \( N \) is for there to have been a \( L \) tone prefix on \( N_2 \). This will be seen even more clearly as we go through the different tone combinations in the associative construction.

In the remainder of this section we will represent the prefix of \( N_2 \) as \( L \) and put off until section 5 the implications of this decision. Notice that by replacing the H tone of \( V \)- and \( CV \)-prefixes by \( L \), the number of different tone patterns in \( N_2 \) position is reduced. Significantly, the changes which we have already observed to characterize these nouns (e.g. \( M-M \) corresponds to \( L-L \), etc.) further confirms the underlying tones argued in section 3.

4.2.1. \( \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} \) Tone Associatives

We begin by discussion \( N_1 + N_2 \) sequences where the intervening associative marker is \( \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} \). We shall limit discussion to bisyllabic nouns, since they occur in the majority. Seven different bisyllabic tone patterns have been found to occur in classes 1, 9, and 6a (those taking \( \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} \) associative tone), with H-'M being the missing eighth pattern. The four tone patterns \( L-L \), \( L-L' \), \( L-M \), and \( L-M' \) are found in \( N_2 \) position for both \( \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} \) and \( \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} \) associative constructions.

A complete table of the 28 combinations involving associative \( \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} \) is given in (26). The correct surface tones can be derived by means of the following rules.

(i) Rule (9) operates and converts all sequences of \( L-H-L \) to \( L-H'-L \). This applies to \( N_1 \) in (26b) and (26c) and to 'airplane' each time it occurs as \( N_2 \). This process is termed tone-lowering.

(ii) Tone-grounding, or the process of assigning a floating tone to a syllabic unit occurs as follows: (a) Final floating tones are assigned to the preceding stem syllable. In cases where that

(26) \( N_1 + \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} + N_2 \) (Bisyllabic Nouns)

a. \( /\text{šjim}' + + \lambda\dot{b}o'/ / \rightarrow [\text{šjim} \ \lambda\dot{b}o'] \) 'back of slave'
\( /\text{šjim}' + + \lambda\acute{t}on' / \rightarrow [\text{šjim} \ \lambda\acute{t}on'] \) 'back of leopard'
\( /\text{šjim}' + + \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n' / \rightarrow [\text{šjim} \ \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n] \) 'back of airplane'
\( /\text{šjim}' + + \lambda\dot{t}šam' / \rightarrow [\text{šjim} \ \lambda\dot{t}šam] \) 'back of home'

b. \( /\text{tšám} + + \lambda\dot{b}o' / \rightarrow [\text{tšám} \lambda\dot{b}o] \) 'rat of slave'
\( /\text{tšám} + + \lambda\acute{t}on' / \rightarrow [\text{tšám} \ \lambda\acute{t}on'] \) 'rat of leopard'
\( /\text{tšám} + + \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n' / \rightarrow [\text{tšám} \ \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n] \) 'rat of airplane'
\( /\text{tšám} + + \lambda\dot{t}šam' / \rightarrow [\text{tšám} \ \lambda\dot{t}šam] \) 'rat of home'

c. \( /\text{h\dot{a}\dot{n}o}' + + \lambda\dot{b}o' / \rightarrow [\text{h\dot{a}\dot{n}o} \lambda\dot{b}o] \) 'horn of slave'
\( /\text{h\dot{a}\dot{n}o}' + + \lambda\acute{t}on' / \rightarrow [\text{h\dot{a}\dot{n}o} \ \lambda\acute{t}on'] \) 'horn of leopard'
\( /\text{h\dot{a}\dot{n}o}' + + \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n' / \rightarrow [\text{h\dot{a}\dot{n}o} \ \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n] \) 'horn of airplane'
\( /\text{h\dot{a}\dot{n}o}' + + \lambda\dot{t}šam' / \rightarrow [\text{h\dot{a}\dot{n}o} \ \lambda\dot{t}šam] \) 'horn of home'

d. \( /\text{h\acute{g}\acute{w}\acute{i}}' + + \lambda\dot{b}o' / \rightarrow [\text{h\acute{g}\acute{w}\acute{i}} \lambda\dot{b}o] \) 'cloth of slave'
\( /\text{h\acute{g}\acute{w}\acute{i}}' + + \lambda\acute{t}on' / \rightarrow [\text{h\acute{g}\acute{w}\acute{i}} \ \lambda\acute{t}on'] \) 'cloth of leopard'
\( /\text{h\acute{g}\acute{w}\acute{i}}' + + \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n' / \rightarrow [\text{h\acute{g}\acute{w}\acute{i}} \ \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n] \) 'cloth of airplane'
\( /\text{h\acute{g}\acute{w}\acute{i}}' + + \lambda\dot{t}šam' / \rightarrow [\text{h\acute{g}\acute{w}\acute{i}} \ \lambda\dot{t}šam] \) 'cloth of home'

e. \( /\text{m\dot{a}\dot{n}o}' + + \lambda\dot{b}o' / \rightarrow [\text{m\dot{a}\dot{n}o} \lambda\dot{b}o] \) 'wine of slave'
\( /\text{m\dot{a}\dot{n}o}' + + \lambda\acute{t}on' / \rightarrow [\text{m\dot{a}\dot{n}o} \ \lambda\acute{t}on'] \) 'wine of leopard'
\( /\text{m\dot{a}\dot{n}o}' + + \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n' / \rightarrow [\text{m\dot{a}\dot{n}o} \ \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n] \) 'wine of airplane'
\( /\text{m\dot{a}\dot{n}o}' + + \lambda\dot{t}šam' / \rightarrow [\text{m\dot{a}\dot{n}o} \ \lambda\dot{t}šam] \) 'wine of home'

f. \( /\text{m\acute{t}\acute{š}\acute{m}}' + + \lambda\dot{b}o' / \rightarrow [\text{m\acute{t}\acute{š}\acute{m}} \lambda\dot{b}o] \) 'fat of slave'
\( /\text{m\acute{t}\acute{š}\acute{m}}' + + \lambda\acute{t}on' / \rightarrow [\text{m\acute{t}\acute{š}\acute{m}} \ \lambda\acute{t}on'] \) 'fat of leopard'
\( /\text{m\acute{t}\acute{š}\acute{m}}' + + \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n' / \rightarrow [\text{m\acute{t}\acute{š}\acute{m}} \ \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n] \) 'fat of airplane'
\( /\text{m\acute{t}\acute{š}\acute{m}}' + + \lambda\dot{t}šam' / \rightarrow [\text{m\acute{t}\acute{š}\acute{m}} \ \lambda\dot{t}šam] \) 'fat of home'

g. \( /\text{m\acute{n}\acute{f}p}' + + \lambda\dot{b}o' / \rightarrow [\text{m\acute{n}\acute{f}p} \lambda\dot{b}o] \) 'water of slave'
\( /\text{m\acute{n}\acute{f}p}' + + \lambda\acute{t}on' / \rightarrow [\text{m\acute{n}\acute{f}p} \ \lambda\acute{t}on'] \) 'water of leopard'
\( /\text{m\acute{n}\acute{f}p}' + + \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n' / \rightarrow [\text{m\acute{n}\acute{f}p} \ \lambda\acute{b}\acute{a}n] \) 'water of airplane'
\( /\text{m\acute{n}\acute{f}p}' + + \lambda\dot{t}šam' / \rightarrow [\text{m\acute{n}\acute{f}p} \ \lambda\dot{t}šam] \) 'water of home'

stem syllable is identical to the floating tone, absorption takes place; in cases where the stem syllable bears the opposite tone, \( 'M-L', \ 'L-M' \), and \( \text{lt} \) contour tones are created (where \( 'M \) results from rule (9) in (i)). (b) The associative \( \boldsymbol{\mathfrak{y}} \) tone is in all cases assigned to the right, where it is absorbed into the \( L \) prefix of \( N_2 \).

(iii) Tone simplification: (a) The contour \( \text{lt} \) simplifies to
to L* before pause. (b) The contours L'M and 'M simplify to 'M.

(iv) Tone-spreading: (a) Nouns which after tone-grounding are L-H become L-L by spreading of the L tone of the prefix. (b) Nouns which after tone-grounding are H-N become H-N by spreading of the H tone of the prefix. A prefix tone will thus spread onto an opposite stem tone.

A sample derivation is given in (27).

(27) /tʰàmp/-' + ltsám'/
     /tʰàmp/  /ltsám/  : by tone-lowering (i)
     /tʰàmp/  /ltsám/  : by tone-grounding (ii a)
     /tʰàmp/  /ltsám/  : by tone-grounding (ii b)
     [ltsám]  : by tone-simplification (iii a)

The four tone rules given above must apply in the order given, or else an incorrect output is obtained for at least one or more forms:
(i) Tone-lowering must precede tone-grounding; otherwise, when L-H-Y in N₂ position becomes L-H, this will incorrectly undergo lowering and become L-M. (ii) Tone-grounding must precede tone-simplification, because the former rule feeds the latter rules: (iii) Tone-simplification must precede tone-spreading, or else the L-L which is derived from L-H will become L-L* before pause.

4.2.2. Y Tone Associatives

The tone of the associative is Y (Y/ for classes 6 and 7) for all classes except 1, 9, and 6a. All eight bisyllabic tone sequences are found in N₂ position. A complete table of the 32 combinations is given below in (28).

In the case of H tone associatives, the derivation of the correct surface tones is somewhat more problematic. We shall present one analysis which, however, must remain speculative in certain respects. We begin by applying the same four rules to the underlying forms in (28).

(i) Tone-lowering converts L-H-L to L-M-L, affecting the associative /Y/ in all of (28a,c,e,g), as well as each occurrence of /lbad'/ 'airplane' in N₂ position.

(ii) Tone-grounding (a) assigns final floating tones to the
preceding stem syllable; and (b) assigns the associative /l/ to the right, where it fuses with the /l/ of N₂. Since classes 6 and 7 involve a full vowel associative, we cannot properly speaking refer to part (b) as a grounding process, but rather a "vowel coalescence" (cf. however (28c)), where 'salt' is characterized by a /M/ associative. Whether or not there is a vowel involved, we obtain an intermediate /H/ falling tone on the N₂ prefix, which remains.

(iii) Tone-simplification (a) simplifies L to L" before pause, and (b) simplifies the contours L'M′ and M to M. The simplification of 'M to 'M takes place in (28a,b,c,e,g), where we have seen tone-lowering to have affected the associative /H/.

(iv) Tone-spreading will (a) convert intermediate L/O to L/O in (28d), and (b) convert intermediate L; to L; in (28e).

(v) Tone-absorption will then simplify L/O to L/O (and also L/O to L/O), since these are followed by a the H of the associative. Similarly, tone-absorption will simplify the M of intermediate L; for which although not followed by a L pitch, is followed by a pitch two steps lower (i.e. 'M).

The above steps, with only tone-absorption being added to the rules needed for /M/ associatives, are by and large sufficient—except for two problems.

(i) The tone of the prefix of N₂, which the rules leave as /H/ in (28b,d,f) must be simplified not to a H as in (28h) but to a M. Except for the forms where N₂ is /ântsâm/ 'home', this may have to do with the lowering process mentioned in 4.1, whereby H-L, L-L′, and H′-M can optionally be realized as M-L, M-L′, and M-M′. It is thus not clear whether L/O "âbâ" 'the leopard of the slave' can contrast with a hypothetical L-L ≠ H-L. Perhaps we could just as transcribe this phrase as L/O "âbâ". (The intricate register-changing which we have occasionally encountered remains to be worked out. Since this is a five-level system, the superimposing of such a lowering process may complicate the recognition of the different levels.)

(ii) The tone of /ântsâm/ 'home' in N₂ position is somewhat intriguing. In (28a) the prefix is realized on a 'M' tone, since it is both preceded and followed by a L tone in the underlying re-

presentations. But we would expect /ântsâm/ /ântsâm in (28e) and /âbâ/ /ântsâm in (28g), since we have an underlying L-L′-L sequence here too. (Similarly, we expect /ântsâm/ /ântsâm in (28c), where we find two occurrences of M instead of 'M'). In these examples we observe /ântsâm/ with both syllables realized on a M pitch. To account for this, we tentatively suggest a corrective rule which raises a 'M prefix to M when it occurs between two H's.

This still will not account for the M on /ântsâm/ in (28b,d,f) and the H on /ântsâm/ in (28h). We tentatively suggest the following late rules in (29) and (30).

(29) M → H / H [H" [H" [H"

(30) M → H / H [H" [H"

First, in (29), the intermediate N₂ prefix /â/ becomes a M, as does the following stem H or sequence of H's (cf. L/O Zâfâ 'the ear of the tree' (Zâfâ)). Second, in (30), the M prefix derived from (29) is raised to H when preceded by a H. This kind of prefix-assimilation to the preceding tone is quite common in the Gussele area. The reason why the prefix of N₂ i̯a not raised to H in (28b, d,f) is that (28b) and (28a) both involve an intermediate /H/ rising tone which first undergoes absorption to become L. In the case of 'thing', we make no attempt to explain its M-M tone in N₁ position, except for noting that it too may somehow be a simplification of /H/ to /M/ (cf. also 'the salt of the home' in (28c)).

Finally, in order to obtain the surface tones, rule (12) lowers a H tone vowel prefix to M. A sample derivation is given in (31).


4.2.3. Summary

In the preceding subsections we have seen how /H/ and /H/ associa-
tive markers interact with \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) to produce a number of tone alternations, for which we have proposed rules. The fact that \( N_2 \) nouns always begin with a \( L \) prefix is extremely interesting and is corroborated also for monosyllabic and trisyllabic nouns. Although we shall not treat these systematically here, two examples will suffice.

First, recall that nouns such as \( ji' \) 'thief' were said to have a prefix tone as well as a second stem tone. The underlying tones for this noun, as it occurs in isolation, is 'ji'. When it occurs in \( N_2 \) position, however, its \( Yi \) prefix turns up as \( Yi \), as in (32).

\[
\text{(32)} \quad /\text{itsám}/ + Yi + 'ji'/ \rightarrow [\text{itsám} Yi jí] \quad \text{'home of thief'}
\]

Proof that there is a \( Yi \) prefix is seen from the fact that 'thief' is realized on a \( 'M \) tone in (32).

The same can be said of prefixes of trisyllabic nouns, as seen in the phrase 'the home of the market' in (33).

\[
\text{(33)} \quad /\text{itsám}/ + Yi + ñwínI'/ \rightarrow [\text{itsám} Yi wínI]
\]

Although the isolation form for 'market' is \( M-H-H \), the \( M-M \) tones on its two stem syllables in (33) indicates that its prefix must have underlying \( L \) tone in \( N_2 \) position. In the above phrase both rule (29) and rule (30) have applied.

5. CONCLUSION

In the preceding sections we have seen that the five phonetic pitch levels of Ngaambo can be derived from the various combinations of two underlying tones, \( H \) and \( L \). We not only can reduce the number of underlying tone levels, but can at the same time account for frequently occurring tone alternations.

Our analysis has not been without its problems, however. Some of these problems have to do with the exact formalization of the synchronic tone rules in question. Others have more of a historical significance. These two concerns, the synchronic and diachronic, meet head on in the case of determining the underlying tone of the nominal prefixes. This issue is beyond a doubt the most crucial, and most problematic one encountered in the morphophonology of the Ngaambo noun.

In our previous discussion we have noted the near-complementary distribution of tones on the noun prefix: \( L \) occurs on \( N_1 \), \( M \) on \( V_1 \), and \( H \) on \( CV_1 \). Exceptions were, however, seen in the nouns in (4), where \( L \) is observed on a few \( V_1 \) and \( CV_1 \) prefixes. To top off the problem, nouns in \( N_2 \) position all have \( L \) tone prefixes, regardless of the segmental shape of the prefix. These facts raise the difficult question of how to represent the underlying tones of prefixes. Assuming as we do that these tones are predictable, there appear to be at least three possible solutions.

(i) All noun prefixes have underlying \( L \) tone; \( V_1 \) prefixes are raised to \( M \), and \( CV_1 \) prefixes to \( H \) (with some exceptions) in certain specifiable grammatical constructions (e.g. isolation forms).

(ii) All noun prefixes have underlying \( H \) tone; \( N_1 \) prefixes and a few exception \( V_1 \) and \( CV_1 \) prefixes, as seen in (4), are lowered to \( L \) in all environments; \( V_1 \) and \( CV_1 \) prefixes are lowered to \( L \) in trisyllabic nouns whose stem is \( L-L \) or \( L-H \); and all prefixes are lowered to \( L \) in the \( N_2 \) position of the associative construction. The underlying \( H \) of \( V_1 \) prefixes not affected by lowering to \( L \) are then lowered to \( M \).

(iii) Noun prefixes have no underlying tone. Tone is assigned as follows: in \( N_2 \) position, assign \( L \); in all other positions which we have studied, \( L \) is assigned to \( N_1 \), \( M \) to \( V_1 \), and \( H \) to \( CV_1 \), except where \( V_1 \) and \( CV_1 \) occur before \( L-L \) and \( L-H \) stems, in which case \( L \) is assigned; and except for a few exceptional nouns, which receive \( L \) tone as well.

A fourth possibility, the one we tentatively accepted (where the prefix is sometimes \( H \), sometimes \( L \)), is rejected, since it is equivalent to saying that tone is not predictable underlyingly. (This may turn out to be simply a variant of (iiii), since in (iiii), the rule assigning tone will be the first rule of the tonology, so that all other tone rules can follow.)

Looking over these three approaches, it appears that (i) is the simplest way of handling the tonal alternations discussed above. This also is the one which would seem to be supported by Proto-Bantu, where noun prefixes reconstruct with \( L \) tone. It is not clear whether the tone raising which occurs is to be identified
with the Proto-Bantu preprefix or augment, which on the basis of a number of papers in this volume can be reconstructed as R. It is tempting to say that such a preprefix did characterize Ngamambo nouns by causing a tone raising of the prefix (and then dropping out). In such an approach we would add that the H tone preprefix did not occur on nouns in N₂ associative position.

We therefore tentatively accept the treatment of Ngamambo noun prefixes as L, taking note of the following issues:

(i) Prefix-raising must be stated so that all bisyllabic nouns will be affected (as well as some monosyllabic ones, e.g. Ṽam 'animal', from */ŋhɔm/). Thus, L-L-L will come out H-AL, but trisyllabic L-L-L will not develop a H tone prefix.

(ii) In the pronoun system there are such instances as Ṽ wɔm 'mine' (class 3), L zɔm 'mine' (classes 6 & 7), etc., where a L-H sequence is found. We cannot explain (i) why the vowel has not been raised to M (cf. the "prothetic" vowel prefix of monosyllabic nouns in 3.3); or (ii) why the L of the prefix, once not having been raised to M, did not spread into the next syllable to create Ṽ wɔm, L zɔm, etc. Since there is no interaction between this prefix and what follows, we separate the two by a space.

The task of reconstructing the tones of Proto-Western Grassfields nouns is a formidable one. In Hyman (in press) it was shown that in the other major subgroup of Western Grassfields, the Ring group, both H and L prefixes are also attested, depending on the language. If we are correct in postulating a tone-raising process applicable to V- and CV-prefixes and ultimately due to some kind of preprefix with proto H tone, then this same process must have affected these neighboring languages as well (cf. Elimelech 1976 and Arvanites 1976 for similar processes in Kombe and Kimbundu, two "narrow" Bantu languages). The preprefix hypothesis could then complement Hyman's (1976) hypothesis that noun prefixes in Proto-Ring were H for all classes except 1 and 9. Instead, we could conjecture that all prefixes had L tone in the proto-language, but that the preprefix carried H tone for all classes except 1 and 9, the two classes which tend to have some association with nasal prefixes in Proto-Western Grassfields.
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0. INTRODUCTION

The Mbam-Nkam languages, spoken in the mountainous region of Western Cameroon, are well known for their tonal complexity. Although closely related to Narrow Bantu, where the normal situation is a two-tone system with H and L, these languages have developed as many as four distinct tone levels, as well as a number of unexpected tonal phenomena not found elsewhere. While there has been steady progress in the description of these languages, most of them remain unstudied, and their tone systems poorly understood. In an attempt to fill this important gap in our knowledge of the area, a comparative study was carried out by the two authors in the Summer of 1974 in Mbam-Nkam country, where the basic characteristics of some 20-odd tone systems were investigated and compared. The purpose of the present study is to report on these findings and to provide a perspective for the study of “floating” tones in Cameroonian Bantu. In the following discussion we shall first address ourselves to the nature of floating tones (section 1), then to the comparative study of Mbam-Nkam tonology (section 2), and finally to a description of the tone system of Bamileke-Dachang (section 3), one of the most complicated tone systems in the area. Throughout our study of Mbam-Nkam tonology, we shall witness the centrality of floating tones, without which tonal analyses are extremely cumbersome, if not impossible.

1. THE NATURE OF FLOATING TONES

In two recent studies (Hyman 1973, Hyman and Schuh 1974), an attempt was made to provide generalizations concerning the nature of tone rules. When the juxtaposition of two unlike tones occasions an alternation of one or both tones, this was said to be due either to assimilation or simplification. In assimilation, one tone either partially or completely takes on the tone of a neighboring syllable. Thus, in Batcham, the plural of the class I noun kā ‘crab’ is mbkā (cl. 2). Since the singular involves a H tone and the plural a L̄ rising tone, we conclude that it is the addition of the L tone prefix mb- which has caused the following H to assimilate. The change of a L-H sequence to L-L̄ is extremely common, and is referred to in the above works as partial horizontal
assimilation or tone-spreading. In simplification, a tonal contour becomes a level tone. Thus, in Pe'te', when a L rising tone is followed by a L tone, it simplifies to a N, e.g. ḥəkə 'money', but ḥəkə bá 'my money'. In our discussion of the tone processes found in Mbam-Nkam languages, it will be helpful to keep these rule types in mind. We therefore summarize them in Table I.

| Assimilation: | (a) Vertical, e.g. L-H becomes M-H  
(b) Horizontal, e.g. L-H becomes L-L |
| Simplification: | (a) Absorption, e.g. M-H becomes L-H  
(b) Levelling, e.g. L-L becomes H-L |

Vertical assimilation is said to occur when a syllable raises or lowers it tone towards (or to) the level of an adjacent tone. Horizontal assimilation takes place when a tone spreads its domain from its own syllable onto a neighboring one. Absorption occurs when the beginning or end point of a contour tone is lost by virtue of its being adjacent to a syllable bearing like tone. Levelling takes place when a contour tone becomes a level tone other than by absorption.

Even with the above typology of tone rules, sometimes when two tones are placed side by side, tone alternations take place which do not fit into any of the categories of Table I. An example representative of most of Mbam-Nkam can be seen from the Babete forms in (1).

(1) a. ḥəkə 'message' b. ḥəkə pləŋ 'the message of the strangers' 

Although both 'message' and 'strangers' have L-L tone in isolation, when they are combined to form an "associative" construction, the result is that the L tone of the prefix of 'strangers' goes up to H. One could, of course, speak of a dissimilation process. However, since the raising of a L to H is restricted to the associative construction, there are countless occurrences of L-L followed by L-L where no tone raising is observed. Thus, there is something about the noun-noun (N₁, N₂) associative construction which causes a tone raising on the prefix of the second noun. In order to account for this, we recognize a "floating" H tone, symbolized as y, which is the mark of noun association when the first noun belongs to any noun class other than 1 or 9. This H tone is thus a "tonal morpheme" (Welmers 1959) which has no phonetic realization except in the association of nouns, in which case it always surfaces on one of the adjacent syllables. We therefore refer to it as a grammatical floating tone.

Another kind of floating tone has received somewhat less attention in the literature, but is at least as prevalent in Mbam-Nkam as grammatical floating tones. This is what we term a lexical floating tone, whose need is seen in the following Mbuy forms:

(2) a. báko 'crabs' bándım 'husbands' 
   b. báko bá səŋ 'the crabs of the bird' 
   bándım bá səŋ 'the husbands of the bird'

In (2a) it is seen that both 'crabs' and 'husbands' have L-H tone in isolation. However, in (2b), when these nouns occur in an associative construction with səŋ 'bird' as N₂, a tonal difference is observed. The associative marker bá 'of' (=the form obtained with a class 2 N₁) is realized on its underlying H level after 'crabs', but is downstepped to a H level after 'husbands'. Since we know that 'H tone comes from the loss of a L tone between two H tones in Mbuy, we are justified in setting up the following forms in (3).

(3) a. /báko + bá + səŋ/ b. /bándım + bá + səŋ/ 

In (3b) we have recognized a final y tone on 'husbands' which causes the associative marker bá to be downstepped one level. Since this y is not the mark of any construction, nor is it the realization of a noun suffix (but rather of a second stem syllable), its function is lexical rather than grammatical. In (3a) we have recognized 'crabs' without a second stem tone, since one is not needed. However, for the sake of symmetry (and also basing ourselves on comparative evidence--see below), we will have to address ourselves to the possibility of recognizing underlying /báko/ 'crabs' and even /səŋ/ 'bird'.

The assignment of a floating tone to a syllable will hence-
forth be referred to as "tone-grounding". Some of the factors
which may play a role in determining the direction of tone-grounding (i.e. to the left or right) include the following:

(i) A \( \mathbb{T} \) (floating tone) tends to be assigned in the direction
in which it will have the greatest tonal effect. Thus, if a \( \mathbb{T} \) occurs
between a L and a H, chances are that it will be grounded to the right.
If it occurs between a H and a L, it may instead be
grounded to the left.

(ii) A \( \mathbb{T} \) tends to be assigned in the direction which creates
the more natural tonal contour. Thus, if a \( \mathbb{T} \) occurs between a \( \mathbb{HL} \)
and a L tone, it may be grounded to the right to create a \( \mathbb{HL} \) con-
tour, rather than to the left to create the complex \( \mathbb{HHL} \) contour.

(iii) Syllabic structure may determine the direction of tone-
grounding. Thus, if a \( \mathbb{T} \) occurs between a CV and another CV, it
may be grounded to the left, since that is where it has easier access
to a syllabic segment. If, on the other hand, it occurs be-
tween a CVC and a VC, it may be grounded towards the right.

(iv) Related to (iii), tone-grounding may be repulsed by a
strong grammatical boundary. Thus, if a \( \mathbb{T} \) occurs directly before
a prefixless CV stem, it may be grounded to the end of the preceding
word, or simply drop out entirely. This contrasts with the
great tendency in Mbam-Nkam for a floating tone to be grounded on
a prefix syllable (often CV-) to the right.

(v) A \( \mathbb{T} \) may show a tendency to be assigned to the syllable of
a word with which it has greater grammatical affinity than another.
This last possibility appears to have the least applicability of the
five factors.

The five tendencies outlined above are only general strat-
egies. Exceptions are not particularly hard to find. On the other
hand, there are so many cases where (i) is so closely obeyed that
we feel safe in asserting that such a tendency does exist. Exam-
pies will be given throughout the following sections.

Before addressing ourselves to Mbam-Nkam tonology as a whole,
let us consider for a moment the possibility of avoiding floating
tones altogether. In many of the dialects, when studied closely,
some evidence is obtained for segmental features to accompany, for
example, the associative marker. Warnier and Voorhoeve (1975) have
shown this for Mankon, and Tadadjeu (1977) has done likewise for
Dschang. Consider, for example, the Dschang forms in (4).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(4) a. } & \text{lɔ̃thõ} \text{ 'tooth'} & \text{bĩnõ} \text{ 'cartridge'} \\
\text{b. } & \text{lɔ̃thõ sõ} \text{ 'the tooth of the bird'} & \text{bĩnõ sõ} \text{ 'the cartridge of the bird'}
\end{align*}
\]

Although 'tooth' and 'cartridge' have the same tones in isolation
and in context, in (4b) a segmental difference is noted in the
associative construction. The reason for this is that 'cartridge'
belongs to class 7 (prefix \( \mathbb{H} \)-), which conditions what Tadadjeu has
shown to be an underlying H tone /\( \mathbb{H} / \) associative marker—which in
(4b) assimilates to the vowel of the preceding syllable. For all
of the remaining noun classes Tadadjeu recognizes underlying /\( \mathbb{H} / \),
which has L tone for classes 1 and 9, and H tone for the other
classes. This latter associative marker surfaces as [el], [a],
additional length on a preceding sonorant (as in 'the tooth of the
bird', alternately realized as lɔ̃thõ sõ), or \( \varnothing \). Perhaps we could
avoid this grammatical \( \mathbb{T} \) altogether and say that the associative
marker always involves an underlying vowel in Dschang.

Even if we could demonstrate that the associative is underly-
ingly grounded on a vowel in Dschang, it would not be possible to
argue for such a vowel in other dialects, especially those located
to the East (e.g. Fe̅f̅e̅, Bandjoun, Bangangte, etc.). Also, we
would still have to face the problem of lexical \( \mathbb{T} \)'s for Dschang
and other dialects. For lexical \( \mathbb{T} \)'s it might appear attractive to
consider an alternative analysis whereby the final \( \mathbb{T} \)'s are under-
lyingly grounded on the final (stem) syllable of each noun. Thus,
instead of having nouns specified as underlying L-H-L and L-L-H,
we might consider recognizing L-\( \mathbb{H} \) and L-\( \mathbb{H} \), which is what is usu-
ally obtained by the tone-grounding process anyway. (The sequences
L-L-\( \mathbb{H} \) and L-H-\( \mathbb{H} \) would be reanalyzed as L-\( \mathbb{H} \) and L-\( \mathbb{H} \), which are
equivalent to L-L and L-H, respectively; see below.)

That this alternative is not always available is seen from
Bandjoun (Nissim, in press), where mono-syllabic nouns reveal a
contrast between L-\( \mathbb{H} \) (e.g. më 'child'), \( \mathbb{H} \) (e.g. më 'thief'), and
L-\(\mathfrak{H}\) (e.g. \textit{s\textsc{un}} 'tooth'). These three tone classes have the following properties:

(i) The L-\(\mathfrak{H}\) class contains nouns realized as \(\mathfrak{H}\) in isolation, but as 'H whenever preceded by a H. It is this last property which justifies the preceding \(\mathfrak{h}\), which as we shall see, reconstructs as a noun prefix.

(ii) The \(\mathfrak{L}\mathfrak{H}\) class contains nouns realized as \(\mathfrak{LH}\) in isolation, but often as H or 'H in context.

(iii) The L-\(\mathfrak{H}\) class contains nouns realized as L\(\mathfrak{H}\) (non-falling L) in isolation. When occurring before a L tone, however, the \(\mathfrak{H}\) is grounded on the preceding syllable. In possessive pronoun constructions (where there is an intervening \(\mathfrak{h}\) between the noun and the pronoun), both the \(\mathfrak{H}\) of the L-\(\mathfrak{H}\) noun and the following possessive L are grounded to the left, creating a \(\mathfrak{HL}\) falling tone, e.g. \textit{s\textsc{un}} 'tooth', but \textit{s\textsc{un tay}\textsc{d}} 'his tooth'.

If we were to assign all of the floating tones to the one syllable which comes to the surface, we would obtain the same \(\mathfrak{LH}\) for all three tone classes. There are basically two ways to avoid floating tones and at the same time have a unique representation for each of the above three tone patterns. The first is to cling to the surface and represent L-\(\mathfrak{H}\) nouns as underlingly H, but with a diacritic indicating that these nouns undergo downstepping when preceded by a H tone. \(\mathfrak{LH}\) nouns would be represented as such, and L-\(\mathfrak{H}\) nouns would be recognized as simply underlying L\(\mathfrak{H}\) (with some feature specification such as [downglide] distinguishing L\(\mathfrak{H}\) from L, which unlike L\(\mathfrak{H}\) creates a downglided pitch before pause). In this analysis we would not be able to provide underlying tonal representations which take advantage of the general tone rules operating in each dialect. Instead, many of the tonal alternations which occur on the surface would appear to be arbitrary and unexpected. After all was said and done, we would still have to maintain that nouns with L\(\mathfrak{H}\) tone behave as if they consisted of a L followed by an "imaginary" H floating tone after them. Thus, the use of floating tones captures this parallel in a general way (cf. the argumentation in Asongwed and Hyman 1976, where it is possible to compare, for example, bisyllabic L-H-\(\mathfrak{H}\) with trisyllabic L-H-L, etc., and capture the parallelism between such tone classes by means of floating tones).

The second way of avoiding \(\mathfrak{H}\)'s in Bandjoun is to go back to much more abstract representations which mirror the tone sequences reconstructed for Proto-Mbam-Nkam. These are, respectively: (i) L-H-L; (ii) L-H-H; and (iii) L-L-H. We could try these sequences for Bandjoun, with all tones being assigned to the one stem syllable, i.e. L\(\mathfrak{LH}\), L\(\mathfrak{HH}\), and L\(\mathfrak{H}\mathfrak{H}\), where L\(\mathfrak{H}\mathfrak{H}\) and L\(\mathfrak{H}\mathfrak{H}\) undergo fusion of like tones and therefore neutralize as L\(\mathfrak{HH}\).\(^5\) Besides the problem of sorting out two kinds of L\(\mathfrak{H}\) representations, we still have the problem of justifying the final L of supposed L\(\mathfrak{LH}\) nouns. In fact, there is even some confusion over whether classes (i) and (ii) reconstruct as L-H-L and L-H-H, or vice-versa, partly because the correspondences are imperfect. The way we have set them up makes more sense phonetically, since L-H becomes L-L\(\mathfrak{H}\) (and then L\(\mathfrak{H}\) by loss of the prefix) in this analysis, while L-H-H (from L-L-H) is not able to undergo spreading of the initial L to derive a complex L\(\mathfrak{LH}\) contour on the surface. As a result the initial L simply drops out. Later, we would claim, L\(\mathfrak{LH}\) simplified as H (as in m\(\mathfrak{d}\) 'child', whose etymology is clear).

We will not further discuss the Bandjoun case here, since it would involve us in a discussion which has already gone beyond the simple demonstration we have intended. It should be noted only that to deny the existence of floating tones, and to try to handle them by having them grounded in lexical representations, would create more problems than it would solve. We therefore accept the appropriateness of \(\mathfrak{H}\)'s as a formal device, and postpone to some later date a thorough investigation of how abstract tonology is.

2. MBAM-NKAM TONOLGY

In the preceding section we have seen the need for floating tones in several Mbam-Nkam languages/dialects. In this section we shall systematically look at the tonology of the Mbam-Nkam noun, how it appears in isolation and in the associative construction in the 20 or so dialects we have studied. We shall then turn to the tones of possessive pronouns and conclude the section with some considerations about verb tones.
### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Munkon (1A)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mundum I (1A)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nkwem (1A)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinyin (1A)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nbi (1A)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basenyan (2B)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babadjou (2B)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bante (2B)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bati (2C)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batcham/Bangang (2C)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dschang/Nguwe (3C)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baloum (3CD)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fonopea (3DE)</td>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>L-H-H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Summary of Reflexes of the Four Proto-Tone Sequences in Nouns

**2.1. Noun Tones**

In Proto-Mbam-Nkam all nouns except the prefixless few in class la were characterized by a L tone noun class prefix of the shape N-, V-, or C-, and a bisyllabic stem. Since the two syllables of the stem could carry H and L tone in any combination, this means that there were four tone sequences on Proto-Mbam-Nkam nouns: L-L-L, L-L-H, L-H-L, L-H-H. In only a few of the Ngemba dialects, however, do we still find the three syllables intact, and even in these dialects the final vowel has reduced to schwa (which in some cases is in the process of being dropped). The different reflexes of the proto tone sequences are given in Table II. The various dialects investigated are indicated on the accompanying map, where it is noted that the name of a village is normally used to refer to its language as well. Since we are confronted by the double problem of genetic vs. areal classification, which become frequently entangled, we have used a double classificatory system, however crude, to identify the various dialects and dialect groups. Each dialect is thus identified first by a number which places it within an administrative unit (département/division). The code used here is as follows:

1: Mozam Division
2: Département du Bamboutos
3: Département de la Menou
4: Département du Cameroun
5: Département du Haut-Nkam
6: Département du Nf
7: Département du Nkam
8: Divisions North of the Mozam

These different divisions are indicated by horizontal lines in Table II. The second part of the code consists of a capital letter denoting a broad genetic group, as follows:

A: Ngemba
B: NW Bamboutos
C: Dschangoid
D: Central Bamileke
E: Southcentral Bamileke
F: Southern Bamileke
G: Noun (Ramuroid)
H: Nkame (Limbundu)

The above classificatory scheme not only allows a double classification of dialects, but also provides a general picture of both the geographic and the genetic continua involved. Thus, numbers and letters which are adjacent represent dialects sharing certain traits, and dialects whose numbers and letters are close to one
another are to be expected to have more shared features than dialects whose numbers and letters are further apart. Also, observe how the letter system allows for certain dialects to be transitional (e.g., Baloum is classified as 3CD, which means that it is in the Department of the Menoua, but is transitional between Dschangoid and Central Bamileke). Note, finally, that the above scheme replaces that suggested by Hyman (1972), which was based in part on areal features (the softening of 'j' to 'g', and the loss of noun prefixes). Needless to say, this classification may yield to further refinements as more information is gathered and should in no way be taken as definitive.6

Looking over Table II, we observe that the only instances of languages maintaining the trisyllabic structure of nouns occur in Ngemba (A), although even some of these have lost the final syllable. As we move into groups B, C, and D to the South, we find that in all of these dialects the final syllable of nouns has been lost. Finally, in groups E, F, and G, almost all prefixes have been lost as well.7 Thus, what starts out as trisyllabic becomes monosyllabic in dialects such as Bandjoum (4E), Fe*fe' (5F), and Bangangte (6G). As an illustration, consider the reflexes of Proto-Mbam-Nkam *11-g1 nô ‘tooth’ in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mankon (IA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mundum I (IA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nkwen (IA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinyin (IA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbou (IA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamene (2B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babadjou (2B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babete (2B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batcham (2C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreke-Dschang (3C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baloum (3CD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamendjou (4D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baleng (4DE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following observations can be made on the basis of the
forms in Table III:

(i) As we move from West to East there is a tendency to lose, first, the final vowel, which is found only in certain Ngemba (1A) dialects.

(ii) As we move from West to East there is a tendency to first shorten the prefix by loss of the initial consonant, and then to lose the remaining vowel altogether. (There is of course variation between N'v- and Nv- for this prefix.)

Let us first address ourselves to the loss of final syllables. We know that although the final vowel of a noun may have dropped, its tone may continue to exert an effect (cf. (2b) from Mbui dialect). This has provided the motivation for recognizing underlying synchonic floating tones. The question which must be addressed at this point is how such tones come into being. Does a vowel simply drop and leave its tone floating, or what? The sequence of events we would like to propose is the following:

(i) When a vowel drops, its tone is shifted (or "grounded") onto a remaining adjacent syllable, in this case the preceding stem syllable. The possibilities are thus L-NN, L-NN, L-NN, and L-NN.

(ii) When the receiving syllable has the same tone as the grounding tone, there is absorption; thus, L-L-L becomes L-NN, which then simplifies to L-L; similarly, L-N-N becomes L-NN, which simplifies to L-H.

(iii) When the contour tones L-N and L-N are created by tone-grounding, these may undergo further simplification, i.e. levelling. Thus, L-N-NN is realized as L-N (L followed by a nonreleased or non-falling L) in most Mbam-Nkam dialects, or as L-L in a few others. Similarly, L-NN is realized as L-N in Dschang (L followed by a downstepped H), and as a M in Bangou (where the noun prefix is lost).

If we observe the reflexes of the four proto-tone sequences in Mbam-Nkam nouns in Table III, we observe the following generalizations:

(i) The L-NN sequence obtained through tone-grounding appears to undergo simplification earlier than the corresponding L-NN sequence. Thus, while Bamenyan (28) has both L-NN and L-NN, Babadjou (2B) has only L-NN. Babadjou L-NN has been simplified to L-L-N, 9

(ii) While L-L-NN undergoes simplification (to L-L-N) earlier, the opposition L-L vs. L-L-NN appears to be more stable than the opposition L-N vs. L-NN. This is seen in Babete (2B), Bagan (2G), Baleng (40E), Batie (4E), Potouni (5E), and a few other dialects as well. In all of these dialects a phonetic contrast is found between L and L-N (the reflex of L-N), while no such contrast is found between H and earlier HL. Note that it is only in Bati (2G) and Bamoun (7G) that L-L and L-L-NN merge entirely. This appears to be a frequent characteristic of languages in the Nun (G) group.

The first generalization probably has to do with the greater complexity involved in a rise as opposed to a fall in pitch (see Hombert 1976 and references therein). Compare the L-L-N realization of Proto-Mbam-Nkam L-L-H in Nkwen (1A) and Pinyin (1A), where there has been a vertical assimilation of H to L in final position. In both of these dialects, however, Proto-Mbam-Nkam L-N-L still surfaces unchanged. The second generalization may have to do with the greater tendency for a low (as opposed to high) pitch to drop out entirely. Note the number of dialects which show no trace of the final L of Proto-Mbam-Nkam L-N-L.

Returning to the derivation of L-L-N from L-L-H in the forms of 'tooth' in Table III, we would propose, then, that L-L-N is derived via the intermediate stage L-L-NN. The evidence for this is twofold. First, we find L-NN in Bamenyan (28). If this were not the case, we might suspect that L-L-N derives from a L-L-N stage, as found in Nkwen (1A) and Pinyin (1A). While one could imagine such a derivation, with final vowel deletion changing L-L-N to L-L-N, a second indirect piece of evidence from Mbui dialect (1A) suggests L-L-N as the correct intermediate stage.

In Mbui dialect, as described by Hyman (1972), the reflex of proto L-N-H is actually pronounced M-N. We choose to represent this sequence rather as L-L-N because to us a true M is one which allows a lower tone to precede it. There are no L-M sequences allowed in Mbui. Rather, a L tone is automatically raised to M before a H (or M). Thus, one can imagine any of the following three possibilities to derive M-M from L-L-N:
In both (5a) and (5b) vertical assimilation of L to M takes place before tone-grounding. In (5a) the final H simply drops out. In (5b) it is assigned to the left after tone-raising. In (5c) the final H is first grounded to the left, and then vertical assimilation occurs. What is of concern to us here is to show that (5a) cannot be correct. Rather, (5c) represents the most general and probably the correct route for most, if not all of Mbam-Nkam.

The main argument derives from the fact that a H-M sequence in Mbui is realized with the same pitch interval as a H-'H sequence in the same language. Consider the word ɓ̀ɓ̀do 'monkey', which we recognize as underlying ɓ̀ɓ̀-ɗo. When the H-M noun 'monkey' (=L-L', recall) occurs after a H tone associative marker, the prefix goes up to H. However, as can be seen from (6),

6. bɔtɛ bɔ ɓ̀ɓ̀do = bɔtɛ bɔ ɓ̀ɗo 'the pots of the monkey'

we don't know whether to represent the last two syllables as H-M or H-'H, since the same interval is involved. The solution is seen from the phrases in (7).

7. a. ɓ̀ɗo ɗbɔ'ɗ 'that monkey' (near hearer)
   b. bɔtɛ bɔ ɓ̀ɗo ɗbɔ'ɗ 'the pots of that monkey'

Although the demonstrative ɗbɔ'ɗ 'that' (near hearer) is realized on a higher pitch than ɓ̀ɗo in (7a), it is not realized on a higher pitch in (7b). What this means is that the two syllables of 'monkey' in (7b) must be recognized as H-'H so that the 'H will establish a ceiling and prevent the demonstrative from being higher in pitch. But in order for a H-'H sequence to have been created, it would have been necessary for there to have been a L-ɗa stage.

Hence, the final H of L-L-H would have had to be grounded to the left, rather than simply falling out directly. The alternative is that two separate histories are involved depending on whether the L-L-H noun is preceded by a H tone (associative, in this case). In other words, we would have to assume that H # L-L-H somehow becomes H-L-H and then H-'H. The final step would be for H-'H to become H-'H. Since there is no evidence elsewhere in the language that H-L-H develops into H-'H, we conclude that the paradigm case of L-L' developing from L-L-H is for there to have been a L-ɗa stage.12

Thus, we can summarize the above by saying that when the final vowel of a noun is lost, its tone is sent to the left. The same can be said of a prefix vowel, except that in this case the tone is grounded to the right. If we return to the forms in Table III, we observe that the proto form for the class 5 prefix is *il-, and various dialects have lost (or modified) the consonant, as well as the vowel. A vocalic prefix is attested in Pompea (3DE), Batié (4E), and Potouni (5E). In the rest of E, and in all of F and G, the prefix has dropped out entirely. (In Limbu (8H) the prefix consists of a syllabic [ɪ].) While it cannot be seen from 'tooth' (since the stem syllable begins with a L tone), the L of the prefix can be grounded onto a H tone stem. This appears to be the case in Bandjoun (4E) and Pèfe (5F), where L-H-H corresponds to a monosyllabic rising tone (ɗa and ɗa, respectively). It appears that the class 5 prefix is the last to lose its vowel. (Several dialects maintain syllabic nasal prefixes only, while a few dialects at least have even desyllabified these.) The process seems to be gradual, such that one is not always certain whether a vowel appears before a noun or not. In Nyman (1972) it was noted that any prefixless Pèfe (5F) noun can be preceded by what appears to be a L-toned ingressive whispered schwa-like vowel. It is interesting to note that no evidence has been found that final vowels go through a voiceless stage (as they do in certain Bantu Zone A languages in Cameroon). Finally, it should be pointed out that the loss of the final vowel in nouns (and verbs) is only part of a general weakening process which has also later caused the modification or loss of the preceding consonant. Thus, compare the realization of *ilɛnxa' 'tooth' in such dialects as Batié (4E), Batoufam (4F), Pèfe (5F), and Bamoun (7G) in Table III above.

2.2. The Associative Construction

While the reflexes of the four trisyllabic tone sequences in Proto-Mbam-Nkam nouns have been listed in Table II, much of the complexity found in the tonal systems of these languages becomes apparent only in context. One such context is the associative (N)
of N₂) construction, where in addition to the tones seen in Table II, we have also found cases of 'L (downstepped L), and "H and "L (double-downstepped H and L) in Dachang (cf. section 3; also Hyman 1976b), as well as uplifted H in Mankon and probably other Ngemba dialects (see section 2.4). In this section we shall survey the general properties of the associative construction in Mbam-Nkam and highlight some of the effects of floating tones in context.

We have already alluded to the fact that there is an associative marker which appears between N₁ and N₂ in an associative construction. We have also said that this marker, which is segmental in some dialects but only tonal in others, has L tone when the noun class of N₁ is either 1 or 9, and H tone in all other cases (including the plurals of 1 and 9). Class 1 is, as elsewhere in Bantu, the general singular human class, while class 9 is the general singular animal class. What this means, as seen in (8),

(8) Proto-Mbam-Nkam *CV-CVCV + CV + CV-CVCV
    L H H H L H H
    L L L L L L
    1 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 1 x 2 x 2 = 32

is that 32 distinct tonal possibilities were possible in N₁ of N₂ constructions in Proto-Mbam-Nkam,¹⁵ In many dialects where a class of nouns lacking a prefix (class 1a) exists, more tonal patterns will be possible. Such is the case with Dachang, as we shall see in section 3. Given the possible tonal sequences in (8), and given the fact that we have good reconstructions for Proto-Mbam-Nkam nouns, the two authors determined that it would be worthwhile to investigate the realization of the above 32 combinations in the 20-odd dialects in Table II. Our aim was to study the nature of tone processes in Mbam-Nkam, especially tone-grounding, tonal assimilations, and contour simplifications. The results are too vast to present in table form, and so we shall content ourselves with a prose summary of our findings.

2.2.1. The Associative Marker

As can be seen in (8), the associative marker reconstructs as a full syllable. As seen in the proto forms proposed in Table IV, the associative marker in Proto-Mbam-Nkam consisted either of a V or CV sequence.¹⁴ The vowel of the associative marker is *a for class 7 (cf. the Dachang forms in (4) above), *i for class 5, and a schwa or i-like vowel for the remaining classes. The reconstructions given in (9) correspond closely to the surface forms found in Mankon (1A) today (Warnier and Voorhoeve 1975:137).

As in the case of noun prefixes and final vowels, most Mbam
Nkam languages drop the segmentals of the associative marker and retain the tone (L for classes 1 and 9, H for the remaining classes). Even Mankon shows a tendency to drop or merge the schwa-like associative vowels of classes 1, 3, 8, 9 and 10. There seem to be three distinct stages, each represented by present-day dialects:

(i) The segmentals and tones are fully, or nearly fully intact. This is the case in Ngemba (A). Thus, both CV and V associatives are attested, more or less as in Table IV.

(ii) The only segmental information retained is the difference between an open vowel (in class 7) and a more closed vowel (in the other classes). This is the case in Dachang (3C), where the consonants of the associative markers have fallen, leaving a distinction between synchronic /ʌ/ (class 7) vs. /e/ (often realized as [a]) (Tadadjeu 1977). The tonal differences are maintained.

(iii) All segmental information is lost, with the only evidence for an associative marker existing between the two nouns being tonal (]+$ for classes 1 and 9, $ elsewhere). This situation characterizes all of groups E, F, and G (perhaps also D). Thus, compare Nissim (in press) for Bandjoun (4E), Hyman (1972) for Pe’fe? (5F), Voorhoeve (1971) for Bangangte (6G?), and Hombert (in press) for Bamoun (7G) and Bali (1G).

Since Mbui dialect (1A) has lost the final vowel of nouns, but
not the segmentals of the associative marker, it would appear that the associative marker, at least in its CV form, is more stable than the final schwa reconstructed on Proto-Mbam-Nkam nouns. It should be noted that the stage represented in (ii), with an open vs. closed vowel distinction in the associative construction is also found in certain Western Grassfields languages, notably in the Ring and Momo groups (see Hyman and Voorhoeve [in press] for details of how these languages relate to Mbam-Nkam). This distinction seems to owe its existence to the greater stability of an [a] vowel than a more closed [u] or [i]. Finally, it is interesting to point out that the reconstructions in Table IV differ from those going back to the Proto-Grassfields stage in several ways, as seen in Table V.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{cl. 1} & \text{cl. 7} & \text{6a} - \text{mà} \\
1 & 6 & 3 \text{ - kò} \\
2 & 8 & \text{f} \\
3 & 9 & \text{f} \\
4 & 10 & \text{f} \text{ - sf} \\
5 & 13 & \text{f} \\
6 & 19 & \text{f} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The problems involved with classes 6, 6a, 7, and 10 go well beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, we shall merely point out that the associative markers reconstructed as *a for Proto-Mbam-Nkam go back to either *u or *i at some earlier stage.

2.2.2. Tone-Grounding

Since the segmentals of the associative marker are lost in most Mbam-Nkam dialects, this means that in a N₁ or N₂ construction one may find as many as three floating tones in a row. An example discussed by Voorhoeve (1971:50-51) illustrates this point in Bangante (60)? As seen in (9),

\((9)\) Proto-Mbam-Nkam 'the thing of the child' 
\[\text{Bangante} \quad /\ 'jò ' + ' + 'mèn '/ \quad [\text{UNDERLYING}] \]
\[\quad [\text{mèn} \text{yò}] \text{ or } [\text{mèn} \text{yò}] \quad [\text{SURFACE}] \]

the seven syllables of 'the thing of the child' in Proto-Mbam-Nkam have been reduced to two, although there is an absolute need of at least 5 of their 7 tones in this example. (The first and last are not needed in (9), although they would be needed if something preceded and followed this phrase.) What is interesting is the need for three floating tones in a row. If we assume that a H-L-H sequence surfaces as H-'H', then the underlying Bangante tone sequence L-L-L + H + H-L-H-L will naturally develop into L-H-'H' H-L-L. This leaves three floating tones, the first and last simply dropping out in this phrase. The intervening 'H can do one of two things: (i) it can be grounded to the left, in which case we derive a H-L contour tone; or (ii) it can drop out entirely, in which case the following syllable is realized two steps lower than the previous H. That is, we obtain a double-downstepped H in the variant [yò 'mèn]. Thus, it can be seen how an unusual tonal property (a double-downstepped tone) comes into being as the result of tone-grounding and contour simplification. It is not clear whether the second variant should be viewed as being derived from the first or whether the two represent different tonal derivations entirely, as just described. The problem centers around determining at what point segmental deletions occur, and in what order the various floating tones coalesce. Thus, in the above example, since in the proto form we have [a] followed by [k], i.e. a sequence of two vowels, it is probable that these two syllables fused before being confronted by the L of the prefix of 'child'. On the other hand, if the order of the two nouns had been reversed, as in (10),

\[(10)\) Proto-Mbam-Nkam 'mà-dàn + à + mà-dàn' 'the child of the thing' 
\[\text{Bangante} \quad /\ 'mèn ' + ' 'jò '/ \quad [\text{UNDERLYING}] \]
\[\quad [\text{mèn} \text{yò}] \text{ or } [\text{mèn} \text{yò}] \quad [\text{SURFACE}] \]

we would not know how to begin to describe the ultimate fusion of three vowels in sequence. Part of the problem consists of determining whether it makes any difference to claim that coalescence took place one way rather than the other. Thus, in (10), we do not know if the associative [k] first coalesced with the preceding [a] or with the following [à]. Notice in (10) that we once again have two possible surface forms: (i) the three L tones coalesce and are grounded to the left to create a H falling tone on [mèn]; or (ii) the three L tones coalesce and drop out entirely.
The following general tendencies have been noted with respect to how an associative floating tone will be grounded:

(i) A ñ associative marker will tend to be grounded to the left. If it were grounded to the right it would be absorbed in the L prefix of ñ₂, and this would therefore be equivalent to its dropping out entirely.

(ii) A ñ associative marker will tend to go to the left if ñ₂ ends in L tone. Otherwise it will tend to be grounded to the right. This difference is seen in the examples from Bamenyan (2B) in (11).15

(11) a. /ŋkə + ' + pəyə/ → [ŋkə pəyə] 'the message of the strangers'
cf. [ŋkə] 'message'
[ŋkə] 'strangers'
b. /məkwə + ' + pəyə/ → [məkwə pəyə] 'the bones of the strangers'
cf. [məkwə] 'bones'
[ŋkə] 'strangers'

In (11a), where the ñ associative marker is surrounded by L tones on both sides, it is grounded to the left to create a rising tone on [ŋkə]. In (11b), on the other hand, where the ñ is preceded by a H tone, it is assigned rather to the right, causing the prefix of 'strangers' to rise to H.16

The above two tendencies or "principles" seem to have great application throughout the Mham-Nkam languages. However, it is not always clear from the surface forms whether they have operated as expected. Consider, for example, the following forms in (12), again from Bamenyan (2B).

(12) a. /məbəd + ' + pəyə/ → [məbəd pəyə] 'the teeth of the strangers'
cf. [məbəd] 'teeth'
[ŋkə] 'strangers'
b. /ŋqəli + ' + pəyə/ → [ŋqəli pəyə] 'the wives of the strangers'
cf. [ŋqəli] 'wives'
[ŋkə] 'strangers'

In (12a) we observe that the associative ñ has been grounded to the right, since it is preceded by a H tone. In (12b), on the other hand, it would appear that the ñ has somehow gone to the right, although surfacing as a 'H on the prefix of 'strangers'. Two possible accounts come to mind: (i) the ñ was first grounded to the left, in accordance with principle (ii) above, to create first ñqwili and then ñqwili; then the H contour was simplified to H, with the ñ showing up one syllable later on the prefix of 'strangers'; or (ii) the ñ was assigned to the right and there is a rule changing ñə-H to H-ñ (i.e. intermediate ñqwili pəyə becomes ñqwili[ŋkə]). Both sequences of events are attested in Mham-Nkam, though the first alternative, which postulates an intermediate H-ñ contour, may seem needlessly complex. Thus, it is difficult to determine the direction of tone-grounding in this and certain other instances.

In addition to the above indeterminate case, there are other derivations where our principles are in effect, but where one has to dig to find them. In these cases it is often possible to explain unexpected tonal alternations by adhering to principles (i) and (ii). An example comes from Pomoea (3DE), where the following derivations in (13) are in effect.

(13) a. /apə + ' + məyəhə/ → [apə məyəhə] 'the bag of the strangers'
cf. [apə] 'bag'
[ŋkə] 'strangers'
b. /məsñə + ' + məyəhə/ → [məsñə məyəhə] 'the teeth of the...'
cf. [məsñə] 'teeth'
[ŋkə] 'strangers'

If one looks at the underlying tones in both examples in (13), one wonders why a rising tone should be created on [apə] in (13a), but not on [məsñə] in (13b). Why should underlying L-L-ñ show evidence of a H tone, while L-L-ñ does not? This unexpected difference can be directly attributed to the two principles outlined above. Thus, the complete derivations for (13a) and (13b) are given below in (14a) and (14b), respectively.

(14) a. /apə + ' + məyəhə/ /məsñə + ' + məyəhə/ UNDERLINGS
apə məyəhə məsñə məyəhə tone-grounding
——— məsñə məyəhə məsñə məyəhə tone-absorption

b. /apə məyəhə/ /məsñə məyəhə/ PHONETIC

In the above derivations, first tone-grounding assigns the final ñ of each noun to the preceding syllable, causing absorption in the case of /apə/ and /məyəhə/, but the creation of a rising tone in the case of /məsñə/. A second cycle of tone-grounding then sends the associative ñ to the left in (14a), but to the right in (14b). This second application of tone-grounding thus conforms to
our general principle that the associative will be assigned to the left only if preceded by L. In the following stage of the derivation, a process of tone absorption takes place whereby becomes L before H in N₁ and H becomes H before L in N₂. Finally, by a process of vertical assimilation, the L prefix of the N₂ noun rises to H after a H. The result is the difference observed in the two phonetic outputs.

While the above derivations may seem somewhat complex, there are at least two pieces of evidence that confirm the reconstruction of this sequence of events. The first piece of evidence comes from two derivations parallel to those in (13). These are given in (15). (15) a. /hpɔ/ + ' + mɛcɔŋ' / [hpɔ mɛcɔŋ] 'the bag of the thieves' cf. [hpɔ] 'bag' [mɛcɔŋ] 'thieves'
   b. /mɛbɔŋ/ + ' + mɛcɔŋ' / [mɛbɔŋ mɛcɔŋ] 'the teeth of the thieves' cf. [mɛbɔŋ] 'teeth' [mɛcɔŋ] 'thieves'

The derivations in (15) differ from those in (13) only in that the noun [mɛcɔŋ] 'thieves' is substituted for [mɛhpɔ] 'strangers' in N₂ position. As can be seen, we not only find a difference between phonetic L- in (15a) vs. L-L in (15b), but also a difference between H-H vs. H'-H on the N₂ noun. This second, also unexpected, difference can be accounted for by the same process observed in (14). The corresponding derivations are given in (16).

(16) a. /hpɔ/ + ' + mɛcɔŋ' / [mɛbɔŋ] ' + ' + mɛcɔŋ' / UNDERLYING
   [hpɔ] 'mɛcɔŋ' [mɛcɔŋ] 'mɛcɔŋ'
   [hpɔ] mɛcɔŋ mɛcɔŋ mɛcɔŋ tone-grounding₁
   [hpɔ] mɛcɔŋ mɛcɔŋ mɛcɔŋ tone-grounding₂
   ------ mɛcɔŋ mɛcɔŋ mɛcɔŋ downstep rule
   ------ mɛcɔŋ mɛcɔŋ mɛcɔŋ vertical assimilation
   [hpɔ mɛcɔŋ] ------ PHONETIC

The stages involved here are as follows: (i) tone-grounding of lexical T's; (ii) tone-grounding of the associative H to the left; (iii) vertical assimilation of the L of the N₂ prefix to H; (iv) tone-assimilation, whereby becomes L before H; and (v) vertical assimilation of the derived H of the N₂ prefix to L. Pomopea differs from Bandjoun in not permitting these last two steps. Thus, while the environment for the L-H of 'thieves' to become L- in (17) by tone spreading appears to be met in the surface output of (17), this possibility has been blocked by the fact that tone spreading was supposed to have applied at a stage where the N₂ prefix was H.
Thus, not only is the leftward grounding of the associative V moti- 
vated, but also we observe a double instance of prefix assimila-
tion to the tone of the preceding syllable. The above analysis of 
the Pomopea forms therefore seems to be on solid ground.

In summary, we have thus isolated two tendencies in the 
grounding of the associative tonal morpheme (V or I). It has also 
been shown that we must make a careful distinction between an N2 
prefix which has become H by tone-grounding of a V associative 
marker as opposed to one which has become H by vertical assimilation 
to a preceding H tone on N1. The interaction of the tone- 
grounding principles with the natural tone processes outlined in 
section 1 is quite intricate. Instead of discussing the numerous 
other derivations we have uncovered for the various dialects, 
which would require a tremendous undertaking, let us turn to the 
tones of possessive pronouns.

2.3. Possessive Pronoun Tones

The possessive pronouns offer a slightly different problem 
than nouns in that they involve three underlyingly tones in se- 
quence but are monosyllabic in virtually all Mbam-Nkam dialects. 
Their internal structure can be analyzed as in (18).

(18) (V) - CV - V(C) (V) Prefix + Class Concord + Pronominal 
L H H L L Stem

Each possessive pronoun begins with an underlying vowel preprefix 
whose presence is clearer in dialects further to the West, especi- 
ally in the independent possessive forms 'mine', 'your', etc. 
The central part of the pronoun consists of a CV class concord 
marker, which takes L tone for classes 1 and 9 and H tone for the 
rest. Finally, there is the pronominal stem, which can consist of 
a V, a VC, or a VCV sequence. The preprefix reconstructs as *I- 
for class 7, and *V- for the remaining classes. As we in Table V 
for the associative markers, this schwa-like vowel reconstructs 
sometimes as *I- and sometimes as *V- in Proto-Grassfields. It 
always bears L tone.

The class concords found in second position can be recon- 
structed as follows for Proto-Mbam-Nkam:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Proto-Mbam-Nkam Pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>gu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>bi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>fi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mi-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be pointed out that Proto-Mbam-Nkam *g is frequently 
realized as [y] and as [w] before rounded vowels; also, that *j 
is realized as [y] in the far-west and far-east dialects, but as 
[z] in the dialects in between. Since the possessive stem always 
begins with a vowel, the *i, *u, and *a found in the class concords 
will always be subject to gliding or elision. Thus, although a 
possessive pronoun may in certain cases have had the structure 
V-CV-VCV, with theoretically four syllables and four tones, it is 
never the case that more than 3 syllables will be heard on the sur- 
face. In fact, as we shall see, possessive pronouns are usually 
mono syllabic.

The reconstructions for the six possessive pronoun stems 
(where frequently occurring compound possessives such as 'we in- 
clusive' are ignored) are presented in Table VII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>-hm</td>
<td>-kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>-b</td>
<td>-fim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>-f</td>
<td>-gim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the plural -VCV pronouns will always lose one syllable in 
combination with the preceding class concord marker, we shall con- 
sider them as having a single H tone. Thus, if we look at the 
structure in (18) again, we see that the same four tonal sequences 
are possible in possessive pronouns as we saw earlier in nouns: 
necessarily occur (and since the preprefix vowel is generally un- 
stable when preceded by the possessed noun), we should not neces- 
sarily expect the surface realizations of the four patterns to cor- 
respond exactly to their noun counterparts. In order to see how
### TABLE VIII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mankon (1A)</td>
<td>L-L(-L)</td>
<td>L-L(-H)</td>
<td>L-H(-L)</td>
<td>L-H(-H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbui (1A)</td>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>L-L*</td>
<td>L-H</td>
<td>L-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamenyen (2B)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babadjou (2B)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babete (2B)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bati (2G)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagan (2G)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batcham/Bangang (2C)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dschang (3C)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngwe (3C)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baloum (3CD)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fomopua (3OE)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
<td>L*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IX. Possessive Pronouns (class 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>'my'</th>
<th>'your'</th>
<th>'his'</th>
<th>'our'</th>
<th>'your'</th>
<th>'their'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mankon (1A)</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamenyen (2B)</td>
<td>w'ya</td>
<td>w'ya</td>
<td>w'ya</td>
<td>w'ya</td>
<td>w'ya</td>
<td>w'ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngwe (3C)</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
<td>y'ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe'Fe' (SF)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE X. Possessive Pronouns (class 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>'my'</th>
<th>'your'</th>
<th>'his'</th>
<th>'our'</th>
<th>'your'</th>
<th>'their'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mankon (1A)</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamenyen (2B)</td>
<td>p'ya</td>
<td>p'ya</td>
<td>p'ya</td>
<td>p'ya</td>
<td>p'ya</td>
<td>p'ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngwe (3C)</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe'Fe' (SF)</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
<td>b'ya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SUMMARY OF REFLEXES OF THE FOUR PROTO-TONE SEQUENCES IN POSSESSIVE PRONUNGS

As can be seen from Tables VIII, IX, and X, there are a number of cases where the possessive pronouns are not realized identically with nouns having the same proto-tone sequences. Thus, in Dschang, for instance, although L-H-L and L-H-H nouns are realized respect-
ively as $L^*H$ and $L^*H$, $L^*H-L$ and $L^*H-H$ possessive pronouns are both realized as $\hat{\varrho}$-$\hat{\varrho}$. It is observed in Table VIII that in a number of dialects possessive pronouns are preceded by $\hat{\varrho}$ only if they have $H$ tone on their one syllable. This follows from the hypothesis that a floating tone will be absorbed onto a syllable with like tone. Thus, it will be hard to find a $\hat{\varrho}$-$L$ sequence having a different effect from a simple $L-$ although if preceded by $H$, there might be a difference obtained by tone-grounding to the left.

In any case, the four dialects represented in Tables IX and X show that the reflexes of the four proto-tone sequences for nouns observed in Table II are by and large applicable to possessive pronouns as well. We shall now see that the same is true of verb tones.

2.4. Verb Tones

Most of the work accomplished to date on the various Mbam-Nkam languages has centered around nouns and their modifiers. Thus, we have been able to make considerable progress in the study of noun classes and noun tonology. Relatively little is known about the verb structure of these languages, and even less is known about verb tones. A few hints of what is involved in Mbam-Nkam verb tonology can be found in Voorhoeve (1974) for Bangangte (6G7) and Hyman (1976a) for Fe$^2$Fe$^3$ (5F). Section 3.2 below is devoted to verb tones in Dschang (3C). Since noun tonology has been much more accessible and therefore studied first, much of our own study of verb tonology has attempted to demonstrate that the tonal properties uncovered for nouns are also applicable to verbs. In this section we shall demonstrate this fact with data from Mankon (1A), a dialect which we were able to investigate with the help of Jacqueline Leroy-Narnier.

In Mankon, as pointed out earlier, the three syllables of nouns are still intact. Likewise, verbs have a final syllable of schwa-like character which has disappeared in most other dialects. As in Bantu in general, the verb stem carries either $H$ or $L$ tone in Mbam-Nkam. However, instead of having a complex system of prefixes and suffixes, as is the case in Narrow Bantu, it is often necessary to posit a string of floating tones on both sides of the verb stem in order to make the tone alternations found in the various verbal constructions line up with those found, say, in the noun-noun associative construction.

The most salient tonal feature of Mankon is the process by which a $H$ tone is "uplifted" to a superhigh level (henceforth $\hat{H}$, marked by an upright arrow). Thus, in the example in (19),

(19) \[\hat{\varrho}\hat{\varrho} \varrho \] 'the tree of the husbands'

the syllable $[\varrho]$ is realized one pitch level higher than the preceding $H$. The following syllable $[\varrho]$ is realized back on the ordinary $H$ tone level and is therefore marked as being downstepped from the level of the preceding superhigh. There are two important constraints on the occurrence of $H$: 1) uplifting is not progressive; i.e. there is only one superhigh level, such that we do not obtain an infinite number of "upsteps"; and 2) although the three tone levels $H$ (=same as preceding $\hat{H}$), $H$ (=regular $H$), and $L$ are possible after a $\hat{H}$, one cannot go back up to that level unless there has been an intervening $L$ (e.g. we cannot have a $H-H-H$ sequence). The $\hat{H}$ tone is derived in most cases from one of two rules, of which the first is given in (20).

(20) $H\hat{L}-H$ $\rightarrow$ $H-\hat{H}$ $\{L_{i}L\}$

Thus, a $L\hat{H}-H$ sequence will become $L-H-H$, just as the shorter sequence $H\hat{H}-H$ will become $H-H$ after pause. A sample derivation is given in (21).

(21) $/\hat{H}d\hat{L}\hat{L}^*+\hat{\varrho}+\hat{\varrho}\hat{\varrho}/$ $\rightarrow$ $[\hat{H}d\hat{L}\hat{L}^*\hat{\varrho}\hat{\varrho}]$ 'the place of the child'

In the above example one might propose that the associative marker $\hat{\varrho}/$ coalesces with the preceding $H$ toned vowel of 'place'. Then the initial $\hat{\varrho}$ of 'child' is grounded to the left, yielding the intermediate form $\hat{H}d\hat{L}\hat{L}^*\hat{\varrho}\hat{\varrho}$. At this point rule (20) applies to derive the phonetic output in (21).

Rule (20) thus represents a tone simplification process which applies to instances of $\hat{H}$ when preceded by $L$ or pause, and when followed by $H$. In both of these instances, we would like to claim, the $\hat{H}-H$ sequence is reperceived in such a way that the first syllable appears to carry a lower tone than the second. This reperception is not possible, however, when there is a preceding $H$ tone. In this case, as seen in the derivation in (22),
(22) ꝺ-H → H'-H → Ḡ'-H / H_____

it is the tone following the ꝺ contour which is perceived as lower. Thus, the ꝺ-H sequence becomes H'-H, and as a second adjustment, the H preceding the drop to 'H will rise to a Ḡ level.22 This therefore is the second rule which is responsible for the development of a Ḡ tone in Mankon, and it is best seen as a form of anticipation of the drop in interval from H to 'H effected in order to create a wider pitch range to accommodate the drop (cf. the example in (19)). The Ḡ tone will, however, not be derived in cases where there is no intervening L between a preceding Ḡ and a H-H-'H sequence. In this case, as seen in (23),

(23) /òlò'ô + ọ + 'mål/ → [òlò'ô'â 'mål] 'the distance of the child'

where we recognize an intermediate stage Ḡlò'ô'â 'mål, we do not obtain *òlò'ô'â 'mål, since we would have had two instances of Ḡ occurring in the same phrase without an intervening L tone.

The importance of the above discussion is that the exact same rules are involved in verbal constructions, though determining the correct underlying tones is not always as transparent as it is in nominal constructions. Let us begin by considering the realization of the two verb stems -gulu- 'come' and -bango- 'dance' in the relatively straightforward recent past tense forms in (24).

(24) a. /ò lò gulu/ → [ò lò gulu] 'he came'
   b. /ò lò bango/ → [ò lò bango] 'he danced'

In (24a) the only process involved in deriving 'he came' is the very common assimilation of a L tone nasal prefix to the H of a preceding syllable. In (24b), on the other hand, the same rule (20) seems to be operative on nouns is clearly operative on 'he danced'. The result is that the two syllables [bango], which are underlyingly H, are both uplifted to a superhigh level.23

A more complicated derivation is necessarily involved in the following forms in (25), which include the transitive verbs -tsaŋ- 'send' and -lyfə- 'rinse'.

(25) a. á tsaŋ'kâŋ 'he is sending a squirrel'
   b. á lyfə'kâŋ 'he is rinsing a squirrel'

In (25a) we observe a L- ꝺ pattern on the underlying L tone verb, followed by a tone-raising of underlying /kâŋ/ 'squirrel' to H-L. In (25b) we observe the creation of a Ḡ tone on the first syllable of the verb, followed by the same tone-raising on 'squirrel'. It is therefore necessary to posit tonal morphemes both between the subject pronoun /â/ (whose L tone is ascertained from a comparison of its realization in other tenses; cf. (24)) and the verb, as well as between the verb and its object 'squirrel'. The forms we propose are given in (26).

(26) a. /â + ' + tsaŋ'kâŋ + ' + â + kâŋ/ b. /â + ' + lyfə'kâŋ + ' + â + kâŋ/

The morphemes involved are, from left to right: (i) the subject pronoun /â/ 'he/she'; (ii) a ꝺ-L sequence associated with the present tense; (iii) the verb stem combined with a /â/ suffix; (iv) a ꝺ suffix associated apparently with the indicative mood; (v) an /â/ class 1 object agreement marker ('squirrel' belongs to class 1A); and (vi) the noun object /kâŋ/ 'squirrel'.24 The realizations in (25) are derived from the underlying representations in (26). One complication is the fact that the ꝺ assigned to the preceding verb must (i) not allow a tsaŋ'kâŋ to undergo uplifting to become ꝺ tsaŋ'kâŋ by rule (20), and (ii) condition a simplification of intermediate lyfə'kâŋ to H-L before any of the remaining tone rules apply. These complications are noticed sporadically in the language and remain to be studied in greater detail.

While Mankon maintains at least some of the underlying vowels associated with grammatical morphemes pre- and postposed to the verb, other dialects further to the South and East have only the tonal alternations. In Fa'fe' (5F), as shown by Hyman (1976a), the H tone represents a new uplifted level created by a L tone surrounded by both a preceding and a following H. Thus, compare the various realizations of the L tone stem -kë- 'refuse' in (27).

(27) a. /'kë'/ → [kë] 'refuse!' b. /sl 'kë'/ → [sl kë] 'without refusing'
   c. /'së'/ → [së] 'and refused' (conjunct.)
   d. /â pâh 'kë'/ → [â pâh kë] 'let's refuse!'

In (27a) we see that the sequence ꝺ-L-H yields a L" on a L tone
verb in the imperative. In (27b), a +L-L+ sequence surfaces as L after the preposition 'without'. In (27c), in the consecutive, as well as in the imperative/subjunctive in (27d), a +L-L- sequence comes out H (actually a superhigh which has been reinterpreted as H, as argued in Hymans 1976a). We therefore can see that in each construction it is necessary to posit floating tones both before and after the monosyllabic verb stem, and it is these floating tones which account for the surface tones as they appear in each case. It is always to be hoped that the verb tones will participate in the same tone rules found to characterize the more straightforward noun and its modifiers. In the dialects where verb tones have been studied, there is considerable correlation, though problems do arise (see, for example, section 3.2 below).

3. DSCHANG TONOLOGY

In the preceding sections we have looked at the nature of floating tones in Mbam-Nkam and have caught a glimpse of the range of tonal variation within this linguistic unit. In this section we shall take a closer look at one Mbam-Nkam dialect, Hamileke-Dschang (3C). What we shall have to say is characteristic of most of the Dschangoid dialects placed in the 3C unit, with only slight variations. The earliest tonal study of a dialect in this group is to be found in Dunstan’s (1966) description of Ngwe nominals. While the work of Dunstan represented an important landmark in the study of Mbam-Nkam tonology, several major features of the tone systems of 3C have since been discovered. The opposition between L-H vs. L-'H uncovered by Tadadjes (1974) and characteristic of the parent language of 3C, as well as the opposition between L-L vs. L-L', have both been confirmed for Ngwe by the present authors. In this section we shall present data from the Bafou variant of Dschang. The present discussion therefore constitutes a refinement and expansion of Tadadjes’s earlier study and is applicable to much of this Mbam-Nkam zone. We shall first look at noun tones (especially as they alternate in the associative construction), and then turn to verbs.

3.1. Noun Tones

3.1.1. As pointed out in Tadadjes (1974), nouns are princi-pally bisyllabic, consisting of a noun class prefix followed by a single stem syllable. Based on internal arguments, as well as comparative evidence, the four tone patterns found on bisyllabic nouns are represented underlyingly as shown in (28), where all four nouns consist of the class 5 prefix /l5/ followed by the single syllabic structure /t07/.

(28) a. /l5t07/ → [l5t07] 'to reimburse'
b. /l5t07/ → [l5t07] 'navel'
c. /l5t07/ → [l5t07] 'to call'
d. /l5t07/ → [l5t07] 'feather'

From a L prefix followed by a L vs. H opposition on the stem syllable, followed by a L vs. H floating tone opposition, we derive a set of four contrasting tones after L: L-L, L-L', L-'H, L-H. Thus, the following rules are necessary.

(i) A tone-grounding rule which assigns the T of the underlying forms in (28) to the preceding syllable. This yields the intermediate tonal representations L-LL, L-LH, L-HH, L-HH.

(ii) A tone coalescence rule whereby L-LLLL becomes L-L and L-HH becomes L-H.

(iii) A tone simplification rule which changes L-HH to L-L'.

(iv) A tone simplification rule which changes L-HH to L-H'.

Except for the tone coalescence process, which appears to take place in all environments, the above rules must be made sensitive to the following tonal context. Thus, we must consider L-LLL and L-HH in three contexts: (a) before pause; (b) before L; (c) before H.

Let us first consider nouns which are underlyingly L-HH and immediately L-HH. These nouns appear on the surface in two tonal shapes. First, as we have seen, L-HH simplifies as L-H before pause. It also simplifies to L-'H before H, as seen in (29).

(29) /mambh6/ → [mambh6] 'the dogs of the bird'

In (29) the noun mambh6 'dogs' (class 10) is realized L-'H before the H tone associated with this class in N1 position. In (30), on the other hand,
we observe that L-\text{II} is realized as L-'H when followed by the L associated with the singular class 9 in N\textsubscript{1} position. We therefore need the two rules in (31) and (32).

\begin{align}
(31) \quad & L-\text{II} \rightarrow L-\text{H} / \quad \{ \text{H} \}, \{ \text{H} \} \\
(32) \quad & L-\text{II} \rightarrow L-\text{L} / \quad \text{L}
\end{align}

A \text{II} falling tone is simplified to 'H when preceded by L and followed by H or pause in (31); it is simplified to 'L when preceded and followed by L in (32). This latter rule might conceivably have been stated as a change from L-''H to L-'L before L, with (31) feeding into the process of 'L creation. We prefer to state this latter process as in (32), since we are convinced that the 'L is derived as part of a tone contour simplification process. We hypothesize that L-\text{II}-L first becomes L-\text{H}-L by a L-H-L downdrift process no longer functional in the language, and then L-\text{H}-L-L by a vertical assimilation operating on the first part of the contour. Finally, the L-'L contour simplifies to 'L, and L-'L-L is derived.

Turning to the simplification of L-\text{II}, L-L' contrasts with L-L only before pause and is derived by the rule in (33).

\begin{align}
(33) \quad & L-\text{II} \rightarrow L-L' / \quad \# \text{H} \\
\text{Before a H tone, L-\text{II} becomes L-L, as soon in (34).}
\end{align}

\begin{align}
(34) \quad & /\text{laks}^\prime_\text{ao} + ' + \text{sao}' / \rightarrow [\text{lbs}^\prime_\text{ao} \text{ sao}] \quad \text{the tooth of the bird}'
\end{align}

In this example, both the final H of 'tooth' and the H associated with class 5 in N\textsubscript{1} position coalesce and simply drop out. We propose the rule in (35) to operate when the H tone undergoing lowering is a suffix.

\begin{align}
(35) \quad & L-H \rightarrow L-L / \quad \# H \\
\text{After rule (35) has applied, the L remaining is grounded to the left, and hence coalesces with the stem L of 'tooth'.}^{26}
\end{align}

As we see in (36),

\begin{align}
(36) \quad & /\text{hdsz}^\prime_\text{ao} + ' + \text{sao}' / \rightarrow [\text{hdsz}^\prime_\text{ao} \text{ sao}] \quad \text{the axe of the bird}'
\end{align}

L-\text{II} becomes L-\text{H} (where the doubled vowel represents lengthening) when combined with a H tone associated with class 9 in N\textsubscript{1} position.

We can postulate an intermediate \text{hdsz}^\prime_\text{ao} \text{sao} to which rule (31) can apply to derive the 'H tone.

At this point, consider the derivation in (37).

\begin{align}
(37) \quad & /\text{lbs}^\prime_\text{ao} + ' + \text{hdsz}' / \rightarrow [\text{lbs}^\prime_\text{ao} \text{ hdsz}] \quad \text{the tooth of the leopard}'
\end{align}

In this example we postulate the following sequence of events: (i) the H of 'tooth' and the H associative tone coalesce; (ii) the resulting H is grounded to the right to create a II falling tone on the prefix of 'leopard'; (iii) the environment for rule (32) is satisfied, but if it were to apply, we would incorrectly derive 'lbs\text{E} 'hdsz'.

Thus, a very general constraint must be placed on rule (32). Namely, if the II of the L-II-L sequence falls on a prefix, it will be the following stem which undergoes the downstepping to 'L, instead of the prefix. In other words, prefixes are immune to L-downstepping.\textsuperscript{27}

Let us therefore restate the rule affecting L-II-L sequences as consisting of two parts, one of which (part a) occurs if the II falls on a prefix, and one of which (part b) applies elsewhere.

\begin{align}
(38) \quad & a. \ L \# \text{II-L} \rightarrow L-L-''L \\
& b. \ L-\text{II-L} \rightarrow L-''L
\end{align}

The above difference observed when prefixes are involved does not mean that L cannot appear on a prefix on the surface, as the example in (39) amply shows.

\begin{align}
(39) \quad & [\text{hdsz 'hdsz}] \quad \text{the axe of the leopard}'
\end{align}

The derivation in (40) shows, however, both that the 'L should not have occurred specifically on the prefix and that an alternative realization with 'L occurring before the prefix is available:

\begin{align}
(40) \quad & /\text{hdsz}^\prime_\text{ao} + ' + \text{hdsz}' / \rightarrow [\text{hdsz}^\prime_\text{ao} \text{ hdsz}]
\end{align}

Thus, the phonetic realization in (39) necessarily represents a low-level contour simplification working on the output of (40), in which (38b) has correctly applied. It is only this latter contour simplification which gives the (false) impression of violating the principle upon which (38a) is based. Notice, finally, in (41),

\begin{align}
(41) \quad & /\text{hdsz}^\prime_\text{ao} + ' + \text{kao}' / \rightarrow [\text{hdsz}^\prime_\text{ao} \text{ kao}] \quad \text{the axe of the squirrel}'
\end{align}

that (38a) rather than (38b) applies if the N\textsubscript{2} does not have a pre-
**TABLE XI**

| 1. /bţő/ + * + hţzwî/ | [bţö hţzwî] | 'the chief of the leopard' |
| 2. /bţő/ + * + hţkwô?/ | [bţö hţkwô?] | 'the chief of the rooster' |
| 3. /bţő/ + * + hţbôhô'/ | [bţö hţbôhô'] | 'the chief of the dog' |
| 4. /bţő/ + * + hţšô?/ | [bţö hţšô?] | 'the chief of the thief' |
| 5. /hţzwî/ + * + hţzwî/ | [hţzwî hţzwî] | 'the axe of the leopard' |
| 6. /hţzwî/ + * + hţkô?/ | [hţzwî hţkô?] | 'the axe of the rooster' |
| 7. /hţzwî/ + * + hţbîhô'/ | [hţzwî hţbîhô'] | 'the axe of the dog' |
| 8. /hţzwî/ + * + hţšôô'/ | [hţzwî hţšôô'] | 'the axe of the thief' |
| 9. /hţyô/ + * + hţzwî/ | [hţyô hţzwî] | 'the house of the leopard' |
| 10. /hţyô/ + * + hţkwô?/ | [hţyô hţkwô?] | 'the house of the rooster' |
| 11. /hţyô/ + * + hţbôhô'/ | [hţyô hţbôhô'] | 'the house of the dog' |
| 12. /hţyô/ + * + hţšôô'/ | [hţyô hţšôô'] | 'the house of the thief' |
| 13. /hţô/ + * + hţzwî/ | [hţô hţzwî] | 'the monkey of the leopard' |
| 14. /hţô/ + * + hţkô?/ | [hţô hţkô?] | 'the monkey of the rooster' |
| 15. /hţô/ + * + hţbîhô'/ | [hţô hţbîhô'] | 'the monkey of the dog' |
| 16. /hţô/ + * + hţšôô'/ | [hţô hţšôô'] | 'the monkey of the thief' |
| 17. /bţô/ + * + hţzwî/ | [bţô hţzwî] | 'the bag of the leopard' |
| 18. /bţô/ + * + hţkô?/ | [bţô hţkô?] | 'the bag of the rooster' |
| 19. /bţô/ + * + hţbîhô'/ | [bţô hţbîhô'] | 'the bag of the dog' |
| 20. /bţô/ + * + hţšôô'/ | [bţô hţšôô'] | 'the bag of the thief' |
| 21. /hţţôíô/ + * + hţzwî/ | [hţţôíô hţzwî] | 'the tooth of the leopard' |
| 22. /hţţôíô/ + * + hţkô?/ | [hţţôíô hţkô?] | 'the tooth of the rooster' |
| 23. /hţţôíô/ + * + hţbîhô'/ | [hţţôíô hţbîhô'] | 'the tooth of the dog' |
| 24. /hţţôíô/ + * + hţšôô'/ | [hţţôíô hţšôô'] | 'the tooth of the thief' |
| 25. /bţô/ + * + hţzwî/ | [bţô hţzwî] | 'the arm of the leopard' |
| 26. /bţô/ + * + hţkô?/ | [bţô hţkô?] | 'the arm of the rooster' |
| 27. /bţô/ + * + hţbîhô'/ | [bţô hţbîhô'] | 'the arm of the dog' |
| 28. /bţô/ + * + hţšôô'/ | [bţô hţšôô'] | 'the arm of the thief' |
| 29. /tţţôíô/ + * + hţzwî/ | [tţţôíô hţzwî] | 'the feather of the leopard' |
| 30. /tţţôíô/ + * + hţkô?/ | [tţţôíô hţkô?] | 'the feather of the rooster' |
| 31. /tţţôíô/ + * + hţbîhô'/ | [tţţôíô hţbîhô'] | 'the feather of the dog' |
| 32. /tţţôíô/ + * + hţšôô'/ | [tţţôíô hţšôô'] | 'the feather of the thief' |
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fix. What this suggests is that the underlying representation in (41) must be "parsed" as ḫţôíô'kô/, with the NL being assigned as if it were the prefix of 'squirrel'. This not only accounts for L "transferred" to 'kô/, but also for the fact that there is no acceptable alternative such as *ẖţôíô'kô/. We shall see that the same phenomena are associated with verb tones as well.

3.1.2. It was mentioned in section 2 that the two authors undertook to study all of the theoretically possible N₁ * N₂ tone combinations in the associative construction in over 20 Hbam-Nkam dialects. The 30 different possible combinations involving bisyllabic nouns in Dachang are presented in Table XI. The numbers from 1 to 32 indicate the code used to compare realizations of equivalent tone sequences in the various dialects.

The surface forms seen in Table XI are derived in a straightforward manner by means of tone-grounding followed by the various tone rules given in (31), (33), (35), and (36). The only additional rules needed concern instances of NL contours which occur after a H tone, since our earlier rules (31) and (38) are restricted to L-NL sequences. Two different, though related, rules are required to produce the correct surface tones in examples (25) - (32), where the associative H is grounded to the right and thus produces an NL contour with the prefix of N₂ (which in turn is preceded by a H or 'H after rule (31) has applied to /bţô'/ in [25] - [28]).

Since we obtain /bţôíô'kô/ 'the arm of the leopard' in [25], instead of *a'pôíô ḫţzwî, we clearly need an absorption rule of the form in (42).

(42) H-NL \rightarrow H-H \begin{array}{l} \{ L, L \} \end{array}

The L part of the NL contour is absorbed into a following L tone syllable when NL is preceded by H. (When it is preceded by L, rule (38) would derive L-L-'L or L-L-L depending on the morphological structure of the forms involved.) Although not shown in the forms in Table XI, H-NL will simplify to H-H before pause as well. This is seen particularly well in the verb tones.

In examples (27), (28), (31), and (32), where the syllable following the intermediate H-NL sequence carries H tone, a rule of the form in (43) is needed.
(43) \[\text{H-L} \rightarrow \text{L'-H} / \_\text{H}\]

This rule will, for example, take an intermediate structure such as \(\text{lóbō} \text{átsə́n}\) 'the feather of the thief' and derive \(\text{lótə́} \text{átsə́n}\) as in example (32). Notice, in passing, that the drop from \(\text{H}\) to \(\text{H}'\) created by rule (43) is entirely attributable to contour simplification, since there is no downdrift in Dachang (Tadadjeu 1974).

It should be noted before leaving bisyllabic \(\text{N}_1 + \text{N}_2\) constructions that there are a few possible variants for some of the examples in Table XI. First, in examples [5] to [8], the \(\text{L}'\text{N}\) contour on \(\text{N}_1\) can be simplified to \(\text{L}\), with the downsloping postponed until the \(\text{L}\) of the \(\text{N}_2\) prefix. Thus, we obtain either \(\text{átzə́} \text{ádzə́}\) or \(\text{átzə́} \text{ádzə́}\) 'the axe of the leopard', as pointed out above. A similar simplification can change the \(\text{L}'\text{N}\) contour of \(\text{N}_1\) in examples [18], [19], [22], and [24] to \(\text{L}\), with the rise to \(\text{H}'\) postponed until the prefix of \(\text{N}_2\). We thus obtain either \(\text{átə́} \text{άtsə́n}\) or \(\text{átə́} \text{άtsə́n}\) 'the bag of the thief' for the underlying tonal sequence in [20]. Finally, note that \(\text{L}'\text{N}\) can be realized \(\text{L}-\text{L}\) before pause in the Bafou variant of Dachang: \(\text{átsə́n}\) or \(\text{átsə́n}\) 'thief'.

3.1.3. In addition to bisyllabic nouns, most Mbam-Nkam languages retain evidence of earlier class 1a nouns which did not carry a prefix. Some of these nouns are clearly borrowings, such as \(\text{lám}\) 'light' from Pidgin English ('English lamp'). Others may be derived from verbs, e.g. Proto-Mbam-Nkam \(\text{sfídə́} \text{á鳥}\) 'bird' from the cognate verb 'to tremble'. Most class 1a nouns, however, do not have a transparent etymology and must therefore be treated as prefixless nouns which take class 1 concords. Their plural generally is in class 2, as in the proto form \(\text{bə́-sfídə́}\) 'birds'.

In Dachang these prefixless nouns tend to be monosyllabic, since in addition to having no prefix, they have also lost their final vowel. We have been able to find reflexes of three of the four possible proto tone sequences on class 1a nouns, as in (44).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(44) a. \text{g-L-}_\text{N} & \rightarrow /\text{nə́}/ \rightarrow [ʊə́] \quad 'animal' } \\
\text{b. \text{g-L-}_\text{N} & \rightarrow /\text{kə́}/ \rightarrow [kə́*] \quad 'squirrel' } \\
\text{c. \text{g-H-}_\text{N} & \rightarrow /\text{sə́}/ \rightarrow [sə́] \quad 'bird' } \\
\text{d. \text{g-H-}_\text{N} & \rightarrow /\text{ə́}/ \rightarrow [ə́] \quad 'bird' }
\end{align*}
\]

The tones of the three attested combinations are predictable from

The rules operating on bisyllabic nouns. Namely, \(\text{L-}_\text{N} \) and \(\text{H-}_\text{N} \) are realized, respectively, as \(\text{L}\) and \(\text{H}\), by tone-grounding to the left, followed by tone coalescence. Underlying \(\text{L-}_\text{N}\), on the other hand, first becomes \(\text{L}\) by tone-grounding, and then simplifies via rule (33) to \(\text{L}\). Rule (33) must, however, be modified as in (33') so as to allow \(\text{L}\) to simplify to \(\text{L}\) when preceded by \(\text{L}\) or pause.28

\[
\text{(33') \text{L} \rightarrow \text{L}^* / \{ \text{L}, \text{L} \}}
\]

The reason why we cannot identify the \(\text{H-}_\text{N}\) nouns as distinct from \(\text{H-}_\text{N}\) nouns may have to do with the fact that the major criterion for distinguishing the two sequences is obtained from their behavior after \(\text{L}\). The one monosyllabic noun which does not line up tonally with 'bird' is '/\text{mə́}\' / 'child'. Since this noun is at least optionally realized as 'H in isolation (as compared with the H of 'bird'), and since it undergoes rule (38) to become \(\text{L}\) or \(\text{L}\), we are justified in giving it the underlying representation \(\text{L-}_\text{N}\). And since we have not found any nouns reconstructing as 'g-\text{H-}_\text{N}\), we shall put 'child' in this slot and study its tonal behavior in the associative construction (taking note of some problems such as the presence of an allomorph \(\text{mę́}\)). Since we now have four additional tone patterns on nouns (those associated with prefixless nouns), the following combinations could theoretically be added to the 32 bisyllabic \(\text{N}_1 + \text{N}_2\) combinations seen in Table XI:

- **bisyllabic \(\text{N}_1 + \text{monosyllabic \(\text{N}_2\) : 32 combinations**
- **monosyllabic \(\text{N}_1 + \text{bisyllabic \(\text{N}_2\) : 32 combinations**
- **monosyllabic \(\text{N}_1 + \text{monosyllabic \(\text{N}_2\) : 32 combinations**

The grand total of 120 \(\text{N}_1 + \text{N}_2\) combinations were systematically investigated in the following 23 dialects: Mankon (1A), Mbui (1A), Bamelen (1B), Babadoujou (1B), Babete (1B), Bati (2G), Bagam (2G), Batcham (2C), Bangang (3C), Dachang (3C), Ngwe (3C), Baloum (3C), Fomopea (3D), Bamendjou (4D), Baleng (4D), Bandjou (4E), Bati (4E), Bangou (4F), Batoufam (4F), Fotouni (5E), Fondjomekot (5F), Fondant (5F), and Fo (5F). In addition, at least the 32 possibilities in Table IX were studied in the remaining dialects of Table II either by us or by our colleagues in the Grassfields Bantu Working Group. In a few cases where prefixes had been dropped, e.g. in group (F), we did not find instances of an earlier opposi-
TABLE XII

33. /άτά / + ' + ωά / → [άτα ωά] 'the chief of the animal'
34. /άτά / + ' + κά / → [άτα κά] 'the chief of the squirrel'
35. /άτά / + ' + μά / → [άτα μά] 'the chief of the child'
36. /άτά / + ' + σά / → [άτα σά] 'the chief of the bird'
37. /άτά / + ' + ρά / → [άτα ρά] 'the axe of the animal'
38. /άτά / + ' + λά / → [άτα λά] 'the axe of the squirrel'
39. /άτά / + ' + μά / → [άτα μά] 'the axe of the child'
40. /άτά / + ' + σά / → [άτα σά] 'the axe of the bird'
41. /βγά / + ' + οά / → [βγα οά] 'the house of the animal'
42. /βγά / + ' + κά / → [βγα κά] 'the house of the squirrel'
43. /βγά / + ' + μά / → [βγα μά] 'the house of the child'
44. /βγά / + ' + σά / → [βγα σά] 'the house of the bird'
45. /βκά / + ' + ωά / → [βκα ωά] 'the monkey of the animal'
46. /βκά / + ' + κά / → [βκα κά] 'the monkey of the squirrel'
47. /βκά / + ' + μά / → [βκα μά] 'the monkey of the child'
48. /βκά / + ' + σά / → [βκα σά] 'the monkey of the bird'
49. /βλά / + ' + οά / → [βλα οά] 'the bag of the animal'
50. /βλά / + ' + κά / → [βλα κά] 'the bag of the squirrel'
51. /βλά / + ' + μά / → [βλα μά] 'the bag of the child'
52. /βλά / + ' + σά / → [βλα σά] 'the bag of the bird'
53. /βσά / + ' + οά / → [βσα οά] 'the tooth of the animal'
54. /βσά / + ' + κά / → [βσα κά] 'the tooth of the squirrel'
55. /βσά / + ' + μά / → [βσα μά] 'the tooth of the child'
56. /βσά / + ' + σά / → [βσα σά] 'the tooth of the bird'
57. /βτά / + ' + οά / → [βτα οά] 'the arm of the animal'
58. /βτά / + ' + κά / → [βτα κά] 'the arm of the squirrel'
59. /βτά / + ' + μά / → [βτα μά] 'the arm of the bird'
60. /βτά / + ' + σά / → [βτα σά] 'the arm of the child'
61. /ετά / + ' + οά / → [ετα οά] 'the feather of the animal'
62. /ετά / + ' + κά / → [ετα κά] 'the feather of the squirrel'
63. /ετά / + ' + μά / → [ετα μά] 'the feather of the bird'
64. /ετά / + ' + σά / → [ετα σά] 'the feather of the child'
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3.1.4. In the above discussion we have studied the various tone rules which produce the following tone inventory: L, L', H, 'L, 'L', 'H. These tones were seen to derive from the simplification of tonal contours. The various realizations are summarized...
in Table XIII.

| TABLE III |
|------------------|------------------|
| L-ስ compañero | H-ስ compañero = H-L | H-ስ compañero = H-H |
| L-ስ compañero = H-L | H-ስ compañero = H-H |
| L-ስ compañero = H-L | H-ስ compañero = H-H |
| L-ስ compañero = H-L | H-ስ compañero = H-H |
| L-ስ compañero = H-L | H-ስ companion = H-H |
| L-ስ companion = H-L | H-ስ companion = H-H |
| L-ስ companion = H-L | H-ስ companion = H-H |

(' or L-ስ' compañero if N2 is prefixless)

Notice from Table XIII that 'L and 'H only derive from the simplification of ኢ. The only complication seen from the simplification of ኢ is the development of the እ' tone. The realizations indicated in this table demonstrate that the following tonal sequences are found on the surface: L-L, L-'L, L-L', L-'L' (not shown), L-H, L-'H vs. H-L, H-'H, H-L', H-L. That is, after a L tone we find six different tonal possibilities, but after a H tone we find only four. The two missing tonal sequences are H-'L and H-L'. These sequences are, however, found in certain verb forms which we shall treat below.30

3.2. Verb Tones

As has been stated earlier, the general strategy followed by investigators of Mbam–Nkam tonology has been to first settle the noun tonology, and then hope that the same rules apply in some fair transparently way to verbs. It is only after several years of frustration that we are now in the position to demonstrate the correctness of this strategy.

3.2.1. As in Bantu in general, we recognize underlying ኢ tone verb stems and underlying L tone verb stems. Our examples throughout this section will be ኢ-ስ' compañero 'call' and ኢ-ስ compañera 'like'. The verb stem ኢ-ስ' compañero 'reimburse' demonstrates that there are true minimal pairs contrasting ኢ and እ (cf. እ-ስ companion 'cook' vs. እ-ስ companion 'cry'). There are three isolation forms which can serve as the point of departure for the present discussion of verb tones. The first was seen in (28), repeated here for the above two verbs in (49).

| (49) | /lə-təŋ' | → | [lə'təŋ] | 'to call' |
|      | /lə-kəŋ' | → | [ləkəŋ] | 'to like' |

In these examples we observe the class 5 noun prefix /lə-/ followed by the ኢ or L verb stem, followed in turn by a እ suffix associated with the infinitive form. Depending on the construction the infinitives in (49) will be treated as more noun-like (taking class 5 possessive pronouns) or verb-like (taking class 1 object pronouns). A second kind of infinitive is obtained from the "consecutivized" form of the verb, seen in (50).

| (50) | /s-тəŋ' | → | [sətəŋ] | 'and called, to call' |
|      | /s-kəŋ' | → | [səkəŋ] | 'and liked, to like' |

As can be seen in (50), the mark of the consecutive construction is a ኢ tone homorganic nasal prefix and a እ suffix. This construction offers the only example we know of where the sequence ኢ-ስ companero (obtained by tone-grounding to the left) simplifies as ኢ-'H. In noun constructions we would invariably obtain H-L', e.g. ኢ-ስ companero + ኢ-'kəŋ' 'the feather of the squirrel' [62] comes out [lətəŋ kəŋ' compañera] rather than *[lətəŋ kəŋ' compañera]. Unless we are dealing with some difference in boundary (e.g. ኢ-ስ companero' vs. ኢ-ስ companero' + ኢ-'kəŋ'') we cannot explain this difference. Finally, the singular imperative forms are illustrated in (50').

| (50') | /təŋ' | → | [təŋ] | 'call!' |
|       | /kəŋ' | → | [kəŋ'] | 'like!' |

In the first form, rule (42) simplifies ኢ-ስ companion to H-H before pause; in the second, rule (31) converts L-ስ companion to H-H before pause. Thus, at least in (49) and (50'), we see that simple verb forms undergo the same tone rules we have seen to be operative on nouns.

The same can be said for verbal constructions, though it is sometimes necessary to set up numerous floating tones to account for the otherwise inexplicable tone alternations. These floating tones vary to the tense/aspect of the construction and must therefore be determined separately for each case. Rather than presenting each tense/aspect combination possible in Dschang, we shall first present a straightforward case, and then a more complicated one involving tense, aspect, and mood, as well as object nouns. The first concerns the immediate future tense, exemplified in (51).
(51) a. /h + ’ + tɔŋ + ’/ — [h’a tɔŋ]  ‘he is about to call’  
  b. /h + ’ + kɔŋ + ’/ — [h’a kɔŋ’]  ‘he is about to like’

In (51) we observe that the immediate future tense is characterized by a /h/ prefix and a /’/ suffix on the verb. The derivations involved are as follows:

(52) a.  
  /h + ’ + tɔŋ + ’/  
  /h + ’ + kɔŋ + ’/  

  [h’a tɔŋ]  
  [h’a kɔŋ’]  

  UNDERLYING

  a’  
  tɔŋ  
  kɔŋ  

  tone-grounding₁

  h’a  
  tɔŋ  

  by rule (31)

  h’a  
  kɔŋ’  

  by rule (38a)

b.  
  /h + ’ + tɔŋ + ’/  
  /h + ’ + kɔŋ + ’/  

  [h’a tɔŋ’]  
  [h’a kɔŋ’]  

  PHONETIC

The processes involved are the following: (i) the /h/ prefix sequence is grounded to the left causing the subject pronoun /h/ to lengthen; (ii) rule (31) derives /h’n/ from /h’n/ before /n/ in (52a); (iii) rule (38a) derives /n/ to /n/ from /n/ in (52b); (iv) the final /’/ is grounded to the left resulting in absorption in (52b); (v) rule (33’) simplifies /n/ to /n/ before pause. Note that the /’/ occurs on the verb stem in (52b) rather than on the subject pronoun (i.e. we do not obtain /h’a’n kɔŋ’/). The segmentally prefixless verb stem thus requires (38a) instead of (38b), exactly as class 3 nouns have been seen to function (cf. (41)).

The second, more complicated, construction to be considered concerns the yesterday past tense, whose underlying tones and phonetic realizations are given in (53).

(53) a.  
  /h + kɔ + ’ + tɔŋ + ’/  
  /h + kɔ + ´ + kɔŋ + ’/  

  [h kɔ tɔŋ’]  
  [h kɔ ’kɔŋ’]  

  ‘he called’ (yest.)  
  ‘he liked’ (yest.)

b.  
  /h + kɔ + ’ + kɔŋ + ’/  

  [h kɔ ’kɔŋ’]  

  ‘if he called’ (yest.)  
  ‘if he liked’ (yest.)

The markers associated with this tense include a /h/ toned /kɔ/ as well as a /’/ prefix (the two may go together as /kɔ’/), and a /’/ floating tone suffix. This latter sequence of floating tones may seem unrestrained in our analysis, and yet it is this final sequence which allows a correct derivation for both forms using the rules we have justified earlier. The derivations for these forms are given in (54).

(54) a.  
  /h + kɔ + ’ + tɔŋ + ’/  
  /h + kɔ + ´ + kɔŋ + ’/  

  an UNDERLYING

  a kɔ tɔŋ’  
  a kɔ kɔŋ’  

  tone-grounding₁

  a kɔ tɔŋ’  
  a kɔ kɔŋ’  

  by rule (31)

  a kɔ tɔŋ’  
  a kɔ ’kɔŋ’  

  tone-grounding₂

b.  
  /h + kɔ + ’ + kɔŋ + ’/  

  [h kɔ tɔŋ’]  
  [h kɔ ’kɔŋ’]  

  PHONETIC

The processes involved are as follows: (i) the /h/ prefix is grounded to the right, which results in absorption in (54a), but in the creation of a /n/ tone in (54b); (ii) rule (31) converts /n/n to /’/n before /n/ in (54b); (iii) the /n/n suffix sequence is grounded to the left; since we have /tɔŋ/ and /’kɔŋ/ at this stage, the initial /’/ is absorbed and we obtain the sequences /n/n and /’/n with lengthening of the final nasal of the verb stem; (iv) rule (43) converts /n/n to /’/n and /’/n to /’/n. The result is the phonetic forms a kɔ tɔŋ’ and a kɔ ’kɔŋ’.

There are at least two additional pieces of evidence in favor of the underlying tonal forms in (53) and (54). The first concerns the corresponding sentences in the conditional mood. As seen in (55),

(55) a.  
  /h + kɔ + ’ + tɔŋ + ’/  

  [h kɔ tɔŋ’]  

  ‘if he called’ (yest.)

b.  
  /h + kɔ + ’ + kɔŋ + ’/  

  [h kɔ ’kɔŋ’]  

  ‘if he liked’ (yest.)

The conditional differs from the indicative on the surface in that it lacks the drop from /n/ to /’/ on the verb stem. This we have taken to indicate that the final /’/ of the /’/n suffix observed in (54) is somehow associated with the indicative mood. As such, it has a grammatical function and can be justified accordingly.

The second piece of evidence in favor of suffixal /’/n is seen from the tonal alternations observed on following object nouns. First, let us observe the object noun /sɔn’/ ‘bird’ in (56).

(56) a.  
  a kɔ tɔŋ’ tɔŋ’  

  ‘he called a bird’ (yest.)

b.  
  a kɔ ’kɔŋ’ sɔn’  

  ‘he liked a bird’ (yest.)

In these examples, a full vowel [ɔ] is observed between the verb and the object noun. This is because ‘bird’ belongs to class 1a, which requires a /h/ object agreement marker. This vowel is heard
phonetically as such in phrases like ‘a són ‘a/the bird’, which might be appropriately used to answer the question ‘what did you see?’ (cf. Mankon, note 24). Since /sóŋ/ ‘bird’ does not have an L prefix, there must be some suffix which is responsible for the downstepping of this noun in (56). The clue is seen in (57),

(57) a. à kè tóŋ’i sóŋ ‘he called (only) a bird’ (yest.)

b. à kè ‘kóŋ’i sóŋ ‘he liked (only) a bird’ (yest.)

where contrastive emphasis is placed on the object noun. In this case the surface realization of the underlying /H/ sequence position in (54) is evident. The ‘H is obtained on ‘bird’ in (56) by a simplification process changing H-H to H-H, i.e. postponing the drop to ‘H until the following syllable. Since we have hypothesized that the final /H/ suffix is not present in the conditional mood, it is not surprising to find the corresponding forms in (58) involving a noun object lacking a downstep.

(58) a. à kè tóŋ sóŋ ‘if he called a bird’ (yest.)

b. à kè ‘kóŋ sóŋ ‘if he liked a bird’ (yest.)

In (58), /tóŋ’i/ ‘bird’ is realized on the same H level as the preceding syllable, thereby justifying the underlying tones in (55). Now compare the tonal differences between indicative and conditional forms involving the nouns /sóŋ/ ‘bird’, /móŋ ‘child’, /kóŋ ‘squirrel’, and /mán ‘animal’ in (59).

(59) INDICATIVE CONDITIONAL

a. à kè tóŋ ‘sóŋ à kè tóŋ sóŋ ‘(if) he called a bird’

à kè tóŋ ‘mó à kè tóŋ ‘mó ‘(if) he called a child’

à kè tóŋ ‘kóŋ à kè tóŋ ‘kóŋ ‘(if) he called a squirrel’

à kè tóŋ ‘ná à kè tóŋ ná ‘(if) he called an animal’

b. à kè ‘kóŋ sóŋ à kè ‘kóŋ sóŋ ‘(if) he liked a bird’

à kè ‘kóŋ ‘mó à kè ‘kóŋ ‘mó ‘(if) he liked a child’

à kè ‘kóŋ ‘kóŋ à kè ‘kóŋ ‘kóŋ ‘(if) he liked a squirrel’

à kè ‘kóŋ ‘ná à kè ‘kóŋ ná ‘(if) he liked an animal’

As can be seen in the above forms, the tone of a monosyllabic object noun is one step lower in the indicative than in the conditional. This thus results in a ‘H (double-downstepped H) tone in ‘he called a child’ and ‘he liked a child’, as well as contrasts between H-L vs. H-L and H-L vs. H-L. We have already accounted for this tone difference. The additional suffixal sequence found in the indicative forms produces a ‘H contour on the verb which is simplified in such a way as to produce a lowering by one step of the object noun. The contrastive tonal pattern of the indicative sentences justifies this reconstruction, as seen in (60).

(60) a. à kè tóŋ’i sóŋ ‘he called (only) a bird’ (yest.)

à kè tóŋ’i ‘mó ‘he called (only) a child’ (yest.)

à kè tóŋ’i kóŋ ‘he called (only) a squirrel’ (yest.)

à kè tóŋ’i ná ‘he called (only) an animal’ (yest.)

b. à kè ‘kóŋ’i sóŋ ‘he liked (only) a bird’ (yest.)

à kè ‘kóŋ’i ‘mó ‘he liked (only) a child’ (yest.)

à kè ‘kóŋ’i kóŋ ‘he liked (only) a squirrel’ (yest.)

à kè ‘kóŋ’i ná ‘he liked (only) an animal’ (yest.)

The indicative forms in (59) are thus seen to derive from those in (60).

The remaining question concerns the nature of the additional /H/ suffix found only in the indicative. It turns out that the /H/ can be attributed to the class 1(a) object agreement marker /H/, which we have already seen. Whenever the object noun belongs to any class other than 1 or 1a, this H is not observed. The tonal difference between the indicative and conditional, then, is restricted to the presence of an additional /H/ in the former which is not found in the latter. We thus observe the differences in (61).

(61) a. INDICATIVE CONDITIONAL

à kè tón mán sóŋ à kè tón mán sóŋ ‘(if) he called birds’

à kè tón mán ‘mán sóŋ ‘(if) he called dogs’

à kè tón mán kóŋ ‘kóŋ sóŋ ‘(if) he called roosters’

à kè tón mán dów à kè tón mán dów ‘(if) he called leopards’

b. à kè ‘kóŋ mán sóŋ à kè ‘kóŋ mán sóŋ ‘(if) he liked birds’

à kè ‘kóŋ mán ‘mán sóŋ ‘(if) he liked dogs’

à kè ‘kóŋ mán kóŋ ‘kóŋ sóŋ ‘(if) he liked roosters’

à kè ‘kóŋ mán dów à kè ‘kóŋ mán dów ‘(if) he liked leopards’

The nouns involved in (61) are /mán sóŋ/ ‘birds’ (cl. 2), /mán dów/ ‘dogs’ (cl. 6), /mán kóŋ/ ‘roosters’ (cl. 2), and /mán dów/
'leopards' (cl. 6). In (61) we observe that these nouns are pronounced as in isolation in the indicative forms, i.e. as L-H, L'-H, L-L', and L-L, respectively. This is due to the fact that the verb tones in the indicative are /tɔŋ/ and /kɔŋ/ with the final ɔ keeping the prefix of the noun object L. In the conditional forms, on the other hand, where the verb forms are /tɔŋ/ and /kɔŋ/, the single floating ɔ is grounded to the right and we obtain, respectively, H-H, H'-H, H-L', and H-L. The conditional forms with 'call' thus correspond tonally to the associative forms [29] - [32] in Table XI, while the conditional forms with 'like' correspond tonally to associative forms [25] - [28].

3.2.2. The above discussion represents only a brief glimpse of the tonal intricacies found in Mbam-Nkam and Dachoua verb toneology. Needless to say, much more work is needed in this complex part of the tonal grammar as so as to permit us to reconstruct with certainty the tense, aspect, and mood markers present in Proto-Mbam-Nkam. Steps are now being taken to further research the structure of the verb in Mbam-Nkam, and we hope to be able to report on our findings in the near future.
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A slightly enlarged typology of tone processes is presented in Hyman (in preparation); see also Schuh (in preparation).

3R simplifies to M in the speech of many, especially younger speakers of Fe'fée', as also noted by Gabriel Nissim. Please note that all transcriptions in this paper, except for specified reconstructions, are based phonetic, except for tone. Thus, what appears between phonemic slashes is phonemic only with respect to tone, and not with respect to the segments.

4Notice how the associative marker has full syllabic status in Mbudu, thereby revealing the source of the floating ɔ found in Babete and other dialects.

5Note that the L prefix cannot be factored out, since there are some nouns in Bandjou which do not have a prefix, e.g. adu 'bird' (see Nissim, in press). A H tone noun in isolation, thus, reconstructs either as L-L-H or L-H. Those which derive from L-H become 'H after H, while those which derive from H-H, i.e. without a prefix, remain H after H.

6One area in need of further investigation is group C. While Bamoun, Bali, and some languages in the Ndp plain clearly belong together, the status of several Balileke dialects (Bati, Bapu, Bagam, Bangangte) is not certain. These are indicated by a question mark, e.g. Bangangte (627).

7Several conventions are followed in this table. Notations such as -L and -H imply that there is only a homorganic nasal prefix in the language. Notice, also, how L' implies L-/, but not vice-versa. That is, the presence of a L which does not fall in pitch before pause is taken to be evidence of a following floating ɔ tone. However, the presence of a floating ɔ tone does not necessarily mean that the word will be realized as L' before pause.

8The Limbum form is due to Jan Voorhoeve whose original transcription 555 has been reinterpreted here (at our own risk).

9It is interesting to note that L-HL is now in the process of being simplified to phonetic M-L, perhaps analyzed as L-L'. Thus, 'ashes' can be pronounced either epfu or epfa in Babadjiou.

10The M of M-M may be realized slightly higher than the M of M-H. What is important here is that the M-M (analyzed as L-L') of
Mbuli is considerably higher in pitch than the L-L'e of Dschang, for instance.

This noun actually reconstructs as L-H-H and is one which undergoes tone-spreading to become L-L-H and then merge with proto L-L-H. This needn't concern us here.

This does not ignore the two Nyemba dialects which have L-L'-L'. Similarly, Eimelech (1976) has shown for Rombe, a Zone A Bantu language, that underlying L-L-H is realized as L-L'-L'. Such cases do naturally occur, although it would be difficult to show that they are necessarily involved in the derivation of L-L' in any particular language. The possibility must however be recognized, even if it is hard to support in Mbum-Nkam.

In (6), CV stands for any syllable (CV, V, or W).

Note that there is no class 4 reconstructed for Mbum-Nkam. The class 4 recognized for practical purposes in such works as Hyman (1972) is merely a variant of class 6.

Since Bamenyan has L-Lg and L-m, there is no need for L-L', and L-H-H' (cf. Table II).

It is possible that the raising of the prefix tone represents a tonal assimilation. While it is sometimes difficult to determine effects due to floating tones vs. adjacent like (grounded) tones, the assimilation account here would find it difficult to explain why we do not obtain *[ɲbék péɡa]* in (1a).

A similar phenomenon occurs in Feŋe (Hyman 1972:155). In this dialect, the Ḷ which comes into being by tone-spreading is forced to surface as Ṃ when preceded by a M or M tone, e.g. *[ĭbék]* 'monkey' vs. *[wDé ɟkëŋ]* 'the thing of the monkey'.

There are some problems with the Nu group which remain to be worked out. Otherwise the structure in (18) holds for Mbum-Nkam.

There is some question of whether 'cur' (exclusive) should be reconstructed as *-k̥ or *-s̥, since reflexes of both are found. While [sl] seems to have great frequency in Western Grassfields and perhaps outside Grassfields Bantu as well, it is hard to imagine how *s can develop into [k]. Other consonantal reflexes which are found include [t], [ɾ], [ɬ] and [ŋ], which are also characteristic of the proto roots *-k̥ or *-s̥ 'fire' (cf. 3.1) and *-k̥ or *-s̥ 'eye' (cf. 5/6).

A similar process and constraint is reported for Engen by Thom (1974:16).

*Note how important the initial Ḷ of 'child' is in the above derivation. If the second noun had not had this remnant of an earlier syllabic prefix, no uplifting would have occurred; cf. /bɛr/ 'ball', which in the corresponding phrase is realized [dʌl'/ bɛr] 'the place of the ball'.

Wobers (1973:91) mentions an Ewe dialect where the initial H of a H-H sequence will go up in pitch to anticipate the downstep interval (cf. Hyman 1976:131).

Notice in (2a) how the sequence /ḷ+ m/ is considered to constitute a Ṃ falling tone. It is clear from several Mbum-Nkam dialects that the typical definition of a contour tone as involving two unlike tones assigned to the same syllabic unit will not do. Rather, we shall define as a contour, any two unlike tones not separated from each other by a non syllabic segment.

This /a/ object marker for class 1(a) appears in ɗ kâŋ 'a/the squirrel', which might be uttered in response to the question 'what did you see?' (cf. below for Dschang).

Note that L-H-H nouns can optionally be pronounced L-Ḷ in the Bafou variant of Dschang before pause, e.g. ɗal' [lès'g] 'feather'.

One reason why this rule is not stated as a simplification of a Ṃ contour is that the slow speech variant ɗas̥ṇ is apparently available to some speakers. In this case we simply have case of L-H-H becoming L-L-H.

A similar constraint is found in Mankan, where uplifting of H to superhigh cannot take place on a nasal prefix. It must be postponed until the following stem syllable. Thus, from underlying /abok̥ː/ + ɗ + ɦgɔː/ 'the pocket of the chicken', we obtain ɗgɔː/ 'pocket' as at least a variant of the expected /abok̥ː/.

Note that Ṃ undergoes the same modifications after pause as it undergoes after H in Dschang. Thus, it is intermediate ɗs̥ṇ the bird of the animal (underlyingly /s̥ṇ/ 'the bird of the animal') with the corresponding vocative form ɗs̥ṇ 'the bird of the animal' which undergoes absorption to become ɗs̥ṇ.
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0. Introduction

The purpose of this study is to give a tonal description of nouns in Kombe, a Bantu language spoken in Rio Muni (Equatorial Guinea). In Guthrie's (1967) classification, Kombe (Ngumbi) is identified as A.33b. It is most similar to Benga (A.34) which is spoken in Gabon and Rio Muni. Both languages are listed under the Bube-Benga group (A.30).

1. Phonemic and Phonetic Inventory

While the focus of this study is on tone, a summary sketch of the segments which provide the necessary background for understanding the examples presented is given below.

1.1. Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2. Vowels

| High | i | u |
| Mid | e | o |
| Low | a |

2. Phonetic Tones of Nouns in Isolation

Nouns in isolation exhibit five tones, high [ IPv ], low [ IPv ], unreleased low [ IPv* ] (non-falling low in pre-pausal position), falling [ IPv ], and downstep [ IPv* ], at the systematic phonetic level. Illustrations are given in (1). The realization of the pitch patterns are given to the right of each example. In these examples a contrast is observed between L, L*, D and P on the final syllable of nouns. Furthermore, there are no nouns in the lan-
guage that end in a high tone when occurring in isolation.

(1) tâbâ [ _ _ ] 'goat'
   L L
êlê* [ _ _ ] 'tree'
   L L*
ôlê [ _ _ ] 'sand'
   H D
kôbâ [ _ _ ] 'chicken'
   F L
ôbâ [ _ _ ] 'hand'
   L F

Observe also that there is a contrast between L, H and F on the initial syllable of nouns. This is not the case, however, with trisyllabic nouns. That is, there exists only a contrast between L and H (e.g. [llâli] 'stone' and [îfûmû] 'belly'). There are no occurrences of a rising tone in nouns cited in isolation. Furthermore, it will be seen in section 6 that the occurrence of rising tones in general is extremely rare.

3. ISOLATED NOUNS VS. NON-ISOLATED NOUNS

At the systematic phonetic level, Komba displays an interesting tonetic variation between some nouns occurring in isolation or pre-pause position and those occurring in non-isolation or non-pre-pause position (e.g. identification construction), as seen in (2). Further illustrations of nouns in pre-pause position and non-pre-pause position in other constructions will be given in the Appendix.

(2) Isolation

| a. tâbâ | 'goat' |
| tâbâ nôdfîrâ | 'that's a goat' |
| goat is A that |
| b. êlê* | 'tree' |
| êlê nôdfîrâ | 'that's a tree' |
| tree is A that |
| c.ôlê | 'sand' |
| ôlê nôdfîrâ | 'that's sand' |
| sand is A that |
| d. kôbâ | 'chicken' |
| kôbâ nôdfîrâ | 'that's a chicken' |
| chicken is A that |
| e. îfûmû | 'belly' |
| îfûmû nôdfîrâ | 'that's a belly' |
| belly is A that |
| f. îlînônlâ | 'bird' |
| îlînônlâ nôdfîrâ | 'that's a bird' |
| bird is A that |

The alternations which are observed in comparing the left and right columns of (2) are the following: L-L* vs. L-H (2b), H-D vs. H-H (2c), F-L vs. H-L (2d), H-F-L vs. L-L-L (2e), L-L-L* vs. L-L-H (2f), L-H-D vs. L-H-H (2g), and L-F-L vs. L-H-L (2h). The L-L of (2a) and the L-F of (2i) do not alternate.

Given the examples of (2), the exact phonological representation of these noun tones is not obvious. One possible solution would be to lexically represent each noun with its various allomorphs (e.g. /êlê/ 'tree' in isolation; /êlé/ in the identification construction). Alternatively, as I will demonstrate in the following section, these tonal alternations are best accounted for by recognizing unique underlying forms for each set of tonal alternations and by positing general tonological rules to derive the different surface patterns.

4. SYSTEMATIC PHONEMIC TONES

It was observed in sections 2 and 3 that Komba nouns exhibit five phonetic tones (H, L, L*, F and D). It will be argued in this section that only two of these tones (H and L) occur at the systematic phonemic level, and that the other three tones (F, L*, and D) are derived from these.

4.1. Falling Tone

It was observed in (2) that falling tones occur in penultimate position in some nouns. The relevant nouns are repeated in (3) for ease of reference:

(3) kôbâ 'chicken' cf. à tôyêndi kôbâ 'he saw a chicken'
    llâli 'stone' cf. à tôyêndi llâli 'he saw a stone'

Note that the F tone occurs in penultimate position before a L tone followed by a pause. When the nouns of (3) no longer occur in isolation or pre-pause position (e.g. identification construction),
a F tone is no longer obtained. Instead, a H tone occurs in its place, as can be seen in (4):

(4) kuθa ndirə 'that is a chicken'
lələl ndfərə 'that is a stone'

The vowels where the F tone would normally occur when the nouns are in isolation or pre-pause position are underlined. In these examples, a H tone has taken the place of the F tone. Moreover, the same alternation holds for [ndirə] 'that is' (lit. is that). In this construction [ndi] 'is' has a F tone when its tone occurs in penultimate position before a L tone followed by a pause. On the other hand, [ndi] has a H tone when it is no longer in penultimate position. The F tone is realized on [i̯i] (a noun class agreement marker) in the second example of (4), since it is in penultimate position before a L tone followed by a pause.

In order to account for this general tonal alternation between a H tone (in non-isolation or non-pre-pause position) and a F tone (in pre-pause position or isolation), the H tone is posited as underlying with a rule of the form in (5):

(5) H → F / ___ L (where ___ = pause)

This rule states that a H tone becomes a F tone when in penultimate position before a L followed in turn by a pause. This rule accounts for the occurrence of F tones in examples (2d,e,h) and any other F tones found in the specified environment.

The remaining F tones of nouns are seen to occur on the final vowel, as in (2i). Such examples are extremely rare. A few of these nouns are given in (6):

(6) əl.a 'night'  ilə 'ear'
ləbə 'ash'  əbə 'hand'

Synchronically, such F tones will be treated as sequences of H followed by L on a single vowel. Historically, the nouns of (6) probably had three syllables of which one has been lost leaving behind only the tone. It will be noted in section 9 that these nouns behave similarly to nouns of the type /lələl/ 'stone'.

4.2. Unreleased Low Tone (L*)

An illustration of non-falling (or "unreleased") L tones was given in (2b, f). They are repeated here for clarity.

(7) ələ* 'tree' cf. ə təyəndl ələ* 'he saw a tree'
ələnə* 'bird' cf. ə təyəndl ələnə* 'he saw a bird'

Notice in (7) that the L* tone occurs on the final syllable after a L and followed by a pause. When the nouns of (7) no longer occur in isolation or pre-pause position (as in the identification construction) the unreleased L tone is no longer obtained. Instead, a H tone occurs in its place, as seen in (8):

(8) ələ ndirə 'that's a tree'
ələnə ndfərə 'that's a bird'

The vowels that concern us are underlined. Note that they have a H tone. Given that such nouns as in (8) have an underlying H tone on their final syllable, the L* tone observed in (7) can be derived by a rule of the form in (9):

(9) H → L* / L ___ (where ___ = pause)

This rule states that a H is lowered to a L* when preceded by a L and followed by a pause. This rule accounts for all occurrences of L* in the language.

4.3. Downstep Tone

Downstep occurs only on the final syllable of nouns, as illustrated in (10).

(10) ələ 'sand' cf. ə təyəndl ələ 'he saw sand'
ıkəl 'leaf' cf. ə təyəndl ikəl 'he saw a leaf'

Observe that the D is preceded by a H tone and followed by a pause. Furthermore, as is observed in (11), the D fails to occur if the nouns are no longer in isolation or pre-pause position:

(11) ələ nədiə 'that's sand'
ıkəl ndəfərə 'that's a leaf'

The vowels that concern us are underlined. Note that the D seen on these vowels in (10) has been replaced by a H in (11). Given that the underlying forms of the nouns in (10) are as they occur in (11),
i.e. ending with a H tone, the forms of (10) can be derived by a rule of the form in (12):

(12) \[ H \rightarrow D / H \] 

This rule states that a H tone becomes a D when preceded by a H and followed by a pause.

Since Kombe is characterized by the "downshift" phenomenon, by which H tones are lowered as the result of intervening L tones which may or may not be deleted or assimilated, and also by the phenomenon of penultimate H becoming F before a L (rule 5), one can alternatively argue that the forms of (10) are derived in a similar fashion by an ordered set of rules as given in (13), (14), and (15).

(13) \[ H \rightarrow F / T \] (where T stands for H or L tone)

This rule converts all penultimate H tones to F, thereby generalizing on rule (5).

(14) \[ H \rightarrow D / L \]

This rule lowers all H tones after L to a D. Thus, in a F-H sequence, where a F tone is followed by a H, the L portion of the F tone will effect a D onto the following H tone. This rule is ordered immediately after rule (13).

(15) \[ F \rightarrow H / D \]

This rule simplifies a F tone to H when followed by a D, and is ordered immediately after rule (14). (The question of whether this rule is better interpreted as a deletion process, i.e. HL becomes H, is left open.)

A sample derivation of the operation of rules (13), (14), and (15) is given in (16):

(16) Underlying Rule (13) Rule (14) Rule (15)

\[
/\text{çf}1\text{ê}/ \rightarrow \text{çélô} \rightarrow \text{çélô} \rightarrow \text{çélô} 'sand' \\
/kùhâ/ \rightarrow \text{---} \rightarrow \text{---} \rightarrow \text{---} 'chicken'
\]

Historically, this certainly must have been the case, since each stage is phonetically motivated. But from a synchronic point of view, it seems that positing a rule that converts a penultimate H into a F tone which is always simplified to H before a D tone requires further justification.

5. AVOIDANCE OF POSSIBLE MERGER

It was observed in previous sections that an underlying H tone can be lowered to a L* tone when preceded by a L and followed by pause. Illustrations are given in (17):

(17) \[ /\text{çîcê}/ \rightarrow [\text{çîcê}] 'egg' \\
     /[\text{çînû}]/ \rightarrow [\text{çînû}] 'bird'
\]

Furthermore, the derived L* was noted to remain distinct from underlying final L, as seen in (18):

(18) \[ /\text{tâbâ}/ \rightarrow [\text{tâbâ}] 'goat' \\
     /\text{ñîlêlê}/ \rightarrow [\text{ñîlêlê}] 'termite'
\]

The distinction between the final tones of (17) and (18) is one of non-falling vs. falling tone, respectively. The realization of the pitch patterns of these nouns is given in (19):

(19) \[ \text{çîcê} \rightarrow \text{[---]} \\
     \text{çînû} \rightarrow \text{[---]} \\
     \text{tâbâ} \rightarrow \text{[---]} \\
     \text{ñîlêlê} \rightarrow \text{[---]}
\]

This distinction is apparently maintained to avoid a possible merger between the tone sequences L-H vs. L-L, and L-L-H vs. L-L-L.

In addition, a trisyllabic noun with an underlying tone pattern of L-L-L can further distinguish itself from the derived tone pattern of L-L-H by becoming H-H-L. This process would seem to require a rule of the form in (20):

(20) \[ L-L-L \rightarrow H-H-L \]

The form right of the arrow further undergoes rule (5) to surface phonetically as H-F-L.

A noun of the tone class L-L-L can undergo a rule of the type posited in (20) since there are no underlying H-H-L nouns for L-L-L to merge with. (Note that the resulting phonetic H-F-L remains distinct from underlying L-H-L/surface L-F-L by the tone of its prefix.) On the other hand, a disyllabic L-L noun cannot
undergo a rule similar to (20) to become H-L, since it would merge with underlying H-L nouns. There thus seems to be an attempt to avoid mergers.

6. THE RISING TONE

Rising tones (R) are extremely rare with only two instances having been found in the data. None were found to occur in pre-pause position or isolation. They occur, however, in non-pre-pause position or non-isolation, as seen in (21):

(21) èkò ndíàrà 'that's a leg'

leg is that

Note that the R tone occurs on the final syllable of [èkò] when in non-pre-pause or non-isolation. If in isolation, however, there is no R (i.e. [èkò*]). This seems to suggest that the R tone is a sequence of L followed by H on a single vocalic segment, and that when the H tone is preceded by L and followed by pause, it undergoes rule (9). Again, such a tone sequence of L followed by H was probably on two syllables, perhaps separated by an intervening consonant, historically.

7. REDUPLICATION

In the Kombe equivalent of English noun phrases with the adjective 'every' (e.g. 'every egg'), the noun is reduplicated. Noun reduplication is characterized by a full repetition of the segments, with /té/ (a marker that indicates noun repetition) occurring between the two identical forms. Tonal alternations which affect nouns before pause are also observed. For the purpose of clarity, examples are given in (22) of nouns that begin with initial consonants. In this way the tone alternations are predictable by the rules already given.

(22) a. /tébà + té + tóbà/ goat goat 'every goat'

b. /díkè + tó + díkè/ egg egg 'every egg'

c. /pììnbì + té + pììnbì/ bird bird 'every bird'

d. /kúbà + tó + kúbà/ chicken chicken 'every chicken'

e. /mólésì + tó + mólésì/ 'every heart'

f. /mólésì + tó + mólésì/ 'every termite'

g. /cfù + tó + cfù/ sand sand 'every sand'

h. /mónàngà + tó + mónàngà/ star star 'every star'

The underlying forms are given in the first column. In (22a), note that there is no tonal alternation when the noun is bisyllabic L-L. In (22b,c), the final H tone is lowered to L* by rule (9). In (22d,e,f), the penultimate H tone becomes a F tone by the application of rule (5). In (22f), L-L becomes intermediate H-L-L by rule (20) and then H-F-L by rule (5). In (22g,h), the final H tone is lowered to a D by rule (12).

/tó/ and the noun are contracted if the noun begins with an initial vowel, as seen in (23). Therefore, the process is complicated by the fact that the vowel of /tó/ is deleted, but its tone remains.

(23) (1) (2) (3) (4)

a. /èkè + tó + èkè/ tree tree 'every tree'

b. /ỳììgà + èkè + èkè/ tooth tooth 'every tooth'

c. /lììlì + tó + lììlì/ stone stone 'every stone'

d. /kỳì + tó + kỳì/ leaf leaf 'every leaf'

e. /èbù + tó + èbù/ hand hand 'every hand'

f. /èkù + tó + èkù/ leg leg 'every leg'

The underlying forms are given in column (1). Vowel deletion applies to /tó/ in column (2). Rule (14) creating a D tone can apply to column (2) or (3). In column (3) the H tone of /tó/ and the L tone of the noun prefix are joined together to form a F tone. The L tone portion of the F tone is deleted by rule (15) in (23a, c,e) in column (4). The remaining F tones of (23b,f) are simplified to H by a tone simplification rule to be given below. Note,
however, that rule (9), which creates the L' tone, fails to apply to (23a), column (4), since the tone sequence is H-D and not L-H. The final H of (23b,e) are, nevertheless, lowered to L' by rule (9). The penultimate H tone of (23c), column (4) undergoes rule (5). The final H of (23d), column (4), undergoes rule (12).

Nouns of the tone class L-L-L that contract with /tě/ undergo a process seen in (24):

(24) /lʊmʊtɛtɛlʊm through /lʊmʊtɛtɛlʊm /lʊmʊtɛtɛlʊm [lʊmʊtɛtɛlʊm] belly.every.tone

The underlying form is given in the first column. In the second column, the vowel of /tě/ is deleted, and the tones of the noun to the right of /tě/ are raised by rule (20). Then, the tone of /tě/ and that of the prefix of the noun are joined together on a single vocalic segment. The two H tones on the one vocalic segment are then reduced to a single H tone by the application of a rule to be given below. The penultimate H which results becomes a F by the penultimate rule (5).

(25) L → ∅ / H L T (where T = H or L)

This rule deletes the L portion of a F tone as illustrated in (23b, f), column (4).

(26) T → ∅ / T T

This rule deletes one of two identical tones occurring on a single vocalic segment, as illustrated in (24), column (4).

8. 'WHICH' CONSTRUCTIONS

The interrogative construction involving 'which' is characterized by the suffixes /r̥a...e/, morphophonemic alternations where-by the L tones of all nouns are replaced by H, penultimate vowel lengthening, and vowel contraction. Illustrations are seen below.

(27) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
a. /r̥a-tuβa-4/ goat r̥a tuβa e r̥a-tuβa e r̥a-tuβa e [r̥a-tuβa] 'which goat?'
b. /r̥a-giβižiβi-4/ termite r̥a giβižiβi e r̥a-giβižiβi e r̥a-giβižiβi [r̥a-giβižiβi] 'which termite?'
c. /r̥a-ı̄či-4/ egg r̥a ı̄či e r̥a-ı̄či e r̥a-ı̄či e [r̥a-ı̄či] 'which egg?'

d. /r̥a-pı̄či-4/ bird r̥a pı̄či e r̥a-pı̄či e r̥a-pı̄či e [r̥a-pı̄či] 'which bird?'
e. /r̥a-kı̄či-4/ chicken r̥a kı̄či e r̥a-kı̄či e r̥a-kı̄či e [r̥a-kı̄či] 'which chicken?'
f. /r̥a-mı̄či-4/ heart r̥a mı̄či e r̥a-mı̄či e r̥a-mı̄či e [r̥a-mı̄či] 'which heart?'
g. /r̥a-cı̄či-4/ sand r̥a cı̄či e r̥a-cı̄či e r̥a-cı̄či e [r̥a-cı̄či] 'which sand?'
h. /r̥a-nı̄či-4/ chief r̥a nı̄či e r̥a-nı̄či e r̥a-nı̄či e [r̥a-nı̄či] 'which chief?'
i. /r̥a-tı̄či-4/ hand r̥a tı̄či e r̥a-tı̄či e r̥a-tı̄či e [r̥a-tı̄či] 'which hand?'
j. /r̥a-bı̄či-4/ leg r̥a bı̄či e r̥a-bı̄či e r̥a-bı̄či e [r̥a-bı̄či] 'which leg?'

The underlying forms are given in column (1). In column (2), the L tones of the nouns are replaced by H. Vowel contraction takes place in column (3) in conjunction with tone deletion. Note that the final vowel of a noun is deleted unless it is /u/, /o/ or /ɾ/, which become a glide [w], as seen in (27h,i,j). Furthermore, note that the initial vowel of a noun coalesces with the vowel of /r̥a.../ (e.g. a + u → a in (27h,i,j)). In column (4), penultimate vowel lengthening takes place in conjunction with H tone copying. Finally, in column (5), the final H tone undergoes the change to D by rule (12).

9. ASSOCIATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

The associative constructions (noun-noun, noun-possessive pronoun) are next to be considered. These constructions are characterized by some morphotopic alternations that affect nouns, and the occurrence of an associative morpheme between two nouns or a noun and a possessive pronoun.

9.1. Noun-Noun in Association

The examples of (28) illustrate the tonal alternations which occur in possessive constructions in which N2 is the possessed noun and N1 the possessor. The associative morpheme is represented by /a/, which can have either H or L tone (the latter with noun classes 1 and 9). With some noun classes a consonantal concord shows up on the associative morpheme.
(28) a. /dīnā + ḡa + mwānā/ name of child → [dīnājāmāwānā] 'a child's name'
b. /lkūdū + ḡa + tābā/ neck of goat → [lkūdūjātābā] 'a goat's neck'
c. /ḥōṣ + ḡa + mwānā/ hand of child → [ēhōṣwāmānā] or [ēhōṣwāmānā] 'a child's hand'
d. /lāyj + ḡa + tābā/ liver of goat → [lāyjātābā] 'a goat's liver'
e. /lkāyj + ḡa + mwānā/ leaf of child → [lkāyjāmānā] 'a child's leaf'
f. /līŋgā + ḡa + mwānā/ tooth of child → [līŋgājāmānā] 'a child's tooth'
g. /ēkō + ḡa + mwānā/ leg of child → [ēkōwāmānā] or [ēkōwāmānā] 'a child's leg'
h. /ōyj + ḡa + mwānā/ fish of child → [ōyjāmānā] 'a child's fish'
i. /kūาะ + ḡa + mwānā/ chicken of woman → [kūาะāmānā] 'a woman's chicken'
j. /tābā + ḡa + mwānā/ goat of woman → [tābājāmānā] 'a woman's goat'

Observe in examples (28a,b,c) that the H tone associative morpheme has a tone raising effect on the final L of N₁. Given only the examples (28a,b,c), one might suggest that the H tone associative morpheme raises the final L of all nouns in N₁ position. Note, however, that (28d) shows that when a L-L-L noun occurs as N₁ before a H tone associative morpheme, all L tones remain L (i.e. there is no L tone raising). Moreover, notice in examples (28e,f,g) that final H tones of N₁ remain unaffected. Finally, in examples (28h,i,j) the final L of N₁ remains unaffected if the associative morpheme also has L tone.

Consequently, the examples in (28) appear to suggest that the conditioning factor for L tone raising is a tone sequence of H followed by L to occur before the H tone associative morpheme. The tone sequence of H followed by L can occur over two syllables as observed in (28a,b) or on a single syllable as seen in (28c). Thus, the examples of (28a,b,c) are accounted for by rule (29):

(29) L → H / H associative

Finally, it should be noted that N₂ of examples (28a,c,e,f,g,h) undergoes rule (5), deriving a P tone in penultimate position. Also, in examples (28i,j), N₂ undergoes rule (9) to derive L⁰.

9.2. Noun-Possessive Pronoun in Association

The noun-possessive pronoun construction is characterized by the same tonal alternations as seen in the noun-noun associative construction. Illustrations are given in (30).

(30) (1) (2) (3)
a. /dīnā + ḡa + âmb/ name of my dīnājāmāb [dīnājāmā] 'my name'
b. /lkūdū + ḡa + âmb/ neck of my lkūdūjāmāb [lkūdūjāmā] 'my neck'
c. /lāyj + ḡa + âmb/ liver of my lāyjāmāb [lāyjāmā] 'my liver'
d. /lkāyj + ḡa + âmb/ leaf of my lkāyjāmāb [lkāyjāmā] 'my leaf'
e. /līŋgā + ḡa + âmb/ tooth of my līŋgājāmāb [līŋgājāmā] 'my tooth'
f. /kūาะ + ḡa + âmb/ chicken of my kūาะāmāb [kūาะāmā] 'my chicken'
g. /tābā + ḡa + âmb/ goat of my tābājāmāb [tābājāmā] 'my goat'

The underlying forms are given in column (1). In these derivations the same basic processes are observed as before: first, vowel deletion in column (2), and then the various tonal operations captured by the rules discussed above. It is suggested that these processes will have generality not only for other aspects of the Komba noun phrase, but also in the verb phrase.

NOTE

1. The data for this study was collected during the academic year by the author and Linda Arvanites for a seminar project in Bantu Tonology conducted by Professor Larry Hyman at the University of Southern California. I am very grateful to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and Pillar Malango, who served as language consultants. Without them, this study would not have been possible. I am very much indebted to Professor Hyman for his many suggestions and comments on earlier drafts of this paper. In addition, thanks are also due to the members of the seminar in Bantu Tonology for their comments and suggestions during my class presentation of a preliminary draft of this paper. I alone, of course, am responsible for any shortcomings which may appear in the actual analysis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Tone Patterns</th>
<th>Nouns in isolation</th>
<th>Demonstrative Construction</th>
<th>Demonstrative Construction</th>
<th>Identification Construction</th>
<th>Identification Construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>tása 'goat'</td>
<td>tása méní</td>
<td>tása mérà</td>
<td>tása náíni</td>
<td>tása náíra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>fúmù 'belly'</td>
<td>fúmù méní</td>
<td>fúmù mérà</td>
<td>fúmù náíni</td>
<td>fúmù náíra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H</td>
<td>ēlê 'tree'</td>
<td>ēlê méní</td>
<td>ēlê mérà</td>
<td>ēlê náíni</td>
<td>ēlê náíra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L-H</td>
<td>plnőnî 'bird'</td>
<td>plnőnî méní</td>
<td>plnőnî mérà</td>
<td>plnőnî náíni</td>
<td>plnőnî náíra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-L</td>
<td>kúbá 'chicken'</td>
<td>kúbá méní</td>
<td>kúbá mérà</td>
<td>kúbá náíni</td>
<td>kúbá náíra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>liålî 'stone'</td>
<td>liålî méní</td>
<td>liålî mérà</td>
<td>liålî náíni</td>
<td>liålî náíra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-H</td>
<td>cëlî 'sand'</td>
<td>cëlî méní</td>
<td>cëlî mérí</td>
<td>cëlî náíni</td>
<td>cëlî náíra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H-H</td>
<td>lkáylî 'leaf'</td>
<td>lkáylî méní</td>
<td>lkáylî mérî</td>
<td>lkáylî náíni</td>
<td>lkáylî náíra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'this X'</td>
<td>'that X'</td>
<td>'this is a X'</td>
<td>'that is a X'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE OF NOUNS IN PRE-PAUSE AND NON-PRE-PAUSE POSITION (1)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object of the verb 'to see'</th>
<th>Followed by 'yesterday'</th>
<th>Adjectival</th>
<th>Adjectival</th>
<th>Adjectival</th>
<th>Numeral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a tôyênâl tása</td>
<td>a tôyênâl tása kôjî</td>
<td>tása náibîl</td>
<td>tása ērûwê</td>
<td>tása nábîl</td>
<td>tôsa agûlô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tôyênâl fûmû</td>
<td>a tôyênâl fûmû kôjî</td>
<td>mûmû nàbêpî</td>
<td>mûmû fûrûwel</td>
<td>mûmû mûbêl</td>
<td>lûmû lôkô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tôyênâl ēlê</td>
<td>a tôyênâl ēlê kôjî</td>
<td>ëlê ëlëpîl</td>
<td>ëlê ērûwel</td>
<td>ëlê sâbêl</td>
<td>ëlê agûkô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tôyênâl plnônî</td>
<td>a tôyênâl plnônî kôjî</td>
<td>plnônî lêbêpî</td>
<td>plnônî pûrûwel</td>
<td>plnônî sêbêl</td>
<td>plnônî pûjûkô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tôyênâl kûbá</td>
<td>a tôyênâl kûbá kôjî</td>
<td>kûbá nêzêkî</td>
<td>kûbá ērûwel</td>
<td>kûbá nêbêl</td>
<td>kûbá agêdô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tôyênâl liålî</td>
<td>a tôyênâl liålî kôjî</td>
<td>mîli mûbêpî</td>
<td>mîli fûrûwel</td>
<td>mîli mûbêl</td>
<td>liålî lôkô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tôyênâl cëlî</td>
<td>a tôyênâl cëlî kôjî</td>
<td>cëlî nêzêkî</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>cëlî nêbêl</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a tôyênâl lkáylî</td>
<td>a tôyênâl lkáylî kôjî</td>
<td>lkáylî mûbêl</td>
<td>lkáylî fûrûwel</td>
<td>lkáylî mûbêl</td>
<td>lkáylî lôkô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he saw a X'</td>
<td>'he saw a X yesterday'</td>
<td>'all of X'</td>
<td>'big X'</td>
<td>'many/much X'</td>
<td>'one X'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE OF NOUNS IN PRE-PAUSE AND POST-PAUSE POSITION (11)**
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For this preliminary investigation of tonal data in Kimbundu,\(^1\) nominals were elicited in three different contexts: in isolation, in pre-L (low) position, and in pre-H (high) position. Nominals did not change their isolation tone patterns when followed by the L-toned possessive marker /-b/ 'his/her'. Tone patterns did change before the HD (high followed by downstep) possessive marker /-66/ 'your (ag.)'. Hence, we shall consider two sets of tone patterns: “surface” or isolation and pre-L (-b) patterns versus “underlying” or pre-H (-66) patterns.

The four tone patterns found in isolation and pre-L contexts on prefixed, disyllabic roots are as given in (1).

1. H-LH H-MM H-ML L-ML

These patterns correspond to the following pre-H patterns in (2).

2. L-LH L-HH L-HL L-LL\(^2\)

These latter patterns are termed "underlying", in line with comparative Bantu data.

The following table summarizes the underlying (pre-H) tone pattern distribution for stems. Prefixes, which are historically L, are omitted as they are uniformly L in this context (cf. (2)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable Structure (Prefix-)Stem</th>
<th>Tone patterns</th>
<th>CV-CV</th>
<th>CV-CV</th>
<th>CV-CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I shows the expected patterns for monosyllables (either H or L in an underlying two-tone system). The possible combinations of these two tones on two moras in disyllabic forms are also seen.

In Table II below, however, the syllable structure breakdown of surface (i.e. isolation and pre-L) tone patterns reveals greater tonal variety than in the underlying patterns. Note that the first four columns, rows 2-4, contain falling tone prefixes for morphologically marked structures: these falling tones stretch out, or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable Structure (Prefix-)Stem</th>
<th>Tone patterns</th>
<th>CV-CV</th>
<th>CV-CV</th>
<th>CV-CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Distribution of Surface Tone Patterns

are accommodated one tone per mora in the larger syllable structure in column 5. Notice that the underlying H of CV-CV in Table I is identified with underlying L-H rather than H-H, since it involves the same HL falling contour as the surface realization of L-H in Table II (cf. rows 2 and 3 in the two tables).

Table III illustrates the various tonal alternations in reverse; that is, from "surface" to "underlying" patterns.

As a first general observation, note that surface M corresponds to underlying H. In fact, any sequence HH will dissimilate in a manner as shown in (3),

3. H → M / H

where M (mid tone) may ultimately be reassigned as a 'H or D (downstep).\(^4\) Rule (3) accounts for the seemingly anomalous HD pronoun -66, in a system of L or HL possessive stems. It also accounts for the difference between the penultimate (underlined) and antepenultimate syllable in (4),

4. kò bâ tû là kw ¿66 'your cutting' 15 cutting 15 your L H D L HD

where the (word-) penultimate syllable is slightly lower than the preceding H. (Vowels in penultimate position are routinely lengthened as well.) One may effectively attribute the peculiarities of the penultimate syllable to a factor such as stress. Stress could account for the sole L-initial surface pattern, L-HH. Not only is this pattern unique among surface tone patterns due to its initial L, it is also the only pattern to contain an unlowered H (=M) in non-initial position. One could argue that stress accounts for this H in that it pulls the H of the surface prefix to penulti-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying tone pattern</th>
<th>Noun in isolation</th>
<th>Noun - his/her pre-L (-ŋ)</th>
<th>Noun - your(sg.) pre-H (-ŋ)</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Pre-H to pre-L correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L CV-CV</td>
<td>mū-tū</td>
<td>mū-tū w-ŋ</td>
<td>mū-tū w-ŋ</td>
<td>1. person</td>
<td>L-L → H-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL CV-CV</td>
<td>hūn</td>
<td>hūn y-ŋ</td>
<td>hūn y-ŋ</td>
<td>2. house</td>
<td>L-H → H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G(N) CV-CV</td>
<td>mūjī</td>
<td>mūjī w-ŋ</td>
<td>mūjī w-ŋ</td>
<td>3. family</td>
<td>L-H → H-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-CV-CV</td>
<td>mūdī</td>
<td>mūdī y-ŋ</td>
<td>mūdī y-ŋ</td>
<td>4. sheep</td>
<td>L-L → H-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV-CV-CV</td>
<td>dīk-ūndū</td>
<td>dīk-ūndū dy-ŋ</td>
<td>dīk-ūndū dy-ŋ</td>
<td>5. pile of grass for burning</td>
<td>L-L → H-L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c. L-LL → L-HL

ku sa nga 'meeting/dancing'  ku su nga 'pulling'
ku sa sa 'raising'  ku wa na 'dividing'
ku se ta 'carving'  ku wi na 'breathing'
ku so nga 'whittling'  ku za la 'spreading out'
ku so ta 'searching'  ku zëw la 'speaking'

Tone Class 2: Underlying H (monosyllabic) and LH (bisyllabic) stem series

a. L-H → M-L
mu twe 'head'  ku ba 'giving'
mu xi 'tree'  ku bya 'burning'
di se 'leaf'  ku bya 'burning'
di su 'eye'  ku dya 'eating'
di twi 'ear'  ku fwa 'dying'
di xi 'smoke'  ku nwa 'drinking'
im bwa 'dog'  ku ta 'putting/giving'
in zu 'house'  ku ya 'going'
l xi 'land'
ma la 'viscera'
ma te 'salliva'
tu bya 'fire'

b. LH → H-L 5
ko lo 'cup'
w a lwa 'beer'
khu ku 'grandfather'
ma ma 'mother'
so ba 'chief'
ta ta 'father'
mw a di 'husband'
mw a nwa 'mother'
mw a nya 'son'
mw i mi 'singer'
mw o na 'child' (pl. a-a na)

c. L-LH → H-LLL

nu lo nde 'bridge'  ku ba ba 'wing' (also di-baba)
di kwa ku 'hand' (pl. ma-a ku)  ku kwa ku 'arm' (pl. ha-a ku)
di ta bu 'stream'
u nde mba 'single hair'
di nga ti 'kind of melon'
di tó kwa 'end of mourning celebration'

Note that there are some surface H-LLL nouns which do not correspond to underlying L-LH but rather to underlying L-HH. These are troublesome in that it is not possible to say which H-LLL on the surface are realizations of which underlying pattern. These exceptional nouns are given below as tone class (2d). They should however also be compared with tone class (4c) below.

d. L-HH → H-LLL 6 (cf. 4c below)

mu ha tu 'wife'
te te mbwa 'star'
ki zu wa 'day'
ka mba ta 'dwarf'
ku bi ta 'passing'
ku lo nga 'dispatching'

Tone Class 3: Underlying HL series

a. LH → M-H
kw a la 'being'

b. L-HL → H-ML
ma na nga 'blood'
w i le la 'laughing'
kuyu ha 'giving'
w i ji ya 'knowing'
kutu be ka 'bringing'
kw i ma na 'standing up'
ku lu la 'breaking'
kw i za la 'becoming full'
ku lu sa 'blowing'

Tone Class 4: Underlying HH series (N.B. no monosyllabic stems)

a. HH → M

mu bëtu 'navel' (5/4, not 13)
m be ji 'moon'
ku la 'goat'
ku ngi 'fear'
ku nga 'sibling'
ku nga 'sibling'
ku ngi 'neck'
ku ti 'mother'
ku ngi 'elephant'

Note that there are some surface H-LLL nouns which do not correspond to underlying L-LH but rather to underlying L-HH. These are troublesome in that it is not possible to say which H-LLL on the surface are realizations of which underlying pattern. These exceptional nouns are given below as tone class (2d). They should however also be compared with tone class (4c) below.
b. LHH → HMM
   di a la 'male'

c. L-HH7 → H-MM8
   mu ki la 'tail'
   mu le nae 'wind'
   mu vu na 'heart'
   di ji na 'mane'
   di ta di 'stone'
   di su nu 'nose'
   ki fa ba 'bone'
   ki tu nga 'girl'
   ku te ka 'drawing water'
   ku tu sa 'sending'
   ku tu nga 'sewing'
   ku zo la 'loving'

Summary. 1) Surface tones are H, Ĥ, L and M. Falling tones occur on prefixes only. Surface prefixes are either H or Ĥ. Surface Ĥ prefixes mark an underlying H-containing stem (see Table III). Surface H prefixes signal an underlying L root: for monosyllables only. The usual H surface prefix has skipped to penultimate position in underlying L-LL nouns. 2) M occurs medially only, as the surface allotone of H—which also occurs medially only, as the class prefix and nominal suffixes are L-toned, for the most part. 3) Sequences of H (and thus, of its allotone, M) lower (H = ĤH). 4) Tone class 2d constitutes an inexplicable set of surface medial L's which correspond not to L, but to underlying H. 5) Underlying L̂H, occurring once in the corpus on kwâla 'to be', belongs to the set L-HL, and is thus not tonemic. The system contains underlying L and H—that is, this is an underlying two tone system (cf. Table III, column 6a).

NOTES

1 I would like to thank Mr. João Sodre David Gonçalves da Costa, on whose speech this study is based. Comments and suggestions from Larry M. Hyman have been an essential part of the development of this paper. I hereby express both thanks and acknowledgement.

2 Some H-LL nouns contextualized unexpectedly as L-HH, instead of the L-LH pattern shown (see tone class 2d below).

3 Marked Ĥ as a convenience: a falling tone (') was heard for these initial syllables. They were not heard as distinct from initial syllables whose falling tone is Ĥ. Only their underlying pattern indicates the series they belong to: the fall, whether HM or ĤL, can be seen as evidence for neutralization of tone patterns for less than disyllabic, prefixed structures. Of course, row 2 is distinguished from row 4 by L versus M as the post-H tone.

4 The notation M assumes that there is no successive lowering of H tones within the phrase, a property inherent in the H or D notation. Unfortunately the data are lacking to test if such lowering exists or not. Thus, the aptness of M vs. 'H or D cannot be resolved here; AS is used only for the pronoun /-ê/ 'your (sg.)', since the interval seems smaller than the HM falling tone observed in surface noun patterns.

5 One token, njiša 'bird' is exceptional in this environment. The form njiša yêâ 'your bird' shows a ĤL instead of a LH pattern. Compare njiša 'road'.

6 Still another HLL word with a surprising pattern before -êâ is mesene 'teacher'. A borrowing from the Portuguese, the pattern is ĤH before 'your'. This word has no prefix; neither does tetemba 'star' above. All other HLL words are prefixed.

7 Note the compound sâkiš 'grandfather' (se 'his father' + kulu 'great/big') which is HHH before -êâ.

8 One HMM noun is problematic: kujîma 'extinguishing' is LLL before -êâ.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the publication of Hulstaert's (1941) comparative paper on the tonology of Lomongo and Ciluba, it has generally been accepted that the tones in Ciluba have been "reversed" from their values in Proto-Bantu (PB); in other words, PB high tone has become Ciluba low tone and PB low tone has become Ciluba high tone. The detailed monograph by Coupez (1954) states this view simply ("à un ton haut du Bantou correspond un ton bas du Luba, et vice-versa"), while elsewhere in the literature (e.g., Carter 1973) references are made to the "reversive" tone system of Ciluba.

There are obvious difficulties in conceiving how a change which reverses all cases of a binary opposition can take place. In 1971, van Spaandonck attempted to provide a more plausible linguistic explanation for the tonal situation in Ciluba than a straightforward reversal. His approach was first to minimize the extent of the reversal, pointing to cases where Ciluba and Lomongo do not have opposite tones and suggesting that just "a few vocabulary items have created the impression of a reversive system". He then proposed a series of ordered rules, based on rules of tonal displacement, etc., found in other Bantu languages, to explain how an apparent reversal of tones could develop.

The present paper will 1) seek to establish the extent of the tonal reversal in Ciluba, and 2) propose a theory of the source of the reversed tone values.

2. COMPARISON OF TONES

A comparison of the tones of Ciluba with the tones of one other language, such as Lomongo, risks greater influence from accidental factors and individual word histories than a comparison with the tones of elements reconstructed for PB. Coupez used this more revealing kind of comparison in reaching his conclusion quoted above. Since 1954, however, a great deal of new work on the tones of PB has appeared. In particular, Guthrie added tones to his formulae for "Common Bantu" stems and published these in his massive Comparative Bantu (1967-70). Guthrie's work is weakened by the absence of a sound historical perspective on language but his list is the most extensive source of reconstructed PB stems in the pub-
lished literature. For this reason the items in Comparative Bantu will form the principal basis of the comparison of stems in this paper. Only those forms attributed by Guthrie to his PB-X will be used. Guthrie finds grounds for an early division of PB into Eastern and Western branches. His PB-X is the common ancestor of these two branches and only those roots with both an Eastern and Western distribution are attributed to the PB-X Stage. In addition, the forms reconstructed by Greenberg (1948) will be cited. Greenberg has a sounder grasp of diachronic processes in language than Guthrie, but was working from a much smaller data base. Nevertheless, despite these differences, Guthrie and Greenberg are in essential agreement in most of the cases where both offer reconstructions.

In the comparative lists below, the columns contain 1) an English gloss; 2) Guthrie's Common Bantu reconstructed stem, cited with the omission of the unnecessary subscripts on vowels; 3) Greenberg's PB reconstructed stem where available; 4) the cognate word in Ciluba, with an additional gloss if the meaning is substantially different from the gloss of the PB stem. In searching for Ciluba cognates I have used the assistance of two speakers of the language, Batubenge Mwamba and F. Muyumba Nkongola, as well as published works by Burssens (1939), Coupe (1954), and de Clercq (1960). In addition the dictionary of the sometimes divergent kiluba dialect by van Avermaet (1954) has been used. Items found only in this source are identified by K. Doubtless a more diligent search would identify a larger number of PB stems with Ciluba cognates, but the number identified here is sufficient to justify strong confidence in the validity of the patterns of correspondence which emerge.

2.1. Noun Stems

Monosyllabic noun stems with both high (H) and low (L) tones have been reconstructed for PB. Those with PB H tone found to have cognates with L tone in Ciluba are given in (1a) below. Two items have PB H tone unchanged in Ciluba, as seen in (1b). In these and subsequent examples, H tone is marked by ('') and L tone by ('') or zero.

(1) a. PB 'H → Ciluba L
    'excreta' -bF bì túmvi
    'termite' -Cóó sé nswa
    'ground' -Cóó sé nshi
    'fish' -Cóó kínu K. 'basket for fishing' cinu
    'knee' -dó lóó lóó
    'death' -kó láru
    'duiker' -Ríá láfa
    'war' -tA mVíta
    'bow' -tA tá báta
    'saliva' -tI tá lúa
    'tree' -tE té móci
    'head' -tó tá mútu
    'ear' -tó bátu
data's' -tó bátu
    'pygmy' -tóA múta

b. PB 'H → Ciluba H
    'mosquito' -bO kámu
    'mortar' -nO ciná

A smaller number of monosyllabic noun stems have been reconstructed with L tone in PB. Among those with H tone cognates in Ciluba are those shown in (2a). There is one unchanged PB L tone item given in (2b).

(2) a. PB 'L → Ciluba H
    'stone' -bOé boc dhíwé
    'intestines' -dA dá ndá ndá K.
    'root' -dI di mújí
    'fly' -gI gí lójí
    'finger' -nO tó nó múndá
    'person' -nTo nto múntá

b. PB 'L → Ciluba L
    'stomach' -FU dhú
All of the four possible sequences of the two tones of PB have been reconstructed as occurring in disyllabic noun stems. Of the four (HH, HL, LL, LH), the HL pattern is the most frequent. Among the PB HL stems with LH reflexes in Ciluba are those given in (3a).

(3) a. PB *HL → Ciluba LH

'breast' - BÉDI bédé dfbelé
'goat' - BÔDI bôdi mbusí
'arm' - BÔKO bôko diñökô
'rain' - BÚDA bôda mûlá
'bat' - DÉMA -dimà (stem cited by Coupez)
'tongue' - DÉMI déme lûlìni
'man' - DÔME déme múliné
'name' - GÌNA gîna dînhà
'tooth' - YÎNO gîno dînhà
'eye' - YÎCO gîco dîhsû
'smoke' - YÔKI gôki mûjîf
'bee' - YÔKE gôke lûnyikî
'sun' - JÔNA zôba dîlbà
'charcoal' - KÀNA kàda dfìkalà
'woman' - RÀDI (kàbi) mûkaù (Coupez gives -kajî)
'tail' - KÉDA kóda mûkîlà
'monkey' - KÈMA kôma nômà
'ten' - KÔMI kôme dîkumà
'firewood' - KÔNI kôni nûnyîf
'bone' - KÛPA mûluhà
'snake' - NYÂKA zôka nyokà
'rat' - PÔKO pôko mpukà
'platform' - TÀUA kîtalà
'buttocks' - TÀKO tâko dîtalà
'cheek' - TÀMA tâma dîtamà
'heart' - TÈMA têma mûcimà
'canoe' - YÀTO bûtùf
'thief' - YÎNI mûbîf
'child' - YÂNA mûânà
'leaf' - YÀNI dîñàf
'nose' - JÔDO dfílòd

There are also a few cases of other reflexes of PB HL stems. The Ciluba words in (3b) have LL tones.

(3) b. PB *HL → Ciluba LL

'guinea fowl' - RÀNGA kànga nêka
'antelope' - KÀRA nêka

One example, given in (3c), has been found where the reflex of PB HL is Ciluba HH.

(3) c. PB *HL → Ciluba HH

'song' - YÉMSO mûsâmbû

And in a couple of cases, given in (3d), the Ciluba reflexes show a tone pattern unchanged from PB.

(3) d. PB *HL → Ciluba HL

'shame' - CÔNI sôni nôni
'oil, fat' - KÔTA kûta mafàta

The next largest number of reconstructed disyllabic nouns have LL tones in PB. The majority of these with Ciluba reflexes show a LH pattern, as in (4a).

(4) a. PB *LL → Ciluba HH

'animal' - YAMA ama nyâmà
'body' - BÈDE bebe mûbîf
'bridge' - DÀDA beda cîliâd
'fire' - DÈDÀ deda mûdlà
'river' - DÔNGA dîlùngà 'name of a waterfall'
'medicine' - GÀNGA gànga bûnà
'hand' - GÀNJA ciñàzà
'sky' - CÔDO dîlià
'drum' - GÔMA gôma ñâmà
'stranger' - GÈNI gëni mûnûyîf
'cattle' - GÔMBÈ gombè nômbô
'hunger' - JÀDA żàda nêlià
'reckless' - JÔDA dîlià
'path' - JÎNÀ (zedà) nêlià
'banana' - KÎNDÈ dîkûndà
There is also at least one example, given in (4b), where PB *LL has a Ciluba HL cognate.

(4) b. PB *LL \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba HL

'back' -YIMA nyima

And a couple of cases where the PB tone pattern is unchanged in Ciluba, given in (4c).

(4) c. PB *LL \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba LL

'leg' -GODO mukoło

'beard' -DEDU déda/dedú máyedi

No cases were found where PB *LL corresponded with Ciluba LH.

A substantial number of reconstructed PB disyllabic nouns have a LH pattern. The largest number of these with reflexes in Ciluba have a HL pattern, including those in (5a).

(5) a. PB *LH \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba HL

'buffalo' -BØGØ bagó mbówa

'hair' -COKÉ lóóiku

'hippopotamus' -GUBÓ gubó ndu

'partridge' -KOAĐÉ nkÁdë

'father' -TAATÁ tatá tátu

'frog' -YUDÁ çufía

'knife' -YETÉ múžié

'girl' -YADÁ múdái 'first wife'

'brain' -YINGØ bόño

There is at least one example, given in (5b), of a HH reflex of a LH PB stem.

(5) b. PB *LH \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba HH

'palm-frond' -DADÁ múlálá

And in (5c), an example is given where PB *LH corresponds with Ciluba LL.

(5) c. PB *LH \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba LL

'mother' -MAADÁ múmú

No examples were found with a tone pattern unchanged from PB *LH.

Disyllabic nouns with a HH pattern are the most rarely encountered and most open to dispute in PB. Stems that are assigned to the HH group seem to occur with almost equal frequency in two tone patterns in Ciluba: LL (6a) and HH (6b).

(6) a. PB *HH \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba LL

'crab' -KÁDÁ kÁdá nkala

'impala' -PÁDÁ (padá) pala (stem cited by Coupez)

'well' -TÍMÁ mújimi

'tick' -KÓPÁ nkufa

b. PB *HH \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba HH

'gall-bladder' -DÓDØ bóóló 'bitterness'

'chicken' -KÓKÓ kókó cufóo

'palm-tree' -TÁDÁ cútndá

In one case, given in (6c), the Ciluba reflex of PB *HH is LH.

(6) c. PB *HH \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba LH

'lame person' -DEMÁ múlemá

There are insufficient examples of reconstructed noun stems of three or more syllables to permit a meaningful examination of the tone correspondences in longer nouns. However, the item in (7) may be noted.

(7) PB *LLL \( \rightarrow \) Ciluba HHH

'bush-pig' -GODUBE ñóóñó

2.2. Discussion of Tone Correspondences in Nouns

The evidence cited in the previous section shows that in an overwhelming majority of cases where tones have been reconstructed on PB noun stems and Ciluba cognates can be found, the Ciluba tones are opposite in value to the PB tones. For this reason, it does not seem adequate to say that only a few items are involved. The
predominant patterns are summarized in (8).

(8)  
\[ \begin{align*} 
& *H \rightarrow L \ (1a) \quad *LH \rightarrow HL \ (4a) \\
& *L \rightarrow H \ (2a) \quad *LL \rightarrow HH \ (5a) \\
& *HL \rightarrow LH \ (3a) \quad *HH \rightarrow LL \ (6a) 
\end{align*} \]

In addition, the nominal prefixes, which are reconstructed as having L tones in PB by Greenberg, Guthrie, Meeussen (1967) and Köhler-Meyer (1968), are H-toned in Ciluba (with very few exceptions—e.g. ma-fufu 'fat, oil' with tones unchanged from PB). Therefore, typically, the whole of a Ciluba noun (prefix + stem) has a tone pattern with opposite tones from the noun source.

This reversal of tone could be described by a rule that simply reverses the value of a tonal feature, such as the rule in (9).

(9)  
\[ \text{Tone Reversal} \ [\text{aRaised}] \rightarrow [-\text{aRaised}] \]

It is probably impossible for a historical change of this kind to take place in the direct fashion implied by (9). But a series of rules of displacement, coalescence, replacement etc. could cumulate to achieve the same effect through natural stages. Van Spaandonck's suggestion starts from the observation that a H tone preceding the prefixes of nouns would provide the environment where such natural rules could operate to reverse the tones. Given an initial H tone, a L tone noun prefix and PB stem tones, the pre-Ciluba tone patterns on the left in (10) correspond to the Ciluba tone patterns on the right.

(10)  
\[ \begin{align*} 
& \text{initial H} \quad \text{prefix} \quad \text{stem} \quad \text{prefix} \quad \text{stem} \\
& \text{a.} \quad H \quad L \quad H \quad \rightarrow \quad H \quad L \\
& \text{b.} \quad H \quad L \quad L \quad \rightarrow \quad H \quad H \\
& \text{c.} \quad H \quad L \quad HL \quad \rightarrow \quad H \quad LH \\
& \text{d.} \quad H \quad L \quad LH \quad \rightarrow \quad H \quad HL \\
& \text{e.} \quad H \quad L \quad LL \quad \rightarrow \quad H \quad HH \\
& \text{f.} \quad H \quad L \quad HH \quad \rightarrow \quad H \quad LL 
\end{align*} \]

Two rules, simpler than those proposed by van Spaandonck, are all that is required to relate these tone patterns. The first rule changes a tone to the same as a preceding tone of opposite value, when a tone of the same value or a word boundary follows. The effect of this rule is shown in (11).

(11)  
\[ \begin{align*} 
& \text{a.} \quad H \quad L \quad \{L\} \quad \rightarrow \quad H \quad H \quad \{L\} \\
& \text{b.} \quad L \quad H \quad \{H\} \quad \rightarrow \quad L \quad L \quad \{H\} 
\end{align*} \]

It is a variety of tone-spreading (cf. Hyman and Schuh 1974) whose effect is essentially to delay the timing of a change in tone (perseverative assimilation). A more formal presentation of this rule is given in (12).

(12)  
\[ \text{[aRaised]} \rightarrow [-\text{aRaised}] / [-\text{aRaised}] \rightarrow \{\text{[aRaised]}\} \]

The second rule is a conceptually simple but formally complex contraction rule which shortens the word by the loss of the initial tone-bearing unit and redistributes the tonal pattern over the remaining syllables. In effect the tone of the deleted element and all subsequent tones are moved to the right and the two final tones coalesce. As the final two tones of any pattern are identical to each other after the application of (12), the shape of the tonal contour is not altered by this change. A detailed formulation of this rule has been avoided because it would confront issues outside the scope of this paper. Instead, an example of the effect of the rule is illustrated in (13).

(13)  
\[ \begin{align*} 
& H \quad L \quad L \quad \rightarrow \quad H \quad L \quad (\text{see tone pattern 1 in (10) and (14)}) \\
& VCVV \rightarrow \quad CVCV 
\end{align*} \]

The application of these two rules is shown in the derivations in (14) for the six tone patterns seen earlier in (10). The tone-spreading rule applies from left to right to each environment that satisfies it, on one pass only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone-Spreading</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLLH</td>
<td>HHL</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>HHLH</td>
<td>HHLH</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLH</td>
<td>HHL</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>HHLH</td>
<td>HHLH</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHL</td>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>HHHH</td>
<td>HHHH</td>
<td>HHHH</td>
<td>HHHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHHL</td>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>HHHH</td>
<td>HHHH</td>
<td>HHHH</td>
<td>HHHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HHL</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>HHLH</td>
<td>HHLH</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLLH</td>
<td>HHL</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>HHLH</td>
<td>HHLH</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
<td>HLLL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contraction</th>
<th>HLL</th>
<th>HHH</th>
<th>HLLH</th>
<th>HHL</th>
<th>HHHH</th>
<th>HLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
It will be noticed that the six tone patterns remain distinct from each other after the application of these rules. Following contraction, the tone pattern consists of the reverse of those tones after the initial H in the pre-Ciluba source. Thus, natural rules of tone-spreading and contraction can provide an explanation of the apparent process of tone reversal in nouns. It remains to suggest the source of the initial H tone which must be posited for these rules to operate.

Van Spaandonck proposed that the source of the initial H tone was the "copular morpheme" *n̩ which, although deleted, left its trace in a tonal effect on the following item. There are a number of reasons why this source is implausible. In the first place, it simply seems unlikely that nouns would have been preceded by a copula with such frequency that a tonally-modified form arising from this environment could become the regular form of the noun. Secondly, if nominal tone patterns are derived from deletion of the copula, the predictive form of nouns should show no difference from the basic form. However, a predictive form of nouns with a syllabic nasal prefix occurs in Ciluba, and the source of this prefix must be the copular morpheme in question. Thirdly, the *n̩ protocopula may well not have had an original H tone. For example, in Bulu, one of the languages in Guthrie's Group A which have generally preserved the etymological tones of PB, this copular element is /n̩/ (Alexandre 1966). For that matter, the syllabic nasal pre-dicative prefix in Ciluba is L toned (except before the irregular L tone nominal prefixes). A further objection to the theory proposed by van Spaandonck will be mentioned when the discussion turns to word classes other than nouns. First, an alternative source for the initial H tone with nouns will be proposed.

The proposal rests on the distribution in the Bantu languages of nominal forms with a "pre-prefix" before the nominal prefix, leading to such forms as abantu beside the form lacking the pre-prefix bantu. The pre-prefix is also known as the augment, or simply as the initial vowel. De Blois (1970) has assembled extensive evidence that the augment occurred in PB, rather than being restricted, as Guthrie suggests, to the more easterly and southerly groups of Bantu languages in which its occurrence is most familiar. For example, traces of the augment can be found in Northern and Western Bantu also, in languages that are included by Guthrie in his Western branch of the Bantu family. De Blois points out that there are languages in the "Central Northern" area (Zone D, data from field notes of Neeuwenh) where a "latent augment" can be detected by the presence of a H tone and a changed vowel. For example, in Northern Binja (D.24) the instrumental/comitative marker is /nə/ before proper names and kinship terms (class la nouns) and no tone change occurs on the nouns, but with common nouns a change does occur, as may be seen from the forms in (15).

\[(15)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>proper noun</th>
<th>noun in isolation</th>
<th>noun in instrumental/comitative construction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kâlsâ (name) cl. 1a</td>
<td>nà Kâlsâ</td>
<td>'with Kasi'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common nouns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lôbâ</td>
<td>'knife' cl. 11</td>
<td>nî lôbâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngômâ</td>
<td>'drum' cl. 9</td>
<td>nà ngômâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdônà</td>
<td>'child' cl. 1</td>
<td>nî mdônà</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The augment even occurs in the Northwestern Bantu languages (Group A). Alexandre (1970) points out that Ewondo (Yaunde) and Fang nominals show a "pre-initial" element in various environments, and he elaborates on the occurrence of a "pre-initial high tone with various kinds of supporting elements" in Bulu (A.74), commenting that "Bulu prefixes with pre-initial high tone are quite comparable to the double prefixes encountered in so many Bantu languages in other zones". He gives examples such as those in (16).

\[(16)\]

| with non-syllabic | | | gloss |
|-------------------|-------------------|------------------|
| nominal prefix | | | |
| dîs | Âdîs | 'eye' |
| fâm | Âfâm | 'cutlass' |
| nôdî | Ânôdî | 'snake' |
| with syllabic | | | |
| nominal prefix | | | |
| bûd | Âbud | 'night' |
| hûdî | Âhûdî | 'wife' |
| bûd | Âbud | 'tree' |

From data such as these from Binja and Bulu we can conclude that the augment was found in the parent language of all the Bantu groups, and that in the parent language the augment had H tone.

Neeuwenh (1967) suggests that the augment originally functioned as "a weak demonstrative ... in affirmative non-predicative
constructions". De Blois' survey provides additional grounds for believing in an original function of this kind. The role of the augment in the modern Bantu languages varies greatly. It is obvious that in many languages the augment has become restricted to a few specific environments or has even been lost entirely, especially in the more westerly languages. In other languages the occurrence of the augment has been extended to new environments. In a number of languages definite nouns in nearly all environments occur with the augment (de Blois 1970:131-132; cf. Bokamba 1971), and it is very frequent in Eastern Bantu languages such as Kirundi (Rodegem 1967) and Lumasaaba (Brown 1972). Particularly interesting are Cibemba and Uwulamba. These languages are members of the Bantu group to which the Luba cluster is most closely related (Henrici 1970, Heine 1973), although it does not appear so from Guthrie's geographically-based classification which assigns them to the Eastern branch of Bantu while Ciluba is placed in the Western branch. In Cibemba and Uwulamba the augment is very widely distributed in its occurrence. Given (1969) suggests that all nouns with specific reference require the augment in Cibemba. Doke (1938:421) observes that "when nouns . . . are exercising their function of subject, object, apposition or absolute [such as adjectival use] in any sentence, they retain their initial vowel" in Uwulamba. Yet apparently in Ciluba there is no sign of the occurrence of the augment and no contrast between augmented and unaugmented nouns.

Given the absence of overt signs of the augment in Ciluba, but its widespread occurrence in closely related languages, the following theory is suggested: rather than being lost because of the rarity of its occurrence in pre-Ciluba, the augment spread till the functional contrast of augmented and unaugmented nouns was largely obscured. Then a phonological reduction of the augmented form took place (along the lines seen with the latest augment in Binja and the nouns with syllabic prefixes in Bulu) after the tone-spreading rule discussed earlier had altered the tonal patterns. These processes produced the patterns seen in Ciluba today.

2.3. Verb Tones

It remains to be seen if the tonal reflexes in Ciluba of PB forms other than nouns can be accounted for. If, say, verbal forms also show a tone reversal, then there is an additional problem for van Spanonedck's proposal that the copula "mf" is responsible, as this copula is unlikely to have occurred before verbs. We will examine verbs as a representative of word-classes other than nouns.

With very rare exceptions the stems of verbs in Ciluba have a fixed tone which is retained no matter what affixes are added to the stem or what construction the verb is in. These fixed tones are also reversed from the PB stem tones in the large majority of cases, as will be shown below. PB verb stems are either H or L toned. Among the PB H tone stems with L tone reflexes in Ciluba are those give in (17a).

(17) a. PB *H → Ciluba L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Cibemba</th>
<th>Uwulamba</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'shine'</td>
<td>-BÁD</td>
<td>kúbalá</td>
<td>'shine'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'see'</td>
<td>-BÓN</td>
<td>bón</td>
<td>'see'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'sleep'</td>
<td>-ĐÁAD</td>
<td>dákála</td>
<td>'sleep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'eat'</td>
<td>-ĐÉ</td>
<td>dě</td>
<td>'eat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'vomit'</td>
<td>-DÔK</td>
<td>dôiuká</td>
<td>'vomit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'fish'</td>
<td>-ĐÔB</td>
<td>dólóbá</td>
<td>'fish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'squeeze,milk'</td>
<td>-KÁM</td>
<td>kómá</td>
<td>'sumble'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'fry, roast'</td>
<td>-Käng</td>
<td>kóaka</td>
<td>'fry, roast'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'dawn'</td>
<td>-KÉ</td>
<td>kócìa</td>
<td>'dawn'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'do'</td>
<td>-KET</td>
<td>kóketá</td>
<td>'do'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'become small'</td>
<td>-KÖČP</td>
<td>kóképá</td>
<td>'become small'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'seize, hold'</td>
<td>-KÖAT</td>
<td>kókwatá</td>
<td>'seize, hold'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'gather'</td>
<td>-KÖNG</td>
<td>kókóngá</td>
<td>'gather'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'hammer'</td>
<td>-KÖM</td>
<td>kókmá</td>
<td>'hammer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'fold'</td>
<td>-KÖNY</td>
<td>kókonyá</td>
<td>'fold'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'die'</td>
<td>-KÓ</td>
<td>kófa</td>
<td>'die'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'curse'</td>
<td>-PİG</td>
<td>píng</td>
<td>'curse'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'drink'</td>
<td>-NÔ</td>
<td>nó</td>
<td>'drink'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'give'</td>
<td>-PÁ</td>
<td>pá</td>
<td>'give'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'fill, pack'</td>
<td>-PÁK</td>
<td>kófaká</td>
<td>'fill, pack'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'burn'</td>
<td>-PÉ</td>
<td>pé</td>
<td>'burn'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'suck'</td>
<td>-PİP</td>
<td>kúfipá</td>
<td>'suck'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'resemble'</td>
<td>-PÔAN</td>
<td>kófwanjá</td>
<td>'resemble'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'come, go'</td>
<td>-PÔM</td>
<td>kófumá</td>
<td>'come, go'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among a few examples where PB H tone is unchanged in Ciluba are
those in (17b).

(17) b. PB *H → Ciluba H
'dream' -DST dST kúlótá
'grow large' -KDP kó kókólá
'thread on' -TONG kóóká
'sing' -YÉMB kúmbá (kúmbá in K.)
'bathe, wash' -YSG kówá (kówá in K.)

The large majority of PB verb stems with L tone have reflexes in Ciluba with H tone, including those in (18a).

(18) a. PB *L → Ciluba H
'count' -BAD bá BAD bá kúbálá
'rot' -BOO bó kúbálá
'mix, meet' -CANG saANG kúsaăngá
'sharpen' -CANG saANG kúsaăngá
'wash' -CUK kúkúkúlá
'cry, wail' -DED deed kúdlálá
'shut, block' -DIB kúdbálá
'cultivate' -DEM dem kúdmá
'become heavy' -DEM kúdmá
'bury' -DIK kúdká
'fight' -DO do kúdálá
'plait' -DOK dök kúdáká
'bewitch' -DOG dog kúdówá
'finish' -MAD mad kúmáná
'sprout, grow' -MED med kúmáná
'swallow' -MID med kúmíná
'defecate' -NI kúnyíná
'stick, smell' -NUK nok kúmíná
'arrive' -PIK pik kúdáká
'cut' -TEKT kútétá
'dwell' -YIKAD kúkádálá

Among the few cases where PB L tone verb stems have Ciluba reflexes with L tone are those given in (18b).

(18) b. PB *L → Ciluba L
'laugh' -ÇEK sek kúseka
'saw' -KEK kúkeka 'cut in slices'
'spread, stew' -TAND kútándá

From the above it is clear that the normal reflex of PB tones on verbs in Ciluba is the reversed tone. These superficial tone reversals occur with verb stems of all the known syllabic structures in PB.

2.4. Discussion of Tone Correspondences in Verbs

The Ciluba verbs above have been quoted in infinitive forms. Since these are nominal forms, it may also be assumed that they occurred with the augment at some earlier stage. Infinitives in Kirundi, Cibemba, Luganda etc. are usually found with the augment, and Kühler-Meyer (1968) discusses the reconstruction of a H tone preprefix in infinitives from Xhosa evidence. Given the reconstruction of the final vowel as L tone (Meessen 1967, Kühler-Meyer 1968), the infinitive forms would have had earlier tone patterns as in (19).

(19) augment prefix stem final vowel
H I L

These tone sequences are the same as the sequences in (10c) and (10e). These patterns become HLI and HHH by the tone-spreading and contraction rules proposed. Thus we would have derivations like those in (20).

(20) *ûkubáda → kúbalá 'shine' (17a)
*ûkubada → kúbálá 'count' (18a)

The same rules will correctly derive tone patterns of the infini-
tives of longer verbs, including verbs with extensions. The extensions do not add tonal contrasts as they probably carried the same tone as the stem, though Kähler-Meyer suggests they were uniformly L-toned.

As far as finite forms of verbs are concerned, the preverbal subject concord prefixes had H tone in PB for all the nominal classes but L tone for the first and second persons. In Ciluba these forms are also reversed in tone; all subject concords for classes are L-toned while the first and second person prefixes are H-toned. Ciluba subject prefixes are illustrated in (21) with the copula -di.

(21) cl. 1 u-di 'he/she/it is' cl. 2 ba-di 'they are'
c. 3 u-di " cl. 4 i-di "
c. 5 di-di " cl. 6 a-di " etc.
1st sg. a-di 'I am' 1st pl. tū-di 'we are'
2nd sg. ò-di 'you are' 2nd pl. nū-di 'you are'

In Ciluba relative clauses the preverbal class prefixes are L-toned except for classes 1 and 9. These again are the reverse of the tones reconstructed for PB where the "pronominal prefix" used in relative classes was H-toned everywhere except in classes 1 and 9 (cf. Meeussen 1971). As the stem tones of verbs are reversed from the PB values the whole of a finite verb form, relative or nonrelative, shows a superficial reversal from PB. In the majority of cases relatives and nonrelatives are not distinct. A sample is illustrated in (22).

(22) 'people cultivate' PB *bantu básama
Ciluba básē basamā

The situation with relative verb forms will be considered first. In the two languages closely related to Ciluba, a major mark of the relative construction is the use of the augment with verbal prefixes. Doke (1938) gives examples from Uwulama, as in (23).

(23) nonrelative ututsemo tukafiga 'axes will arrive'
relative ututsemo utukafika 'axes which will arrive'

The majority of the augmented relative concord prefixes are VCV in shape, the remainder being long vowels. Nonrelative subject concords are CV or short vowel in form (pp.388-389). Unfortunately, Doke's brief note on tone in Uwulama does not give the tones on these concord elements.

In Cibemba the subject concords in non-restrictive ("non-defining") relative clauses also have the augmented VCV form (Givón 1969). Again, it is unfortunate that even in Givón's more up-to-date work the tonal pattern on these prefixes is not given. However, in restrictive ("defining") relative clauses the subject prefixes are L-toned (it is not known if this is true of classes 1 and 9) and lack the augment. By contrast, the subject concord prefixes on non-relative verbs are H-toned, as the examples in (24), drawn from Givón (1969:88) show (unmarked tones are unknown).

(24) ifiū ilaiile 'the lunatic who case' (cl. 5)
ifiū ilaiile 'the lunatic left'
ifiū na ifumun bākafika bākile
'the lunatic and the chief who (both) came left' (cl. 2)

Sharman and Meeussen (1966) also mention the L-toned relative prefix in Cibemba, and they make clear that the nominal prefixes are L-toned and the augment before nominal prefixes has a basic H tone. In other words, Cibemba shows a change from PB in prefix tone in only one category. PB and Cibemba prefix tones are compared in (25).

(25) PB Cibemba
nominal prefix *L L
nominal augment *H H
verbal subject concord (nonrelative) *H H
relative subject concord ("pronominal prefix") (ex. cl. 1 & 9) *H L

It is proposed here that the change from PB H tone prefix to L tone in Cibemba restrictive relatives can be explained as a reduction from a pattern in which the original H tone prefix was preceded by a L tone augment, as in (26).

(26) *VCV-relative verb → CV-relative verb

It is suggested that the nonrestrictive relatives in Cibemba, with
the augment, are a survival of an earlier stage in which the augment preceded verbs in all relative clauses. Because of the parenthetical coordinate relationship to the matrix sentence, nonrestrictive relatives may well be less subject to phonological attrition.

Because the tonal data from Cibemba and Uluwamba are incomplete it is necessary to look to languages less close to Coluba for evidence of the L tone on the augment before verbs. In Ciyao (Zone P), Whitesley (1966:56) notes the occurrence of relative forms with the augment. This relative preprefix has H tone; the subject concord prefix following it has H tone. Examples of the use of the preprefix taken from Whitesley’s Yao texts include those in (27).

(27) vaanõce uváice 'the children who came'
mundu jwámlee6 juváice 'the tall man who came'
mooll gãnðjímmbág 'the frogs which were croaking'
(cl. 6 ma-ulá)

Now, in Ciyao the basic tones of prefixes are essentially unchanged from PB; nominal prefixes are L, verbal prefixes are best regarded as underlying H. The occurrence of L tone on the augment refers to the desired construction of L tone on the augment before verbs in relative clauses.

The occurrence of a L tone augment before the H tone verbal prefix but a H tone augment before the L tone nominal prefix can be subsumed under the general statement that the augment has the opposite tone to the prefix that follows. This rule of polarity also operates in Dzamba. Bokamba (1971:218) gives very little information on tone, but does cite the tonal patterns of a few nouns with class 2 prefixes. The forms, with and without the definitizing augment, are given in (28), where unmarked tones are unknown.

(28) báto 'people' bákonzi 'chiefs'
     babáto 'the people' bákonzi 'the chiefs'
     (derived from *babákonzi)

The H tone on the prefix is surprising but it presumably does not arise from the loss or latency of the augment as the augmented form of a word such as báto appears in full. However, with noun stems that are not monosyllabic or vowel-initial there is a L tone "latent augment". In place of the polarity of tone seen in the successive syllables of babáto, the replacement of H tone by L has become the paradigmatic sign of the augment in bákonzi. This Dzamba process is directly analogous to the reduction in the relative verb forms proposed for Cibemba in (26).

Now, accepting the evidence for a polar L tone on the augment before the verbal prefix, the sequences of verbal tones seen in (29) would have characterized relative verb forms in pre-Ciluba, apart from classes 1 and 9.

(29) augment prefix verb stem final vowel
    L     H     L     L

If the tone-spreading and contraction rules discussed in connection with nouns are applied to these sequences, the derivations shown in (30) are obtained.

(30) Tone-spreading
    a. LHL → LLH
    b. LHH → LHL
    a. HLL → HHL
    a. HL# → HH#

    Contraction
    LHL     LHL
    LHH

Thus, from posited earlier forms such as those on the left in (31), the correct Ciluba reflexes on the right would be derived.

(31) *abátóma → batumá 'they who send'
     *abádema → badém 'they who cultivate'

The Ciluba forms show a superficial reversal of the last three tones of the posited earlier forms.

As for the relative forms with classes 1 and 9 which had a L tone prefix in PB, the rule of tonal polarity would assign a H tone to the augment. The tonal patterns are thus LHL and LHH; the same patterns are as obtained on the infinitives of verbs with monosyllabic stems. These patterns also yield superficial tonal reversals as detailed above.

Nonrelative verb forms in Ciluba, with L tone prefixes in all classes, must also be presumed to have had an augment with a tone
opposite to the PB H tone on the prefix for the superficial reversal in these cases to be accounted for by the rules posited here. There is less direct evidence for this supposition than for the other steps in this argument. However the fact that predicative adjectives and relative verb forms do have the augment in a number of Bantu languages provides some basis for the belief that the augment occurred with all verbal forms in some predecessor of Ciluba. De Blois (1970) finds "at least six" languages (Gusi, Fipa, Dzindza, Kwanyama, Ndonga, Herero) in which the augment is used with predicative adjectives, adjectives at their most verb-like. He records relative verb forms with the augment in 16 languages and a further six use the augment in headless relatives only. Ciluba lacks any overt sign of the augment with verbs in any form. Again it is suggested that the use of the augment became widespread with verbs in pre-Ciluba; and subsequently the augment was subject to contraction, leaving its trace behind in the tonal patterns.

3. CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated that the superficial reversal of PB tones is pervasive in nouns and verbs in Ciluba. It may also be noted that the same is true of adjectives, although the evidence is not included here. Thus all the major word classes are involved in the reversal. An account of the change as the result of the attrition of initial syllables and a simple, natural rule of tone-spreading is proposed. The initial syllable involved is the "augment" or "prefix". It is proposed that the augment was a functional element in Proto-Bantu, and that the tone of the augment was opposite to that of the prefix it preceded. In many languages the use of the augment became widely extended. This extensive use of the augment is evident in some of the languages most closely related to Ciluba. In pre-Ciluba the augment was so extensively used that it preceded nearly all major lexical items. Perhaps because of its increasing redundancy, the syllabic sign of the augment was lost at some time before modern Ciluba emerged. Tones were reassigned to the remaining syllables and subject to a spreading rule. The result is a language with reversed tones that shows no overt trace of the augment.

NOTES

1 A diachronic reversal in all contexts is quite distinct from a synchronic "flip-flop" in restricted contexts. See Wang (1967) and Hashimoto (1972) for some examples and discussion. Because of the difficulty of conceiving how a context-free diachronic reversal could originate, nonlinguistic influences have been adduced. Van Spaandonck (1971) mentions van Caeneghem and Meeszen's suggestion that tones may have become reversed because "the Baluba like to reverse tones in their mourning songs". But Mufuta (1969) shows that, although H tones may be replaced by L and L by H in Kxoslũ chants, this is only a sporadic occurrence and it does not look like a conservative retention. In fact these tone replacements generally level away the tonal contrasts on several adjacent syllables, usually by replacing H tones with L tones. Consecutive reversals in opposite directions are not found and such a plausible case of tone reversal in Loma has also been given a putative sociolinguistic explanation by Dwyer (1975).

2 Although van Spaandonck draws attention to a number of "exceptions" to the reversed tonal correspondences between Ciluba and Lomongo, his proposal does not account for the occurrence of such exceptions. They remain exceptions to the rules he proposes.

3 I met with Mr. Muamba jointly with Saeed Ali of U.C.L.A., who had a major role in planning and conducting these working sessions.

4 Transcription of Ciluba is based on the orthography. The following may be noted: /c/ represents a palatal affricate elsewhere spelled "tsb"; /f/ represents a voiceless bilabial fricative which is in complementary distribution with /p/; /w/ has been used for an underlying vowel /a/ which occurs in a stem and which has no parapertly assignable tone. Adjacent vowels with like tones, including long vowels, are regarded as forming only one syllable.

5 Rule (12) has been formulated so that it levels the contrast of final tones (in the sequences LH and HLH) for reasons of naturalness. If (12) effected no change in tones before word boundary, then the contraction rule would be required to straightforwardly delete the final tone. However if tone-spreading does apply in this environment, the contraction rule does not remove any contrastive tones. A contraction rule may be considered more natural and inherently more probable if it preserves the shape of the tonal contour. Note that there is no sign of the creation of floating tones following Ciluba nouns.

6 Larry Hyman independently suggested that the augment is a better source of an initial H tone than the copula /n/ in his comments on van Spaandonck's 1971 paper to the seminar on Comparative Bantu Tonology.

7 Byarugasho, Hyman, and Tenenbaum (1976) argue for an original H tone augment from their observations on tonal alternations in Kihaya nouns.

8 Whitely suggests that the verbal prefixes are basically L-toned in nonrelative sentences in Cyuao and only H in relative
cases. However, given the extensive system of rules that move H tones to the right in Ciyaqo, and the fact that there are cases where absolute initial verb prefixes are H, it is more likely that the tone is basically H but subject to a rightward shift.
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This paper is concerned with a phenomenon that has been reported in some Bantu languages (van Spaandonck 1969, Schadeberg 1976) which consists of shifting a high tone to the preceding syllable, henceforth called tone anticipation. It will be shown that indeed this process exists in Kinyarwanda as well. Its mechanism and constraints will be covered in the following discussion.

Not only does there not as yet exist a study of tone rules in Kinyarwanda, but there also is no general agreement among the scholars who have been working on this language as to how its tones should be represented. Coupez and Meeussen propose two phonetic tones, high (H) and low (L). The L tone is never marked. The H tone is marked by an acute accent ('). Long vowels are doubled; short vowels then appear as either L or H, while long vowels appear as either LL, HH, HL or LH. The phonetic tones found on short and long vowels are illustrated in (1).

(1) a. L umugabo 'man'
    H umugoré 'woman'

b. LL urukweeto 'shoe'
   HL umwáða 'child'
   LH umwáadi 'king'
   HH ----- 

In (1a) we observe a difference between L and H on the final short vowel of the two nouns. In (1b) we observe LL, HL and LH on the penultimate long vowel of 'shoe', 'child' and 'king', respectively. Although Kinyarwanda specialists claim that there exist HH long vowels, they do not give examples to illustrate this possibility. It will be shown later that this system of tone representation corresponds to the systematic phonemic representation rather than to the phonetic representation.

Kagame (1956) recognizes also two features for vowel length, namely short and long, but he proposes three phonetic tones: a low, a mid, and a high. Each diacritic proposed stands for a combined vowel length and tone height value. Five symbols are used:

(2) = short-mid ex. umugöré 'woman'
    ' = short-high ìsuka 'hoe'
The problem with this system of tone representation is that the author implies that in the case of the long vowels the onset and coda have the same tonal level. He excludes possibilities such as HL or LH, where the long vowels are either falling or rising. Also, if this system were utilized, it wouldn't be easy to formulate tone rules.

Like Coupez and Meeussen I will represent long vowels by doubling them. The necessity of this decision will become obvious when the tone rules are presented. The position is taken here that Kinyarwanda has three phonetic tones: L, H, and F (falling). L tones are marked by \( \tilde{s} \) or a grave accent (\( ' \)), H tones by an acute accent (\( ' \)), and F tones by the diacritic (\( ' \)). Theoretically, then, a long vowel should be able to occur with one of the nine possible phonetic tone combinations: -LL-, -HH-, - LH-, -FL-, -FF-, -FL-, -FH-, -LF-, and -HF-. There are, however, only five sequences actually found, namely: -LL-, -HH-, -FL-, -HL-, and -LF-.

For the sake of simplicity and clarity of exposition, items of more than three syllables will not be given. The first thing that one discovers in studying the tonology of Kinyarwanda is the fact that H tones never appear in word final position when the word is taken in isolation. For instance, monosyllables are always realized as either L or F, as illustrated in (3):

(3) a. \( \tilde{w} \) 'him' (F) b. \( \tilde{g} \) 'me' (L)
\( \tilde{b} \) 'them' ni 'be'
\( \tilde{k} \) 'that' ng\( \tilde{o} \) 'that'

On the penultimate syllable, disyllables carry either H or L tone. A limited number of items carry a F tone. The tone on the final syllable is always L as the following examples indicate.

In three syllable nouns, the H tone is either found on the initial vowel or the penultimate syllable. It is not possible to find two H tones in a three syllable word or either a F or a H on the last syllable. Another point worth mentioning is that the infinitival verb forms never manifest the H tone on the penultimate syllable. The reason for this constraint will become more obvious later.

Examples with three syllables are given in (5) below.

\( i \) sos \( i \) 'neck' \( i \) s\( \tilde{g} \) \( i \) 'wing' fs\( \tilde{u} \) 'hoo'
\( i \) juye \( i \) 'stone' \( i \) \( g \) ti 'tree' fn\( \tilde{z} \) ina 'banana tree'
\( i \) n\( \tilde{e} \) i 'bird' \( i \) \( g \) \( \tilde{d} \) \( k \) 'chicken' fn\( \tilde{e} \) i 'shyness'

\( k \) urima \( i \) 'to plow' \( k \) \( \tilde{u} \) \( \tilde{m} \) 'a' \( k \) \( \tilde{u} \) \( \tilde{n} \) 'a' 'to see'
kun\( \tilde{e} \) i 'to know' \( k \) \( \tilde{u} \) \( \tilde{g} \) \( \tilde{i} \) \( \tilde{n} \) 'a' 'to dance'
kurora \( i \) 'to see' \( g \) \( \tilde{k} \) \( \tilde{o} \) 'a' \( g \) \( \tilde{k} \) \( \tilde{a} \) 'a' 'work'

As mentioned in the beginning, long vowels are realized as either -HH-, -LL-, -HL-, -FL-, or -LF-. The sequence -HL- is found only in a few nouns; it is more commonly found in finite verb forms. Infinitive verbs exhibit two kinds of tones only on penultimate long vowels; they are either -HL- or -L-. Vowels with either -HH-, -HL-, or -LF- are not found in this position.

\( i \) \( \tilde{z} \) am\( \tilde{b} \) o 'word' \( \tilde{s} \) nh\( \tilde{d} \) s\( \tilde{e} \) 'brave' g\( \tilde{d} \) \( \tilde{d} \) 'be'
\( i \) \( \tilde{g} \) \( \tilde{w} \) \( \tilde{e} \) \( \tilde{t} \) e \( \tilde{t} \) 'shoes' \( s \) nh\( \tilde{e} \) l\( \tilde{a} \) 'sorrow' d\( \tilde{a} \) \( \tilde{s} \) 'my father'
\( i \) \( \tilde{m} \) \( \tilde{a} \) \( \tilde{g} \) \( \tilde{g} \) a 'cit\( \tilde{g} \) a' \( \tilde{s} \) \( r \) \( \tilde{a} \) 'nose' m\( \tilde{a} \) m\( \tilde{a} \) 'my mother'
\( \tilde{i} \) \( \tilde{t} \) \( \tilde{o} \) \( \tilde{m} \) \( \tilde{g} \) o 'ruin' \( b \) \( \tilde{f} \) \( \tilde{i} \) \( \tilde{f} \) \( \tilde{n} \) \( \tilde{o} \) 'tooth' t\( \tilde{w} \) \( \tilde{e} \) \( \tilde{d} \) \( \tilde{e} \) \( \tilde{h} \) 'e'
kugenda 'to go'  kūrōta 'to dream'  
kurinda 'to guard'  gūtwārara 'to carry/lead'  
gušaka 'to want'  kūbōsara 'to hear children'  

- d. L-LF-L  e. H-HH-L
- ittāf ḍi 'tobacco'  ftō ṣe 'calm'
- imārī 'money'  fō ṣeke 'law, always'
- imbēre 'dancer'  fnēzā 'goodness'
- imbōliza 'vegetables'  fīlā 'kind of grass'

Looking at the data from (3) to (6), one might be tempted to formulate rules such as those in (7) and (8), which simply say that a Ḥ in word final position becomes L, except in monosyllables, where it becomes a F tone.

(7)  ĺ →  Ṽ  /  Ḥ  #
(8)  ĺ →  Ṽ  /  #  #

It will be shown, however, that a more general rule is possible which does not have to do with the fact that the Ḥ tone occurs in word-final position or the penultimate syllable. It will be made clear that all F tones are underlyingly Ḥ and that all H's, at the systematic phonemic level, belong to the next syllable on the right.

The first evidence of tone anticipation in Kinyarwanda is the fact that noun prefixes usually carry L tone, but inexplicably have H tone in some words. The prefixes preceded by their respective preprefix are the following:

(9)  1. u-mu-  5. i-ʊ-  9. i-n-  13. u-tu-
    2. a-∅-  6. a-ma-  10. i-n-  14. u-ju-
    3. u-mu-  7. i-ki-  11. u-ru-  15. u-ku-
    4. i-mi-  8. i-∅-  12. a-ka-  16. a-ha-

Examples are provided in (10) for each noun class.

(10)  1. umdifu 'dead' (sg.)  umuskwa 'stupid' (sg.)
    2. abafu 'dead' (pl.)  abaskwa 'stupid' (pl.)
    3. umō 'medicine'  umuzi 'root'
    4. imi 'medicine'  imizi 'roots'
    5. ifi 'fish'  ibo 'testicle'
    6. amaf 'fishes'  amabja 'testicles'

7. igiti 'tree'  igihe 'time'
8. ipfaja 'food'  ipijera 'office'
9. ighī 'firewood'  iggwē 'leopard'
10. īmuhu 'skins'  īme 'dews'
11. uruhu 'skin'  urumé 'dew'
12. akaf 'misfortune'  akazi 'job'
13. uduk 'small cows'  udusko 'small grinders'
14. udukwe 'wedding'  ujura 'intestines'
15. ugukwi 'ear'  uguška 'grinding'

The examples in (10) give pairs in which the prefix is marked by H (on the left) and L (on the right). There is no way any kind of generalization could be made if some prefixes were posited as having underlying H and others as having underlying L tone. It seems reasonable, then, to accept the fact that a Ḥ tone on the stem has been shifted to the prefix. This is confirmed by the fact that all prefixes that occur in the place formerly held by a prefix with H tone acquire the Ḥ tone also. Virtually all nouns can move from one class to another. For instance, they can take the diminutive marker ka- (class 12) or the pejorative marker ru- (class 11). When we put the nouns in (4) above in the ka- and ru-classes, we discover that these prefixes acquire L tone where the original prefix had Ḥ tone, and Ḥ tone where the original prefix had L tone.

(11)  a. agafu 'flour'  b. agafi 'fish'
    urufu 'lots of flour'  urufi 'big fish'
    akada 'stomach'  akada 'louse'
    uruda 'big stomach'  uruda 'big louse'
    akazu 'house'  akavana 'little ash'
    uruzu 'big house'  uruzo 'lots of ashes'

The rule can be formalized by showing that the underlying H tone is always anticipated to the left regardless of whatever syllable it occurs on.

(12)  /L-H/  →  [H-L]

This rule implies that the underlying representation of the forms in (5b) and (5c) are as given in (13), which is indeed correct.
ized and that the subjunctive H tone shifts to the first vowel of the causative morpheme no matter how many suffixes occur before it.

Another obvious example of tone anticipation is noted when a pronoun infix appears in the verb forms that keep the lexical tones, namely the infinitive form, the -ra- tense (action-focus marker), the -ka- tense (narrative and consecutive tense) and the -aa- tense (the recent past).\(^2\)

(16) a. /-tém- 'cut'/
/ku - tém - a/ [gútema]\(^3\)
\(\) to cut INF 
/ku - kí - tém - a/ [kgútema]
\(\) to it cut INF 'to cut it'
/a - ra - tém - a/ [arátema]
he A.F. cut ASP 'he is cutting'
/a - ra - ki - tém - a/ [arágútema]
he A.F. it cut ASP 'he is cutting it'
/a - ka - tém - a/ [agútema]\(^3\)
he TNS cut ASP 'and then he cuts'
/a - ka - ki - tém - a/ [akágútema]\(^3\)
he TNS it cut ASP 'and then he cuts it'

b. /-ror- 'look'/
/ku - ror - a/ [kurora]
\(\) to look INF 
/ku - kí - ror - a/ [kúkúrora]
\(\) to it look INF 'to look at it'
/a - ra - ror - a/ [araróra]
he A.F. look ASP 'he is looking'
/a - ra - ki - ror - a/ [ararórama]
he A.F. it look ASP 'he is looking at it'
/a - ka - ror - a/ [akaróra]
he TNS look ASP 'and then he looks'
/a - ka - ki - ror - a/ [akarórama]
he TNS it look ASP 'and then he looks at it'

c. /-kúund- 'like'/
/ku - kúund - a/ [gákúunda]
\(\) to like INF 
/ku - kí - kúund - a/ [kgúikúunda]
\(\) to it like INF 'to like it'
/a - ra - kúund - a/ [arákúunda]
he A.F. like ASP 'he likes'

Notice that the lexical H tone of the verb 'work' has been neutral-
In (3) we observed examples of monosyllables that have F tones and we proposed rule (8), which states that H tones fall in monosyllabic words. The rule is more general than this, however: the H tone falls if there is no other syllable on the left side of the word. One evidence for this rule is that deletion of the initial vowel carrying an H tone causes the next syllable to have an F tone. Thus in Kinyarwanda, one way of naming is obtained by just deleting the preprefix. When this happens, the underlying H tone, which is now the first syllable after the vowel deletion, gets an F tone.

On the other hand, if the initial H tone syllable consists solely of a vowel, this H does not become an F.

Compare in this regard the participle, which is marked by a H tone on the verb prefix. It remains H if the verb prefix is a vowel, and falls if the prefix consists of a consonant plus vowel.

(19) ápwa ‘him drinking’ mágwa ‘you (pl.) drinking’
ádága ‘him eating’ pándága ‘them eating’
dápwa ‘you drinking’ tǔgwá ‘us drinking’
údága ‘you eating’ bídága ‘eating them’

The tone falling rule can then be formulated as follows:

(20) H \rightarrow F / / "-HL-

At this point we need to add two more rules to account for the tones realized on long vowels, since rules (12) and (20) cannot derive them. Thus, a H tone on the first mora of the long vowel is anticipated by not lowered as in other cases:

(21) L \rightarrow H / / "-HL-

The rule expressed in (21) can account for the well-formedness of the words given in (6). The underlying representations of the words in (6b) are as given in (22):

(22) L-HL-L \rightarrow H-HL-L
/ísákári/ [ínwáári] /ińtímba/ [ínńímba]
/ísááru/ [ínzúáru] /ízúága/ [ínzúága]

The underlying representations of (6c) are given in (23):

(23) LL-H \rightarrow L-L-L
/ígwe/ [ígwe] /dińtágwa/ [díńtágwa] ‘my father’
/íwe/ [ínwe] /máamágwa/ [máamágwa] ‘my mother’

The words in (6c) are, then, the only ones derived by rule (12). The examples in (6c) are derived by both rules (12) and (21).
Rule (21) is confirmed by the fact that monosyllabic verbs usually have their lexical H tone on the prefix but when a suffix is added, such as the benefactive suffix -ir-, the causative suffix -ii̯-, or the aspect marker -(i)ye, the lexical H tone remains on the stem but tone anticipation still applies.

(25) /ku - tâ/  
    /ku - tâ - ir - a/
    /a - ra - tâ - ye/
    he A.P. throw ASP  
    /ku - hâ/  
    /ku - hâ - ii̯ - a/
    /ku - hâ - ir - a/  
    he A.P. throw BEN ASP  

Also H tones on long vowels actually derive from the application of both rules (12) and (21). Usually the contact of two non-identical vowels cause the deletion of the preceding one. If both vowels carry H tone, however, the first vowel gets deleted and the second one is lengthened, thus keeping the two H tones.

(26) /nâ - isúka/  
    /nâ - inkóko/  
    /nkâ - inká/  
    /nkâ - ibuye/  

Since the examples in (6d) cannot be derived by either rule (12), (20) or (21), we need another rule which says that a rising tone on a long vowel has to fall.

(27) L-LH-L  
    /itâbâ/  
    /intôro/  
    /imâri/  
    /išâti/  

The rules which have been proposed give a correct phonetic output and don't have to be ordered. They simply apply each time their structural description is satisfied. We don't know, however, why F tones anticipate but don't lower or why a R tone would have to fall. Rules (12) and (21) explain why we don't find H tones in the penultimate syllable of infinitival verb forms. The morpheme -a which comes after the verb stem has a L tone. Penultimate H tones always derive from final H tones. This doesn't explain, however, why infinitival forms with F tones in the penultimate position with long vowels are not found in the language. We don't know why there is such a limited number of lexical items that have a H tone on the second mora of the vowel.

I have shown that tone anticipation is a live process in Kinyarwanda. Much more work needs to be done, however, to determine its correct formulation and boundaries. A further study should try to find a motivation for the rules we have proposed here and examine their application, especially in the case of multiple pronoun incorporation, verbal suffixes (extensions), and in other cases of grammatical tone.

NOTES

1 Meesussen has suggested that vowels of extensions (suffixes) take the tone of the final vowel, thus implying that they are toneless. There is no reason to suppose this for Kinyarwanda, however, since all extensions and prefixes seem to have L tones.

2 Note that the recent past, which also keeps the lexical H tone doesn't make the H tone anticipate two syllables but just undergoes the normal anticipation rule. Ex. /-kor/- 'do':

/ha - aa - kîr - ye/  
they PAST do ASP  
/pa - aa - ki - kîr - ye/  
they PAST it do ASP

Cf. /-kûnd/- 'like':

/ha - aa - kîînd - ye/  
they PAST like ASP  
/pa - aa - ki - kûnd - ye/  
they PAST it like ASP

3 We observe here the application of Dahl's Law or voice dissimilation, which voices consonants of morphemes that appear before the vowel if the latter begins with a voiceless consonant.
If the verb has two or more infixes the underlying H tone seems to spread over all of the syllables to the left.

/ ámb-/'give'  
/kú- ámb-a/'to give'  
/kú- mú- ámb-a/'to give him'  
/kú- kí- mú- ámb-a/'to give it to him'

/kór-/'do'  
/kú- kór-a/'to do'  
/kú- kí- kór-a/'to do it'  
/kú- kí- mú- kór-ir-a/'to do it for him'

/kú- ámb-a/'like'  
/kú- mú- ámb-a/'to like'  
/kú- kí- mú- ámb-ir-a/'to like it for him'

Hyman (personal communication) has suggested that the underlying tones of [ ámbo] and [ ámbo] might be / ámb-o/ and / ámb-o/, respectively, in which case [ ámbo] would be derived by the normal anticipation rule, i.e. (12), and [ ámbo] by a rule such as in (7), and the falling rule, i.e. rule (20).

APPENDIX: Tone Representation in Three Different Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Couper and Meesum</th>
<th>Kagame</th>
<th>Kimenzi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'man'</td>
<td>umugabó</td>
<td>umugabó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'woman'</td>
<td>umugóre</td>
<td>umugóre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'young man'</td>
<td>umusóre</td>
<td>umusóre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>umwanda</td>
<td>umwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'King'</td>
<td>umwa má</td>
<td>umwáma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Debt'</td>
<td>umwenda</td>
<td>umwenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'dirt'</td>
<td>umwanda</td>
<td>umwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'mother'</td>
<td>mamba</td>
<td>mamba</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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0. INTRODUCTION

Like most other Bantu languages, Haya, a language of Northern Tanzania, is characterized by two level tones, H (high) and L (low), which take part in complex alternations conditioned both by tonological and grammatical factors. As is so frequently the case in Bantu, rules which convert underlying tonal representations into surface ones combine a complex of tonal information, grammatical boundaries, and morphological categories. The purpose of the present paper is to integrate these multiple factors into a coherent statement on Haya tonological structure. In section 1 we present a general introduction to the Haya tone system, focusing primarily on alternations characterizing the final two syllables of a phrase. In section 2 we argue that these alternations can only be understood in terms of an abstract phrase-penultimate accent. In section 3 we turn to the pragmatics of this tone-affecting accent and argue that its presence vs. absence can only be predicted on the basis of what is asserted in a Haya utterance within a given discourse. We conclude briefly in section 4 with a general statement on the interaction between tone and syntax.

1. TONE

We begin by considering the possible tone sequences found in bi-, tri-, and quadrisyllabic nouns in Haya, all of which are illustrated in (1).

(1) a. L-L ente 'cow' 9/10
     H-L ōmbwa 'dog' 9/10
b. L-L-L enfulu 'fish' 9/10
    omuzi 'root' 3/4
    L-H-L empánu 'pig' 9/10
    omúdi 'tree' 3/4
    L-P-L enjóka 'snake' 9/10
c. L-L-L-L okugulu 'foot' 15/6
    L-L-H-L obugólo 'snuff' 14/6
    L-L-F-L omukúno 'hand' 3/4
    L-H-L-L emótoka 'car' 9/10

In these and subsequent examples an acute accent marks a H, while a circumflex accent marks a F (falling tone). L tone is unmarked.

In (1) we have attempted, where possible, to give nouns having monosyllabic vs. bisyllabic augmented prefixes (e.g. cl. 9 en- vs. cl. 3 ome-), as well as nouns having monosyllabic vs. bisyllabic stems (e.g. -zi 'root' vs. -fulu 'fish'). Although tone does not carry a heavy functional load lexically, occasional minimal pairs are found, e.g. [ende] 'pregnancy' vs. [éná] 'louse'. Each of the patterns represented in (1) could be further illustrated with numerous examples. The one pattern L-H-L-L is not terribly frequent in nouns and includes a number of borrowings (e.g. eshágáma 'blood', from Luganda). Whether it is a native pattern or not will not concern us here.

From the above surface patterns the following generalizations emerge: 1) H never appears before pause, e.g. on the final syllable of a noun in isolation; 2) F only occurs in penultimate position; 3) no two H's or two F's or one H and one F occur in the same word, i.e. there is only one mark of prominence per noun in isolation; 4) F can occur initially only in bisyllabic nouns. In the following subsections each of these surface constraints on tone sequences in nouns in isolation is taken up in turn. It will be seen that once such nouns are positioned within a larger phrase, many of the above constraints no longer hold. In addition, the tonal shape of a noun can vary considerably, depending on the grammatical context. This last point is illustrated for the noun 'tree' in (2), which appears with seven different tonal configurations.

(2) a. L-H-L omúti 'tree' (isolation form)
b. H-H-L okubón omúti 'to see a tree'
c. L-H-L omúti gwango 'my tree'
d. H-L-H okubón omúti gwango 'to see my tree'
e. L-L-L omúti gwa Káto 'tree of Káto'
f. H-L-L okubón omúti gwa Káto 'to see the tree of Káto'
g. H-H-H abón omúti gwa Káto 'he sees the tree, Káto'

The only tone pattern involving H's and L's that has not been found on 'tree' is L-H-H.

1.1. We begin our attempt to provide underlying tonal representations for the nouns in (1) by considering the F tone. Whenever
a word ending in F-L tone on its last two syllables is followed by another word (whatever the syntactic relationship), the F tone is not attested. The corresponding syllable is instead most generally realized as H, as seen in (3).

(3) omukâno 'hand'
	omukâno gwângwe 'my hand'

While the word for 'hand' is realized as L-L-F-L before pause, when the possessive pronoun 'my' is added, 'hand' is realized as L-L-H-L. This is consistent with the constraint pointed out above, namely that F occurs only penultimately. However, it is necessary to add that the F tone occurs only in phrase-penultimate position. Thus, when a word is added after another word ending in F-L, the F of the first word is no longer phrase-penultimate and must surface as a H.

We propose that words which in isolation have a F on their penultimate syllable should be represented underlyingly as ending in a H-L sequence. The following rule in (4) converts this sequence to F-L.

(4) $H \rightarrow F / \_\_\_ L$

We therefore posit such underlying representations as /omukâno/ 'hand' and /omwâna/ 'child', which are realized as [omukâno] and [omwâna] when followed directly by pause.5

1.2. Since we have suggested that nouns ending in phonetic F-L are actually to be represented with underlying H-L, this naturally leads us to consider nouns which end in phonetic H-L. Whenever such a noun is followed by another word (whatever the syntactic relationship), the H-L sequence is not attested. Instead, the noun typically ends in a L-H sequence, as seen in (5).

(5) omúti 'tree'
	omúti gwângwe 'my tree'

While the word for 'tree' is realized as L-H-L in isolation, when the possessive pronoun 'my' is added, 'tree' is realized as L-L-H. This suggests that the underlying form for 'tree' should be /omúti/, which is realized as [omúti] by the tentative rule in (6).

(6) $L-H \rightarrow H-L / \_\_\_ L$

An underlying L-H sequence is realized on the surface as H-L when followed directly by pause. The evidence for such underlying forms as /omúti/ 'tree' and /obugolâ/ 'snuff' is thus twofold: 1) There is a systematic gap of no H before pause which is thereby accounted for; and 2) The alternation between H-L (before pause) and L-H (found elsewhere) is thereby explained: underlying L-H is realized as such except when followed by pause. This except-clause is straightforward and natural, since many tone languages either modify or dispense with H tone in utterance-final position.

The rule in (6) is written in a somewhat vague fashion, one which hedges on the nature of the process in question. We shall return to this important rule in section 2, but would like first to corroborate the above analysis by means of a few verb forms. As seen in (7),

(7) okujuna 'to help'
	okubôna 'to see'

Verb infinitives are characterized by the augmented class 15 prefix o-ku-, a final L tone vowel a, and a tonal contrast between L and F on the stem syllable. Since this stem syllable is in phrase-penultimate position, we do not hesitate in setting up the following underlying forms in (8).

(8) /o-ku-jun-a/ /o-ku-bôn-a/

The underlying contrast between L and H on the verb stem is further confirmed when the benefactive suffix -iI/-el is added, as seen in the corresponding forms in (9).

(9) o-ku-jun-iI-a 'to help for (someone)'
	o-ku-bôn-el-a 'to see for (someone)'

In the forms in (9) the verb stem is no longer in phrase-penultimate position, and the underlying H of /bôn/ 'see' is therefore realized as a surface H, rather than as the F observed in (7).

1.3. We can now address ourselves to the question of why words in isolation do not have (as a general rule) more than one H tone. In order to do so, we shall have to consider the tones of some finite verb forms. In (10),

(10) ajûna 'he helps'
	abôna 'he sees'

the two verb forms consist of the subject pronoun /a/ 'he/she' and a final L tone vowel [a]. However, note that in this tense (present
habitual), there is no tonal contrast between 'help' and 'see'. This follows from the above analysis. Since we have a L-H-L sequence in 'he helps', and since we have seen in (8) and (9) that 'help' has a L tone on its stem, the H of [ajúna] 'he helps' could only have come from the final vowel. We are therefore justified in setting up the underlying forms in (11).

(11) /a-jun-á/ /a-bóñ-á/

Underlying /a-jun-á/ is converted to [ajúna] by rule (6). Underlying /a-bóñ-á/ is more complicated. We are justified in setting up a L-H-H sequence on the basis of the H (or derived F tone) observed on /bóñ/ in (7). We also want to keep a H tone on the final vowel /á/ which was found necessary in the same tense for the L tone verb 'help'. Because 'he sees' comes out as [abóna], it would appear that we need a further rule, given in (12).

(12) H → L / H

That is, a H-H sequence is realized as H-L in pre-pause position. However, this would not account for the form in (13b).

(13) a. ajuná nyina 'he helps his mother'
    b. abóna nyina 'he sees his mother'

While 'he helps his mother' simply realizes the underlying L-L-H sequence recognized in (11) for 'he helps', the underlying L-H-H sequence of 'he sees' comes out as L-L-H for no apparent reason. In order to account for the surface tones of (13b), a further rule is needed, as given in (14).

(14) H → L / L

A L-L-H sequence is realized as L-L-H when there is no intervening word boundary (see below for a different statement). Such a rule is very often found in African tone languages (cf. Hyman and Schuh 1974) and is clearly needed for Haya.

However, once we accept rule (14) the status of rule (12) is cast into doubt. If we start with /a-bóñ-á/ 'he sees', the correct surface form can be generated without rule (12), as seen in (15).

(15) /a-bóñ-á/ → a-bón-á → [abóna]
    (by rule 14) (by rule 6)

First rule (14) converts underlying L-H-H to L-L-H, and then rule (6) converts L-L-H to L-H-L. Intermediate a-bón-á would then become surface [abóna] by the same rule that takes underlying /a-jun-á/ 'he helps' and converts it to [ajúna]. The solution is elegant, although we shall have more to say about it in section 2.

To summarize, we have demonstrated, first, that there is no underlying F tone in Haya. Sequences of F-L are underlyingly H-L. Sequences of phonetic H-L, on the other hand, are underlyingly L-H, or at least in some verb forms as we have seen, underlyingly H-H. Final L-L is always realized as such. These findings are summarized in the table in (16).

(16) Underlying L-L H-L L-H H-H
    Before pause L-L F-L H-L H-L
    Elsewhere7 L-L H-L L-H H-L

1.4. In the preceding three subsections we have explained three of the four noted constraints. This leaves the question of why nouns cannot begin with H tone except in the case of some bisyllabic nouns, e.g. [édá] 'louse'. All of the nouns cited in the preceding discussion begin with an initial vowel (which Bantuists refer to as a pre-prefix, an augment, or simply the initial vowel) followed by a noun class prefix, e.g. [ó-mu-kón] 'hand', [ó-m-hwa] 'dog', etc. Those bisyllabic nouns which have H-L tone are recognized as underlying L-H; thus /ó-m-hwa/, /e-n-dá/ etc. It would thus appear possible to say that the only time an initial vowel carries H tone is when that H tone has been shifted to the left by rule (6). While this is observationally correct, the conclusion that the initial vowel has an underlying L of its own is not correct. Rather, the initial vowel has an underlying H tone which is lowered by the following rule in (17).8

(17) H → L / || [ V ]

In (17) an utterance-initial H tone vowel (in this case, the noun prefix) is lowered to L. Evidence for this rule is the fact that whenever a prefix is preceded by anything (whatever the syntactic relationship—and this bears no exceptions), it is realized as a H tone, as seen, for example, in (18).
(18) okujun' dmvana 'to help a child' (cf. gmvana)

Even when the subject of a sentence is preceded by the word 'yesterday', the preprefix is realized as H. It is thus not possible to say that there is a rule changing a L of the initial vowel to H in certain constructions only. The preprefix will have phonetic H tone unless it occurs immediately after pause.

In cases where the preprefix has H tone, this of course sometimes creates words with more than one mark of prominence, underlyingly. Thus, the constraint that there will be only one surface H tone in a noun in isolation owes its existence to the pause boundaries on both sides. In fact, since no final syllable will ever have H tone, and since such syllables always end in a vowel, we can generalize and say that (17) can operate as a mirror-image rule: a H tone vowel will become L if it is immediately adjacent to a pause boundary. Whether these two facts can be captured by one rule depends on the nature of the change from utterance final L-H to H-L. This is taken up again in section 2.

2. ACCENT

Many Bantu languages have a phrase-penultimate accent which usually lengthens the vowel of that syllable, and perhaps has some additional pitch and intensity effects. If we look at a Haya word such as [omugulu] 'leg', with all L tones, we note neither a lengthening of the penultimate vowel, nor any pitch perturbation suggesting an accent on that (or any other) syllable. However, both rule (4) and rule (6) have the effect of bringing more prominence to the penultimate syllable. Rule (4), it is recalled, changes a H to a F tone when it is in penultimate position. Rule (6) has the effect of transferring a H from final to penultimate position. Could these two processes be seen as accentual in nature? The alternative would be that these rules represent natural tonal assimilations which could take place in the absence of a penultimate accent. Thus, when H-L becomes F-L, the H would be seen as assimilating to the following L (which is itself followed by pause). Similarly, when final L-H becomes H-L, the L would be seen as assimilating to the following H which, in turn, is reduced to L because it is directly followed by pause. While these two processes, as just described, may seem to have some plausibility, both involve leftward tone-spread, a process which was said to be unnatural in the cross-linguistic survey conducted by Hyman and Schuh (1974). A H-L sequence should yield H-F rather than F-L, and a L-H sequence should yield L-R (rising) or ultimately L-L in final position (rather than the intermediate H-H considered here). While the assimilation hypothesis cannot be completely dismissed on the basis of the Hyman and Schuh evidence, this evidence becomes all the more persuasive as there is a compelling alternative hypothesis involving accent.

In order to introduce the notion of a phrase accent, consider the following sentences in (19).

(19) a. naayendo dmvana 'he wants the child'
b. naayendo dmvana, kkagende 'he wants the child, let him go'

In (19a) it is observed that /dv-mu-ana/ is realized with a falling tone [dÂ], since it is directly followed by pause. In (19b), however, we still obtain a F tone, although there is no pause. We have indicated a comma to show that there is a phrase boundary of some kind. The important fact is that Haya speakers do not normally take pauses in the place that speakers of English do (cf. section 3 below).

More direct evidence that there is no pause involved in (19b) is seen from the corresponding sentence in (20b).

(20) a. naayendo dbugolo 'he wants the snuff'
b. naayendo dbugolo, kkagende 'he wants the snuff, let him go'

In (20a) /dv-bu-gol/ is realized with final H-L tone, because it is directly followed by pause. In (20b) not only do we find that the final H of the underlying form is still intact, but also that the preceding L tone syllable has assimilated to the final H again, the boundary that conditions this alternation is marked by a comma. That there is no pause involved is seen by the fact that rule (6), which changes L-H to H-L before pause, has not applied. If we insist that there is a necessary pause in (20b), and by extension in (19b), then we are forced to abandon the generalization that Haya does not permit H before pause. We would have to say that Haya does not permit H before pause except when that pause is
followed by another clause. This would mean that there are two kinds of pauses, a real pause before which no L is found, and a weaker pause (a shorter one?) which allows H to occur before it. The distinction between two kinds of pauses is not convincing.

What is involved in (19b) and (20b) is a phrase boundary which is not accompanied by a pause. It is this boundary, we would like to suggest, which conditions a penultimate accent, accounting for the alternations summarized in the table in (21) (which should be compared with the table in (16) above).

(21) Underlying H-L L-H
Before pause F-L H-L
Before % F-L H-H
Elsewhere H-L L-H

It is the H-H realization of underlying L-H which motivates the phrase boundary, formalized as %. A pause boundary contains a % boundary, but a % boundary does not necessarily coincide with a pause boundary. With this in mind, we revise our earlier rules as follows:

(4') H → F / L %
(6') L → H / %

Rule (4') now says that H-L will become F-L before the % boundary. This automatically entails that the same alternation will take place before pause, since a pause boundary is also a phrase boundary. Rule (6') has been considerably revised over rule (6) and now says that underlying L-H will be realized as H-H before %. This also applies to pause boundaries, but here we need a further rule which will convert H-H to L-L before a pause boundary. This rule is given in (12').

(12') H → L / %

A H tone which occurs before pause becomes L. Rule (12'), modeled after the tentatively rejected rule (12), must be ordered after rule (6') in order to obtain correct derivations. Rule (14) must, finally, be revised only slightly so that it will not apply to the output of rule (6').

(14') H → L / L __ H X

condition: X does not begin with %

The reason for the condition in (14') is that we do not want /a-bon-á/ to become first a-bon-á and then the incorrect *[abona]. The complete revised derivations for [abona] 'he sees' and [abona nyina] 'he sees his mother' are given below in (22).

(22) /a-bon-á/ /a-bon-á nyina/
[abona] underlying

[abona nyina] rule (12')

Surprisingly, the derivation of (15) has become much simpler. Compare now the derivations for [ajúna] 'he helps' and [ajuná nyina] 'he helps his mother' in (23).

(23) /a-jun-á/ /a-jun-á nyina/
[a-jún-á]

[a-júná nyina] rule (12')

(no rules apply)

The derivation of [ajúna] involves one more step with the revised rules, but what is gained is that we can now explain why /a-jun-á/ is realized as [ajúná] when followed by a % boundary, but not by a pause.10 In just such a case only rule (6') applies, since rule (12') refers specifically to pause.

The question now is why a phrase boundary should condition the change from H-L to F-L and the change from L-H to H-H. The answer which we would like to advance here and further justify in section 3 is that Maya assigns a phrase- penultimate accent by means of the rule in (24).

(24) Syl → [+accent] / __ Syl %

The second syllable preceding the % boundary receives an accent whose only effect is tonal (namely, rules (4') and (6')). What's more, its effect is seen only when the two syllables preceding the % boundary are either H-L or L-H. When these syllables are L-L, there is no audible effect, and when they are H-H the only effect is a negative one: rule (12') cannot apply if there is only a % boundary, but no pause, and rule (14') cannot apply because L-H-H does not become L-L-H if directly followed by % (including the
pause boundary which contains %).

The abstract phrase accent which we postulate is of course none other than the one reconstructable for Proto-Bantu. Unlike other Bantu tone languages such as Shona, Tswana, etc., there is no accentual feature which we can single out as evidence for the penultimate accent. That we are on firm ground in seeing both by the tonal alternations in question (which are unnatural from a tonetic point of view, but natural from an accentual one), as well as the function of the % boundary (to be discussed in section 3), both the change from H-L to F-L and from L-H to H-H have the effect of adding prominence to the penultimate syllable. In the creation of the F tone, the pitch change which takes place on the penultimate syllable highlights that syllable. In deriving a phrase-final H-H from L-H, the penultimate syllable is made to be equal in pitch prominence to the final syllable. When L-H-H fails to become L-L-H before %, the accent boundary guarantees that the penultimate syllable will not be realized with less prominence than the final syllable (cf. note 8). Finally, no audible effect is discerned on L-L sequences before %, though there might have been at some earlier time.

Whether one chooses to state the rules in terms of phrase boundaries or accent boundaries (using the feature specification [+accent]) may be a matter of taste. We see in the above data ample reason to internally reconstruct an accent, which synchronically has its effect in positions other than and in addition to pre-pause. Since we are dealing with tonal alternations conditioned by a boundary, it is instructive to examine the contexts in which % is found and propose rules for the insertion of the % boundary. In section 3, then, we shall further support the notion of a phrase accent in Haya.

3. ASSERTION

In examples (19b) and (20b) it was stated that the phrase boundary %, which we have concluded to be an accent boundary, is usually not accompanied by pause. Conclusive evidence that the % is not to be equated with pause (although a pause boundary necessarily contains a % boundary) is seen in the following near-para-

phrases in (25).

(25) a. abakazi babon' āmudāna 'the women see the child'
    b. babon' āmudān' abakazi 'they see the child, the women'

In (25a) /á-ba-kázi/ 'women' is realized with final H-L tone, rather than with F-L, since it is not in phrase-final position (i.e. the H is not penultimate with respect to the % boundary). On the other hand, /s-mu-ána/ 'child' is realized with F-L tone because it is directly followed by pause (and therefore %). In (25b), when /á-ba-kázi/ is postposed, /s-mu-ána/ is still realized with F-L even though it is followed by another word. The underlying forms we propose are given in (26).

(26) a. /á-ba-kázi ba-bón-á s-mu-ána/ (women they-see child)
    b. /ba-bón-á s-mu-ána % á-ba-kázi/ (they-see child, women)

It is the % boundary following 'child' in (26b) which converts this noun to F-L before the final vowel is elided. As seen in the derivation in (27).

(27) /a-há-á s-mu-ána s-ba-goló  →  
a' amudān' ángu-á  'he gives the child sniff'

if there had been no such boundary between 'child' and the following noun, /s-mu-ána/ would have been realized with a H rather than a F tone.

The importance of (25b) and its corresponding underlying representation in (26b) is that if there is a normal vowel elision taking place at the % boundary, then there can be no question of a pause. In fact, as we have already pointed out, Haya phrases are generally produced without intervening pauses, and therefore with the corresponding vowel elisions and assimilations found within a phrase.

The question which now arises is, why should there be a % boundary in (26b), but not in (27)? The grammatical structure of (26b) is sV-O-S (verb-object-subject), while that of (27) is sV-I-O (verb-indirect object-direct object). The s of sV indicates that there is a subject (agreement) pronoun on the verb. Although each sentence consists of an sV verbal complex followed by two nouns, when the second noun is the subject, there is an obligatory % boundary.
before it. This is also seen in (28).

(28) /a-bón-ä ő-bu-golö % Kató/ →
[abon' őbūgolo Kāto] 'he sees snöff, Kato'

We have put a comma in the translation to indicate the break between the major part of the sentence and the postposed—or "right-dislocated" subject, which of course gets an accent of its own by virtue of its occurring before pause. Since the subject begins with a consonant, we can see that the final two syllables of the object are realized H-H (as predicted in (21)), with the penultimate L of /ő-bu-golö/ rising to H.

We conclude that the % boundary is the result of a right-dislocation process operating on the subject, as compared to the unmarked word order in (27), where no phrase boundary is attested. 

What is interesting, as was seen in (25), is that there is no pause involved in right dislocation (vowel elision having taken place), suggesting that if we are dealing with an unplanned "afterthought" (cf. Hyman 1975), this process has at least been "syntactically" to receive grammatical status in the language. As was demonstrated in Byaruhengo and Tenenbaum (1976), the right-dislocated noun with its agreement marker in the verb necessarily represents old information in the discourse. The position we would like to argue for here, as suggested to us by Francesco Antinucci, is that this right-dislocation process allows speakers to remove an argument, or other bit of information from within the scope of the assertion being made in the predicate. When one says "the women see the child", the subject "women" necessarily forms a part of the assertion (or sentential proposition). In the corresponding right-dislocated sentence "they see the child, the women", the subject "they" is is taken as given, and the assertion is "see the child" (with the corresponding sentential accent marked appropriately in the English gloss). The appropriate context for such an utterance is not hard to find. Thus, the preceding utterance to which this would be an appropriate reply might be "the women don't see anyone". Thus, with a right-dislocated subject, the assertion acquires an element of contrast, contradiction, or surprise.

The phrase boundary % thus seems to separate asserted from non-asserted information. What is to the right of the % boundary is necessarily old information in the discourse, and is thus best treated as a recollection. What is to the left of % also left handed, not necessarily discourse-new. That the effect of the % boundary is to "defocus" non-asserted information is further seen with respect to the direct object. Consider the following sentences in (29).

(29) a. babon' őmôkâna 'they see the/a child'
   b. babumôn' őmôkâna 'they see him, the child'

In (29a) the assertion is 'see the/a child', where the object can be interpreted either as definite or indefinite, though probably new information. In (29b) the assertion is 'see', this sentence being an appropriate reply to the preceding utterance "the women don't see the child". Two things are noticed. First, (29b) involves the object pronoun -mu- 'him/her' which agrees in noun class with the object noun. Second, there is a tonal difference on the verb stem, suggesting the underlying representations in (30).

(30) a. /ba-bón-ã ő-mû-âna/
   b. /ba-mu-bón-ã ô-ô-âna/

The H tones of /ba-bón-ã/ in (30a) are lowered to L by a double application of rule (14'). This rule is blocked in (30b), however, by the condition on rule (14') which states that the L-H-H sequence cannot be directly followed by L. Thus, when the final vowel /û/ of the verb is elided, we obtain a surface contrast between [bón] in (29a) vs. [bûn] in (29b).

If we change the examples in (29) and (30) to the L tone verb /ő-ku-juna/ 'to help', and replace the vowel-initial noun /ő-mû-âna/ 'child' by the consonant-initial noun /nûina/ 'his mother', we observe this tonal difference even more clearly.

(31) a. bajunâ nyina 'they help his mother'
   b. baumônâ nyina 'they help her, his mother'

The underlying tones are seen in (32).

(32) a. /ba-jun-ã nyina/
   b. /ba-mu-jun-ã ô nyina/

In (32a) no tone rules apply. In (32b), on the other hand, rule (6') raises the L of /jun/ to H, since it is followed by a H % se-
quence. While (32a) is the neutral utterance, (32b) would be an appropriate contradictory response to the statement "they hurt his mother" (habitual), or to the corresponding question "do they hurt his mother?" Only the verb 'help' is asserted in (32b).

We now return to the examples in (29), to which we add a right-dilacitated subject, which can occur either before or after the non-asserted object.

(33a) bamubón' ábakázi ómwáána 'they see him, the women, the child'
(33b) bamubón' ómwáán ábakázi 'they see him, the child, the women'

Both of these sentences might occur as a reply to the previous utterance "the women didn't see the child". It is thus seen that the only asserted information is the act of seeing, which acquires an element of contradiction, much like the use of the English verbal auxiliary do, e.g. they do see him. When more than one nonasserted noun occurs to the right of the assertion, each such noun requires a % on each side. That is, the underlying representations for the sentences in (33) are as follows.

(34a) /ba-mu-bón-á % á-ba-kázi % ó-mu-ána/
(34b) /ba-mu-bón-á % ó-mu-ána % á-ba-kázi/

In (34a) the second occurrence of % converts /kázi/ to [kázi], and then the vowel [i] glides to [y] before the following vowel [o]. In (34b) the H of /-mu-ána/ is converted to a F by the second % boundary (the length of [há] resulting from the gliding of the preceding /u/ to [w]). The same need for % boundaries is seen in (35), where the tonal pattern of the object involves a final underlying L-H, and the subject noun /kakúlu/ (a proper name) begins with a consonant.

(35a) abubóná Kakúlu' óbugólo 'he sees it (bu), Kakulu, the snuff'
(35b) abubón óbugólo Kakúlu 'he sees it (bu), the snuff, Kakulu'

The underlying representations are given in (36).

(36a) /a-bu-bón-á % kakúlu % óbugólo/
(36b) /a-bu-bón-á % óbugólo % kakúlu/

In (36a) the first % preserves the H-H of the verb; the second % converts /kakúlu/ to [kakúlu], with the final [u] then gliding to [w] before the following vowel [o]. Underlying /óbugólo/ becomes first óbugólo by rule (6') and then (óbugólo) by rule (12'). In (36b) the first % again preserves the underlying H-H of the verb; the second % converts /óbugólo/ to [óbugólo] by rule (6'). The pause boundary at the end, which contains a third %, converts /kakúlu/ to [kakúlu]. Either of these utterances could have occurred in reply to the statement "Kakulu doesn't see the snuff". Only the act of seeing is asserted.

From the above data it would appear that we do not necessarily require a change in word order in order to obtain the % boundary. Sentences (29a,b) and (31a,b) involve the same basic SVO order. In the (b) sentences there is, however, a break, i.e. SVO vs. SvO%O (where "o" indicates the object pronoun incorporated before the verb stem). The following two sentences indicate this fact even more clearly.

(37a) níbajumáná Kakúlu mbugánu 'they are helping Kakulu today'
(37b) níbajumán Kakúlu mbugánu 'they are helping Kakulu today'

Since /kakúlu/ has a F tone only in (37b), we are justified in distinguishing the following underlying forms.

(38a) /ni-ba-jun-á kakúlu mbugánu/ (ni = pres. prog. marker)
(38b) /ni-ba-jun-á kakúlu % mbugánu/

While both sentences involve SVO+Adv word order, in (38b) there is an underlying % separating the adverb 'today' from the rest of the sentence. This suggests that 'today' is in (38b) not part of the assertion. And, in fact, (38b) could only be uttered if the previous context had specifically mentioned the time as 'today', i.e. 'today' recapitulates old information in the discourse. Thus, an appropriate preceding context might have been "are they helping Kato today?" answer: "no, they are helping Kakulu, today". Sentence (38a), on the other hand, includes 'today' as part of the assertion, with /mbugánu/ probably being new information in the discourse, e.g. "oh, I see that they are helping Kakulu today."

It turns out that almost anything other than the verb can occur as a recapitulation after the main assertion. The sentences in (39) show that 'today' can occur before a nonasserted object, but only if both are nonasserted (i.e. both are recapitulations).
recapitulation process, the result here is to isolate the assertion from the arguments (although the left-dislocated noun may not necessarily represent old discourse information—they are definite or generic, however). Unlike right dislocation, left-dislocated nouns do not condition a % boundary and the accompanying tonal effects. In order to explain this difference, let us briefly propose two rules which insert % boundaries.

(42) a. insert % after the assertion of an utterance
    b. insert % after each recapitulation (noun, adverb, etc.)

We have already discussed (42a). This rule will be responsible for inserting % every time there is a verbal complex whose discourse-relevant arguments have been filled, e.g. 'I saw him today % Kato'. Rule (42a) places a % boundary in what is usually the locus of sentential accent (often emphatic or contrastive) in English.

Rule (42b) can be approached from either of two angles. The wrong way to look at it is to conceptualize each recapitulation (R) as being a separate accentual unit, as schematized in (43).

(43) Initial Assertion     | [ R₁ ] | [ R₂ ] | [ R₃ ] etc.

If this were the case then it would have to be asked why left dislocation (LD) does not operate simply in a mirror-image fashion, as in (44).

(44)     | [ LD₁ ] | [ LD₂ ] | [ LD₃ ] etc. | Assertion |

Rather, we can say that each time a recapitulation is encountered (by a left to right scanning process), a larger assertion is obtained, and an additional % is inserted to capture this, as follows.

(45) Initial Assertion     | R₁ | R₂ | R₃ | etc.

In (45) the main idea is that with the addition of each recapitulation, a complete utterance is always obtained. Thus it will always be the case that everything to the left of any % will be a complete sentence. If we are correct in assuming that there is a relation-
4. CONCLUSION

Much remains to be said about left- vs. right-dislocation in Haya discourse, and why speakers diverge from the neutral or unmarked word order SVIO (Byarushengho and Tenenbaum 1976). In this paper we have provided an outline to the tonal processes operating in Haya. We have seen that it is necessary to postulate an abstract accent which is conditioned by a phrase boundary (%), whose nature can only be understood by carefully examining the discourse properties of the language. The conclusions that we arrive at for Bantu studies are, first, that tonologists may have to spend a lot more time and effort examining the syntax than we at first believed. One cannot begin to solve Haya tonology without having mastered the assertion-recapitulation dichotomy. Second, such studies as this one have potential bearing on the historical development, not just of Bantu tone, but of Bantu syntax. Word order changes and incipient object-agreement are but two of the important issues in Comparative Bantu syntax. In this study we have seen that syntactic variations not only affect the tones of Haya, but that the tones may in turn reveal the nature of these variations. By considering tone and syntax together we have pursued a line of research which we hope will continue and accelerate in the future.
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2 Long vowels are transcribed as a sequence of two like vowels. In case a long vowel carries F tone, the first vowel is marked H and the second L, e.g. [omwâna] 'child'. It should be noted, however, that notations such as [Â] and [Â] represent one vowel and one tone. Nasals, if unmarked, are assumed to carry the same phonetic pitch as the end pitch of the preceding vowel, e.g. H in [pulâgî] 'be is good', but L in [clubéndâ] 'belly'. In case an utterance begins with a nasal-initial word, L tone is unmarked and H tone marked, e.g. H in [kwbâ kul] 'which dog?', but L in [nte] 'it's a cow'.

For a study of loan words in Haya, see Byarushengho (1976).

4 The reason why this pattern is not found is a systematic one which will be dealt with below. In the examples in (2) and below, an apostrophe (') indicates that a vowel has been elided, e.g. /okubâna/ 'to see' is realized [okubân] in (2a-d, e). The final vowel -a is elided whenever followed by another vowel.

5 Actually, as demonstrated by Byarushengho (1975), 'child' is best represented as /o-mu-âna/ on morphological grounds, where /o-mu-/ is the augmented noun prefix for class 1 (human singular). The phonetic vowel length is a consequence of the gliding of /u/ to [w]. (It will be demonstrated in section 1.4 that the 'preprefix' vowel /o/ actually has an underlying H tone, but this need not concern us at this point.)

Actually, underlying L-H may also come out L-L when not in prepause position, depending on the underlying tone of the following syllable(s). Similarly, underlying H-L may surface as L-L in the same environment. Additional tone rules are needed to account for the surface reflex [omutî] in (2e) and [umutî] in (2f). Because of space limitations we shall not go into these complexities here, which are the subject of work in progress by the first author.

Elsewhere is defined as both preceded and followed by at least one syllable (see section 1.4 for bisyllabic [H-L] nouns). Other alternations take place, as is obvious from the realizations of 'tree' in (2). However, whenever forms other than those indicated in the above table are found, other factors have come into play. Some of these are discussed below.

An important condition on rule (17) is that a vowel-initial bisyllabic word such as [éfâ] 'famine' (underlyingly /é-fâ/), class 5, will not undergo lowering. As we shall see in section 2, this is because in such words the H initial vowel is in penultimate position and therefore protected by an abstract underlying accent (cf. the reformulated rule in (14) below).

The final L does undergo "downgliding", i.e. a process by which a L tone falls in pitch before pause. This can hardly be attributed to a putative penultimate accent, however.

Actually, it is difficult to get /s-jun-â/ before a % which is not at the same time a pause boundary. Other instances of L-H would of course surface as L-H in this context, as seen in (20b).

Of course we are assuming in the change from L-H to H-H
that H tone is in some sense associated with prominence.

12We are not ignoring the likely situation whereby final H actually went through a F stage before pause, as is reconstructable from Luganda evidence (e.g. Lug. [ömài] 'tree').

13This of course does not answer the question of why recapitulations occur at all. At the time of this writing, R. Byarushengo, T. Bennett, and S. Tenenbaum are engaged in a discourse study of both left- and right-dislocation in Haya. It is hoped that the results of this study will shed further light on the relationship between the % boundary and these processes as used by speakers in real discourse situations.

14In the hypothetical discourse under discussion, when the sentence 'they see the child, the women' is uttered, 'they' and 'see' are discourse-old, while 'the child' may be new or old. The interpretation of the definite article as representing old information may be more transparent, but the same sentence could have been uttered in Haya with the translation 'they see a child, the women'. In this case the direct object would be unambiguously new information.

15Elvinor Keenan has pointed out to us that the notion of afterthought may be salvageable after all. While one can draw a distinction between planned vs. unplanned discourse, the latter may take place during an utterance or after an utterance has been completed. Thus, in the beginning or middle of an utterance an afterthought "repair" may result in what looks like a right dislocation which occurs as part of the utterance (i.e. not separated from what precedes by a pause). Clearly further work is needed in this area in Haya (cf. note (13)).
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Runyankore is a Bantu language spoken by some 388,000 people (Welmers 1971) in the Nkore area of southeastern Uganda between Lake Edward and Lake Victoria, just north of the borders of Rwanda and Tanzania (Ladebofed, Glick and Criper 1972). After some brief background comments, I should like to examine three features of the so-called "low (tone) speakers" of Runyankore: 1) vowel devoicing, which occurs word-final as well as medially between voiceless consonants; 2) leveled tone, via a comparison of tone in Haya and "high (tone) speakers" of Runyankore (hereafter, High Runyankore); and 3) stress-accent, now prevalent in penultimate position for "low speakers" of Runyankore (hereafter, Low Runyankore), and show that stress arose out of the former tonal system.

Guthrie (1948) classified Runyankore as a Zone E language, closely related to Nyoro, Tooro and Ciga; for Tucker and Bryan (1957), Runyankore belongs in the Inter-Lacustrine group, which includes the above languages as well as Luganda. They were the first, also, to present a dictionary of Runyankore: ba-Hima, spoken with an "aristocratic accent," and ba-Iru, the speech of the lower social class, a dialect which "has more in common with Kiga and Tooro than has the Hima form" (Bryan 1959:108). Tucker and Bryan add that in Nyoro and Tooro, "high tone is almost entirely associated with penultimate stress" (1957:17) and final vowels are whispered in Bwisi and Tooro.

Morphologically, Runyankore is similar to Luganda in that it has preserved much of the proto-Bantu concord system, having ten singular/plural nominal class markers. In a lexicographical comparison of a number of Bantu languages of Uganda, Ladebofed et al (1972) find Runyankore closest to Rukiga, with ninety-four per cent cognates. Both Taylor (1959) and Morris and Kirwin (1957) emphasize this close relationship.

Taylor, in his Runyankore dictionary (1959), and Morris and Kirwin, in their Runyankore grammar (1957), briefly discuss vowel-devoicing, pointing out that except after a, final vowels are whispered, and short vowels, "more often whispered than not", are deleted "under certain circumstances... most noticeable when the vowel separates identical consonants... particularly between two r's, and also between š and t, 1 and t, p and r" (Morris and Kirwin 1957:238). Actually, as the following data show, only the short high vowels ū and ţ can devoice between voiceless consonants generally, even in penultimate position. And final vowels even after a are likewise devoiced. This devoicing is shown in (1), with a residue of high aspiration.

1. òbwato [óbwató] enkoko [enkóko]
   "canoe" 'chicken'
2. omuti [omúti] embwa [émbwa]
   'tree' 'dog'
3. ekičuncu [ekyčünkú] embaata [émbá:tá]
   'lion' 'duck'

When the vowel is not word-final, it retains voice, as shown in (2).

2. omuti gwangye [omúti:gwaŋye] 'my tree'
   embaata yagye [émbá:tá:yáŋye] 'my duck'

Vowel-devoicing between voiceless consonants is illustrated in (3).

3. okufa [ókufa] okushutama [ókufa:táma]
   'to die' 'to sit down'
4. okutu [ókutu] okufuka [ókufuka]
   'ear' 'to be cold'

Note the following in (4), however, in which both long and short a, o, and e retain voice between voiceless consonants in penultimate position.

4. bashata [baʃató] okuteeka [ókute:ká]
   'three' (people) 'to cook'
2. ekikoko [ekykopóko] akata [akáta]
   'insect' 'stick'
3. abaresi [abarészí] 'nursemaids'

Also, long and short a, i, o, and e do not devoice when they are not in penultimate (stress) position, as the examples in (5) show.

5. ebipapura [ebipó:póra] aheklikikire [aheklyékíkíra]
   'cardboard' 'secret place'
6. abacoocozi [abačókozí] okutitira [ókútítíra]
   'hunting beasters' 'to shiver'

It is only in reduplicated forms in a sequence VVCVC that these vowels can be deleted, as in (6).

6. okuteekateeka [ókutekó:táká] 'to think'
   okusheesheka [ókushé:sé:ká] 'to be poured'
Furthermore, long \( \ddot{u} \) and \( \dddot{a} \) remain voiced in penultimate position, as seen in (7).

(7)  
\begin{align*}
\text{efuwutu} & \quad [ɛf\ddot{u}t\ddot{h}] \quad \text{`ruler'} \quad (\text{`English `foot'} )
\text{ekito} & \quad [ɛk\ddot{y}f\ddot{t}\ddot{h}] \quad \text{`puzzle'}
\end{align*}

Actually, there is a phonetic rule in Runyankore that centralizes \( \ddot{u} \) to \( \dot{u} \) when it is between two obstruents or between an obstruent and a nasal, such that in slow speech we have the following in (8).

(8)  
\begin{align*}
\text{empikwe} & \quad [ɛm\ddot{p}\ddot{k}\ddot{y}\ddot{h}] \quad \text{`ant hill'}
\text{okusina} & \quad [o\ddot{k}\ddot{s}\ddot{z}\ddot{a}\ddot{n}\ddot{a}] \quad \text{`to dance'}
\text{omutima} & \quad [o\ddot{m}\ddot{u}\ddot{t}\ddot{i}\ddot{m}\ddot{a}] \quad \text{`heart'}
\end{align*}

It is, then, more precise to say that only non-front high vowels devoice. In natural, rapid speech, of course, \text{empikwe} shows the typical devoicing and is realized as \([ɛm\ddot{p}\ddot{k}\ddot{y}\ddot{h}]\) (since the \( \ddot{u} \) occurs between two voiceless consonants).

I would now like to consider tone, or rather the lack of it, in Low Runyankore by comparing it to both High Runyankore and closely related Haya, as seen in (9).

(9)  
\begin{align*}
\text{Tone} & \quad \text{Haya} & \quad \text{High-Runyankore} & \quad \text{Low Runyankore}
\hline
L-L & \ddot{e}nte & \ddot{e}nte & \ddot{e}nte \quad [\ddot{e}nt\ddot{h}]
\text{enda} & \ddot{e}mbwa & \ddot{e}mbwa & \ddot{e}mbwa \quad [\ddot{e}mb\ddot{w}h]
\text{nda} & \ddot{e}nd\ddot{a} & \ddot{e}nd\ddot{a} & \ddot{e}nd\ddot{a} \quad [\ddot{e}nd\ddot{h}]
\hline
L-L & \ddot{omu}z\ddot{u} & \ddot{omu}z\ddot{u} & \ddot{omu}z\ddot{u} \quad [\ddot{om}\ddot{u}\ddot{z}\ddot{u}]
\text{omut\ddot{i}} & \ddot{omut\ddot{i}} & \ddot{omut\ddot{i}} & \ddot{omut\ddot{i}} \quad [\ddot{om}\ddot{u}\ddot{t}\ddot{i}]
\hline
L-F & \ddot{om\ddot{w}a\ddot{n}\ddot{a}} & \ddot{om\ddot{w}a\ddot{n}\ddot{a}} & \ddot{om\ddot{w}a\ddot{n}\ddot{a}} \quad [\ddot{om}\ddot{w}\ddot{a}\ddot{n}\ddot{a}]
\text{am\ddot{d}\ddot{z}i} & \ddot{am\ddot{d}\ddot{z}i} & \ddot{am\ddot{d}\ddot{z}i} & \ddot{am\ddot{d}\ddot{z}i} \quad [\ddot{am}\ddot{d}\ddot{z}\ddot{i}]
\text{eb\ddot{i}b\ddot{a} \ddot{a} name'} & \ddot{eb\ddot{i}b\ddot{a} \ddot{a} name'} & \ddot{eb\ddot{i}b\ddot{a} \ddot{a} name'} & \ddot{eb\ddot{i}b\ddot{a} \ddot{a} name'} \quad [\ddot{e}\ddot{b}\ddot{i}\ddot{b}\ddot{i}\ddot{b}] \\
\text{L-L-L} & \ddot{o}k\ddot{g}\ddot{u}\ddot{u} \ddot{u} \ddot{r} leg'} & \ddot{o}k\ddot{g}\ddot{u}\ddot{u} \ddot{u} \ddot{r} leg'} & \ddot{o}k\ddot{g}\ddot{u}\ddot{u} \ddot{u} \ddot{r} leg'} \quad [\ddot{o}k\ddot{g}\ddot{u}\ddot{g}\ddot{u}\ddot{r}]
\hline
\text{L-L-H} & \ddot{e}k\ddot{g}\ddot{i}\ddot{n}\ddot{u} \ddot{a} animal'} & \ddot{e}k\ddot{g}\ddot{i}\ddot{n}\ddot{u} \ddot{a} animal'} & \ddot{e}k\ddot{g}\ddot{i}\ddot{n}\ddot{u} \ddot{a} animal'} \quad [\ddot{e}\ddot{k}\ddot{g}\ddot{i}\ddot{n}\ddot{u}\ddot{n}\ddot{u}]
\text{L-L-P} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}\ddot{k}\ddot{a} \ddot{z} \ddot{a} woman'} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}\ddot{k}\ddot{a} \ddot{z} \ddot{a} woman'} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}\ddot{k}\ddot{a} \ddot{z} \ddot{a} woman'} \quad [\ddot{om}\ddot{u}\ddot{k}\ddot{a}\ddot{z}\ddot{a}]
\text{om\ddot{u}m\ddot{a} \ddot{a} heart'} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}m\ddot{a} \ddot{a} heart'} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}m\ddot{a} \ddot{a} heart'} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}m\ddot{a} \ddot{a} heart'} \quad [\ddot{om}\ddot{u}\ddot{m}\ddot{a}\ddot{a} \ddot{h}a\ddot{a}]
\text{om\ddot{u}sh\ddot{o}ja \ddot{a} man'} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}sh\ddot{o}ja \ddot{a} man'} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}sh\ddot{o}ja \ddot{a} man'} & \ddot{om\ddot{u}sh\ddot{o}ja \ddot{a} man'} \quad [\ddot{om}\ddot{u}\ddot{sh}\ddot{o}\ddot{ja}\ddot{a} \ddot{m}a]
\text{L-L-H-L} & \ddot{e\ddot{s}\ddot{h}\ddot{a}g\ddot{a} \ddot{m} \ddot{a} blood'} & \ddot{e\ddot{s}\ddot{h}\ddot{a}g\ddot{a} \ddot{m} \ddot{a} blood'} & \ddot{e\ddot{s}\ddot{h}\ddot{a}g\ddot{a} \ddot{m} \ddot{a} blood'} \quad [\ddot{e}\ddot{s}\ddot{h}\ddot{a}\ddot{g}\ddot{a}\ddot{m}]
\end{align*}

Haya and High Runyankore have similar surface tonal patterns in that neither high tone (H) nor falling tone (P) can occur on the final syllable of a word, and there is only one H or F tone per word (F occurring only in penultimate position). Runyankore may have a H tone on the prefix attached to monosyllabic stems.

Most cases in (9) show retention of tones by Haya and High Runyankore, for example ëmbwa with H-L, omu\ddot{z}i with L-L-L, and om\ddot{w}a\ddot{n}\ddot{a} with L-F-L. In some cases, the Runyankore form is H where the Haya form is F, for example Runyankore om\ddot{u}m\ddot{a} \ddot{a} heart' and Runyankore om\ddot{u}k\ddot{a} \ddot{z} \ddot{a} woman'. However, in every case cited, the Low Runyankore form shows stress (accent) on the penultimate syllable (assigned before the final vowel is devoiced). Thus, where Haya and High Runyankore have minimal pairs based on tonal distinctions, for example Haya and Runyankore ënd\ddot{a} \ddot{a} louse' vs. ënd\ddot{a} \ddot{a} pregnancy, womb', the two forms have merged in Low Runyankore: [\ddot{e}nd\ddot{h}]. Also, as Byarushengho, Hyman, and Tenenbaum (1976) have shown, Haya tones are involved in complex alternations, conditioned by tonological, grammatical, and pragmatic factors which interact with abstract phrase penultimate stress-accent. By contrast, High Runyankore has simpler alternations. Words in sequence have what is called "carry on" tone, whereby the last syllable of the first word bears H tone, as shown in (10).

(10)  
\begin{align*}
\text{akaban\ddot{z} \ddot{a} omurimo} & \quad /\text{akaban\ddot{z} \ddot{a} omurimo}/ \quad \text{`he began the work'}
\text{akareeb\ddot{a} ahon\ddot{a}ho} & \quad /\text{akareeb\ddot{a} ahon\ddot{a}ho}/ \quad \text{`he saw immediately'}
\end{align*}

Note that there is also vowel fusion here between word boundaries and carry-on tone most often occurs when the second word begins with a vowel. Aside from carry-on H tone, nouns generally maintain the tone patterns they display in isolation. And certain tenses of verbs, such as the past and immediate past, reflect a loss of H tone in the verb when followed by an object or adverb. However, future tense, for example, shows preservation of tone patterns of verbs in isolation.

The loss of tonal distinctions in Low Runyankore is thus in contrast to both High Runyankore and Haya. In this regard, it should be compared with Swahili and Nyakusa, both of which have also lost their tones, as well perhaps with Safwa and Kinga, which
have very restricted tonal oppositions (Voorhoeve 1973, Schadeberg 1973; cf. Kähler-Meyer 1963 for discussion of some toneless Bantu languages, including Nyakyuya, spoken in Tanzania). As seen in the other papers in this volume, most Bantu languages have retained the H and L tones of the proto language.

In his notes on Runyankore tone, Taylor (1959) sets up Tone A for a word with a H tone on a short vowel, Tone B for F tone, Tone C for words with H tone on a long vowel, and Tone Z ("zero") for words in which all syllables are spoken on a L tone. He states:

There is a large class of people, mainly living in the towns of Ankole and Kigezi, in Mpuoro, and in the counties of Kashari, Sheema and Rwamara, who pronounce a large number of words in Tone Z. This intonation is steadily gaining ground as a kind of "received pronunciation". We will call these people "low speakers" as opposed to those who adopt what seems to be the older pronunciation, whom we will call "high speakers" (p. xv).

As has been shown in all the preceding examples of Low Runyankore, there is an absence of both H and F tones, but a presence of stress.

As in other languages, stress is characterized in Low Runyankore by pitch change, greater intensity, and greater duration (cf. Bolinger 1958). Thus, since both tone and stress are characterized by pitch change, it is not surprising to find one being replaced by the other. Or rather, since Proto-Bantu may itself have been characterized by a penultimate stress superimposed on the various tone patterns, it is not surprising to find the tones being leveled out, but the culminating stress-accent remaining. As opposed to Haya, which has an abstract or underlying phrase-penultimate accent only (cf. Byaruhengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976), Low Runyankore has a concrete word-penultimate stress-accent. In addition, then, to leveled tone and vowel devoicing, there is an increasing reliance on penultimate stress. There thus appears to be a conflict in Runyankore when tone is leveled, vowels devoiced (whispered or deleted), and stress assigned, since, for example, if a vowel is devoiced in penultimate position, where can the stress go?

First, because of vowel-devoicing, stress can move from penultimate to antepenultimate position, since it would be articulatorily difficult to produce and perceptually difficult to detect pitch change, greater duration, and increased intensity (the three correlates of stress) on a voiceless (or deleted) vowel. We thus find examples such as those in (11).

(11) empikye [ɛmpʰjɛŋyɛ] 'ant hill'
    okuhika [ɔkʰjɛŋgikʰ] 'to arrive'

Following the leveling of tone and the devoicing of final vowels and primarily of short ɣ and ｷ between voiceless consonants (basically an assimilatory process), the cue-bearing suprasegmental pattern has become stress, primarily penultimate stress. This can also be seen to some degree in High Runyankore, where there is a tendency, as in Haya, for the pitch-prominent tones H and F to occur in penultimate position. Final H and F are not permitted, and antepenultimate H is found much less frequently than penultimate H. Nonpenultimate F is also not permitted.

We have seen above that despite vowel-devoicing, vowels retain voice in penultimate position (except in those few cases in which stress is shifted to antepenultimate position). Examples were given in (4). Furthermore, however, final vowel-devoicing seems to obscure the underlying penultimate stress pattern on the surface, and has even spread to post n position in disyllables, as seen in (12).

(12) eizíina [ɛzín] 'name'
    omwana [ɔmwán] 'child'

The final vowel is, of course, realized in careful, overly precise speech, and is recoverable when a following word, e.g. an adjective, is added, as seen in (13).

(13) eizíina yanye [ɛzínjɛyán] 'my name'
    omwana wanye [ɔmwánjɛyán] 'my child'

We can thus lend some support to the idea that stress, at least when it arises out of a tone system, first functions demarcatively (i.e. it marks a boundary). As stress came to replace tone, former tonal contrasts have merged, as seen in (14).

(14) ebikara [chikárə] enkura [ɛnkúrə]
    'foreign police'
    'rhinoceros'
    ebikara [chikárə] enkura [ɛnkúrə]
    'charcoal'
    'shape of a person'
In High Runyankore, however, we find ebikara 'foreign police' vs. ebikara 'charcoal' and enkura 'rhinoceros' vs. enkara 'shape of a person'.

In conclusion, since tone and stress both utilize pitch as a cue of prominence, it would appear that a transition from a tone language to a stress language is "natural", as it has, for example, happened in Swahili. There are also languages which are tonal and have dominant penultimate stress (e.g. Shona, Tswana). Furthermore, at least in High Runyankore, the majority of H and F tones occur in penultimate position. In the transition from tone to stress, Low Runyankore has lost the possibility of having a pitch prominence on any but the penultimate syllable. This, then, is the natural transition from a tone to a stress system. The contrast of H or F vs. L has been replaced by one of stress vs. non-stress. A closer examination of both the tonal and nontonal dialects of Runyankore is likely to shed further light on the intriguing process of tonoexodus in language.

NOTES

1) I wish to thank my Runyankore consultant, Willis Shalita, without whom this study would not have been possible, and Larry Hyman, who offered many helpful comments and suggestions. I am, of course, responsible for any possible errors.

2) The forms cited in (1) and following are not marked for tone since all syllables are low tone in Low Runyankore. The accent mark (') on the phonetic forms (always and only between phonetic brackets) indicates stress.

3) In the Haya and High Runyankore forms in (9) and following, ('') indicates high tone (not to be confused with the same mark indicating stress in Low Runyankore, whose forms are always between phonetic brackets). ("") indicates a falling tone, as does the sequence ('") marked over two successive vowels.

4) It is likely that this carry-on H tone is attributable to the preprefix of the second word, which historically carried H tone (cf. several of the other papers in this volume).

5) Calculation based on random sample of items in Taylor (1959) shows approximately seventy per cent of the words in his dictionary bearing H or F tone have these tones in penultimate position.
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0. INTRODUCTION

Olusamia is spoken on the Northern shores of Lake Victoria by the Ábasamia, a people numbering approximately 60,000 (45,000 in Kenya and 15,000 in Uganda). It is classified by Guthrie (1948) as E.34 and is generally considered by most Bantuists to be part of the Masaba-Luhya group which includes such other languages as Gisu, Bukusu, Tsootsu, and Maragoli.

Previous research specifically on the Olusamia dialect has been limited, although it may be assumed that data from Samia has been included in studies such as those by de Blosis (1970) and Guthrie (1970), which deal with a general Luhya tongue as representative of the entire group of dialects. Two relevant grammars do exist (Appleby 1961; Donohew 1962), but again in each case they are admittedly "composite Luhya" exercise books meant for the foreigner intending to learn the language rather than for the linguist. Tones and tonal patterns are mentioned hardly at all other than to state that tones seem to be lexically significant.

The present study attempts to present an overview of the general grammatical structure of Samia with special reference to tonal patterns. It is hoped that certain of the questions and/or hypotheses dealt with here may suggest possibilities for further research, particularly along the lines of reconstructing Proto-Bantu tonological and phonological patterns. A case in point is the question of the preprefix: as evidence of the theory of a Proto-Bantu high tone preprefix which appears as a low tone in the surface forms of many modern Bantu languages (Byaruheng, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976), it should be noted that Samia has retained the original H (high) tone. Samia may be as conservative in other areas as well.

Like the majority of its Bantu neighbors, Samia is built upon a noun class system of paired genders, numbered consecutively from 1 to 18, and also including a 1a/2a and a 20/4 gender. The standard arrangements of nouns within each gender is observed as follows:

1/2 - primarily human; 1a/2a - primarily kinship terms
3/4 - animate but nonhuman
5/6 - mass nouns in 6; some body parts; some animals and plants
7/8 - some body parts; utensils, etc.
9/10 - mostly animals; loan words
11/10 - items of nature; some body parts
12/13 - diminutive and/or derogatory (not inherent)
14/6 - intangibles; ideas
15/6 - verb infinitives; some body parts
16, 17, 18 - locatives; almost none inherent
20/4 - augmentative; sometimes derogatory, rarely inherent

The nouns in each class, with the exception of 1a/2a, are composed of a prefix vowel, a prefix (normally CV), and a stem or root, the prefix being restricted to certain specific uses. The noun class system with its appropriate segmental concord markers is found in Table I.

The verb system in Samia allows for 9 tenses: 3 past tenses, a "have just" tense, a present tense, a present progressive or continuous tense, a past progressive tense, and 2 future tenses. The subject concord markers for human subjects are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>xu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>a-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>ba-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of its phonology, Samia appears to be much like nearby groups such as Haya (Hyarushengo 1975) and Olutscooto (Dalglish 1976) in that it is a 5 vowel language, subject to relative vowel harmony (o-u/e-i/a-a), to vowel coalescence or deletion, etc. Consonants which create specific problems in Samia include the homorganic nasal which may surface in any one of a number of forms (mb/nd/ng, etc.), or may be deleted completely (before voiceless fricatives); the liquids [l] and [r], which are apparently orthographically interchangeable, but are phonetically determined by the preceding vowel (al/er/il/ir/ol/ul); and certain consonants and consonant clusters which are subject to palatalization: /k, x, ng/ are realized as [œ, ê, ñ] before /i/ and /o/.

1. LEXICAL TONE

On nouns in isolation Samia makes use of H (high), F (falling),
and L (low) tone. Note that there are no initial L tones, except on nouns belonging to class 1a where no preprefix is used and in a few exceptional cases, apparently all in 9/10, which also have no preprefix. The surface patterns found on bi-, tri-, and quadrisyllabic nouns are seen below (L tones are unmarked).

**Bisyllabic:**
- L-L baaba 'father' 1a/
- H-H èndá 'belly' 9/10
- F-F èndà 'louse' 9/10
- F-H ìmbwà 'dog' 9/10
- F-L èye 'war' 5/

**Trisyllabic:**
- L-L-L masaala 'mother-in-law' 1a/
- H-H-H èyòñi 'bird' 5/
- H-L-H èmwaanà 'child' 1/
- H-L-L èdete 'fingernail' 5/
- F-H-L ètèmwa 'banana' 5/
- F-H-F èdfìwà 'maize' 5/

**Quadrisyllabic:**
- L-L-H-L naluwìga 'rhino' 9/10
- L-L-H-H nàmbòlì 'kingfisher' 9/10
- H-H-H-H èmèyòñì 'birds' /6
- H-L-L-H èmusaachà 'man' 1/
- H-L-L-L èsihóba 'skin (human)' 7/
- H-L-H-L èmàtòmwa 'bananas' /6
- H-L-H-F èmàfìwà 'flowers' /6

There are only a handful of nouns scattered throughout the language which contain more than four syllables, many of them apparent loanwords from Swahili, and with such widely irregular tonal patterns that they are of little use in a study such as this. However, the surface tone patterns seen above open up a number of interesting questions. For example, the preprefix in Samia is invariably H on words in isolation; how then to explain the initial F on words such as èndà, èmbwà, and ètèmwa? It seems evident that the [è] observed in such forms represents a coalescence of a /é/ preprefix with a L prefix whose segmental support has either dropped or desyllabified. Since this initial F tone is attested only in classes 9/10 and 5/, the following historical derivations are not unreasonable.

9/10 *èñi > èñ > èn 5/ *èìì > èl > è

In the case of ètèmwa and other such class 5 nouns with initial F tone, the argument gains further strength when the corresponding class 6 plural form is compared with the singular: ètèmwa 'bird' (pl. èmàtòmwa), èdfìwà 'maize' (pl. èmàfìwà), èbèwè 'fox' (pl. èmàbwè). In each case the F of [è] in the singular corresponds to a H-L sequence in the [à] of the plural. The only exceptions occur when the noun stem is H-H: èyòñì 'bird' (pl. èmèyòñì). We expect the plural of 'bird' to be *èmèyòñì. However, there is a rule whereby a L prefix is raised to H in the context H ___ H-H (cf. èknà 'stone', pl. èmàknà; èksù 'neck', pl. èmàksù, etc.).

In examining the verb paradigms, we note the following: (1) All infinitive forms (class 15) take H on the preprefix and H on the final vowel /á/; (2) All prefixes in infinitive forms take L tone; (3) There is a maximum of two L tones per infinitive (i.e., prefix and first syllable of the verb stem, regardless of VC or CV pattern); (4) Infinitives which terminate in double or triple H tone sequences may be supposed to be derived forms (i.e., benefactives, causatives, etc.) which take their tone by anticipating the H of the final vowel (Meussen 1967); such verbs typically end in /-iri/, /-ula/, /-esa/, etc.

A number of factors influence the tonal distribution by tense and person (see Tables II and III). One important factor is the phonological shape of the verb stem (VS): VC and VCVC verbs have tonological patterns in certain tenses which are different from those found in the majority of CV and CVVC verbs. The vowel-initial verbs óxwìitì and óxwìingìí, for example, are the only verbs represented which permit H tones on the concord markers (CM), other than in P3, or where, in the case of negative forms, the first-person singular tonal pattern is very different from that of the other persons. Another factor influencing tone is vowel coalescence, which may result in a F tone as opposed to the H tone found in the remainder of the paradigm, e.g. óxvìobà 'to see' in P1 and P2:

\[\begin{align*}
P_1 &= *a-bòn-ll-è > a-bòn-1-è > a-bònl-è > a-bòn1-è > abènè \\
P_2 &= *a-bòn-ll-è > a-bònl-è > a-bònl-è > a-bònl-è > abènè
\end{align*}\]

(P1 may better be reconstructed with a final L tone vowel which at some point underwent raising to H.)
A particularly interesting item appears in the negative forms. /hasi/- may be assumed to be underlyingly L-H. On the surface it does in fact appear as L-H everywhere except in those first person singular verbs with an initial N and a L tone CM. In the latter case /hasi/- becomes L-F, offering strong support for the contention that the homorganic nasal was historically /-nl-/. Upon deletion of the /-l/-, its L tone is assigned first to the preceding nasal, and then to the negative marker to produce [hasi]. That the F versus H tone distinction is phonological rather than grammatical is convincingly demonstrated by the verb óxufufrída 'to agree', which takes a Ø first person singular CM in certain tenses: hasífríra 'I agree', hasífríra [í] 'I am agreeing'; but hasífríra [í] 'I will agree' (P₁). In the first two forms the N- first person singular CM has been deleted before the voiceless fricative /f/; in the third form it remains and produces the F on [hasi].

The P₃ negative paradigm shows another interesting tonal phenomenon. Using óxubôrá 'to see', we find: hasífríra [í] (3rd sg.) and hasífríra [í] (3rd pl.). If we are to assume the underlying form /hasi-nl-ll-á-bon-a/, the surface form should be *hasífríra, whereas /hasi/- has remained L-H. The only explanation for this unexpected tonal realization is that in parts of the paradigm it is this unexpected H tone which keeps the P₃ negative distinct from the P₁ negative; e.g. hasífríra [í] 'I didn't see' (P₃) vs. hasífríra [í] 'I will not see' (P₁). Perhaps there has been paradigmatic pressure which cannot be justified on purely tonological grounds.

A third item of importance in the distribution of tones concerns polysyllabic verbs containing the benefactive, causative, applicative, and reverse extensions. While examination of óxubôará 'to give', óxubôará 'to enter', óxubôará 'to uncover', and óxubôará 'to agree' shows that they are probably all derived verbs with "tone anticipation", each of the four functions tonologically in different ways. Part of the question is whether or not any of these extensions have, or once had, inherently H tone. As yet there is insufficient data to be able to posit a relationship between the reverse /-ul/- and the applicative /-ll/-, which would be one way of explaining the fact that óxubôará is most similar tonologically to óxubôará—or is the apparent similarity due to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>present/habitual</th>
<th>present progressive</th>
<th>past progressive</th>
<th>'have just'</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLH/ -CV-</td>
<td>hasf+ON+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+OM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+OM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLH/ -VC-</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLH/ -CVC-</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLH/ -VCVC-</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLH/ -CVVC-</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLH/ -CVVC-</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLH/ -CVVCVC-</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
<td>hasf+CM+VS+a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III. Verbal Tone Patterns by Tenses: Negative**

(continued next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>noun</th>
<th>class</th>
<th>my</th>
<th>your (sg.)</th>
<th>his/her</th>
<th>our</th>
<th>your (pl.)</th>
<th>their</th>
<th>big</th>
<th>one</th>
<th>good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLH</td>
<td>hamba</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>hamba</td>
<td>hamba</td>
<td>hamba</td>
<td>hamba</td>
<td>hamba</td>
<td>hamba</td>
<td>hamba</td>
<td>hamba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
<td>'belly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>'house'</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>'house'</td>
<td>'house'</td>
<td>'house'</td>
<td>'house'</td>
<td>'house'</td>
<td>'house'</td>
<td>'house'</td>
<td>'house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
<td>'thorn'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLL</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>'child'</td>
<td>'child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLL</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFF</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
<td>'maize'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- The table continues on the next three pages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>noun class</th>
<th>this/these</th>
<th>that/those</th>
<th>which</th>
<th>all/much</th>
<th>assoc.</th>
<th>assoc.</th>
<th>assoc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL la baaba</td>
<td>baaba baaba baaba</td>
<td>baaba baaba baaba</td>
<td>w'omwána w'omwána</td>
<td>/ H</td>
<td>/ F</td>
<td>/ L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH 9 énda 'belly'</td>
<td>énda énda énda</td>
<td>énda énda énda</td>
<td>y'omwána y'omwána</td>
<td>wa máspaala</td>
<td>wa máspaala</td>
<td>wa máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF 9 énda 'louse'</td>
<td>yíno yína yína</td>
<td>yína yína yína</td>
<td>y'omwána y'omwána</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH 9 ántówa 'dog'</td>
<td>ántówa ántówa ántówa</td>
<td>ántówa ántówa ántówa</td>
<td>y'omwána y'omwána</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL 5 áwa 'thorn'</td>
<td>áwa áwa áwa</td>
<td>áwa áwa áwa</td>
<td>ly'omwána ly'omwána</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL 1a máspaala 'm. in-law'</td>
<td>máspaala máspaala máspaala</td>
<td>máspaala máspaala máspaala</td>
<td>w'omwána w'omwána</td>
<td>wa baaba</td>
<td>wa baaba</td>
<td>wa baaba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHH 5 éyóni 'bird'</td>
<td>éyóni éyóni éyóni</td>
<td>éyóni éyóni éyóni</td>
<td>ly'omwána ly'omwána</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLL 1 unó 'child'</td>
<td>unó unó unó</td>
<td>unó unó unó</td>
<td>w'omwána w'omwána</td>
<td>wa máspaala</td>
<td>wa máspaala</td>
<td>wa máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLL 9 éngasí 'oar'</td>
<td>yínó yínó yínó</td>
<td>yínó yínó yínó</td>
<td>y'omwána y'omwána</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td>ya máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHL 5 étówa 'banana'</td>
<td>étówa étówa étówa</td>
<td>étówa étówa étówa</td>
<td>ly'omwána ly'omwána</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHF 5 étówa 'maize'</td>
<td>étówa étówa étówa</td>
<td>étówa étówa étówa</td>
<td>ly'omwána ly'omwána</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td>iya máspaala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| LLLH 9 xamúlaif 'pepper' | xamúlaif xamúlaif xamúlaif | xamúlaif xamúlaif xamúlaif | y'omwána y'omwána | ya máspaala | ya máspaala | ya máspaala |
| LLLL 9 nauvu 'rhino' | nauvu nauvu nauvu | nauvu nauvu nauvu | w'omwána w'omwána | wa máspaala | wa máspaala | wa máspaala |
| HLLL 3 dúsíro 'fire' | dúsíro dúsíro dúsíro | dúsíro dúsíro dúsíro | kw'mwána kw'mwána | kwa máspaala | kwa máspaala | kwa máspaala |
| HLLL 1 ómunkisi | ómunkisi ómunkisi ómunkisi | ábaxaf ábaxaf ábaxaf | w'omwána w'omwána | wa máspaala | wa máspaala | wa máspaala |
| HLLL 3 ómuskasi 'tree' | ómuskasi ómuskasi ómuskasi | ómuskasi ómuskasi ómuskasi | kw'mwána kw'mwána | kwa máspaala | kwa máspaala | kwa máspaala |
| HLLL 6 ómunkidá 'bananas' | ómunkidá ómunkidá ómunkidá | ómunkidá ómunkidá ómunkidá | kw'mwána kw'mwána | kwa máspaala | kwa máspaala | kwa máspaala |
| FLLL 9 étó 'vulture' | yínó yínó yínó | yínó yínó yínó | y'omwána y'omwána | ya máspaala | ya máspaala | ya máspaala |
| HLLL 6 étó 'vulture' | kái kái kái | kái kái kái | k'mwána k'mwána | ka máspaala | ka máspaala | ka máspaala |
the fact that each of the two verbs has two "extended" syllables (as opposed to only one in the other derived verbs)?

2. GRAMMATICAL TONE

In order to examine the ways in which various types of grammatical structures affect tonological patterns in Samia, three general areas need to be looked at closely. The first of these areas, and the one for which it seems most difficult to establish definitive tone rules because of the extremely diverse lexical tone patterns, is that of the noun phrase (NP). Table IV presents each of the surface tonal patterns found in the nouns of the language with a series of different sorts of qualifiers (i.e., modifiers of various kinds). Table V shows how each of the surface patterns changes according to what follows. Two constraints should be noted: (1) Nouns with final L do not change to H or F under any circumstances; and (2) Nouns with final H do not change to L or F before L. One other factor seems to be at work within the NP tonal system, but it is difficult as yet to determine exactly why it functions as it does: there seems to be a tendency in the language to eliminate F tones, even when they occur initially in a four-syllable noun followed by a modifier with L, H, or F initial tone. Thus, ēndā 'louse' becomes ēndā, and ēngōsya 'vulture' becomes ēngōsya before L, F, and H. The two exceptions to this rule occur in ētemwā laya màsaala 'the banana of the mother-in-law', where ētemwā does not become H-H-L as the rest of the paradigm does, and the noun ēlirmā 'maize' before L which falls out in two patterns so evenly that it is difficult to establish rule and exception:

Table V. Summary of Tonal Variations within the Noun Phrase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-L</th>
<th>n.c. / ___ L</th>
<th>F-H-F → H-H-L / ___ L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>n.c. / ___ H</td>
<td>F-H-F → H-H-L / ___ H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>n.c. / ___ F</td>
<td>F-H-H → H-H-L / ___ F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-H</td>
<td>n.c. / ___ L</td>
<td>L-H-H-L → n.c. / ___ L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-F</td>
<td>F-L / ___ L</td>
<td>L-H-L → n.c. / ___ L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-F</td>
<td>F-L / ___ H</td>
<td>L-H-L → n.c. / ___ H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-F</td>
<td>F-L / ___ F</td>
<td>L-H-L → n.c. / ___ F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>n.c. / ___ L</td>
<td>H-L-L-L → n.c. / ___ L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>n.c. / ___ H</td>
<td>H-L-L-L → H-H-L-L / ___ H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L-L</td>
<td>n.c. / ___ F</td>
<td>H-L-L-L → H-H-L-L / ___ F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-H-H</td>
<td>n.c. / ___ L</td>
<td>H-L-L-L → n.c. / ___ L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-H-H</td>
<td>H-L-L / ___ F</td>
<td>H-L-L-L → n.c. / ___ F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-H-L</td>
<td>n.c. / ___ L</td>
<td>H-L-L-L → n.c. / ___ L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-L-L</td>
<td>H-L-L / ___ L</td>
<td>H-H-H-L → n.c. / ___ L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. no change in most cases, except for possessive plurals
2. exceptions: lỳangśiy, lỳόš́́i (see text)
3. note unusual H on CM of m̀h̀iŋd̀gśi, m̀išíśi, m̀iŋd̀f́l
4. exception: associative construction / L
5. exceptions: plural possessives, associatives

The first person possessive 'my' creates exceptions in the tone rules of the class 5 nouns, as does /-ό́shima/ 'all/the whole'; for ēmō̂n̄a 'bird', for example, H-H-H should become H-H-L before F, and yet we find ēmō̂n̄a lỳângśiy 'my bird' and ēmō̂n̄a lỳόś́́i 'the whole bird'. If we assume that the underlying forms for lỳângśiy and lỳόś́́i are
/lɪ-ɒńge/ and /lɪ-ɒsɪ/, then it is not surprising to find that ḍỳoní lɪ̊-ɒnge and ḍỳoní lɪ̊-ɒsɪ follow the rule of no change before L. Certain inexplicable irregularities do occur in associative formations with ḍỳoní, for example: ḍỳoní lẙ-ɒmwa ᑭa 'the bird of the child', ḍỳoní lẙ-ɒmbwa 'the bird of the dog', ḍỳoní lẙ-ɔsála the bird of the mother-in-law', all three of which should have 'bird' surface as H-H-H instead of H-H-L. The associative construction seems to produce a number of irregularities, including a H on baaba wa másaala the father of the mother-in-law', a noun which shows up consistently L-L-L in every other combination.

One more set of irregularities appears in the ōmwaaná paradigm. While it seems to be triggered by the noun itself (other class 1 nouns do not produce the same irregularities), it manifests itself on the CM of the modifier: ōmwaaná mûngó 'the big child', ōmwaaná múlayí 'the good child', ōmwaaná múlág 'one child'. It is hardly likely that the class 1 CM /mu-/ is underlyingly H. Thus, it would appear that the H of 'child' is somehow carried over onto the following word. This would fit the rule which predicts no change of H-L-H before L, but it seems unlikely since in most cases in Samia tonal influence seems to work backwards on the preceding vowel(s) rather than forwards on the following vowel(s). An example of this occurs in the associative construction, which is characterized by a L /-a/. Unlike many other Bantu languages (e.g. Haya), where the initial vowel following the associative marker will take that marker's tone, in Samia, the associative L tone marker only retains its surface tone if it is followed by another L or by a consonant-initial word. If, as in the case of ōmwaaná ẉ̄-ɒmbwa 'the child of the dog', underlyingly /Ōmwaaná ẉ̄-ɒmbwa/, the following word is vowel-initial with H tone, that H is retained on the surface, while the preceding tone, the L of the associative marker, is lost. Another example of the same direction of tonal effect is in the use of the copula /n̥/:

| Ťwaaná | 'child' | /n̥-ōmwaaná/ | → n̥twaaná | 'it's a child' |
| ḍỳmba | 'lion' | /n̥-ōmba/ | → n̥tmba | 'it's a lion' |
| ḍỳnyʊn | 'birds' | /n̥-ōmʊyn̥/ | → n̥tʊyn̥ | 'they're birds' |
| Juma [prop. name] | /n̥-Juma/ | → n̥t Juma | 'it's Juma' |

The final two sections to be covered here deal with the tonological patterns found in full NP-VP sentences, specifically the roles played by tone in defining and constraining position and use of the object markers (OM), both direct and indirect, and the structures involving relative clauses of various types. In Samia only two object marker positions are found between the CM and the verb stem, and these are strictly controlled both as to position and tone. A set of ordered statements regarding the rules for D.O./I.O. infixing follows: (1) Only two interchangeable D.O./I.O. positions are permitted; (2) The OM immediately preceding the verb stem takes H tone except in P₃ and P₁; (3) Classes 1/2 and 1a/2a take priority positions; the positions of the OM of other classes are interchangeable. Essentially what this means is that with the exception of tenses P₃ and P₁, the /-mu- / or /-ba-/ OM must be placed immediately before the verb stem where it can take the H tone; any other position is unacceptable: ayinûmeresé 'he gave it to him' (not *amayûmeresé). If the sentence is constructed in such a way that the 1/2 infix is optional, then the OM of the lesser class may occur in pre-verb stem position and therefore take a H tone: ayinûmeres é ōmwaaná 'he gave it to the child'. When using P₃ or P₁ tenses, where the verbal CM and tense markers are the only morphemes to take tone markers, OM order is equally rigid, with 1/2 appearing right before the verb stem: Ťyûkabálimá 'he cultivated them (bananas) for them (children)' (P₃) (not *yûkabálimá), anûkabálimá 'he will cultivate them (bananas) for them (children)' (P₁) (and not anûkabálimá).

Certain variations in surface tones of verb stems themselves are also noted, apparently as the result of the infixing of OM's: mûná 'I see' xûbûna 'I see you' mûbûna 'I see'
P₁ : babûnù 'they saw' balûbûnù 'they saw it'
P₃ : yûbûna 'he saw' ýûsûna 'he saw it'

While it is true that Ťxuboná 'to see' is a highly irregular verb, and as such may be atypical or an isolated case, both Ťxulimá to cultivate' and Ťxulá to eat show at least one such tone change each: álílíre 'he ate [P₃]', axílílíre 'he ate it'; álíímá 'he cultivates', ábálimá 'he cultivates for them'. Before any conclusions
can be drawn as to why such changes occur, many more verbs must be examined in terms of their number of syllables, canonical shape, tone patterns in citation form, etc.

By examining the following sentences, a number of factors concerning the tone patterns of Samia become evident:

\[
\text{abóná 'he sees' /abóná/}
\]

\[
\text{ómaa 'he sees' /ómaanó abóná/}
\]

\[
\text{ómaanó abóná 'the child who sees' /ómaanó á abóná/}
\]

The underlying tones of 'the child sees' are /ómaanó/, CM /á/, verb stem /-bón-/ , and present tense /-á/ final vowel. The final H of /ómaanó/ and the L of the CM combine to form a F tone. In 'the child who sees', there is presumably an additional L tone /á/ relative marker, which keeps the initial tone of /abóná/ L. What is strange in both of these sentences is that the final H realized in [abóná] 'he sees' comes out instead as L when there is a noun subject. There is no obvious explanation for this fact.

It should be clear that there are vast areas of Samia grammar and tonology which have not been addressed here. There are a number of questions which my own research has raised but not answered, such as the suspicion that Samia may have a lexical mid tone in addition to H, L, and F (perhaps pitch-raising of the type reported by Hazel Carter in Bukusu?). Hopefully further research will help provide the answers to the many still unanswered questions.

NOTE

This paper is based on the speech of Mr. Chrispen Maendo, to whom I am extremely grateful for devoting much of his valuable time to this study of Samia grammar and tone.
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APPENDIX I: Basic Word List (modified Swadesh)

**Nouns:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-L</th>
<th>L-L-L</th>
<th>H-H-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baaba 'father' ia/</td>
<td>maama 'mother' ia/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndák 'belly' 9/10</td>
<td>éndék 'terse' 5/</td>
<td>éndé 'seed' 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndák 'house' 9/10</td>
<td>éndé 'byena' 9/10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndék 'dog' 9/10</td>
<td>éndék 'fox' 5/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndé 'war' 5/6</td>
<td>éndé 'thorn' 5/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndék 'mother-in-law' ia/</td>
<td>éndék 'bird' 5/</td>
<td>éndék 'person' 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndé 'root' 3/4</td>
<td>éndék 'mave' 5/</td>
<td>éndék 'thing' 7/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndé 'heart' 3/</td>
<td>éndék 'stone' 5/</td>
<td>éndék 'seed' 11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndék 'cloud' 5/</td>
<td>éndék 'flash/meat' 9/10</td>
<td>éndék 'ground/earth' 5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>éndék 'mountains' 10/</td>
<td>éndék 'path' 9/10</td>
<td>éndé 'ash' 5/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
H-L-H : ฮานี ’child’ 1/2 ฮานี ’children’
          ฮานิ ’saliva’ 9/6 ฮานิ ’fat’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’oil’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’animal horn’ 11/10 ฮานิ ’horns’
          ฮานิ ’hair (head)’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’head’ 3/4 ฮานิ ’heads’
          ฮานิ ’goat’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’night’ 7/8 ฮานิ ’nights’
          ฮานิ ’ear’ 15/6 ฮานิ ’ears’
          ฮานิ ’eye’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’noses’ 6/
          ฮานิ ’tooth’ 5/6 ฮานิ ’teeth’
          ฮานิ ’tongues’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’name’ 5/6 ฮานิ ’names’
          ฮานิ ’river’ 3/
          ฮานิ ’rain’ 5/6

H-L-L : ฮานิ ’fingernail’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’egg’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’bone’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’house’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’thief’ 1/2 ฮานิ ’thieves’
          ฮานิ ’animal’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’oar, paddle’ 9/10

F-H-L : ฮานิ ’table’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’lion’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’ladder’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’ring’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’waterbuck’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’banana’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’cat’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’flower’ 5/

F-H-F : ฮานิ ’maize’ 5/

L-H-L-H : ฮานิ ’pepper’ 9/10
          ฮานิ ’kingfisher’ 9/10

L-H-L-L : ฮานิ ’birds’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’stones’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’clouds’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’navois’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’sail’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’ashes’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’nails’ 5/
          ฮานิ ’fire’ 3/4 ฮานิ ’campfires’
          ฮานิ ’rope’ 3/4 ฮานิ ’ropes’
          ฮานิ ’mountain’ 11/10
          ฮานิ ’leg/foot’ 15/6 ฮานิ ’legs/feet’
          ฮานิ ’hearts’ 4/

H-L-L-L : ฮานี ’fat’ 6/
          ฮานี ’tail’ 3/4 ฮานี ’tails’
          ฮานี ’oils’ 6/

H-L-L-L : ฮานี ’hairs’ 6/
          ฮานี ’nose’ 6/
          ฮานี ’tongue’ 11/
          ฮานี ’hand’ 3/4 ฮานี ’hands’
          ฮานี ’sand’ 3/4 ฮานี ’hands’
          ฮานี ’woman’ 1/2 ฮานี ’women’
          ฮานี ’man’ 1/2 ฮานี ’men’
          ฮานี ’sun’ 9/6 ฮานี ’sheep’ 5/
          ฮานี ’feather’ 5/

H-L-H-L : ฮานี ’fingernails’ 6/
          ฮานี ’eggs’ 6/
          ฮานี ’bones’ 6/
          ฮานี ’human skin’ 7/8 ฮานี ’human skin’
          ฮานี ’tree’ 3/4 ฮานี ’trees’

F-H-L-L : ฮานี ’bananas’ 6/
          ฮานี ’flowers’ 6/
          ฮานี ’cats’ 6/

F-H-L-H : ฮานี ’vulture’ 9/10

H-L-H-F : ฮานี ’maize’ 6/

Verbs:

H-L-H : ฮานี ’to eat’ ฮานี ’to kill’
          ฮานี ’to drink’ ฮานี ’to bathe’
          ฮานี ’to stand up’ ฮานี ’to come’
          ฮานี ’to die’ ฮานี ’to steal’

H-L-L-H : ฮานี ’to burn/roast’ ฮานี ’to sleep’
          ฮานี ’to bite’ ฮานี ’to swim’
          ฮานี ’to see’ ฮานี ’to read’
          ฮานี ’to cultivate’ ฮานี ’to say (something)’
          ฮานี ’to swallow’ ฮานี ’to walk/6’
          ฮานี ’to know’ ฮานี ’to hurry’
          ฮานี ’to sit down’ ฮานี ’to bury’

H-L-H-H : ฮานี ’to hear’ ฮานี ’to give birth’
          ฮานี ’to blow’ ฮานี ’to fly’
          ฮานี ’to lie down’ ฮานี ’to sleep’

Other words:

numerals : ฮานี ’one’ ฮานี ’four’
          ฮานี ’two’ ฮานี ’five’
          ฮานี ’three’

colors : ฮานี ’red’ ฮานี ’white’
          ฮานี ’green’ ฮานี ’black’
          ฮานี ’yellow’

adjectives : ฮานี ’big’
          ฮานี ’small’
          ฮานี ’good’
## APPENDIX II: Some Derived Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Form</th>
<th>Derived Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ọwụkọ'ọ</td>
<td>ọwụkọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwụljọ</td>
<td>ọwụlfọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọka</td>
<td>ọwọkkọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọkọ</td>
<td>ọwọkkọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
<td>ọwọọọọọọ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. INTRODUCTION

Sukuma is a Bantu language (Guthrie's F.21) spoken by over one and a half million Tanzanians who live to the South and South-East of Lake Nyanza (or Victoria). The four main dialects constituting this language are named according to their geographical orientation. Although these four dialects differ mostly phonetically, phonemic and lexical variations are not infrequent. However these differences, though linguistically significant, have little bearing on general intercomprehension. The dialect described here is Kemunasukuma, or "the northern way of speaking".

1.1. Theory

Sukuma has often been described as a language with "tonal displacement", in that, high (H) tones often appear to surface two syllables after the syllables to which they belong underlyingly (Richardson 1959, 1971; Richardson and Mann 1966). This approach, though generally acceptable, presents three serious phonological problems: 1) Given that one of the major features of one kind of tone language is that every syllable is characterized by a distinctive pitch level, the "displacement" of H tone from a given syllable implies that the syllable in question becomes devoid of any tone—which is obviously not true. 2) It is extremely difficult to account for the phonemic extra-low tone (L) under the traditional perspective of tonal displacement. 3) Sukuma language speakers are able to recognize a word with a "displaceable" H tone in a context where displacement is not possible (see below for the specific conditions on "displacement"). To give an example, the author, while in Paris, was able to identify in a companion's speech the Sukuma version for the French word "métrie" as bearing a "displaceable tone" without going through Richardson's test frames (see Richardson 1971:227).

In this study, I shall attempt an alternative approach by suggesting a Downstep-Uplift Theory to handle the complex tonal situation in Sukuma. While the "downstep" effect is the realization of a H tone at a level slightly lower than the preceding H (cf. Hyman and Schuh 1974), the "downslip" incidence (as described here) causes the realization of a H tone at a level similar to, or significantly lower than, a low (L) tone. One other difference be-

tween a downstep and a downslip is that while the former occurs nearly always after a H tone (but see Hyman and Tadadjeu 1976), the latter can occur after both H and L tones. On the other hand, "uplift" means the promotion of a L tone to H, often as a compensation for a downslip. In other words, every downslip will, in appropriate circumstances be counterbalanced by an uplift.

1.2. Notations and Sign Conventions

The seven vowel phonemes in Sukuma are presented here as i, ɔ, e, a, ɛ, ɔ, u. This notation, termed "Latin Orthography" by Tucker (1929), is intended to reflect the phonological system rather than indicate the phonetic realizations of the vowels. The consonants are likewise noted phonemically except in phonetic transcriptions. The following are the sign conventions used in this work:

- CVV = one long morphosyllable (surfaces as long syllable)
- CV.V = two morphosyllables (surface as one long syllable)
- CV = high (H) tone
- CV̌ = mid (M) tone
- CV̌̌ = low (L) tone
- CV̌̌̌ = extra-low (L) tone
- CV̌̌̌̌ = ultra extra-low (LL) tone
- CV̌̌̌̌̌ = neutral morphological tone
- ⌈ = morphophonological abstraction
- ⌊ = intermediate or operational level
- / = phonological representation (phonemic level)
- ↓ = phonetic realization
- ↓ = downslip
- ↑ = uplift
- ⌒ = pause boundary
- + = word boundary (in morphophonological analysis)
- - = morpheme junction (in morphophonological analysis)

1.3. Procedure

At the deepest level of abstraction, Sukuma can be shown to have two tone contrasts: High [H] and Low [L]. These are essentially morphological tones and will be known here as "morphonememes". In fact, all morphophonological sequences are possible in Sukuma
morpheus. Thus we have the following possibilities:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\text{LL}\} & \rightarrow \{\text{LL}\} \\
\{\text{LH}\} & \rightarrow \{\text{LH}\} \\
\{\text{HL}\} & \rightarrow \{\text{HL}\} \\
\{\text{HH}\} & \rightarrow \{\text{HH}\}
\end{align*}
\]

So as to take a systematic approach to the problem, I intend, in the first place, to show how morphotones generally surface as tones through representation rules, first in isolation (before pause) and then in contexts (before other words). I shall also distinguish between general rules, that is, rules which cover all similar situations, and specific cases ("minor rules" in generative terminology), or cases which apply only to particular types of morphtones.

2. GENERAL RULES

2.1. In Isolation

Rule 1. If a L morphotone is not preceded by a downslip, it will be represented phonologically by a L tone.

\[
\{\text{LL}\} \rightarrow \{\text{LL}\} \rightarrow /\text{LL}/
\]

Examples are seen in (1).

(1) a. \{pl\} → /pl/ → /pl/ [L] 'black'
   b. \{kôl\} → /kôl/ → /kôl/ [L] 'far'
   c. \{sågåi\} → /sågåi/ → /sågåi/ [L] 'carelessly'
   d. \{kô-sô1-ê1-ê1-ê1-ê1\} → /kô-sô1-ê1-ê1-ê1-ê1/ → /kô-sô1-ê1-ê1-ê1-ê1/ [L] 'contribute, raise money'

One will notice that final L is realized with a falling contour or "downslide". It is noteworthy that final syllables are usually associated with considerable prominence, notably in a form of high intensity.

Rule 2. A final or penultimate H morphotone in the absence of another neighboring H in the same morpheme, will be affected by a downslip (\(\downarrow\)). The resulting pitch will be an extra-low tone ('L').

a) \{LLH\} → /LLH/ → /L\L/.

b) \{LHL\} → /LHL/ → /L\L/.

Examples are given in (2).

(2) a. \{bâ-dô'gô\} → /bâ-dô'gô/ → /bâ-dô'gô/ 'relatives' (cl. 2)
    b. \{dâkâ'mâ\} → /dâkâ'mâ/ → /dâkâ'mâ/ 'south'

The morphonological processes can be schematized thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Tone slip} & \quad \text{Tone slip} \\
\{\text{pådô'gô}\} & \rightarrow /\text{pådô'gô}/ \\
\{\text{dåkâ'mâ}\} & \rightarrow /\text{dåkâ'mâ}/
\end{align*}
\]

Note in the above examples that the notation 'L implies a downslipped L on the surface. Thus, the downslip mark in a hypothetical sequence 'L-L will lower both L tones, while the notation 'L-'L will stand for a sequence of extra-L followed by a still lower extra-L tone. Note that if the downslip incidence occurs in penultimate position before pause, the final syllable will be realized not as an ultra extra-L (which I symbolized in earlier work as 'L), but as a downslidened extra-L. The phonological status of 'L can be seen in the following examples.4'

(3) a. \{mâlo'mbô\} 'sisters' (augmentative, cl. 6) /mâlo'mbô/ \\
    \{mâlo'mbô\} 'leg' (of dead animal, cl. 6) /mâlo'mbô/ \\
    \{mâlo'mbô\} 'member of Kala tribe' (pej. cl. 5) /mâlo'mbô/ \\
    \{mâlo'mbô\} 'charcoal' (cl. 5) /mâlo'mbô/ \\

Even when a downslip affects an initial H, the latter will be realized slightly lower than a L.5 This is especially true in disyllabic words, as seen in (4).

(4) \{n-kôl\} 'sheep' /n-kôl/ \\
    \{n-kôl\} 'heart' /n-kôl/

Notice in the second example that an extra-L tone will downslide in final position, giving the impression of an ultra extra-L tone, with which it does not contrast. The noun 'heart' can therefore be equivalently transcribed as [n-kôl].

As a result of rule 2, most H morphotones characterizing monosyllabic morphemes (e.g. verbal radicals, monosyllabic nominal stems and affixes) are systematically affected by the downslip.
Moreover, in part (b) of rule 2, if the \{H\} in the sequence \{L\} \{HL\} happens to characterize a long morphosyllable, it will surface as a falling tonal glide, as seen in (5).

(5) \{hũnã\} → \{hũnã\} → /hũnã/ 'small animal of rabbit family'

Rule 3. A morpheme with a succession of H morphophonemes, but characterized by a \{L\} on its final morphosyllable, will equally be affected by downslip. As in rule 2 above, the \{H\} in the penultimate position will be realized as extra-L and the \{L\} in final position will be realized as ultra-extra-L (i.e. extra-L with downglide).

\{HHHL\} → \{HLHHL\} → /LL'LL/ → /LL'L'L/

An example is given in (6), whose gloss is 'cock' (cl. 9).

(6) \{n-kãngũñã\} → \{n-kãngũñã\} → /n-kãngũñã/ 'lãmē' → /nũu-ŋoŋrũ'cũmē/  

Rule 4. As the language does not admit a succession of two H tones in the same morpheme, a morpheme with a sequence of H morphophonemes, of which one is on the last morphosyllable, will undergo one of the following processes.

a) \{HH\} → \{HH\} → /LL'/ → /LLHL/

Examples are seen in (7).

(7) a. \{tãldã\} → \{tãldã\} → /tãldã/ → /tãldã/ 'isep'  
b. \{nãgãntã\} → \{nãgãntã\} → /nãgãntã/ → /nãgãntã/ 'raw, immature'

Notice that final H tones are phonetically realized as falling tonal glides before pause.

b) \{HH\} → \{HH\} → /H'L' → /HHL/  
or → /HL/

Examples are given in (8).

(8) a. \{hãmã\} → \{hãmã\} → /hãmã/ → /hãmã/ or /hãmã/ 'perhaps'  
b. \{ã-ãkãlã\} → \{ã-ãkãlã\} → /ã-ãkãlã/ → /ã-ãkãlã/ or /ã-ãkãlã/ 'small bird with grey feathers'

It will be noticed, as the last example shows, that a H on a long morphosyllable will surface as a rising tonal glide if it is followed by a downslipped \{H\}.

Comparing rules 4a and 4b we notice that their respective conditions are so similar that some words will surface interchangeably through either rule. Thus, \{m-kõyõ\} 'fig tree' (cl. 3) undergoes rule 4a in (9a) or rule 4b in (9b).

(9) a. \{m-kõyõ\} → /m̃kõyõ/ → /mõyõ/  
b. \{m-kõyõ\} → /m̃kõyõ/ → /mõyõ/ or /mõyõ/

Some monosyllabic morphemes with \{H\} seem not to be affected by the downslip incidence. A close diachronic investigation suggests that these morphemes are a result of a contraction of two \{H\} morphosyllables, as seen in (10).

(10) a. \{m̃-mõ\} → /m̃mõ/ → /m̃mõ/ 'one' (person, cl. 1)  
b. \{m̃ñf\} → /m̃ñf/ → /m̃ñf/ 'four' (trees, cl. 4)

Moreover, if a morphosyllable characterized by \{H\} surfaces as an accented syllable for expressive ends, it will normally not be downslipped, as seen in (11).

(11) \{kã\} * \{m̃-ntõ\} → /kãm̃-ntõ/ → /kãm̃-ntõ/ 'it is a man' (beyond doubt)

Finally, words borrowed from languages with stress-accent are normally considered as bearing \{H\} on the originally accented morphosyllable. Again, the resulting H morphophonemes are normally not affected by the downslip phenomenon, as seen in (12).

(12) Swahili Sukuma 'flute'  

\{fiī̯mbi\} * \{fiī̯mbi\} → /fiī̯mbi/ → /fiī̯mbi/ → /fiī̯mbi/

2.2. In Word Context

If the downslip incidence occurs in a position which is neither final nor penultimate, or if the word in which the former occurs (in final or penultimate position) is followed by another word, a new mechanism will systematically come into play. This is the "uplift" (↑) described above. It is essentially the counterpart of downslip, in that it counterbalances the effects of the latter. The various rules and conditions on its operation are now presented.

Rule 5. Generally, the uplift will take place two morphosyllables after a \{HH\}, on the condition that both morphosyllables are \{L\}. If the \{H\} happens to fall in penultimate or final position, the uplift counterpart will occur on the second morphosyllable of the following word. Thus the first morphosyllable will function as a "pivot". The subparts of this rule are given below.
a) \{HLL\} \rightarrow [\text{HLL}L] \rightarrow /LHH/

b) \{LLH\} + \{LL\} \rightarrow [\text{LLH}H + \text{L}L] \rightarrow /LLL LH/

or \{LHL\} + \{LL\} \rightarrow [\text{LHL}H + \text{L}L] \rightarrow /LLL LH/

Examples are given in (13).

(13) a. \{n-\text{bšgĩmā} \} \rightarrow [n-\text{bšgĩmā}] \rightarrow /\text{bšgĩmā}/ 'heifer'

b. \{bá-kō-\text{šōl-ā} \} \rightarrow [bá-kō-\text{šōl-ā}] \rightarrow /\text{báškšolā}/ 'they will pick up'

c. \{m-\text{dógbō} \} + \{gět\text{tē} \} \rightarrow [m-\text{dógbō} + gět\text{tē}] \rightarrow /\text{nodog gětě}/ 'a real relative'

d. \{dákkhmā \} + \{kōlī \} \rightarrow [dákkhmā + kōlī] \rightarrow /\text{dákkhmā kōlī}/

or \{dákkhmā kōlī \} \rightarrow /\text{dákkhmā kōlī}/ 'the south is far'

e. \{jīf-\text{lē} \} + \{sāgbēlā \} \rightarrow [jīf-\text{lē} + sāgbēlā] \rightarrow /\text{jīfəl sāgbelā}/ 'they are kept carelessly (e.g. cattle)

Rule 6. As a follow up of rule 5b, if after a downslip occurrence, the following word is monosyllabic, the uplift counterpart will still take place on the latter.

\{\text{LH} \} + \{L\} \rightarrow [\text{LH}H + \text{L}] \rightarrow /\text{LHH}/

An example of rule 6 is given in (14).

(14) \{númpš \} + \{\text{kā} \} \rightarrow [\text{númpš}kā] \rightarrow /\text{númpštā}/ 'it is perhaps that way'

Curiously enough, preprefixes (or augments) and verbal prefixes behave morphophonologically as independent syntactical elements (or words), as seen in (15).

(15) \{hάndz \} + \{b-\text{mú-ntō} \} \rightarrow [hán\text{dz}b-\text{mú-ntō}] \rightarrow /hán\text{dz}b\text{múntō}/ 'perhaps it is the man in question'

\{hán\text{dz} \} + \{k-\text{bōn-ā} \} \rightarrow [hán\text{dz}k-\text{bōn-ā}] \rightarrow /hán\text{dz}k\text{bōnā}/ 'perhaps he will see'

Rule 7. Since tonal uplift occurring only on \{\text{L} \} morphosyllables, if a \{\text{H} \} happens to be on the second morphosyllable, the uplifting operation will take place on the \{\text{L} \} immediately preceding it. The two subparts of this rule are given below.

a) \{\text{HLH} \} \rightarrow [\text{HLH}H] \rightarrow /\text{LHH}/

b) \{\text{LH}H \} + \{\text{LH} \} \rightarrow [\text{LH}H + \text{L}H] \rightarrow /\text{LLL H'L}/

Examples are given in (16).

(16) a. \{bá-kō-\text{bōn-ā} \} \rightarrow [bá-kō-\text{bōn-ā}] \rightarrow /bákōbōnā/ 'they will see'

b. \{bá-dógbō \} + \{bá-\text{fūlā} \} \rightarrow [bá-\text{dógbō} + bá-\text{fūlā}] \rightarrow /bádógbō bāfūlā/ 'kind relatives'

Moreover, since the succession /HH/ is not permitted in the same morpheme in the language (rule 4), the uplift occurrence will never surface immediately before a non-downslipped \{\text{H} \}. In such situations the uplift will take place at least two morphosyllables before the non-downslipped \{\text{H} \}. Thus:

\{\text{LH}H \} + \{\text{LHH}H \} \rightarrow [\text{LH}H + \text{LHH}H] \rightarrow /\text{LLL HH'L}/

An example is given in (17).

(17) \{mà-pélelā \} + \{má-\text{gūgūnā} \} \rightarrow [mà-pélelā + má-\text{gūgūnā}] \rightarrow /màpělelā mágūgūnā/ → [màpělelā mágūgūnā]

Rule 8. If a \{\text{H} \}, downslipped or not, immediately follows a \{\text{H} \}, the latter will not have an uplift counterpart.

a) \{\text{HH}\text{HHHH} \} \rightarrow [\text{HHHH}HH] \rightarrow /\text{LH'HHL}/

b) \{\text{LH} \} + \{\text{HL} \} \rightarrow [\text{LH}H + \text{L}H] \rightarrow /\text{LLL'LL}/

c) \{\text{LH} \} + \{\text{HH} \} \rightarrow [\text{LH}H + \text{H}H] \rightarrow /\text{LH'H'L}/

Examples are given in (18).

(18) a. \{bá-\text{u-\text{štōn-ā} \} \rightarrow [bá-\text{u-\text{štōn-ā} \} \rightarrow /bálu\text{uštōnā}/ 'they have just seen it [cl. 11]'

b. \{bá-dógbō \} + \{d\text{hōbō} \} \rightarrow [bá-dógbō + d\text{hōbō}] \rightarrow /bádógbō d\text{hōbō}/ 'only relatives'

c. \{bá-dógbō \} + \{h\text{ámō} \} \rightarrow [bá-dógbō + h\text{ámō}] \rightarrow /bádógbō h\text{ámō}/ 'perhaps they are relatives'

It is noticed in the last example that there are two surface alternatives. Indeed the downslip operation will not normally affect a \{\text{H} \} in final position if, in the following word, not only uplift is blocked, but also one \{\text{H} \} is to surface as \{\text{H} \}. Addition examples of this are seen in (19).

(19) a. \{ná-\text{bōn-ā} \} + \{t\text{šlā} \} \rightarrow [ná-\text{bōn-ā} + t\text{šlā}] \rightarrow /nábōn\text{štā}/ 'I have just seen a lamp'

b. \{bá-dógbō \} + \{bá-\text{štōn-ā} \} \rightarrow [bá-dógbō + bá-\text{štōn-ā}] \rightarrow /bádógbō báštōnā/ 'all relatives'

c. \{bá-dógbō \} + \{bá-\text{š̄lā} \} \rightarrow [bá-dógbō + bá-\text{š̄lā}] \rightarrow /bádógbō báš̄lā/ 'relatives will pick up'
Alternatively: \[ \text{bá-dá-ká} + \text{bá-dá-á-só-í} \rightarrow \text{bá-dá-ká-bá-dá-só-í} \]

On the other hand, it will be seen that no uplift takes place on some apparent \[\text{H}\] morphosyllables. A hypothetical diachronic explanation would be that all these cases were originally \[\text{H}\]. In fact, this could be synchronically shown by the following step by step processes:

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) & \quad [\text{cvú}] \rightarrow [\text{cvú-ú}] \rightarrow [\text{cvú-ú}] \rightarrow [\text{cvú-ú}] \rightarrow [\text{cvú}]^1 \quad 13 \\
(2) & \quad [\text{ú-ú}] \rightarrow [\text{ú-ú}] \rightarrow [\text{ú-ú}] \rightarrow [\text{ú-ú}] \rightarrow [\text{ú-ú}] \\
(3) & \quad \text{Process (1): The long morphosyllable becomes di-morphosyllable.} \\
& \quad \text{Process (2): The first part is downsimplified.} \\
& \quad \text{Process (3): The second part is lost because of a voiceless plosive consonant.}
\end{align*}
\]

This is an example of the case of the indefinite past tense infix \[\{-ká\}\] which will systematically undergo the following processes.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[ká]} & \rightarrow [\text{ká-á}] \quad \text{(di-morphosyllabification)} \\
\text{[ká-á]} & \rightarrow [\text{ká-á}] \quad \text{(rule 4a)} \\
\text{[ká-á]} & \rightarrow [\text{ká-á}] \quad \text{(loss of second morphosyllable because of}} \\
\text{[ká-á]} & \rightarrow [\text{á-á}]^14 \quad \text{voiceless plosive consonant)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{e.g. \{bá-dá-ká-só-í\} → [bá-dá-á-só-í] → /bá-ká-só-í/ 'they picked up'}\]

Another exception to rule 8 is that when \[\text{H}\] is on a morphosyllable with a complex consonant (aspirated nasal or prenasalized consonant). In this case uplift will take place on the second mora of the preceding morphosyllable which, in such conditions, is usually long. Examples are given in (20).

(20) a. \{bó-í\} + [ká-ná] \rightarrow [bó-í + ñ-ká-ná] \rightarrow /bó-í-ø-ná/ 'as a matter of fact'

b. \{bó-í\} + [n-ba] \rightarrow [bó-í + ñ-ba] \rightarrow /bó-í-ø-ba/ 'every goat'

3. SPECIFIC CASES

The specific and, at times, phenomenal nature of some cases demands separate treatment. In fact, these cases are so numerous that I shall treat here just the most important ones. A fuller analysis is to be found in Batibo (in preparation).

Case 1. A certain number of morphemes, both lexical and grammatical, appear to manifest two morphotactically different morphological contexts according to the dictates of the morphological contexts. Examples are given in (21).

(21) a. Verbal Radical, e.g. \{bú-ká\} 'close' 

thus: \{bú-kú-fó-gó\} \rightarrow [bú-kú-fó-gó] \rightarrow /bú-fó-gó/ 'to lock by means of' 

but: \{bú-í-fó-gó\} \rightarrow [bú-í-fó-gó] \rightarrow /bú-í-fó-gó/ 'to open' 

b. Independent nominal 

\[\text{[í-tí-ká]} \rightarrow [í-tí-ká] \rightarrow /í-tí-ká/ 'day' (cl. 11) \]

but: \{í-tí-ká\} \rightarrow [í-tí-ká] \rightarrow /í-tí-ká/ 'days' (cl. 10) \[\text{í-tí-ká}'\]

C. Dependent nominal 

\{bá-dá-tó\} \rightarrow [bá-dá-tó] \rightarrow /bá-dá-tó/ 'three' (e.g. persons, cl. 2)

but: \{bá-dá-tó\} \rightarrow [bá-dá-tó] \rightarrow /bá-dá-tó/ 'three' (e.g. trees, cl. 4)

d. Grammatical element 

\[\text{bá-dá-só-í} \rightarrow [bá-dá-só-í] \rightarrow /bá-só-í/ 'he has just picked up'

immed. tense 

but: \{bá-dá-só-í\} \rightarrow [bá-dá-só-í] \rightarrow /bá-só-í/ 'they have just picked up'

One will indeed notice that the examples given in (21a) seem to confirm Meesussen's (1958) observations on the correspondence between morphotactics in initial and final positions. Here it is particularly the case between the verbal prefix and the tense suffix. On the other hand, the examples in (21c) seem to suggest the contrary.

Case 2. Due to phonotactic phenomena that frequently occur between vowels in both inter- and intra-word positions, vowels in initial (and sometimes final) position are in most cases morphotactically disregarded in that they cannot function as "pivots" between \[\text{H}\] and \[\text{H}\]. In such cases the following morphosyllable will take up the function,17 as seen in the examples in (22).

(22) a. \{boü-í\} + [1-bégá] \rightarrow [boü-í + (1)-bégá] \rightarrow /boü-í-bégá/ 'each' 

b. \{jí-fí-ká\} \rightarrow [jí-fí-ká] \rightarrow /jí-ká/ 'the old ones' (e.g. houses)

c. \{bá-dá-í-só-í\} \rightarrow [bá-dá-í-só-í] \rightarrow /bá-dá-só-í/ 'they will come'

Case 3. It has been noted frequently that verbal extensions in many Bantu tone languages are tonologically neutral in that their tonemes will depend on the morphotactically final vowel (tense suffix) of each verbal construction. Up to a certain extent
Sukuma displays a similar situation, as the examples in (23) show.

(23) a. \[\text{a-kọ-mái-ánn-éli-í-á}\] → \[\text{a-kọ-mái-ánn-éli-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}\] 'he will finish at the same time'
b. \[\text{bá-á-mái-ánn-éli-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-á-mái-ánn-éli-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'nújá\] 'they have just finished at the same time'
c. \[\text{bá-á-ánn-éli-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-á-ánn-éli-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'lújá\] 'they have, since long, found something for the purpose'

The only exceptional case arises when in a verbal construction the four obligatory elements (that is, the verbal prefix, tense infix, radical, and tense suffix) are all \[\text{í}\]. In such a situation, the extensions will morphotonologically behave as \[\text{íL}\], as in (24).

(24) a. \[\text{bá-á-ánn-éli-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-á-ánn-éli-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'lújá\] 'they have just found something for the purpose'
b. \[\text{bá-á-ánn-éli-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'lújá\] 'they slept on...; they went to bed without food'

Case 4. The subjunctive form \[\text{-íí...čí}\] is exceptional in that when its infinal part immediately precedes a \[\text{í}\] verbal radical, no downtow takes place on the latter, as seen in (25).

(25) a. \[\text{bá-á-bá-ánn-éli-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-á-bá-ánn-éli-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'júí\] 'let him see'
but: b. \[\text{bá-á-bá-ánn-éli-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-á-bá-ánn-éli-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'júí\] 'let him see them'

Case 5. The ultimate future tense infix \[\text{-ííá-í}\] may surface as \[\text{ííá-í}\] or as \[\text{ííá-í}\] depending on the tonal context: 1) In order that \[\text{ííá-í}\] surface as \[\text{ííá-í}\] two conditions are essential: a) no \[\text{íí}\] should immediately follow; b) it should be in such a position that it surfaces as a penultimate syllable. An example is in (26).

(26) \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'júí\] 'he will ultimately go'

2) Where on of the conditions in 1) is not met, \[\text{ííá-í}\] will surface as \[\text{ííá-í}\], as seen in (27).

(27) a. \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'júí\] 'he will die in the long run'
b. \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'júí\] 'he will catch in the long run'

In addition, the present tense infix \[\text{ííá-í}\], that Richardson (1959) considers as "unamenable to systematization", behaves in a similar way. Any uplift due to affect \[\text{ííá-í}\] will cause a falling tonal glide if conditions of 1) above prevail, and it will give rise to a rising tonal glide elsewhere, as seen in (28).

(28) a. \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'júí\] 'they are going, they are to go'
b. \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'júí\] 'they are dying, they are to die'
c. \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-á}\] → \[\text{bá-ííá-í-jí-í-y-á}\] → \[\text{ámíánímbájá}'júí\] 'they are fetching, they are to fetch'

4. CONCLUSION

This brief and simplified sketch of the major features of the Sukuma tonal system presents mainly two interesting points for discussion. First, a new approach has been undertaken in order to capture the interlocking relationship of \[\text{íí\í}\] and \[\text{íí\í}\] in Sukuma. This relationship is that of balance. In geography we learn that any downtow movement will "trigger" an upward movement; in this way, not only rift valleys but also range mountains are formed. In linguistic terms, any \[\text{íí\í}\] will "trigger" a \[\text{íí\í}\] in appropriate situations. This approach (unlike the traditional "tonal displacement" concept) not only respects the phonological properties of the language, but also depicts systematically the different processes and stages necessary for a morphotoneme (underlying tone) to come to the surface. Here the importance of the concept of morphophonology is crucial, although some linguists, especially on the French side, would not share the same opinion.

Second, by starting from the deepest level of abstraction, it has been possible to show the identity of the morphological tones in Sukuma with those of the other "typical" Bantu languages. This can be demonstrated by comparing a number of lexical items from Bobangi, a Bantu language considered to be tonally etymological, with those of Sukuma. A table of comparisons is provided below.

The inevitable question then would be: what is the origin of this downtow/uptow phenomenon? A number of hypotheses can be formulated. However, since this subject is beyond the scope of this work, the author will leave this issue for further treatment elsewhere.
NOTES
1...chaque syllabe présente un ton distinctif...." (A. Martinet 1970:90).

2A "morphosyllable" is here defined as a segmental unit in the underlying structure that is characterized by a morphological tone (see below). Long vowels in radicals and most verbal extensions behave morphophonologically as two morphosyllables, while elsewhere they behave as single morphosyllables. As will be seen, the notion "morphosyllable" is of particular importance in Sukuma, where deep syllables do not always correspond to surface ones.

3The author distinguishes between a "morphotone" or deep (morphological) tone, a "toneeme" or phonological (phonemic) tone, and a "tone" or phonetic realization of syllabic pitch.

4The term "morpheme" is employed throughout this article in the Bloomfieldian sense.

5It is for this reason that extra low is treated as phonological, while downgraded 'i' is considered here as a allotone of the extra low toneeme.

6This seems to contradict Richardson (1971:222), who states "..."n-kota 'sheep' and n-kota 'heart' are identical at surface level in isolation...."

7Complex radicals behave tonologically as extended simple radicals of the type CVC.

8It should be noted that short vowels are realized long before aspirated nasals as well as prenasalized consonants, and after palatals. Since this lengthening process is automatic, it will not be noted in the phonemic transcription.

9The three pronunciations are possible.

10The corresponding forms in Lingala are: m Giovanni 'one' and m Giovanni 'four'.

11{ka} here expresses emphasis.

12See rule 6 above, especially example (15).

13Obviously this set of operations will not occur unless (i) the morphosyllable in question constitutes a monosyllabic morpheme; (ii) the consonant it contains is a voiceless plosive.

14In fact, another proof that the indefinite past tense infix /ka/ is indeed [i-ka-] in the underlying structure is the fact that the ultimate future infix [i-là-] (see example (19c)), it inhibits downslop operation from taking place on the final morphosyllable of the previous word. Thus:

\[
\{bà-dàgà\} + \{bà-kà-sò1-i\} \rightarrow \{bà-dàgà + bà-kà-i-kà.\} \rightarrow 1 \rightarrow 1
\]

Alternatively: \( \rightarrow bà-dàgà + bà-kà-i-kà.\) \( \rightarrow bà-dàgà bà-kà-sà1\)

15It should be understood here that the reverse extension [i-ðà-i] does not normally cause [i] on the radical, as seen from the following:

\[
\{kà-sò1-bà\} \rightarrow \{kà-sò1-bà\} \rightarrow /kà-sò1-bà/ \text{ 'to winnow'}
\]

16Again, it should be borne in mind that the binary opposition 10-9 (Cl. 17/10) does not normally cause tonal contour variations. This can be seen from the following examples:

sg. \{lò-gà1\} \rightarrow \{lò-gà1\} \rightarrow /lò-gà1\} \text{ 'wall'} (Cl. 17)

pl. \{n-gà1\} \rightarrow \{n-gà1\} \rightarrow /n-gà1\} \text{ 'walls'} (Cl. 17)

17Exceptions to this rule are the vocaic Verbal prefixes and the preprefixes. Their peculiar tonal behavior has already been explained above (see rule 6, especially example 15).

18Note that the second part of a long vowel (di-morphosyllabic) radical as well as the first part of a compound tense suffix behave morphophonologically as extensions (i.e. the case of [i-là-] and [i-là] in example (24b)).

19Notice in this example that downslop can take place even where there is a total absence of segmental phonemes.

20For instance, see Martinet (1970:99-100).

21I would like to express my deepest appreciation to Luc Bouglaux and Larry Hyman, whose invaluable comments and suggestions have led to improvements on a number of points in this paper.

22The Sukuma reflex has undergone a slight semantic shift in that it means 'liver'.

23Phonologically /'mà/.
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In Proto-Bantu, all noun class prefixes reconstruct as syllabic with low tone. In Chichewa, a Bantu language spoken in Malawi and eastern Zambia, all noun class prefixes still appear to carry underlying low tone; many, however, are no longer syllabic. This paper describes the tone patterns found on citation form nouns in Chichewa, with particular reference to the tone-bearing properties of certain consonants in noun class prefixes. An observation is made that the consonants which can carry a L (low) tone preceding a H (high) tone vowel in noun class prefixes are roughly the same as those which occur as depressor consonants in Chichewa. The tonal realizations in both contexts bear a strong surface resemblance to tonal realizations found exclusively with depressor consonants in Nguni. Discussion covers possible relationships across the described correspondences and their implications.

1. Noun Class Prefixes in Chichewa

The system of noun class prefixes in Chichewa has been the object of considerable phonological merger and erosion. In many cases there are several prefixes for a single noun class and several noun classes with the same prefix. The mergers and erosion have also affected the syllabicity of noun class prefixes. A noun class may have a prefix which is syllabic and one or more which are nonsyllabic, as well as having noun stems which appear with a $\phi$ prefix. The varying syllabic and segmental values of noun class prefixes, shown in Table I, make it necessary to consider morpheme structure as well as syllable structure when describing tone patterns on citation form Chichewa nouns.

2. Tone Patterns on Citation Form Nouns

Chichewa is usually analyzed as having two underlying tones: H and L (Watkins 1937, Stevick 1965, Harding 1966). The tone patterns presented in this paper, however, are not based on underlying tones. Instead, they refer to surface realizations. A potentially confusing result of this attention to surface detail is that tones and tone patterns appear additional to those which would normally be expected for a two-tone system. For example, a two-tone system normally has the potential for four tone patterns on disyllabic nouns: L-L, L-H, H-L, and H-H. Nevertheless, six tone patterns for disyllabic nouns are given here. The additional two patterns are $\delta$L-L and $\delta$H-H, where $\delta$ indicates a single syllable and a hyphen indicates a syllable boundary. The $\delta$H tone in each additional pattern will later be shown to result from separate L and H tones which occur on the same syllable. Initially, however, examples of different surface tone patterns are simply presented without comment. Table II summarizes the tone patterns and morpheme/syllable structures found on citation form Chichewa nouns.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun Class</th>
<th>Prefix Forms</th>
<th>Noun Class</th>
<th>Prefix Forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>- mu-, mw-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>- a-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- syllabic nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- nonsyllabic nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- $\phi$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>- mu-, mw-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>- mi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- syllabic nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- nonsyllabic nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>- li-, dz-, t(s)-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>- ma-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- aspiration of initial stem consonant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- miscellaneous (m-, di-)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- $\phi$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>- chi-, ch-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>- zu-, z-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>- nonsyllabic nasal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>- nonsyllabic nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 = 14</td>
<td>- u-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- syllabic nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- $\phi$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>- ko-</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>- t\textsuperscript{1}-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classes which are neutral with respect to singular/plural:

| 15         | ku-        | 16         | pa-         |
| 17         | ku-        | 18         | mu-         |

TABLE I.
### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Syllables</th>
<th>Tone Pattern</th>
<th>Morpheme/Syllable Structure</th>
<th>Number of Syllables</th>
<th>Tone Pattern</th>
<th>Morpheme/Syllable Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>L-L-L-L</td>
<td>10, 11, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L-H</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>L-H-H-L</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H-L</td>
<td>2, 3, 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>L-H-L-L</td>
<td>10, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H-H</td>
<td>2, 3, 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>L-H-H-H</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Či-L</td>
<td>2, 3, 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>H-H-H-H</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Či-H</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>H-H-H-H</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>L-L-L-L</td>
<td>4, 5, 7, 12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>L-L-L-L-L</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L-H-L</td>
<td>4, 5, 7, 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>H-L-L-L</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H-L-H</td>
<td>4, 5, 6, 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>L-L-H-L</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Či-L-L</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Či-L-L-L</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Morpheme/ syllable structures:
1. Syllabic prefix + monosyllabic stem
2. Non-syllabic prefix + disyllabic stem
3. Ø prefix + disyllabic stem
4. Syllabic prefix + disyllabic stem
5. Syllabic prefix + non-syllabic prefix + disyllabic stem
6. Syllabic prefix + Ø prefix + disyllabic stem
7. Ø prefix + trisyllabic stem (prefix has become part of stem)
8. Non-syllabic prefix + trisyllabic stem
9. Ø prefix + trisyllabic stem
10. Syllabic prefix + trisyllabic stem
11. Syllabic prefix + syllabic prefix + disyllabic stem
12. Nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation

Examples of nouns with each tone pattern and each morpheme/syllable structure follow.

Nouns of two, three, four, and five syllables are presented in section 3. (Since the noun class prefix is included in the syllable count, and since monosyllabic stems always have a syllabic prefix, Chichewa does not have one-syllable nouns.) The morpheme boundaries between noun class prefixes and noun stems are based on singular/plural pairing. Cases of nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation are listed separately at the end of each group.

The examples throughout this paper employ the transcription in Table III.

### Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labiodental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirated</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ch (aspirated)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>ñ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l(-r)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Vowels:
1, ə, o, u, ñ, u: the usual five-vowel system

#### Glides:
y, w: front and back glides

#### Syllability:
χ: syllabic, marked only in cases of possible confusion, as with nasals and vowel–vowel sequences

#### Tones:
' : H (high)    ' : L (low)    ' : F (falling) (cf. footnote 4)
' : H (downstep) ' : lowered pitch (affecting preceding tone)

TABLE III.

The following conventions are followed in marking tone: 1) L tone vowels and syllabic nasals are unmarked for tone; 2) consonants which have the same tone as the following vowel are unmarked for tone; 3) lowered pitch is marked only on the final syllable of a L-L- or H-H sequence. Note that these conventions, together with some unusual tonal realizations found in the data, have the following consequences: 1) A segment may be marked for tone without being syllabic. Thus, dzíná 'name' (L-L-Ł) contrasts with dzúná 'sun' (H-L-Ł). 2) Nasals may also be marked for tone without being syllabic, e.g. mbúzi 'goat' (L-L-L), mímbo 'belly' (L-L-L). 3) A nasal therefore may be assumed to be syllabic only when it is so marked: mbúmo 'corpse' (L-L-L, with a lowered final L), mkázi 'woman' (L-H-H, with a lowered final H). 4) A vowel–vowel sequence may be assumed to be disyllabic only when each vowel is marked for syllability: mambolo 'breasts' (L-H-L) contrasted with kagáude 'spider' (L-L-L).
3. PRESENTATION OF EXAMPLES

3.1. Two-Syllable Nouns

L-L

1. syllabic prefix + monosyllabic stem

munhu 'person' (mu+nhu), pl. anthu' 1/2
anutu 'people' (an+antu), sg. muntu '1/2
mu+dzi? 'village' (mu+dzi?), pl. mu+dzi? 3/4
mu+dzi? 'village' (mu+dzi?), sg. mu+dzi? 3/4
muzu 'root' (mu+zoo), pl. mizu '3/4
mizu 'roots' (mi+zoo), sg. muzu '3/4

2. monosyllabic prefix + disyllabic stem

muna 'torch' (mu+nuni, with vowel coalescence) pl. mi(y)uni  3/4
moyo 'life!' (mu+yolo, with vowel coalescence), pl. mi(y)oyo  3/4
mimo 'lip' (mi(moco), pl. mi(mono)  3/4
dzana 'hand' (dz+anja), pl. manja  5/6
manja 'hands' (ma+anja, with vowel coalescence), sg. dzana  5/6

3. Ø prefix + disyllabic stem

kamba 'tortoise' (ka+kamba), pl. akamba 1/2
fisi 'hyena' (fi+isi), pl. ofisi 1/2
khomo 'entrance' (kh+omo), pl. okhomo 5/6
kawana 'mouth' (ka+wano), pl. okawana 5/6
thengo 'bush' (th+engo), pl. omengo 5/6
phiko 'wing' (ph+phiko), pl. mopiko 5/6
thumbo 'intestines' (th+umbo), pl. matumbo 5/6
lumo 'razor' (lu+umo), pl. malumo 5/6

12. nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation

khobwe 'pea(s)' no plural 1
kona 'crocodile' identical in plural 9/10
ndovu 'beard' identical in plural 9/10
ndiyo 'fight' identical in plural 9/10
 Ngho 'orum' identical in plural 9/10
mata 'saliva' no plural 6
thesi 'frog' unknown plural 1
manda 'grain' no plural 6
nyomo 'animal' identical in plural 9/10
nomba 'cow' identical in plural 9/10
Nhando 'snail' identical in plural 9/10
Ntshang 'feather' identical in plural 9/10
Njala 'hunger' identical in plural 9/10
Mpelo 'milkstone' identical in plural 9/10
Nchani 'thigh' identical in plural 9/10
Nhirihi 'rib' identical in plural 9/10
Mowe 'mushroom' no plural 1

L-H

L-H nouns are extremely rare, especially in citation form.

The scarcity of L-H nouns is at least in part due to a Chichewa tone rule of the form L → H / H /. Thus, the L-H nouns listed here are exceptions to a rule which is otherwise completely

2. nonsyllabic prefix + disyllabic stem

man 'stone' (mu+nai), pl. mi(y)ai  3/4

3. Ø prefix + disyllabic stem

gal 'dog' (go+al), pl. agai 1/2

H-L

2. nonsyllabic prefix + disyllabic stem

tumya 'chook' (tum+yayo), pl. tumyaya 5/6
tumya 'day' (tum+yayo), pl. tumu 5/6
diso 'eye' (di+iso), pl. ndiso, irregular sg./pl. pair 5/6

3. Ø prefix + disyllabic stem

Bice 'breast' (be+bile), pl. mpobo, with b → ø / ø / 5/6

12. nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation

Nkhando 'pigeon' identical in plural 9/10
Dzawa 'sun' no plural 5
Nkhando 'sheep' identical in plural 9/10
Ngho 'crab' identical in plural 9/10
Nkhando 'guinea fowl' identical in plural 9/10
Nkho 'chicken' identical in plural 9/10
Nkhando 'firewood' identical in plural 9/10
Nhawu 'time' identical in plural 9/10
Nhindi 'ear' identical in plural 9/10

H-H

2. nonsyllabic prefix + disyllabic stem

Zime 'owners' (zi+ini, with vowel coalescence), sg. zimi 1/2
Dziko 'child' (zi+ino, with vowel coalescence), pl. zimo 7/8
Chikazi 'finger' (ci+aia, with vowel coalescence), pl. zima 7/8

3. Ø prefix + disyllabic stem

Tite 'father' (ti+ete), pl. tite 1/2
Chiwoko 'frog' (ci+chwele), pl. achwele 1/2
Dzif 'string' (dzif), pl. dzif 5/6
Kho 'ear' (khuti), pl. mochuti 5/6
Kho 'nail' (kho), pl. nomko 5/6
Dzi 'bow' (dzi), pl. modzi 11/14

12. nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation

Nwili 'gray hair' identical in plural 9/10
Bwalo 'brain' identical in plural 11/14
Dzi 'hair' no plural 11/14
Munthi 'hair' no plural 6
Dzi 'smoke' no plural 11-14
Kho 'smoke' no plural 1

LA-L

2. nonsyllabic prefix + disyllabic stem

Andi 'twin' (and+a), pl. ondu 1/6
Hidumu 'chief' (hi+umu), pl. matumu 9/6

general. There are only two forms.

2. nonsyllabic prefix + disyllabic stem

mand 'stone' (mu+nai), pl. mi(y)ai  3/4

3. Ø prefix + disyllabic stem

gal 'dog' (go+al), pl. agai 1/2
12. nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation

*hippopotamus* identical in plural 9/10
*porcupine* identical in plural 9/10
*filth* no plural 11/14
*wildcat* identical in plural 1/10
*blood* no plural 6
*water* no plural 6
*partridge* identical in plural 9/10

3. Three-Syllable Nouns

4. syllabic prefix + diasyllabic stem

akamba 'tortoise' (akamba), sg. kamba 1/2
afisi 'hyenas' (afisi), sg. fis 1/2
matombo 'corpses' (matombo), sg. tombo 3/4
matombo 'clouds' (matombo), sg. tombo 3/4
mi(y)unu 'torches' (miyuni), sg. mun 3/4
mi(s)uyo 'lives' (miyo), sg. moy 3/4
milomo 'lips' (milomo), sg. mimo 3/4
matombo 'clouds' (matombo), pl. tombo 3/4
matombo 'intestines' (pl.) (matombo), sg. thumbo 5/6
chitso 'doors' (chito), pl. zitseko 7/8
zitseko 'doors' (zitseko), pl. zitseko 7/8
makomo 'tigers' (makomo), sg. kono 5/6
makomo 'tigers' (makomo), pl. zitseko 7/8
zitseko 'doors' (zitseko), pl. zitseko 7/8
makomo 'tigers' (makomo), sg. kono 5/6
12. Nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation
ghukoto 'bellows' identical in plural 11=14/10
L-L-H-L 10. Syllabic prefix + trisyllabic stem
mæli'me 'tongues' (ma+liimwe), sg. liimwe 5/6
L-H-L-L 10. Syllabic prefix + trisyllabic stem
asipango 'doctors' (a+asipango), sg. sipango 1/2
andisimari 'women' (a+andisimari), sg. disimari 1/2
12. Nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation
ufsthil 'bunch of flies' no plural 11=14
L-L-H-H 10. Syllabic prefix + trisyllabic stem
masi'wi'me 'speeds' (ma+siiwi), sg. si'wi 5/6
m'mu'leni'me 'journeys' (m+mu'leni), sg. mu'leni 11=14/6
11. Syllabic prefix + syllabic prefix + disyllabic stem
kuma'pi'zi 'soles' (ku+ma'pi'zi), sg. kumapi'zi 17
L-H-H-H 10. Syllabic prefix + trisyllabic stem
giekwo'ni'me 'son-in-law' (gi+ko'wini), pl. akwo'ni'me 1/2
akwo'ni'me 'sons-in-law' (a+ko'wini), sg. gieko'wini 1/2
H-H-H-H 12. Nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation
ntshang'idi'idi 'ululating' identical in plural 9/10
3.4. Five-Syllable Nouns
L-L-L-L-L 12. Nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation
chi(w)omak'hang's 'eagle' unknown plural 7
4. Discussion
Syllabic noun class prefixes are uniformly L-toned. All apparent counterexamples to this generalization can be taken care of with a single rule:
(1) L → L → [noun class prefix] H #
That is, a syllabic noun class prefix becomes L when it occurs with a monosyllabic H stem. In words subject to (1) the consonant of the prefix carries L and the vowel carries H. A similar rule is:
(2) L → H / H # on a two-syllable stem
Rule (2) is responsible for the alternations between nouns which are final H-H in citation form but not in noun+adjective constructions:
"nafila'ni 'owner' vs. mwini'wotchi'wotchi 'his big owner'
"nafila'ni 'owners' vs. eni'achio'xu 'his big owners'
"nafila'ni 'child' vs. mwa'ndi'wotchi 'big child'
"nafila'ni 'children' vs. eni'xulwato 'big children'
"nafila'ni 'stranger' vs. mwa'ndi'wotchi 'big stranger'
"nafila'ni 'strangers' vs. eni'xulwato 'big strangers'
"nafila'ni 'father' vs. tati'wotchi 'big father'
"nafila'ni 'frog' vs. chuti'wotchi 'big frog'
"nafila'ni 'moon' vs. mwezi'wotchi 'big moon'
Rule (1), because it refers to word boundary rather than pause, does not result in alternations between citation and construction forms, as seen in the following examples:
"nafila'ni 'head' vs. "nafila'ni 'head'
"nafila'ni 'heads' vs. "nafila'ni 'head'
"nafila'ni 'field' vs. "nafila'ni 'field'
"nafila'ni 'fields' vs. "nafila'ni 'field'
"nafila'ni 'word' vs. "nafila'ni 'word'
"nafila'ni 'words' vs. "nafila'ni 'word'
"nafila'ni 'water' vs. "nafila'ni 'water'
Both rules appear to result from an interaction between penultimate accent and tone. Rule (1), however, has resulted in frozen forms and rule (2), for the most part, has not. There is some indication, however, that citation forms resulting from rule (2) are starting to freeze up as well. Thus, the plurals for the last three forms listed as examples for rule (2) are finally H-H both in construction and citation:
"nafila'ni 'father' vs. "nafila'ni 'father'
"nafila'ni 'fathers' vs. "nafila'ni 'father'
"nafila'ni 'fathers' vs. "nafila'ni 'father'
"nafila'ni 'moons' vs. "nafila'ni 'moons'
If this process continues, rule (2) will eventually disappear from the grammar and the words it previously applied to will be restructured as underlying H-H.
The restricted environment for L-H tone realizations may be described as in (3).
(3) ꠐ tone realizations appear only with (a) nonsyllabic noun class prefixes and (b) syllabic prefixes where (1) has applied. This generalization covers nouns which do not have singular/plural alternation as well as those which do. The following apparent counterexamples appear in the data.

\[\text{\textit{Mwóvè} 'filch', no plural 11-14, pômána 'antelope' identical in plural 9/10, phówà 'shoulder' (Ø-phówà), pl. mápówà 5/6, phózë 'foot' (Ø-phózë), pl. mápózë 5/6, pëwró 'shoulder' (Ø-pëwró), pl. mápëwró 5/6, thóbà 'buttocks (sg.)' (Ø-thóbo), pl. málóbo 5/6, thówà 'froth' no plural 5, chîlë 'bush' no plural 5, khàë 'ten' (Ø-khàë), pl. mákàë 5/6, khàë 'charcoal' (Ø-khàë), pl. mákàë 5/6, khàë 'palm' (Ø-khàë), pl. mákàë 5/6, bôndô 'knee' (Ø-bôndô), pl. mábôndô, with b → ø / V V 5/6, bôndô 'boat' (Ø-bôndô), pl. mábôndô 11-14/6, hómbà 'porcupine' identical in plural 9/10, hómbà 'belly' identical in plural 9/10.\]

The first two of these apparent counterexamples, \textit{Mwóvè} 'filch' and \textit{pômána} 'antelope' are genuine exceptions; the remainder are not. The nouns \textit{phówà} 'shoulder' through \textit{khàë 'palm' are all examples of class 5 nouns in which the reflex of Proto-Bantu *1- is aspiration of the stem-initial consonant. Thus, although the contemporary reflex of *1- is part of the noun stem, the aspiration may still be seen as a desyllabified noun class prefix. The Proto-Bantu form for \textit{bôndô} 'knee' is *-dji, which indicates \textit{dji-} as a class 14 noun prefix preserved in its full syllabic form by penultimate accent. Application of (1) gives the current Chichewa form, which at some point was assigned class 5 concords by analogy with the majority of words which take their plural in class 6. The form bôndô 'boat', historically *-dje, does not require application of (1), but otherwise has a parallel history.

The noun \textit{hómbà} 'porcupine' was historically *gûmbà. The noun stem *gûmbà, because it indicates an animal, presumably occurred in class 9 and carried a L tone nasal noun class prefix. The L-H tone pattern of *gûmbà becomes H-H by application of rule (2), g → ø, a very common change from Proto-Bantu to Chichewa, and the L tone realization associated with a nonsyllabic noun class prefix results. The form \textit{hómbà} 'belly', historically *-jëi, does not require application of (2) but otherwise has a parallel history.

The strongest argument for an association between desyllabified noun class prefixes and ꠐ tone realizations in Chichewa comes from comparison of singular/plural pairs. When the noun class prefix for a singular form is nonsyllabic and that for the plural is syllabic, the tone pattern for the plural of a singular ꠐ-L noun is L-H-L, and that for a ꠐ-H noun is L-H-H. The only exceptions are irregular singular/plural pairs.

\[\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{Singular} & \text{Plural} & \text{Gloss/Noun Class} & \text{Singular} & \text{Plural} & \text{Gloss/Noun Class} \\
\text{hihómba} & \text{máhómba} & \text{'twin' 1/6} & \text{hihómba} & \text{máhómba} & \text{'stranger' 1/2} \\
\text{hàbàmu} & \text{máhàbàmu} & \text{'chief' 9/6} & \text{hàbàmu} & \text{máhàbàmu} & \text{'moon' 3/4} \\
\text{bàfwa} & \text{mábàfwa} & \text{'cooking stone' 5/6} & \text{džënjë} & \text{mádžënjë} & \text{'hole' 5/6} \\
\text{màfë} & \text{máfë} & \text{'name' 5/6} & \text{phàfë} & \text{máphàfë} & \text{'foot' 5/6} \\
\text{tsôsô} & \text{masôsô} & \text{'base of tree' 5/6} & \text{bôndô} & \text{mábôndô} & \text{'knee' 5/6} \\
\text{khàë} & \text{mákhàë} & \text{'ten' 5/6} & \text{khàë} & \text{mákhàë} & \text{'charcoal' 5/6} \\
\text{khàë} & \text{mákhàë} & \text{'palm' 5/6} & \text{thàë} & \text{máthàë} & \text{'buttocks' 5/6} \\
\text{phózë} & \text{máphózë} & \text{'shoulder' 5/6} & \text{phózë} & \text{máphózë} & \text{'shoulder' 5/6} \\
\end{array}\]

And final arguments for association between the two come from comparison of words like bôlë 'breast', Proto-Bantu *-bëlë with bôndô 'knee', Proto-Bantu *-dji. Both words start with the same imparlicative b, but the first syllable of bôlë is part of the noun stem, and no ꠐ tone realization appears. The first syllable of bôndô, however, is historically a noun class prefix and carries the appropriate tone realization. Similarly, pairs such as dzàwá 'sun', with no plural form, and dzàfà 'name' (pl. màfà), make the same point. Both words start with the same affricate dz, but the lack of singular/plural alternation for dzàwá forces no interpretation of dz as a noun class prefix, and ꠐ therefore fails to appear. For dzàfà, however, the existence of the plural màfà makes such an interpretation necessary, and the appropriate tone realization follows. Pairs such as these serve to eliminate interpretations of the data.
which relate a tone realizations to particular consonants rather than to the presence of a prefix boundary.

If an additional and stronger statement is added to (3) to require that all desyllabified noun class prefixes (before a stem with initial H) appear with a tone realizations, several conditions must be placed on the statement to handle the large number of cases which do not conform. These cases fall into definable classes, and it is possible to argue for the reasonableness and naturalness of each of the necessary conditions. The stronger statement of association is not really essential to the main point of this paper, however, which requires only that the conditioning for a tone realizations refer to noun class prefixes. I will not attempt to argue for a stronger statement, therefore, but instead move onto the discussion of depressor consonants.

5. DEPRESSOR CONSONANTS IN CHICHIFUA

The discussion of depressor consonants in this paper is based on the transcriptions of two effects: 1) the lowering of final H in word-final H-H, and 2) the lowering of final L in word-final L-L. Depressor consonants have other effects on Chichewa tone. I have not examined these at all thoroughly, however, and it should be borne in mind throughout the rest of this paper that the discussion of depressor consonants is based exclusively on the two contexts just mentioned. In these two positions the following consonants or consonant sequences consistently lower tone: bw, bw, dz, kh, l, m, mb, mw, n, nd, ng, nj, nth, th, w, and z. The consonants m and l are erratic depressors; in some words they clearly lower tone and in others they clearly do not. The consonants f, k, p, s, and t occasionally appear with a final lower tone which may be in allophone free variation with a nonlowered tone. There are two environments where word-final depression does not occur: 1) in words where either rule (1) or rule (2) has applied; and 2) in words with the tone patterns H-L-L and H-'H-H'.

6. CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN TONE-BEARING CONSONANTS IN NOUN CLASS PREFIXES AND DEPRESSOR CONSONANTS

The inventory of consonants which consistently appears with a lowered final tone (bw, bw, dz, kh, l, m, mb, mw, n, nd, ng, nth, th, w, x, and z) bears a striking resemblance to the set of segments which occurs with a tone realization in noun class prefixes (b, bw, dz, l, m, n, mw, ts, z, aspirates, nasal onsets). However, although a general comparison is suggestive, any claim of association requires more compelling evidence. For example, a demonstration of exclusively one-to-one correspondence with explanations for any counterexamples would be quite convincing. Unfortunately, this demonstration is not completely possible, largely because, at least in the data at hand, all of the relevant consonants do not occur in both of the necessary positions, regardless of the question of tone realization. Consequently, it is necessary to examine individual consonants and consonant clusters to check for distribution of occurrence. The cooccurrences of position distribution and tone realization that would suggest a claim of association between the two sets of consonants and their tonal properties, those that would be counterexamples to such a claim, and those that would not provide evidence in either direction are outlined below.

6.1. Configurations of Position Occurrence and Tone Realization that Suggest Association

There are two configurations of position occurrence and tone realization shown in (4) and (5) below that support a hypothesis of association. In (4) the consonant occurs exclusively with a tone realization in noun class prefixes and with lowered tone in word-final position. These two tone realizations are hereafter referred to interchangeably as depression.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{Beg} & \text{End} \\
\hline
\text{depress} & X & X \\
\text{~depress} & & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{Beg} & \text{End} \\
\hline
\text{~depress} & X & X \\
\end{array}
\]

where: Beg indicates noun class prefix position

End indicates initial consonant of final syllable
de press indicates (a) the a tone realization for Beg, or (b) the lowered tone for End
~depress indicates (a) the absence of a tone realization for Beg, or (b) the absence of lowered tone for End

X indicates the occurrence of cases meeting the intersecting requirements

In (5) it occurs without depression in both positions.
6.2. Configurations of Position Occurrence and Tone Realization that Suggest Lack of Association

There are two kinds of configurations shown in (6) and (7) which disconfirms a hypothesis of association. In (6) the consonant is associated with depression in noun class prefixes, but is not associated with lowering of a final tone. In (7) it is associated with depression at the end, but is not associated with ā tone realizations at the beginning.

6.3. Configurations of Position Occurrence and Tone Realization that do not Provide Evidence for or Against an Association Hypothesis

Inconclusive configurations may fall into either of two classes: (a) those where the consonant occurs only in one position, shown in (8) through (11), and (b) those where it is an erratic depressor, shown in (12) through (16). In addition, there are configurations with both problems simultaneously, shown in (17) and (18).

(a) the consonant occurs only in one position:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(8)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(9)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(10)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(11)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) the consonant is an erratic depressor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(12)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(13)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(14)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(15)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) consonant occurs only in one position, and in addition, is an erratic depressor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(16)</th>
<th>Beg</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depress</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- depress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. PRESENTATION OF CORRESPONDENCES

7.1. Configurations that Suggest Association

(a) the consonant occurs with depression in both word-initial and word-final position (cf. (4)):

- bw, dz, mb, mw, n, nj, nth, th, z

(b) the consonant occurs without depression in both word-initial and word-final position (cf. (5)):

- d

7.2. Configurations that Suggest Lack of Association

(a) the consonant is associated with a ā tone realization at the beginning of a word, but is not associated with depression at the end (cf. (6)):

- none

(b) the consonant is associated with depression at the end, but is not associated with ā tone realizations at the beginning (cf. (7)):

- none

7.3. Configurations that do not Provide Evidence in Either Direction

(a) the consonant occurs only in one position:

- as in (8): b, ml, mf, mph, mw, ŋkh, ns, ph

- as in (9): bw, gw, nd, ŋg, w, y

- as in (10): khw

- as in (11): none

(b) the consonant is an erratic depressor:

- as in (12): kh

- as in (13): k

- as in (15): none

- as in (16): l, m

- as in (14): p
(c) the consonant occurs only in one position, and in addition, is an erratic depressor:

as in (17): ∅, f, s, t
as in (18): ts, ch

In compiling the data summarized above, some examples were excluded from consideration. The bases for exclusion, given below, reflect the conditions discussed previously under which the consonants would not be expected to occur with depression.

(a) for the Beg column
- words which have a ∅ noun class prefix: if there was no evidence, either from tonal realization or singular/plural alternation, for positing the existence of a desyllabified noun class prefix, it was assumed that none was present

(b) for the End column
- words subject to rule (1)
- words subject to rule (2)
- words with a H-L-L# or H-'H-H# tone pattern

Briefly, the data tend to confirm a hypothesis of association. There are a number of consonants with configurations of position occurrence and tone realization which suggest association, and there are none which clearly lead to the opposite conclusion. The direction of the data is considerably weakened, however, by the large number of consonants with inconclusive patterns. Among these latter consonants, b, ml, mf, mph, mw, gkh, ns, ph, and kh have examples in only one position: word-initially. Cases need to be found in which these consonants are initiators of final syllables. The inconclusive configurations for bv, gw, nd, ng, w, and y reflect the mirror-image problem, occurrences exclusively in word-final position. The data for these consonants, therefore, must be supplemented by further examples in which these consonants occur in word-initial position as part of a noun prefix. A question arises as to how likely it is that such data will appear, and the answer is different for the different consonants. Cases for nd and ng can probably be found immediately; cases for w will require class 11=14 words with stem-initial vowels; it is possible that cases for y can be found in class 5 words of the same sort. Cases for gw, bw, and by will require frozen forms.

The remaining consonants (kh, k, p, l, w, ∅, f, s, t, ng, and ch) are all cases of erratic depressors. The consonants l and w should be isolated immediately as the only voiced consonants in the group. They also have the same distinctive configuration of position occurrence and tone realization, with large numbers of occurrences in all four cells. This suggests that these consonants do, in fact, act as depressors at least some of the time. However, there also seem to be specific cases or environments, undetermined at present, where they do not.

The consonants kh, ch, and ng then become the only cases of erratic depression in the noun prefix position. The split data for ng is based on a single case of ̄li. That for kh and ch reflects the fact that stem-initial aspirated stops may not consistently require ̄li tone realizations, even when they can be analyzed as markers for class 5.

The inconclusiveness of the results for k, p, ∅, f, s, and t basically comes from the fact that in word-final position, these consonants sometimes are and sometimes are not associated with a lowered final tone. All of these are voiceless unaspirated consonants and precede lowered final tones in a comparatively small proportion of cases. The latter fact suggests that they are not consistent depressors. Instead, some form of free allophonic variation may be occurring. This is already confirmed for s, since for this sound, three of the four examples marked for depression seemed to be spoken sometimes with depression and sometimes without. Alternatively, in some cases a lost penultimate L tone may be the source for tone lowering. Regardless, the voiceless unaspirated consonants and ∅ should probably not be characterized as depressor consonants for Chichewa.

8. CONCLUSION

The interest of a possible link in Chichewa between 1) ̄li tone realizations on desyllabified noun class prefixes and 2) word-final depression associated with depressor consonants results largely from the surface resemblance which both of these tone realizations bear to those associated exclusively with depressor consonants in the Nguni languages, Tonga, and Shona. First described
for Nguni by Beach (1924), certain consonants were noted to exert a lowering effect on the following vowel. Doke (1926) noted exactly the same phenomenon in Zulu and it has subsequently been found in most other languages of the Nguni group. Rycroft (1975) provides a detailed description of the surface effects of depressor consonants in Swati as follows:

Depression: This prosodic feature comprises "breathy voice" phonation for the vowel onset (or throughout the vowel if tone is Low), linked with simultaneous lowered pitch realization. Depression occurs (a) whenever a vowel is preceded by a depressor consonant; and (b) (more rarely) without any conditioning consonant. This may occur either (i) on an initial vowel, or (ii) after a non-depressor consonant...

The main effects of depression on tonal realization are as follows: (a) on Low tones: (i) L takes lower pitch than would otherwise occur. The same low pitch realization is also adopted (or "echoed") by adjacent L tones that follow. (ii) With depression, a penultimate L tone that follows H tone does not take a falling onset. (b) H and F tones: These may react to depression as follows: (i) only the vowel onset may be affected, taking a rising-pitch on-glide; or (ii) in certain circumstances low pitch occurs instead.

A link similar in kind if not as prominent in degree has been found between consonants and tone in other languages in the area as well. It has been noted in Zambian Tonga by Carter (1962), and in various Shona dialects by Fortune (1969), Pivaz (1970), Mkanganwi (1972), and Dembetembe (1974). Although the interference of depressor consonants with the tonal system in these languages seems to be less than in Nguni, certain similarities suggest that the difference is one of degree, complexity, and convolutedness rather than a tonal phenomenon of a different nature. Thus, the classes of consonants associated with depression, insofar as the languages have parallel consonantal systems, are markedly similar. The effects of depressor consonants on the following vowel in both sets of languages, Nguni and non-Nguni is similar in its surface manifestation as well. Thus, Pivaz (1970) notes that "certain of the consonantal syllable onsets cause an immediately following H to be realized as a rising glide". Compare this will Rycroft's (1975) description: "only the vowel onset may be affected, taking a rising-pitch on-glide". The effects on following L tones are also similar in both cases. For example, Pivaz notes that "a L after a depressor onset is lower in pitch than a L after a non-depresser".

Compare this with Rycroft's "L takes lower pitch than would otherwise occur".

Both Rycroft's description of Swati and Pivaz' description of Shona compare in an obvious way with the tone realizations discussed here for Chichewa. The LH tone realization on noun class prefixes in Chichewa is comparable to the realization of H as "a rising glide" in Shona or "rising-pitch on-glide" in Swati. The lowered final L's are identical across all of the languages. The difference between Chichewa and languages previously discussed in the literature is that in Chichewa the LH tone realization is associated with L tone retention by consonants in noun class prefixes, whereas in the other languages this conditioning factor does not appear. The question that arises is one of the significance of this difference.

It is, of course, possible to maintain that there is no association in Chichewa between the LH tone realizations on desyllabified noun class prefixes and the lowered final tones following depressor consonants. This position appears somewhat unattractive though, since under this assumption, it becomes completely fortuitous that (a) identical classes of consonants are involved in both cases, and that (b) there may even be a one-to-one correspondence between the consonants associated with these two tone realizations. In addition, the set of consonants involved in both cases in a little irregular. The curious intertwining among different classes of consonants in both cases, that is, including some voiced consonants but not others, including voiceless aspirated stops but not other voiceless stops and so forth, makes an assumption of no relationship rather unconvincing.

If one assumes that the same sets of consonants are involved in both cases and that this fact is not an accident, it is still not clear what the source for the link might be. If the link is language-internal analogy, one direction for the analogy seems much more likely than the other. This is the direction which starts with LH tones on noun class prefixes and moves to lowered tones in word-final position. The arguments for this, rather than the opposite direction of influence, come from a number of sources: 1) LH tone realization word initially, in a language
which otherwise has no rising tones, is much more striking perceptually than the word-final lowering, which tends to blend in with downdrift, downstep, and falling penultimate H. Generalizing from a more striking perceptual phenomenon to one which is less striking seems more reasonable than the reverse. 2) The relationship between noun class prefixes and LH tone realization is much more regular and transparent than that between depressor consonants and lowered final tones, where application of rules (1) and (2) and the variations of nondepressor consonants make the situation more murky. It seems more reasonable to generalize from a transparent and regular phenomenon than from one which is more opaque. 3) The variation between depression and nondepression which appears with nondepressor consonants in word-final position could indicate that the assignment of depression to depressor consonants and the assignment of nondepression to nondepressors has not completely solidified. The depressor consonants always trigger depression in the required environments, but the nondepressors also still appear with the variation of tone which was presumably allowed in both cases before a distinction between the two was made. 4) Frozen forms appear with LH tone realization on the noun class prefix, suggesting that this phenomenon has been part of the language for some time. 5) Noun class prefixes in Bantu are an identificatory feature of the language family. As such they can be posited for Proto-Bantu and even for Proto-Niger-Congo. Depressor consonants, on the other hand, appear to be a more recent areal phenomenon. These facts in themselves suggest that the tone realizations on noun class prefixes probably predated the appearance of depressor consonants in Chichewa, thus making only one direction of influence possible.

On the other hand, it is possible that the link under discussion does not result from a language-internal connection at all. Instead, it could result from both sets of tone realizations being connected to a single language-external source. Thus, it is possible that the tone realizations discussed in this paper came about through borrowing from Tongo, Shona, and/or Nguni, with certain re-assignments of function. Certain historical movements of tribes in the area and current employment patterns make borrowing a distinct possibility. Certain differences among the systems, however, also argue against it as a full explanation. Briefly, these are differences in complexity, function, and opacity which suggest the Chichewa realizations are recent innovations which have not yet been overlaid with subsequent language changes or assigned grammatical functions. Borrowings from Nguni would almost inevitably show signs of these, and borrowing from Shona or Tonga is much less likely than from Nguni. A more likely connection with these languages would be that through contact Chichewa speakers became sensitized to the intrinsic pitch-lowering effects of certain consonants as "phonologized" in neighboring languages, and subsequently began to use externally observed tone realizations for their own more transparent purposes. With this type of language-external source, the conditions for depression in Chichewa could well reflect historically earlier conditions for depression in the source languages.

If the position treated most fully in this this paper is correct, that is, if in Chichewa there is a historical direction of influence from tone realizations of noun class prefixes to those with depressor consonants, the implication is clear. The facts suggest noun class prefixes as a potential historical source of depressor consonants. The possibility presumably exists wherever depressor consonants are found in the area. Less narrowly, the facts suggest LH tone sequences, consistently associated with a given set of consonants in initial position and undergoing removal of the first syllable, as sources for depressor consonants.

This proposed source, based on surface or phonetic retention of eroded tonemic information, is fundamentally different from that which is usually assumed. A more common proposal is that the tonal effects of depressor consonants result from articulatory constraints. This source requires phonologization of phonetic information rather than the reverse. Although there can be no doubt that articulatory constraints have an effect, the tonal behavior of these consonants is quite complex and clearly cannot be explained on this basis alone. Of the additional factors which may be operating, I wish to suggest the tonal/consonantal coding of a removed L tone. The LH tone realizations on desyllabified noun class pre-
fixes in Chichewa then become an early and transparent stage of this process. The effects later generalize to the consonants wherever they appear and still later may be overlaid with grammatical and juncture functions as well.

NOTES

1 I wish to thank Benson Kandoole of Monkey Bay, Malawi, for his time and patience in working with me on the data in this paper. I also wish to thank the members of two groups, the Seminar on Comparative Bantu Tonology, University of Southern California, and the Tone Seminar, University of California at Los Angeles, for observations and suggestions. I particularly want to thank Larry M. Hyman, leader of the first group, for his patience and repeated help. Obviously, none of these people is responsible for any possible errors in this paper.

2 Chichewa does not have a preprefix.

3 Proto-Bantu classes 11 and 14 are synchronically indistinguishable in Chichewa. That is, they have the same noun class prefix and the same system of concords.

4 The H tone in L-H-L nouns seems to be in allophonic free variation with a falling tone for nouns in citation form. The nouns under (4) through kikondi 'spear' and the noun chisom 'sorrow' under (12) were recorded with a P tone on the penultimate syllable. All remaining nouns under L-H-L were recorded with H.

5 Note that category (7) differs from category (9) in that in the former case a historical prefix has become part of the (now trisyllabic) stem. No prefix is reconstructible for nouns in (9).

6 This noun was recorded with a falling penultimate tone.

7 Although this Proto-Bantu form does not initially seem obviously cognate with the Chichewa form, changes identical to those required for positing a relationship between the two appear elsewhere. Further examples of the loss of *g intervocally in Chichewa are given below:

* Gonz 'child'  >  ṣwän 'child' (munana)
* gdži 'moon'  >  ṣwžezi 'moon' (murezi)
* gunda 'cultivated ground'  >  ṣwända 'field' (munnda)
* gın 'name'  >  džño 'name' (dzino)
* giro 'tooth'  >  džño 'tooth' (dzino)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Shona (Chi-Shona), the classificatory name for a group of languages spoken in the Central and East-Central areas of Zimbabwe, as well as parts of Mozambique, was recently studied in a comprehensive dissertation by Derek Fivaz (1970). In this work, Fivaz states: "There are only two tone classes of verb roots, high and low. Stems whose roots are of the low class have all low tones in forms such as the infinitive, while those whose stems are of the high class have all but the fourth and subsequent tones, if any, high" (p.20). This statement is confirmed by the data collected for the present study. Fivaz continues: "There is, however, a small number of verb roots for which the above simple indication of class membership is an insufficient indication of their tonal properties. These roots require an indication of the tones on each syllable. The examples I have encountered all appear to belong to the high class..." (p.21). Stevick (1965) too recognized a "third tonal class", and it is among the tasks of this paper to present the results of an investigation into this third tonal class, as the "tonal patterning of these roots in the various conjugational forms has not been extensively investigated..." (Fivaz, p.22).

Some of those irregular verbs which turned up in the course of this research seem to correspond, in the infinitives, to those which Fivaz encountered. Because no irregular verbs belonging to class of low-toned roots were found, I was led in earlier (unpublished) work to posit the tone of the characteristic Bantu final vowel as low (L) in Shona, as wherever a high-toned suffix vowel appears it can be accounted for with a general rule of tone spreading that in certain cases spreads a high (H) tone onto an adjacent (following) L-toned syllable (cf. Fivaz, p.31). This phenomenon allows verb + extension forms to be automatically included in the analysis of simple verb forms, while in other Bantu languages verbs with extensions require extensive analysis in themselves.

Some differences arose between the data I collected and those of Fivaz. These are probably due to two causes. First, Fivaz'
language assistant was a speaker of Žezuru (or "Shona", as my assistant, Chineni Mwayera, would call it). Chineni, on the other hand, seems to have exposure to several dialects, her parents being speakers from the Manyika region, and she having been raised in Žezuru-speaking area. She describes her husband as having a "heavy" Žezuru accent, and thus it was possible for her to give me two forms of pronunciation in many cases, one representing her own dialect, the other that of her husband. Although the primary way in which these dialects seemed to differ was with respect to tones and tone phenomena, and thus Chineni's speech would be tonally divergent from either a "heavy" Žezuru speaker or a "pure" Manyika speaker, I nevertheless retained her as an assistant because I found the differences in themselves interesting, and felt they would not hinder research into irregular verbs too much. Therefore the title of this paper might be expanded to read "Tonal irregular verbs in one speaker of ChiShona". Note, finally, that Fivaz' assistant also had "extensive dialect experience" (p.xxiii) and this appears to be the rule rather than the exception among so-called Shona speakers.

C. M. Doke (1931) divides Shona into six main groups: Kore-kore (or Northern Shona), which includes some ten sub-dialects and over 170,000 speakers; Žezuru (or the Central Shona group), which consists of a dozen-odd sub-dialects and numbers over 180,000; Karanga, with six sub-dialects, which represents the Southern group and, at over 270,000 speakers, the largest of the Shona groups; Manyika, with fourteen sub-dialects, in the East-Central region, and numbering about 113,000; Mavu, totalling about 145,000 and encompassing five sub-dialects, located mostly in Mozambique, but with about a third of the population in Zimbabwe; and the Kalanga (or Western group) with seven sub-dialects and about 60,000 speakers (pp.8-15). These numbers are surely far too low now, but one would imagine the relative numerical distribution to be about the same. One can readily see the problem of dialect mixing in a language group where, even among the divisions, there are numerous sub-dialects, each differing from the other tonally, segmentally, and in vocabulary.

The second reason my data and Fivaz' may not quite match is perhaps the younger age of my speaker, who is in her early twenties, while Fivaz' assistant, Mr. Hodza, was "middle aged, and was born and brought up in a Žezuru-speaking area" (p.xxiii). Some differences occurred which were non-tonal in nature. For example, while Fivaz gives 'to study' as the gloss for the irregular verb kufunda, Chineni insisted that it meant 'to learn' (a subtle semantic difference, perhaps). Wherever the data within this paper diverge significantly from those Fivaz gathered, it will be noted.

Since all the irregular verbs encountered in the research did belong to the H-class, I originally hypothesized that they were verbs to which, for some reason, tone spreading did not yet apply. I thought perhaps that spreading was a relatively new innovation in certain dialects (it does not occur in the same forms, with the same regularity, in all dialects of Shona, as will be noted below), but that a form had nevertheless to be in rather frequent use, and for a sufficient period of time, in order to undergo the process. Thus for example, some of the irregular verbs are clearly borrowings from English (e.g. kujumba 'to jump'). There may be others which represent borrowings from other Bantu languages, but this was not investigated. I then found that the irregular verbs themselves could not be treated as a tonal class, as they behaved differently from each other within paradigms, some patterning like verbs of the H class, some like verbs of the L class. In this manner the original problem became all the more fascinating.

2. REGULAR VERBS

As a first step, the tones of selected regular verbs were investigated in various conjugational forms, so that the irregular verbs could be later contrasted with them. Since this study is primarily concerned with tones, general comments on the segmental structure of verbs will be included but not elaborated on except in cases where the tones are affected. These segmental generalizations are applicable to all verbs, regular or irregular.
2.1. Tenses

Shona dialects exhibit five simple verb tenses: the habitual present (HAB), as in English 'I walk'; the continuous (C) 'I am walking'; the immediate past (P₁) 'I (just) walked'; the past (P₂) 'I (had) walked', 'I walked yesterday, three days ago, last year' etc.; and the future (F) 'I shall walk'. Each of these five tenses plays a role in more complex aspectual forms: conditionals ('if I walk'), subjunctives ('let me walk, that I walk'), relatives ('she who is walking'), and negatives ('they didn't walk'), though in this latter case P₁ and P₂ are collapsed into a single form peculiar to the negative (e.g. 'I didn't stay' ha-ndī-ndū-ku-gar-a: NEG-I-COPULA ni + PAST a = na-class 15 prefix (for infinitives)-verb root-final suffix vowel a). Each tense possesses its own tonal properties, illustrating a heavy degree of interdependence between morphology and tonology.

2.2. Regular Paradigms

Table I summarizes the tonal paradigms for each tense and describes the segmental structure of each. Each tone (H or L) represents a syllable in the verb complex, and a dash (-) indicates that the tone is predictable lexically. The verb stems which were used to discover these paradigms are as follows (the root indicated in Table I is the stem minus the final vowel -a): -bva 'leave', -nīwā 'drink', -gar-a 'stay', -gā 'see', -tarinā 'look', -nītūkā 'jump'. In citation (infinitive) form, these stems are preceded by the class 15 concord marker ku- (L-toned).

2.2.1. Habitual Tense. In the grammar of the language assistant from whom my data were gathered, no morphotactic rules are required to account for the tone patterns of the HAB tense, assuming that the HAB morpheme -no- is H-toned. Thus, the form in (1),

(1) /ndī-nō-ōnā/ → [ndīndōnā] 'I see'

is readily derived if we consider the final vowel to be underlyingly H-toned. That is, tone spreading has applied historically to the final vowel, which is then lexicalized as H for the H verb class. Similarly, we have a direct derivation for 'he stays':

(2) /ō-nō-gar-a/ → [ōngara]

2.2.2. Continuous Tense. The segmental indication of the C tense, the two morphemes ri (and ku) consists of the copula and the class 15 (infinitive) prefix. While Table I gives the tone of ku as H, it can be either H or L. My assistant produces a H-toned prefix usually, but upon hearing it as L-toned one day, I queried her about the variation and she told me "some speakers say 'ku'" (though she did not think she was among those speakers who did). Such variation seems to indicate a possible word-boundary between the copula and the prefix, so that the form in (3) is almost a serial complex:

(3) ndīrkubva vs. ndīfkubva 'I am leaving'

cf. ndīf 'I am (being)'
For dialects such as Chineni's, one need posit a spreading rule whereby the H of the copula spreads to the following L-toned prefix: 4

\[ L \rightarrow H / H \]

C tense

Those speakers of dialects with L-toned -ku- either do not possess such a rule as (4), or it is possible that the spreading is blocked by a word boundary. However, such blockage is by no means always the case. Fivaz notices what he terms "external sandhi" across certain word boundaries (e.g. verb + noun), where the following tonal perturbations take place (p.33):

\( \cdots H + LL \cdots \rightarrow \cdots H + HL \cdots \)

\( \text{dukaténgá môme 'he bought a head of cattle'} \)

cf. môme 'a head of cattle'

There is some evidence to indicate that the infinitive form of the verb functions as an NP: indeed, it takes a noun class prefix, it appears in certain complementizer positions, and so on. In an alternative grammar, which possesses rule (5) above (i.e. External Sandhi) but not rule (4), it is also quite possible that an infinitival form such as kubva 'to leave' is considered more "verb-like" and thus is unavailable as input to rule (5). I do not know if such dialects exist; I was unable to find data on the C tense in Fivaz (1970).

2.2.3. Immediate Past Tense. The analysis for the tone patterns occurring in the P1 tense is quite complex. In the first place, a form such as (6) below is already segmentally obscure; as it is desirable to retain the pronoun ndi- 'I', we posit a rule of vowel elision and give the P1 TM the form -a-: ndi + a \( \rightarrow \) nda. Such a rule is attested in Fivaz (p.152).

\( \text{/nda-/-bv-a/ \rightarrow ndavá 'he (just) left'} \)

To account for the appearance of a H on the final vowel (FV) -a of kubva (a L-toned verb) in this tense, the P1 morpheme has been recognized with an underlying H tone. Through a "tone passing" rule alluded to in Fivaz (p.24, though not illustrated for this tense), the H of ndi- is passed onto the following P1 morpheme -a-, the H tone of which is then passed to the FV -a (since the root -bv- cannot carry tone, not having any syllabic segment). The vowel co-occurrence restrictions which cause the fusion of ndi-a- to nda- are in this manner responsible for the tonal perturbations as well.

For H-toned verbs such as kumvá 'to drink', the effects of tone passing are not so visible, as there is already a H-toned FV due to the aforementioned impossibility of tonal realization on a [-syllabic] root.

Problems arise, however, when roots of two or more syllables are considered. According to the tone patterns illustrated in Table I, the H-H root, in the second person, will appear as waána 'you (just) saw'. The derivation is given in (7),

\( /u-á-áw-á/ \rightarrow [waána] \)

allowing for previous application of tone spreading, or, alternatively, assuming that the FV is already marked as H or L in the lexicon. A general rule of glide formation may be found in many Bantu languages which transforms the vowel cluster y+a into w+. One would then expect the form waána; that is, the L of u- is displaced onto the H-toned morpheme -á-, and the H is then displaced onto the root -w-, into which it is absorbed, since -w- is already H. How can one then account for the L-toned FV?

One alternative is to take the verb 'to see' from its abstract form, even before the tone spreading rule has raised the FV (i.e. /kuána/). Now the H from the P1 TM is free to displace to -á-, where it remains, and the effects are only visible through the appearance of a L tone on the FV, as if absorption prevented spreading. (L. Hyman, in personal communication, describes it this way: "an OT [tone] cannot push another OT onto a following syllable").) This would be contingent upon the fact that the root consists of at least one vowel on which the H can be realized. All this, however, in addition to being somewhat dubious, is unnecessarily complicated. Looking at the tone patterns for the first and second persons (i.e. the L-toned pronouns), it is easy to see that there is always only one H tone in these forms, re-
ardless of the length of the verb, and that this H tone always appears in second position: LH, LHLL, LLLL, and so on. Of course, these patterns are created by a complex set of rules with historical motivation, but I should not like to suggest that this is part of the knowledge of any speaker other than a Shona linguist. Rather, the above pattern generalization is probably more what speakers "know" about the P1 tone paradigms. For the third person forms, one need only remember that these pronouns (or concord markers) are H-toned, and thus the pattern will begin in reverse. The remainder of the paradigm, for verb stems of two or more syllables, then patterns like the 1st and 2nd persons, but with a H-toned pronoun: HL, HHL, HLLL.

2.2.4. Past Tense. As in the P1 tense, rather complex tone rules are required to account for the patterns which appear in the P2 (as well as F) tense. Both vowel elision and resultant tonal displacement are involved. Let us take, for example, forms (8) and (9) below:

(8) /ndi-d-ka-bv-a/ → [ndakûva] 'I (have) left'
(9) /ndi-d-ka-ôn-a/ → [ndakûna] 'I saw/have seen'

When first the vowel of the pronoun ndi- 'I' is elided, the tone remains. The H of the P1 TM -d- is then displaced to the P2 TM -ka- (a L-toned morpheme). Now the L of -ka- is displaced to the FV in (8), or the root vowel in (9). In the case of (8), this final displacement causes no real problems, as the tone of the FV is L anyway. For forms such as (9), however, there are alternative explanations. If, for example, the FV is not yet H (i.e. spreading has not applied; the tone is not lexical), the L displaces to the root -ôn-, creating a LH contour. In becoming L-toned, the H from -ôn- is then further displaced to the FV. This results in a form *ndakôna. Shona does not, to my knowledge, ever manifest such tone patterns on the verb. Due to the primacy of penultimate position, the above starred form becomes ndakôna (Shona has penultimate stress which is best recognized by its vowel lengthening effect). The transformation L-H → H-L is attested in several other Bantu languages (see Nyarushengo, Hyman and Tenenbaum 1976 for Kihaya, Kimenyi 1976 for KinyaRwanda, etc.). Nevertheless, this first alternative is the most complex and should be avoided if possible.

A second possibility, again given that the FV is still L-toned, is that the L of -ka- undergoes "distal displacement" (van Spaandonck 1971). That is, it is displaced not to the adjacent syllable (the root -ôn-), but rather to the FV two syllables from the morpheme whose tone is displaced. This vowel is already L, and the effects of displacement are thus not visible. This possibility has the additional favorable feature of preserving the tone of the root (H), which could not be done were the root consisted of a [-syllabic] element, as in kubva.

Another alternative is identical to the one above, except that spreading may have already occurred, making the FV H-toned. In this case, distal displacement of the L of -ka- results in the contour LH on the FV, which is then simplified to L (see notes 6 and 7).

Still another variation on the above theme treats the displacement in steps, so that the L is first displaced to the root (creating LH there), and in the simplification of the contour then further displaced to the final H vowel, again creating LH and subsequent simplification to L.

The P2 analysis offered by Pivaz considers the morpheme -a-, appearing between the subject pronoun and the P2 TM -ka- to be toneless, carrying then the tone of the subject morpheme. He then considers the "remote past" marker -ka- (along with future -cha-, potential -nya-, and "future negative" -sa-) to "show tonal dissimilation which in some cases is progressive, in some regressive, and in other cases dissimilation with the tone class of the verb root" (p.136). In this way, the form 'he looked' is derived as in (10), with -ka- deriving its tone by dissimilating from the tone of the L root (-tar(is)-) and thus becoming H (ô-a-kâ-tará-is-a).

(10) /ô-a-ka-tarís-a/ → [ôkâtarís] The remaining ô- of the subject pronoun and the toneless TM -a- then combine to be manifested simply as ô- (ôkâtarís). Similarly, a verb such as 'I gave' derives from the underlying form in (11),
(11) /ndi-á-ka-º-á/ → [ndakápa]

where there is no spreading of the H tone of -ka- (kupa 'to give' is of the L class).

H-toned roots, however, are as troublesome for this analysis as for the one presented here. Pivaz cites a form takátenzega 'we bought' (cf. kuténzega), where a H-toned stem is now appearing as L-toned. It is unclear how this transformation occurred. (Note that the form differs from the pattern exhibited in my data, namely LHHL, or takátenzega, which shows the same phenomena as ndakátenzega 'I bought'.) The analysis offered here allows distal displacement of a L tone from -ka- (or graded displacement, alternatively) and tonal realizations attributed to a *IH and *HL constraint.

Further support for a "displacement analysis" comes from Stevick (1965), whose Shona Basic Course represents Manyika varieties. In this text, which actually represents a "standardized" Manyika, the author is led to posit rising tone contours on the verb stems, e.g. kuvyá 'to come', takáyá 'we came'; kusandá 'to work', takasandá 'we worked' (p.58). Stevick, whose data for the first and second person L-toned verbs agrees with mine, does so because for H verbs, in the central (westerly) regions, "the tones of the stem are low in those forms that have low tone on the subject prefix [i.e. 1st and 2nd persons]: takáyá 'we came', cf. kuvyá 'to come', vakáyá 'they came'. . . . Easterly, the tones of the stems are high: takáyá, vakáyá" (p.52).

A different phenomenon is observed for H-toned verbs in the third person. In this case, the L displaced from -ka- does not appear to be realized anywhere, and this must be accounted for (but cf. both the Western and Eastern Manyika varieties as presented by Stevick, and reproduced above. Here the tones of the morphemes are preserved). One may want to utilize the fact that the 3rd person concord markers are H-toned, and then say that the rule of tone spreading is somehow more "vital" than that of displacement. For L-toned verbs, the final vowel remains L, and thus the L of -ka- may have been distally displaced to a syllable which was already L, as spreading occurred from the combination of the morpheme á- 'he' (and á- 'they') and the past tense -á-. For H-toned verbs, the forms become all H because, assuming the final -á has already become H following the H root, there are, in the underlying representation of the verb complex, four H and one L tone (á-á-ka-ºn-á 'he saw'). In the case of the L-toned verbs, there are two H tones and three L's (á-á-ka-gar-á 'he stayed'). The realizations on the surface of these forms makes the dialect studied here truly democratic (the FV "represents" tonally the value of the root of the verb). It should be obvious by now that rules such as spreading are quite dependent upon morphological categories; furthermore, there seem to be at least two different spreading rules, one applying to verbs abstractly—as when the FV becomes H adjacent to a H root, and the extensions do the same; the other applying in certain conjugational forms. The first type of tone spreading (TS) apparently does not apply in all cases (as with H-toned roots, F1 tense), and both types must interact in complex ways with the effects of tonal displacement.

2.2.5. Future Tense. The similarity of patterning between the P2 and F tenses might lead one at first to give the F TM -cha- a L tone value (as with -ka-), but a number of factors influence me to do the opposite. For example, the Shona equivalent of 'I will be' is ndichá. Since we have already established, and have been working with the tone of ndi- as L, the H which appears must be inherent in the morpheme -cha-. It may be that -cha- itself is a complex of two morphemes, such as cha + a or chi + a, but I have little evidence to either suggest or reject this; nor do I have reason to attribute the H to a more abstract cause such as a non-segmental morpheme. For all the L-toned forms, this presents no problems. Spreading accounts for a H on L-toned roots adjacent to the F morpheme (ndichá 'I will stay'; cf. kugara 'to stay'). For H-toned verbs, however, the analysis is, as usual, more problematic. One need now account for the L-toned FV, in the 1st and 2nd persons, which appears with H-toned verbs (and this is the "little" evidence to suggest that the F TM -cha- deserves to be analyzed as a complex of a L-toned and a H-toned morpheme). It may again be necessary to claim that for this tense, TS from the root to the FV does not occur before the verb is conjugated; and then "conjugational" spreading, mentioned above, applies to the
forms in the 3rd person (i.e. those with H initial syllables). Whatever the explanation, due to the similarity of patterning in the P and F tenses, as well as the similarity of segmental structure (nda-ka-X-a vs. ndi-cha-X-a), it is likely that once more speakers are internalizing patterns: LHlL, LHHL, LHLL, and so on. (Again, 3rd person forms, possibly representing the more often used person, have their own pattern.)

3. THE IRREGULAR VERBS

Fivaz lists the following verbs as among those with roots which "require an indication of the tones on each syllable" (and I have numbered them for convenience of later reference):

1. kufuka 'to cover with blanket'
2. kufara 'to be happy'
3. kudzifa 'to warm'
4. kutara 'to set down heavy load'
5. kufunda 'to study'
6. kudzifa 'to dip'
7. kudwa 'to shout'
8. kuhwa moti 'to light a fire'
9. kuwoka 'to set (the sun)'
10. kunyaro 'to be quiet'
11. kusmunda 'to lift'
12. kusfuka 'to stand up'
13. kutonhara 'to be cold'
14. kutonhira 'to translate'
15. kushumwirinda 'to be friendly'

The assistant used for this study diverged from Fivaz' Mr. Hodza in some interesting ways. For form (1), Chineni believed that the use of the voiceless plosive -k- was "Manyika", and gave the word as kufuka (with H-toned FV), glossing it simply as 'to cover' (while 'to be covered with something' was kufukudza, a form with an extension--transitive or applied, perhaps). Forms (2), (3), (4), (6), and (9) were produced with final H tone; (5) was glossed as 'to learn'; (6), most likely an English borrowing (but see below), was 'to dip a kettle, I think to wash it...'; and (7) was never heard of. The forms (10) - (12) were agreed upon, but (14) and (15) each had a H tone added: kutonkhira became kutonkhira, and kushumwirindana became kushumwirindana. This latter is quite unusual (in Fivaz' data) due to the L sandwiched between two H's.

Apparently, Chineni's dialect has "regularized" most of the verbs which in Mr. Hodza's dialect were anomalous. This could be due to regional differences, but most likely Chineni represents the younger Shona speakers, and the regularization must indicate the innovative and now prevalent nature of TS in the language.

To this list we can append another form, (16) kujamba 'to jump', a clear borrowing. It is often the case that borrowed forms turn out to be irregular, but not always: kudzifa has been regularized for Chineni, kujamba has not. There is also a (regular) form kusamhakwa 'to pump'.

3.1 Irregular Paradigms

The paradigms for irregular verbs, illustrated in Table II below, differ to some extent from those of the regular verbs (Table I). To illustrate the tone patterns, four verbs were chosen, two of two and two of three syllables each (including FV): kufunda 'to learn', kujamba 'to jump', kusfuka 'to stand up', and kunyaro 'to be quiet'. The segmental morphemes are the same for these verbs as they are for the regular varieties. In general, the verbs pattern as H-toned regular verbs with the exception of the FV, to which spreading does not apply (cf. the infinitive forms).

One particularly unusual feature appears in the HAB tense, and this is the variable manifestation of a H on the TM -no-. While Chineni presented the forms with a H tone on -no-, she held that it was quite acceptable to pronounce it as L. This morpheme, recall, has previously been established as having H tone. The variability is problematic, for if we could attribute it to another form of spreading, this time of a L tone, then why would the same phenomenon not appear on the regular verbs, nor with the TM in kujamba (which, the assistant claims, is always H-toned)? One could also hypothesize that this "L spreading" was due to both a L prefix (there can be no L toned TM -no- adjacent to the H-toned 3rd person prefixes - and vX-) preceding -no- and a L-toned root following, but there is no evidence for this in most cases, and there is counter-evidence in some cases (see below, discussion and conclusion), where the reconstructions, supported by comparative evidence, are H-toned roots. Perhaps the answer is that as irregular verbs these forms are learned by rote, and thus the variation can be due to faulty memory or somewhat random use of an innovative L-spreading rule with some speakers. Chineni holds that it is posi-
TABLE II

The Paradigms of Irregular Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENSE</th>
<th>VERB ROOT: kufunda</th>
<th>kujamba</th>
<th>kusimuka</th>
<th>kunyara</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>-H/L HL</td>
<td>-H/16Hl</td>
<td>-H/L HHL</td>
<td>-H/L HHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-HHHL</td>
<td>-HHHL</td>
<td>-HHHL</td>
<td>-HHHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>(L)HL</td>
<td>(L)HL</td>
<td>-HLL</td>
<td>(L)HLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H)LL</td>
<td>(H)LL</td>
<td>(H)HLL</td>
<td>(H)HLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>-HHL16</td>
<td>(L)HLL</td>
<td>(L)HLL</td>
<td>(L)HLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H)HHL</td>
<td>(H)HHL</td>
<td>(H)HHL</td>
<td>(H)HHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-H H/L L</td>
<td>-HL18L</td>
<td>(L)HHL</td>
<td>(L)HHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H)HHL</td>
<td>(H)HHL</td>
<td>(H)HHL</td>
<td>(H)HHL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible that younger speakers use the H -no- more consistently. Recall, however, the statement in note 3 to the effect that the H-toned -no- differed from the data Pivaz gathered. There is dialectal variation here (cf. Pivaz, p.133, fn. 1), and this is a factor which may ultimately figure importantly in seeking an explanation for regularity (see below). Note that my assistant asserts that the form ndinojamba 'I jump' may never have a H-toned TM, to her knowledge, and thus (as can be seen more vividly in further perusing Table II) even the irregular verbs themselves do not behave as a class.

There is less variability with the C tense, which patterns, as did the HAB, like the C tense for regular H-toned verbs except for the L-toned FV. From these two tenses it is thus tempting to say that irregular verbs were all H tone roots originally, from which TS is incomplete.

For P1, the disyllabic irregular verbs pattern regularly in the 1st and 2nd persons; the trisyllabic stems behave as 3rd person regular forms (recall that H and L verbs are neutralized in P1). For one trisyllabic stem, -simuka, the 1st and 2nd persons as well seem regular, and so we may say that this form is regularized for this tense.

The disyllabic stems differ in the 3rd person from regular verbs because the tone of the root is L here. This is difficult to explain. In H-toned verbs, the root remains H for this tense. In L-toned verbs, TS occurs from the H-toned prefix -a- (combined with the P1 TM -a-). Hence even if kufunda were, for example, interpreted by speakers in this tense (unlikely anyway) to be a L-toned verb, why has TS been "blocked" in this position? This also despite the strong tendency in the past tense to minimize H and L contrasts. I cannot offer any explanation, other than the possibility that this disyllabic stem is indeed interpreted as L, and TS has not occurred for the same reasons it has not applied to the FV, which is precisely the problem under consideration (below).

In kunyara, TS occurs even though the resulting tone pattern differs from the generalized P1 pattern (for trisyllabic stems) L-H-L-L. We thus have a contrast between two more irregular verbs which we would like some day to understand.

Provided that the pattern of the 3rd person P2 form for kujamba (akujamba) is correct (see note 17), these patterns differ from those of the regular verbs not at all in the 1st and 2nd persons, and the disyllabic stems pattern like the L-toned regular verbs in the 3rd person. (Above, it was also necessary to speculate that the disyllabic verbs were treated in some cases as L-toned—and sans TS.) The trisyllabic stems are irregular, differing from the H-toned regular stems, as usual, in the appearance of a L FV in the 3rd person.

For the F tense, if the root in the kufunda form is taken to be H (as it in fact appears to be), then the patterning for this tense is identical to the L regular verbs; and for trisyllabic stems, 1st and 2nd persons, the patterns fit the generalized regular pattern. Otherwise, the tones are divergent in the usual way: they lack a final H (in the 3rd person) which would allow classification of them as H regular verbs; and one of them, kujamba, lacks (for some reason) a H-toned root (as does kufunda, variably). This results in its differing from both H and L regular verbs.
What is the tonal nature of irregular verbs? Without attempting any detailed analysis of the rules which could create such highly diverse (as well as variable) tone patterns as those seen in Table II, two simple generalizations can be proposed. First, tempting though it is, due to the inconsistency in patterning, to cry that the application of tones on these verbs is random, it most certainly is not. The language assistant could readily supply judgements of tonal acceptability, and there were tones I supplied which she vehemently rejected (although I believed I was repeating just what I'd heard her say). What seemed unsystematic to this researcher thus must have been quite systematic to the speaker, and it is this systematicity which continues to elude me.

Secondly, the irregular verbs appear, simply put, to pattern sometimes closer to L-toned regular verbs, sometimes closer to H-toned regular verbs, but they more often resemble the latter. In certain cases where the grammar does not distinguish between H and L roots, in conjugation, irregular verbs are not irregular at all. In this way they are continually floating between H and L and the region where the two meet. Since there is an area of the grammar where three "classes" fall together in this manner, it may be possible that at some time in the distant future Shona will have lost the H-L distinction, just as now some of the irregular verbs have been regularized to H verbs. Such a statement is perhaps akin to the claim that a language can "lose its tones" and become a restricted tone system such as Safwa, or atonal as is Swahili (although a different set of circumstances, perhaps, led to the latter event). There are different types of irregular verbs, as we have seen, some of which behave more readily like regular verbs than others, and this may be evidence of the leveling out of distinctions which is one aspect of a language's striving toward regularity.22

3.2. Etymology of the Irregular Verbs

The remaining task, since it has not been possible to explain the tonal behavior of the irregular verbs in any detail, is to endeavor to discover the origins of these verbs. Some of them, we know, have been borrowed from English, and it is then not wholly unnatural to hypothesize that all of the irregular verbs are borrowings of some sort (although it is not the case, at this stage anyway, that all borrowings are irregular). It also seems normal enough to look at Proto-Bantu (PB) reconstructions for possible regularities in the etymology of these forms, and these are just the two lines of investigation which have been undertaken.

Aside from the fairly evident English borrowings, which have been noted, the latter course of inquiry (i.e. the historical) will be reported first, as the appearance of a PB root for an irregular verb precludes its having been borrowed at least from outside the Bantu group.

Three main sources were consulted for this part of the research: A. E. Meeussen's "Bantu Grammatical Reconstructions"; Joseph H. Greenberg's "The Tonal System of Proto-Bantu"; and most importantly, Malcolm Guthrie's Comparative Bantu: An Introduction to the Comparative Linguistics and Prehistory of the Bantu Languages. The latter two proved most helpful for lexical work.

What follows is another list of the irregular verbs with historical information, where available, and discussion.

1. kufika 'to cover with a blanket'. No form in Guthrie. The expected antecedent would be something like **-puka**, and there was a form *-pük* 'dig up', felling up (earth)', which becomes in the extended form (*-pükūđ-) the Shona and Zulu -fukus-, -fukur-, respectively, from Proto-Zulu *-kük* or *-lek*. One might propose an etymology whereby a semantic change occurred in Shona which turned the gloss 'felling up (earth)' into 'bury', which later evolved into 'cover (with something)'. (Cf. *-pükūđ* 'mole'). Note that this proto-form is L-toned.

A considerably less likely origin for this form would be *-tükó-, realized in Venda as *wusúswa* and meaning 'night'. This however stretches the semantic (and phonological) imagination to a rather gross extent, as the relationship would be somewhat poetic: 'night' thought of as 'covering' the earth with a blanket, as it were, of stars, or darkness, and so on. For this reason I would not sanction a serious proposal of *-tükó* as the origin of kufika. (Note that this root is H-toned, with the verb root probably **-tük-**.)

2. kufira 'to be happy'. The expected reconstruction is **-pad-.** Guthrie's *-pad* means 'scrape' (Greenberg concurs) - Siswati -fil-; *-pad- 'forehead'; *-pad- 'kind of antelope', also 'baldness'. All of these seem unlikely sources, due to the glosses.

One might posit an irregular development from *-bad-, which would be expected to become **-bhr- or **-bor- in Shona. Some of the glosses for this PB form come a little closer to being realistic, but not much: *-bhàd- 'split'; *-bàd- 'marry' (could it be that this developed into 'to be happy}?; *-bàd- 'shine' (remotely possible); *-bàd- 'begin' (transitive) and so on. A Kongo form, probably from *-bàd- 'marry', is ból 'copulate', which through borrowing and segmental adaptation could conceivably result in *-fài*.
to be happy", but it would be the first case I know of of a semantic joke catching on historically. Let it suffice to be said that there is as yet no satisfactory PB form for kufšra, and thus one cannot eliminate the possibility of borrowing from a non-Bantu group.

3. kudžfya 'to warm'. *-dš- 'become burnt' is a somewhat questionable etymology, as the clear reflexes are items with a Northern distribution (Guthrie's zones A, B, C, and D-Guthrie, Vol. 3, p.166). An 'opposite' alternative is the form *-dš́ 'cold', though both semantic and sound (for the second consonant) changes might cause some problems. Note that both of these possibilities are H-toned roots.

4. kufša 'to set down a heavy load'. From *-tšp- - put down (a load)'; cf. the extension *-tšp- (Munyika -twará), 'probable due to a PB-X24 item' (Guthrie, Vol. 4, p.126). H-toned root reconstruction.

5. kufša 'to learn (or study). Possibly from *-tšnu- 'become full' (e.g. full of knowledge, wisdom). In Zulu and Shona *tu > *tš, and thus the initial t in the Shona form is understandable, provided that the semantic change is acceptable. Says Guthrie: "These entries may be due to a source-item that emerged in the north-west in the Bantu period" (Vol. 4, p.130), as the distribution lists is limited: 'There are three other C.S. [comparative series] with this meaning: C.S. 685.25 *-dš́ [western] ...; C.S. 1296 *-nš́ [eastern] ...; C.S. 1840 *-tšp- [western] ...In view of the very restricted distribution of these three C.S., it seems probable that the PB-X item meaning 'to become full' is reflected in C.S. 2047 [the forms *-šúšu-,*-šúšu-] but there remains the question about its shape" (p.177).

*-šúšu- may thus have developed an extension with *-tšp-, being realized with full word status in certain languages, undergoing semantic changes. The word exists in Zulu.

Greenberg postulates *-tšp- 'chastise, teach', which appears as a H root with a L-toned PB in Venda, Zulu, and Khoekhoe, the first two of which are neighboring languages. Venda is just south of the Karanga area, and the Nkuholo dialect is known to be heavily influenced by Zulu (Boke 1931). Note that the reconstructions are H-toned.

6. kufša 'to dip'. This appears to be an English borrowing, but interestingly enough Guthrie has posited a reconstruction *-dš́ 'dip', the offspring of which are said to be found in zones A, B, and H, with no mention of zone S, the Shona area (where *-dš́- would appear as kudžhá, or something similar, in the invariable). It is believed to be "arisen from the source item of C.S. 731 *-šúšu- 'fish', with more general distribution by a mutation of meaning involving generalization from 'to dip a basket to catch (fish)' to 'to dip' (Vol. 3, p.196).

There is also a form *-dš́ 'water', not particularly found in the south-central areas; with the meaning 'pool' ('well') or 'deep water', and L tones on both syllables, the form appears as Munyika dz.web. Since PB *-l- following d usual vowel (e.g. *-dš́ in *-dš́ in *-dš́, i.e. *-dš́ in *-dš́, i.e. *-dš́ in *-dš́), and since the high vowel of English 'dip' may be interpreted in a similar manner as PB *-l- (though this may not be relevant), it is still reasonable to assume that kufša is an English borrowing. Its similarity to a Bantu root might only aid in its being established as a Shona lexical item.

7. kudžhá 'to shoot'. There are two alternatives, these being *-dš́ 'barb' and *-dš́ 'cry calf', which may be from the same source item (cf. Guthrie, Vol. 3, p.309). Both are H-toned.

8. kudžhá 'to shoot'. There are two alternatives, these being *-dš́ 'barb' and *-dš́ 'cry calf', which may be from the same source item (cf. Guthrie, Vol. 3, p.309). Both are H-toned.

9. kudžhá 'to shoot'. There are two alternatives, these being *-dš́ 'barb' and *-dš́ 'cry calf', which may be from the same source item (cf. Guthrie, Vol. 3, p.309). Both are H-toned.

10. kudžhá 'to shoot'. There are two alternatives, these being *-dš́ 'barb' and *-dš́ 'cry calf', which may be from the same source item (cf. Guthrie, Vol. 3, p.309). Both are H-toned.

11. kudžhá 'to shoot'. There are two alternatives, these being *-dš́ 'barb' and *-dš́ 'cry calf', which may be from the same source item (cf. Guthrie, Vol. 3, p.309). Both are H-toned.

12. kudžhá 'to shoot'. There are two alternatives, these being *-dš́ 'barb' and *-dš́ 'cry calf', which may be from the same source item (cf. Guthrie, Vol. 3, p.309). Both are H-toned.

13. kudžhá 'to shoot'. There are two alternatives, these being *-dš́ 'barb' and *-dš́ 'cry calf', which may be from the same source item (cf. Guthrie, Vol. 3, p.309). Both are H-toned.

14. kudžhá 'to translate, interpret'. The expected reconstructions might be *-tu-dl-kid- or *-td-ik-id- or *-td-dl-dc- and so on, none of which could be found. The *-dl- could be a copula; there is a form *-kid- 'grid, rub', and also *-td- 'pierce', as well as a causative *-lk- and the applied suffix *-id-
but these are all very difficult to tie together, and much more so to relate to
the Shona verb (imagine **-tud-ik-ic-, 'to cause to pierce' + applied suffix,
some such thing). I will say, at this point, rather that a suitable etymology is not yet available.

15. kusìmdwarùdza 'to be friendly with'. As already indicated above, this
verb is derived from the noun shìmdwar 'friend'. It is primarily H-toned.

16. kujìmba 'to jump'. Borrowed from English, where the drop from H on
the penultimate to L on the final syllable probably represents the descending pitch
pattern of the primary stress on the English verb pronounced in isolation.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One observation seems to stand out among all the rest in the
preceding discussion, and that is that for the five forms we have been able to find (at least partial) etymologies for (numbers 4, 5, 7, 9, and 13), the PB root was H. This means it can probably be
safely supposed that the irregular verbs were always H-toned roots,
and their anomalousness is not somehow due to an original L tone.
(One might expect, for example, a period of irregularity if a form
were transforming its tones.) Oddly enough, this is not always
the case with the regular verbs: kusìfrìkà 'to arrive' reconstructs as
*-plìk- (with a H-toned PV in Zulu: plìkà; see Greenberg, p.207);
kuyèndè 'to go' is descended from *-gènd-. and so on. There are,
of course, a large number of verbs agreeing with the reconstructed
PB tones, e.g. kutìmdà 'to send', from *-tìm-: kuzìkvà 'to know', from
*-zèh- 'know, be able'.
It is not reasonable, however, on the
basis of five forms against a host of more uncertain ones, to make
much of this similarity among the PB roots. But it is possible
the H-toned origins represent just what forms are available for
TS: a H-toned root (e.g. *-tìdd- 'put down') acquires a PV which
is L, and the new form is pronounced H-L until a TS rule enters
the language (in this case). The rule may not affect all forms
immediately; later, younger speakers may regularize according to the
TS rule that is already in the grammar and operating for other
H-toned verbs.

While some irregular verbs can be considered borrowed, and
while one may want to speculate that all borrowed words are, at
least initially, irregular (tonally or otherwise), it cannot be
said that all the irregular verbs are borrowed from outside the
Bantu group. For approximately 30% of the forms we have fairly
certain PB etymologies; for nearly 70% we still have no adequate
explanation. The possibility exists, though, that many of the 30%
represent borrowings into Shona from other Bantu languages; that is,
a PB form may have dropped out of use in the group of dialects we
now call "Shona", and was later reintroduced into the lexicon. As
for the 70% uncertainties, borrowing from non-Bantu languages in
the area has not been eliminated as a plausible source. A fruitful
line of research would be to undertake extensive comparative study
to uncover cognates of the 70% of the verbs whose origins are still
mysterious. If no cognates were found (Guthrie's and Greenberg's
lists were not however all encompassing) in Bantu languages, the
probability of borrowing is greater, and non-Bantu languages in
adjacent regions could then be investigated.

Evidence for the view that the 30% with PB roots may have
been lost in Shona and then reintroduced at some later date is not
at all definitive. One must look at the tonal shapes of the forms
in neighboring Bantu areas. For example, kufìndà is irregular in
Shona, but occurs regularly with the same tones in Venda, Zulu and
Kongo, the first two of which are languages spoken in nearby re-
gions. Again, more extensive research is needed before there can
be more support for the notion of borrowing "intra-familial", to
coin a phrase; and evidence will probably never be conclusive.

This work represents a general summary of the tonal behavior
of regular and irregular verbs based on the data obtained from one
speaker of Shona. It is by no means complete. While the source
of those verbs which exhibit regularity in tonal representations
has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, three sources are
suggested, the first of which has already been discussed to a cer-
tain extent: 1) borrowing; 2) derivation; 3) infrequency of usage.

Evidence for the first, as we have seen, comes from such forms
as kujìmba, which has been borrowed from English. That derivation
from non-verbal origins, or compounding, is a possible source of
irregularity is intimated by the form kusìmdwarùdza (now regular
for at least one speaker) from the noun shìmdwar. Nouns do not
adhere to as severely restricted tone patterns as verbs, and thus
the pattern H-L-H is not unusual. The verb merely displays the tones of its nominal ancestor. Verbs such as kutónhóra and kunyárára are compounds of two or more "verb" roots (most likely), given that we allow the copula -ni- full word status in kunyárára. Thus, if such derivations are relatively recent, they may not have been reinterpreted yet as whole (simplex) lexical items.

Finally, it is possible that infrequency of usage results in non-regular tonal patterning. It has been mentioned that what many linguists consider the most frequently used person (the third) can command its own patterning (see note 11), sometimes resulting in leveling, perhaps. It follows that a less frequently used form might tend to resist leveling. Probably no one can say just what makes some words more amenable to daily use than others, but it certainly the case that frequency distributions for lexical items can be successfully calculated and cover a wide range. This diversity should be expected to have consequences. Granted, this paragraph is the most speculative of a series of highly speculative paragraphs.

These three possible sources are bound together by a common feature. The irregular verbs are irregular due to the fact that the rule of TS, so persistent in many areas of Shona grammar, does not apply.28 Now TS is a language specific phenomenon; comparative data reveal, of course, that it is common in many Bantu languages for a H verb root to end with a L FV, or to exhibit L extensions, and so on. TS developed at some point after a group of dialects or languages (i.e. Shona) had separated itself from other Bantu dialects. The rule does not a) affect all forms (some morphological classes are immune to it), nor b) apply consistently to all dialects in the Shona group. For example, the Zvishavane plural/formal imperative 'drink!' appears as inwáyi (cf. kuná 'to drink'); the Manyika form is inwáyi. The Zvishavane derived noun 'preacher, teacher' pronounced mufundisi appears in Manyika as mufundisi.29 Many other examples can be found where these two dialects diverge in regard to the application (or extent of application) of TS. Similarly, within a single dialect, TS is variable, as we have seen in various places in this study.

It is possible, in addition, that there were at least two TS rules introduced into the Shona language: one which results in H tones created by TS becoming eventually part of the lexical, or morphological representation of the verb. This would be an older rule, presumably. The other TS rule would be one which to this day remains a phonological (tonological) process not yet lexicalized. Whatever the source of the rules, they would not apply consistently if either of them developed while dialect split were occurring in Proto-Shona (or later): that is, some of the sub-groups, depending upon which time they broke off from the parent dialect, would be more affected by the rule than others which had perhaps splintered off at an earlier time. Similarly, words which came into use during this variable period, through borrowing or coinage, derivation, or just through infrequent and sporadic usage might be less affected by the rules than words which were more firmly established, and in more general usage in the speech community. The possibility also exists that a third (or nth) period of TS is operating now, which results in the difference between the two assistants used by Fivaz and me. One might then imagine a rather "stratified" grammar, like the cross-section of a mountain, relating the history of TS rules in Shona. A deepest lamination would show no such rule, a later layer may show it (for example, the lexicalized H tones which did not exist in PB, the deepest layer); then another stratum later of another TS rule, and so on.

No doubt there are several alternative explanations which will appear in the course of further research, research which encompasses a wider range of dialects and languages. Irregularity in rule application has always been a vital aspect of any language, and its causes have perplexed historical linguists for centuries. The possibilities set forth here are highly speculative, and are in the traditional spirit of utilizing irregular forms as an indication of a language's history, but differ perhaps from that spirit in also suggesting that irregularities may hold a clue to the new and innovative features of a language.

NOTES

1 The research for this paper was partially supported by a California Work-Study Grant. I would like to acknowledge the help of Larry M. Hyman of U.S.C., Jean-Marie Humbert of U.C.L.A., and Chineni Mwayera of U.S.C. (Without whose patience and tireless re-
petition of words and phrases the work would not have been possible); and finally, the members of the Seminar in Comparative Bantu Tonology, 1975-76, U.S.C. and U.C.L.A. affiliates alike.

"In the following infinitive forms, for example, the tonomorphs H, HH, HHH occur with the high roots, and the tonomorphs L, LL, LLL with the low roots.

kudya ‘to eat’
kubva ‘to leave’
kutonga ‘to buy’
kubvunza ‘to ask’
kutongesa ‘to sell’
Kutarisa ‘to look’

Which of the three H tonomorphs occurs is of course dependent upon the number of syllables in the verb stem, and the same applies to L tonomorphs. There are then only two tonal morphemes involved in this case: /H-HH-HHH/ and /L-LL-LLL/" (Fivaz 1970:31).

This form -no- represents the first divergence from Fivaz’s whose assistant gave, e.g. šůn’Đva ‘the eat’ for the H-toned verb kudya ‘to eat’, while Chineni gives šůn’Đva. His assistant gave the form nĩn’Đva ‘I leave’ for the L-toned verb kubva ‘to leave’, where Chineni gives nĩn’Đva. Fivaz’s assistant possesses a rule which dissimilates -no- to the tone of the root; then the H tone spreads from -no- onto the root, or so Fivaz claims. It would seem that Chineni’s grammar is less complex for this tense than is Mr. Hodza’s. As Fivaz himself says: "There is some dialectal variation in the tone of /-no/-" (p.133, fn. 1).

In all infinitive forms of the verbs, and in those dialects where constructions such as the C verb complex are treated (including orthographically, e.g. Stevick 1965:88) as two words, verb -ri- plus infinitive, the prefix mr- is L-toned.

I borrow the term "displacement", as a synonym for what Fivaz calls "tone passing", from van Spaandonck (1971). I use it to refer both to the simple displacement of a tone to an adjacent (or even non-adjacent) syllable, as well as the displacement caused by segmental fusions.

Larry Hyman (personal communication) suggests a constraint *HL and *LH (falling and rising tones, respectively), which contours probably didn’t exist in Proto-Bantu. Different Bantu languages resolved the evolution of tone contours due to the loss of segments, loss of syllability, and so on in different ways. Some languages developed rising and falling contours, some developed rules of the type LH → H. In this way the constraint against tone contours may result in their simplification, when displacement and other phenomena cause, e.g. FV’s, to carry LH and HL contours.

Hyman proposes the following to account for the facts of HHH verbs:

\[ \begin{align*} 
\text{ú} & \rightarrow \text{ú} + \text{HHH} \rightarrow \text{ú} + \text{HH} \rightarrow \text{ú} + \text{H} + \text{LL} \rightarrow \text{ú} + \text{LLL} \rightarrow \text{ú} + \text{HL} 
\end{align*} \]

First the posited L of the *HL or *L causes stepping of a following sequence of H’s; then all ‘H’s (downstepped ‘H’s) become L, and then the displacement occurs. Highly hypothetically, he suggests that the L of ‘H may be from the kó- prefix historically.

1HL and LH contours tend to undergo adaptation and simplification as a natural process (Hyman and Schuh 1974); sequences such as LHH tend also to display downshift in some cases, especially where sonorant consonants intervene (Hombert 1974:181).

2van Spaandonck (1971), however, does not use Shona in illustrations of "displacement tonal", proximal or distal.

...nous devons tenir compte de la possibilité d’un MT (morphofonéme) représenté plus loin que sur la syllable qui suit immédiatement" (van Spaandonck 1971:157).

Larry Hyman (personal communication) suggests that for L verbs we might begin with a H tone on the FV. The derivation for, e.g. ‘they stayed’ would be:

\[ \begin{align*} 
\text{ú} + \text{ú} + \text{gá} + \text{ú} + \text{ú} & \rightarrow \text{ú} + \text{ú} + \text{ú} + \text{ú} \rightarrow \text{ú} + \text{ú} + \text{ú} + \text{ú} 
\end{align*} \]

That is, the tone of the FV could be different for each tense (with first a leftward displacement and then a TS rule applying).

The fact that verbs inflected for the third person may be the more widely used group is a possible explanation for TS applying to these forms and not to first and second person forms for the P2 and F tenses. Insofar as spreading is a recent innovation, and more apparent in the younger speaker I worked with than in the assistants used for earlier works on Shona, it may thus apply to the more frequently used forms and reflect a "drift" of some sort (see conclusions). The early emergence of the third person has been noted in child language, and this supports somewhat the opinion that it is used more frequently than the other persons. See, for one of my many examples, p.265 of Velta Rüge-Dravığı’s "On the Emergence of Inflection in Child Language: A Contribution Based on Latvian Speech Data".

12ph and dh represent I.P.A. b and d respectively. This is a relatively new development in Shona orthography, which distinguishes explosive, tone-depressing b and d (bh and dh) from implosive b and d.

3Fivaz noted that TS doesn’t extend beyond the third syllable and thus nos. 14 and 15 in Chineni’s dialect are in fact regular. I have found this same limit on the extent of TS in several forms.

14Both of the vowels of -jůmba are realized with somewhat contoured tones (see figure 1, below), making it very difficult to determine whether the tones are H or L. To my ear, the vowels in kútůnda and kújůmba sounded almost "mid-toned", especially the final vowels. Yet kújůmba was always much more difficult to hear. Work at the U.C.L.A. Phonetics Laboratory with the help of Jean-Marie Hombert revealed the following facts in a comparison of L-toned kúgar ‘to sit, stay, live’, H-toned kúńda ‘to see’, and irregular verbs kúńda and kújůmba: 1) The frequency range of the FV in the H-toned example in the negative past construction handkúńda ‘I didn’t see’ is 172 to 182 cps. (Tones of H or L FV’s tends to be lower than the corresponding tones on, for example, root vowels.) 2) The L-toned FV of the verb kúgar in the negative
past construction kudzvandura is represented by a frequency range of 147-156 cps.—the latter figure representing the frequency nearest the root, the former nearest the end of the utterance. 3) The L-toned root vowel ranges from 156 (near the final -r) to 164 (near the -g, a depressor consonant) cps. The real effects of depressor consonants are seen when they precede H tones (see below). 4) The root vowel of the irregular kujamba, preceded by a depressor consonant, ranges from 147 to 161 cps.; the FV 139 to 143 cps. 5) The root vowel of the irregular kudzvandura ranges from 185 to 196 cps. (clearly H-toned); the FV 147-159 cps.

The effects of a depressor consonant such as -g- are clearly seen in the differences between the H tone of kudzvandura and the H tone of kujamba. The latter is in the usual L tone range. How can it be called a H tone? There are two reasons: 1) The contour is revealing. In the early part of the vowel, the frequency drops from 159 to 147 cps., and then rises to 161 cps. This is characteristic of H tones preceded by depressor consonants: the contour becomes LH. 2) The root vowel of kujamba is H relative to the FV of the same word, which is well below the frequency range for "normal" L tones (below 170 cps.; this FV never reaches 150). When depressed H tones occur in the same construction with L tones, the L tones which follow are realized as lower than usual, presumably to preserve the H-L contrast in the face of the damaging effects of depressor consonants.

I have included graphic representations of the above facts in figures 1 and 2 below.

15 This H does not reach the level of either the preceding morpheme -g- or the following morpheme -mb-, which (see note 14) is depressed. The assistant did not accept my pronunciation of anojamba as HLHL.

16 This final L always sounds slightly raised to me, as do many of the FV's of irregular verbs. It does fall, however, and phonetic analysis (see note 14) does not support my impression of the tones as raised.

17 Uncertain transcription. Four people, upon listening to the same form, judged it to be four different patterns: HHHH, HLHL, HLHH, and HHHL. Since the author of this paper had the last opinion, this is the one I am considering correct. It is supported by the pattern of kudzvandura, though it has been seen that what one irregular verb does is not very strong evidence for what another one will do.

18 This is also a questionable transcription. The tone of the root in this form was higher than that of the following vowel, but lower than that of the preceding future morpheme -ch-

19 Originally in Shona, that is. Obviously, a form like kujamba (borrowed from English) did not originally have tone. It is interesting to speculate why it was given H tone. One can imagine that polysyllabic words might enter the Shona lexicon with a H tone where the word originally had stress. The word 'baptize', now pronounced kubadzidzi, may have been, at the time of borrowing,
*kudzai*daa. TS would have since applied to the form, as in the case of Mr. Hodza's kudzha becoming Chimenvu's kudzhi. Monosyllabic words such as "dip", "jump" and "pump" (kupumbu), however, do not exhibit (in English) a syllable which is stressed in comparison to other syllables. It may be the "unmarked" case that words are borrowed with H tone—I've encountered no L borrowed words (among the verbs—borrowed nouns exhibit a wide range of tonal patterns). Larry Hyman (personal communication) contends that the vowels in the English words sound falling, and are then simplified, presumably, to H tones through natural processes already discussed above; more on this idea appears in note 21.

The effects of strong penultimate stress in Shona must also be considered. Note that the addition of Shona morphological markers like the prefix ku- and the FV -a put the borrowed monosyllabic word in penultimate position.

20 This is a tentative statement. Like many tones adjacent to the bilabial nasal a, the tone actually emerges as falling. To my ear, however, the contour starts at a lower level than the previous H tone. It has, in fact, always been my experience in Shona that a falling tone after a bilabial nasal is H.

21 Larry Hyman (personal communication) suggests trying the contour HL (rather than H) to derive the irregular verbs. This would, for example, explain the L-toned final vowel as receiving its tone through displacement, I presume. The one reason that I am hesitant to attempt this kind of analysis is the lack of historical evidence to account for a L tone to create a HL contour, but the suggestion is of course quite plausible, and ought to be investigated in the future.

22 Regularity is of course efficient for the speaker of a language, in terms of storage in the brain, but may not be particularly efficient for the hearer of the language who would like forms to be as non-homophonous and diverse (to the extent that regularity is precluded) as possible, thus to aid in facility (non-ambiguity) of perception. It is interesting that I have not encountered any minimal pairs of H vs. L or regular vs. irregular verbs which might tend to block any drift toward absolute regularization (and no doubt the resultant extinction of the language).

23 To distinguish starred forms from proto-forms, a double asterisk (**) will indicate the former non-occurring forms; a single asterisk (*) marks PB reconstructions. u and i represent tightly closed varieties (a la Meeussen). These contrast with ɔ and ɐ and have different historical consequences.

24 The really significant thing is that exactly the same sound-shifts operate throughout all the sections of the common language, which must mean that certain variations were already present in Proto-Bantu when sound-shifting began to occur. The simplest hypothesis to account for the observed state of affairs is one that assigns the source items of the C.S. [comparative series] in the regional sections to separate dialects within Proto-Bantu. Thus it may be inferred that the western section of Common Bantu contains...
reflexes of a distinct ancestor language, which may be referred to as Proto-Bantu A (abbr. PB-A), while the eastern section can be regarded as providing evidence for the probable existence of a further ancestor language Proto-Bantu B (abbr. PB-B). It then follows that the ultimate ancestor of the whole family, distinguish as Proto-Bantu X (abbr. PB-X), has to be treated as the source both of the items whose reflexes occur in the general section, and of the two Proto-Bantu dialects A and B. . . . \text{"}(Guthrie 1970, Vol. 1, p.84).

25 The numerical indices are Guthrie’s.

26 Greenberg reconstructs the vowel as \( \ddot{a} \), Guthrie as \( a \).

27 Interestingly, but probably not significantly, I couldn’t find examples of \( L \) roots in Shona which were \( H \) in reconstructions.

28 At the stage during which the verbs are irregular. That regularization is gradually taking place has already been seen.

29 Note that this is in the same morphological set as the irregular verb ku\( \ddot{a} \)nda ‘to study, learn, *teach’.
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